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CHAPTER 4_ DISCUSSION 
In chapter three, the changing patterns in the wife's and 
child's perception of the husband/father's imprisonment 
were described by reference to case studies. These relate 
to three dimensions: cognitive, emotional and material, 
assessed twice with an interval of one year. Also included 
is an assessment of the child's self-esteem, moral 
development, demographic data and details of current family 
interactions. In this chapter, a framework of how the 
family copes with aspects of imprisonment will be 
presented, which integrates the above components into 
patterns of coping strategies. To this end, three 
theoretical approaches are adopted: the interactional 
perspective, the ecology of human development and 
Wallerstein's framework of sequencing psychological tasks. 
Towards IL theoretical framework at coping f. = children Q 
of enders. 
The theoretical perspective that has guided the 
interpretation of the data in this study is based on 
Magnusson's (1988) interactional approach. As we have 
outlined in chapter I, this framework develops from the 
premise that human behaviour is fundamentally meaningful 
and contextually situated, and that an adequate 
description or explanation of human behaviour must take 
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these features into account (Magnusson, 1988; Wells and 
Stryker, 1988). That is, human activity can be conscious, 
intentional and interpretive and cannot be isolated from 
the contexts in which it is embedded without destroying its 
meaning and therefore its comprehension. Behaviour is 
viewed as the product of an ongoing interplay between 
society and the self which involves the participants' 
active awareness of elements in interactive situations, and 
the responses to these elements in terms of their meanings 
rather than simply as physical cues. The various contexts 
included in this approach are the social, physical, 
biological and temporal contexts. 
The interactionist framework integrates four basic 
propositions. First, the self is a central feature for 
understanding human experience which is based on its 
essential reflexivity and intentionality. Second, the 
individual is viewed in terms of a total integrated system. 
Third, the individual operates in an ongoing, dynamic, and 
reciprocal process of interaction with his/her environment. 
Fourth, the nature of the person-environment interaction 
depends on the nature of the continuing, dynamic and 
reciprocal process of interaction among individual's 
psychological and biological subsystems (Magnusson, 1981). 
In this study we emphasise the physical, social and 
temporal contexts as central to the analysis of the events 
under investigation. 
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The interactionist framework is adopted in this study for, 
in order to understand fully an individual's coping 
strategies when faced with a stressful event, and to 
determine the degree of success or failure of the outcome, 
it is essential to acknowledge the individual's perception 
and subsequent appraisal of the situation within the 
specific context in which the event takes place. 
Interactive processes between thp, person an-d the situation 
The theoretical perspective adopted in this study which 
emphasises the meaning and reasons that underlie action, 
has hitherto eluded the limited amount of research 
undertaken on children of offenders (see chapter I, pp. 43- 
45). To describe a child's reactions to loss of the father 
because imprisonment, or the characteristics of individuals 
or families in which this event takes place, is not useful 
in providing an explanatory model and has few implications 
for treatment. The limitations of these approaches are 
that, whilst general statements can be made about the 
effects of father's imprisonment on children, it cannot 
account for variations in the particular processes of 
children's coping, nor does it offer explanations for the 
developmental outcomes noted. 
Various theories and conceptual frameworks have emphasised 
the crucial importance of considering the meaning the 
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individual gives to an event, in order to identify the 
generative mechanisms that give rise to the behaviour 
(Harre and Secord, 1972) and enable the understanding and 
explanation of behavioural variance. Harre (1977) also 
emphasises that behaviour is self- directed and self- 
monitored; thus, the explanation of social behaviour 
requires the identification of the rules govening it, rules 
which give it meaning for those enacting it. Shotter (1978) 
also argues that the reasons an actor gives are crucial to 
the understanding of individuals as agents, and as such are 
most appropriate for explaining social behaviour. He 
stresses the intentional nature of man, but contrary to 
Harre, argues against the determinism that adherence to 
rules implies. For Shotter, reasons given for action will 
not necessarily reveal rules or scripts for action, but 
rather demonstrate how these are assessed and taken into 
account. An example in our study would be the wives' hopes 
for a positive outcome on the release of their spouse and 
subsequent decision to wait for his return may appear 
unrealistic to outsiders, but it is not unrealistic to 
those involved, even if the reasons for their hope may be 
idiosyncratic (Families D, E, M). 
The interactional perspective is also congruent with 
Mischel's (1973) emphasis on the idiosyncratic organization 
of behaviour, and like Bowers (1973), supports the 
interactionist position, in that the major determinant of 
behaviour is the individual's perception of the situation 
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(psychological environment) and not the environment per sue.. 
The individual is the active, intentional subject in the 
reciprocal person-by- situation interaction. S/he is not 
only affected by the situations but also affects what is 
going on and continuously contributes to changes in 
situational and environmental conditions both for 
him/herself and for others. What is of decisive importance 
within this process is the way an individual selects 
situations, stimuli and events, and perceives, construes 
and evaluates them (Magnusson, 1981). This makes 
situations and environments as they are perceived and 
appraised by individuals an essential subject matter of 
analysis. Moreover, the configuration of factors that 
operate in each individual's life requires that attention 
be given to the behaviour of each person as an integrated 
totality (Cairns, 1987), which includes the biological, 
psychological, and sociological aspects of the organism- 
environment system (Ekehammar, 1974). 
By assimilating new knowledge and new experiences within 
existing categories and by accommodating old categories and 
forming new ones, each individual develops a total, 
integrated system of mental structures and contents in a 
continuous interaction with the physical, social, and 
cultural environments. Therefore, the development of coping 
strategies for dealing with various kinds of environments 
and situations is a continuously ongoing learning process, 
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which derives from the influence of the various systems an 
individual encounters in the course of development (Lewis 
and Feiring, 1978; Runyan, 1978 ). 
The emphasis upon cognition as an organizing structure that 
determines our perceptions and knowledge of reality is 
acknowledged in the conceptual framework for managing life 
crises, proposed by Moos and Schaeffer (1986). Their five 
major sets of tasks are based on Crisis Theory, which deals 
with the impact of disruption on established patterns of 
person and social identity, and argues that a crisis is a 
situation that is so novel or major that habitual responses 
are insufficient to restore the individual's balance when 
characteristic patterns of thoughts and behaviour are 
upset. Crisis Theory's first and basic assumption is, that 
through a cognitive appraisal of its significance, a crisis 
sets forth basic adaptive tasks to which varied coping 
skills can be applied. 
The significance of the theoretical contributions outlined 
above can be seen by Thomasson's (1984) observations that 
acceptance by wives of their husband's criminality may seem 
arbitrary, until they give their reasons for their belief. 
These are based on the assumption that the men are really 
no different from anyone else, apart from an extremely 
difficult past ("the sad tale" p. 63), which led them into a 
life of crime, and hence their view that their men deserve 
understanding and even support. 
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In the case of the children in our study, the significance 
of establishing the meaning they give to the event can be 
observed in their different ways of perceiving the father's 
action, and the influence this has in the organization of 
their coping strategies. For example if the child considers 
that his/her friends will disapprove of the father's 
offence s/he is more likely to prepare a lie to explain the 
absence of the father than if s/he considers that friends 
will understand the situation. 
Paternal imprisonment initiates a chain of cognitive 
activity that can be extended over a long period of time 
and involves complex thoughts, actions and reactions. New 
information from the environment and new thoughts feed back 
to the original interpretation of the father's action, 
denying it, confirming it, enhancing it, or reducing it, 
depending on further evaluations of what is happening and 
what the child can do about it. 
Given the recognition that paternal separation due to 
imprisonment does not occur in isolation from the socio- 
environmental context in which this event takes place, it 
is important to situate the various contextual sources of 
influences on the family, and the levels of abstraction at 
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which they operate. 
A most useful framework that delineates different 
categories of variables which operate at various levels of 
contextual abstraction is the ecological systems framework 
proposed by Bronfenbrenner (1979,1985; Bronfenbrenner and 
Crouter, 1983), which is presented in chapter I of this 
study. This perspective provides a particularly well suited 
framework to analyse and understand father-child 
separation, since it conceptualizes relationships and 
environments in terms of interacting systems, which are 
critical to the child's development. These systems include: 
microsystems, mesosystems, exosystems and macrosystems. For 
the purpose of this study, the microsystems refer to the 
settings of the family and the prison visit in which the 
child participates, the mesosystem to the interpersonal 
linkage between the family and the prison settings, the 
exosystem refers to the judicial system, that is, the 
effects court proceedings and the actions of the police 
have on the developmental environment of the child, even 
though s/he has never participated in these settings and 
the macrosystem to society's norm and values which 
influence the child's justifications for the father's 
offence. 
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Wallerstein's co nceDtual z ation at coming tasks 
For the purpose of organising the data concerning the 
demands for adjustment to the major psychological, social 
and economic changes that paternal loss resulting from 
imprisonment poses to the child, five tasks with which 
s/he is confronted during this period are conceptualised. 
These five tasks have been derived from Wallerstein's 
(1983) work on father's loss due to divorce. 
Wallerstein (1983) formulates a sequence of six 
interrelated hierarchical coping tasks that attend the 
child's experience in the divorcing family. The concept of 
task is used as a framework to link theoretical and 
experiential grounds, to clarify the child's patterns of 
coping and to illustrate the psychological significance of 
the child's responses, as well as their social context and 
social consequences over time. However, Wallerstein (1983) 
alerts us to the limitations of the concept of task, which 
implies a dichotomy between success and failure. In our 
study, success and failure are viewed as relative, and we 
follow Wallerstein's definition of success, as "that which 
permits the individual to maintain a reasonable 
developmental progression" (p. 282); and of failure, "that 
which significantly hampers or distorts subsequent 
development" (p. 282). 
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Models at cog1g strategies 
Several authors have included the cognitive redefinition of 
the situation in their conceptual framework on methods of 
coping with stressful events, and have considered it to be 
essential to the understanding of the coping process 
(Lazarus and Folkman, 1984; Schlenker, 1987; Murphy and 
Moriarty, 1976; Moos and Schaefer, 1986). Even though many 
coping models have been developed, stress as a concept has 
been viewed as being dependent on the interaction of two 
complex systems, the environment and the person. That is, 
stress lies not in the environmental input but in the 
person's "agendas" such as beliefs, goals and capabilities 
to meet, mitigate or alter these demands. 
In an example from the present study, we can see that, 
despite the enormous suffering and turmoil that the 
imprisonment of Frances' husband (family M) brought to her, 
she now believes that his imprisonment has given her cause 
for hope and that their relationship will be a "lot better" 
when he returns home. After years of trying 
unsuccessfully to stop his drinking, her husband himself 
has decided to stop, as a result of his offence being 
related to drinking. Similarly, Joanna (family B) thinks 
that her husband's arrest "was almost a good thing" in that 
it would stop him to be "sucked into a life of 
destruction", even though she felt "shocked and desperate". 
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Schlenker (1987) also regards stress as a transaction 
between people and the environmental forces that might 
change them, and he applies a self-identification approach 
to the analysis of this phenomenon. The central proposition 
of this approach is that a person strives to construct and 
maintain desired identity images and any impediments to the 
construction and maintenance of these images generate 
resistance which takes three generic forms: a) explanations 
that bear on the cause of the difficulty and have 
implications for the self, which define the nature of the 
problem, b) the production of intensified examination of 
information and c) the generation of strategic activities 
designed to overcome the difficulty. 
Lazarus' (Lazarus and Folkman, 1984) theory of coping 
highlights the interactive processes involved between the 
person and the environment, and the importance of feedback 
from the shifting person-environment relationship. This 
process may be the result of those directed at changing the 
environment or coping strategies directed inward that 
change the meaning of the event or increase understanding. 
They may also be the result of changes in the environment 
that are independent of the person and his/her coping 
activity. 
These studies however, have been criticized for the broad 
categories they formulate, and as such are too simplistic 
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to account for the complex processes of coping used by 
different people in a variety of situations (Stone c-t al, 
1988). For example, Lazarus' "emotional-focused" coping 
strategy does not distinguish between the cognitive 
appraisal and the affective regulation of feelings elicited 
by a stressful event. And Moos and Schaefer's (1986) 
formulation of major types of coping skills that are 
employed to deal with the five adaptive tasks in order to 
overcome normative transitions and life crises do not 
account for the manner in which people actually cope in 
specific situations. However, his conceptual framework is 
more refined than Lazarus' (Lazarus and Folkman, 1984), as 
it distinguishes between "appraisal-focus" coping and 
"emotion-focused" coping. 
A number of studies have investigated coping mechanisms 
related to specific situations of paternal loss, such as in 
the case of divorce (Tschann t &1,1989; Peterson, 1986; 
Woody e-t &1,1984; Weiss, 1979; Hetherington, 1982; 
Wallerstein, 1983). However, none of the above studies 
sought to establish the child's appraisal of the situation, 
although both Wallerstein and Hetherington investigate 
divorce from the child's perspective, that is, how they 
respond and adapt as a function of temperament, past 
experiences and the child's developmental status. 
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CD2jag strategies at children at offenders 
The coping framework presented here can be seen as 
integration of the interactional theoretical orientation, 
Bronfenbrenner's ecological model of human development and 
the adaptation of Wallerstein's coping tasks to separation 
arising from imprisonment. Given the multistage process of 
the changes in family relationships and the influences of 
the various systems on them, we will first conceptualize 
the four successive phases that characterise the process of 
imprisonment, and within which will be located a set of 
five tasks with which children of offenders are confronted. 
Phases U, tha process , 
imprisonment 
The child's experience of paternal absence due to 
imprisonment is comparable in several ways to the child who 
experiences loss due to divorce, although in the latter 
case children may have greater contact with their father, 
and the separation, contrary to imprisonment, is, in 
general, permanent. However, both processes include a 
complex and interrelated series of external and internal 
events of radically changing family relationships, which, 
in the case of imprisonment begins with the father's arrest 
and its immediate aftermath and may continue for several 
years. In some cases the arrest of the husband may lead to 
divorce, which constitutes an additional burden for the 
child. 
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As we have pointed out in chapter 1, the separation from a 
father who is imprisoned is characterized by specific 
features, which are sudden, enforced and uncontrollable. It 
is sudden because the arrest is generally unexpected by 
the family; enforced because the decision to remove the 
father is made by an agency outside the family; and 
uncontrollable to the extent that it is not in the power 
of any member of the family to control the unfolding of the 
many occurrences and decisions taken by the judicial 
system. Also central to this type of separation is the 
possible stigmatisation of the family resulting from the 
father's criminal actions. Therefore, imprisonment can be 
classified as extrafamilial, involving dismemberment and 
demoralisation. 
The impact of a father's imprisonment on children 
encompasses a sequence of experiences envolving transitions 
in their lives. Although additional research with larger 
samples and different demographic groups are needed, our 
present information enables us to formulate four main 
successive phases to paternal imprisonment: acute, 
transient, normalising and reintegrative, which, despite 
overlap, are significantly distinguishable from each other. 
Acute ase: The concept of "acute" has been taken from 
Wallerstein's (1983) study of divorce but is adapted to 
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meet the differences between divorce and imprisonment. For 
Wallerstein, it refers to the initial period of separation 
for divorcing couples, usually when legal procedings are 
initiated and the husband leaves the family home. In this 
study, the acute phase is precipitated by the arrest of the 
father, the impact of which engenders profound distress on 
the family members. It is potentially disorganising as it 
demands complex, rapid recognition of a major life change, 
and the rapid adaptation to changed circumstances. 
The chaotic ambience of the acute phase stems from the 
usually unexpected and sudden removal of the father, which 
initiates profound material, social and psychological 
changes. These changes include abrupt alterations in 
economic stability, which generally results in a decline 
in the family's standard of living, role redistribution 
and change in the relationship between parent and child. 
Also important are the problems created by the mother's 
moods and attitudes after the husband's imprisonment. 
Generally, the imprisonment of the husband is accompanied 
by a decrease in the emotional availability of the mother 
at a time when this capacity is most needed to give support 
to the child. 
Both mother and children feel shocked and disorientated at 
the father's arrest. Even in situations where the father 
has been in prison on previous occasions, the child is not 
spared the impact of this event, as s/he is often 
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confronted with new disruptive experiences. The arrest of 
the father can be particularly stressful in cases where 
children are a witness to it, and/or the police search the 
home. Also problematic for children are the occasions when 
the mother is requested to go to the police station for 
questioning. 
Transient phase: This phase refers to the period prior to 
the trial, during which the mother and child are 
overwhelmed by feelings of uncertainty, powerlessness, and 
anxiety. The wife rarely understands the complex court 
procedures which are set in motion suddenly. As the husband 
must remain incarcerated before the trial, the wife is 
plunged into a situation where she must learn quickly the 
legal terminology, become acquainted with complex 
bureaucratic procedures, and establish what resources are 
available. She is often confronted with demands made by the 
husband, such as contacting solicitors, trying to arrange 
security for bail, providing money for cigarettes, 
providing change of clothes and the ordeal of visiting the 
prison regularly (remand prisoners are allowed daily visits 
of approximately 15 minutes' duration). 
Because the pre-trial period can extend from several months 
to a year or more, families are unable to plan concretely 
for their future and therefore maintain themselves in a 
state of "limbo". That is, the changes with which families 
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are confronted are dealt as they occur on the basis of 
"taking one day at a time". It is a time of conflicting 
feelings and uncertainty, as both mother and child have to 
accept that the husband/father will not return immediately, 
although hopes for his release at the trial are retained. 
During the transient phase, doubts and speculation on the 
course of future events dominate the family's discourse. 
As a consequence of the disruption to the family system and 
the new link formed with the prison system, the parent- 
child . relationship 
is likely to undergo qualitative 
changes. 
Like other types of separations, paternal imprisonment 
also brings multiple losses for the'child, such as the loss 
of the family daily routine, the loss of the symbols, 
traditions and the continuity of the intact family, the 
loss of the protective physical presence of two parents and 
sometimes the loss of the child's physical setting such as 
the family home, school, and neighbours. But an additional 
loss which is specific and central to the case of the 
incarcerated father is the father's loss of moral status. 
Therefore, apart from having to cope with the turmoil that 
accompanies imprisonment, children of offenders, unlike 
children who experience loss of the father through divorce, 
death or mental illness, have to adjust to the new social 
definition of the father as deviant, and to cope with the 
resulting social stigma. This new information about the 
father that is incongruent with the child's perception of 
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him, brings into question his role as a model with whom to 
identify, since he is now seen to be in need of punishment. 
The normalizing phase begins at the time the father is 
sentenced, when the reality of the on-going incarceration 
is confirmed for the first time. It requires that the child 
accept the long-term absence of the father and assimilate 
the new information arising from the trial. 
Prior to sentencing, most mothers and children hope that 
the husband/father will be acquitted and often disregard 
the fact that long-term imprisonment is likely. During this 
phase, although the child has to accept the separation from 
the father, it is essential that s/he still maintains 
regular contact with him to facilitate the process of 
adaptation on his return. 
According to the systems approach, a system needs to be 
sure of its components, that is, who is inside and outside 
the system boundaries, both physical and psychological, for 
in an ambiguous microsystem the quality of relationships 
within and between microsystems may produce impaired 
development. Boss (1980) found that a strong psychological 
father's presence is a wife-centered variable which is 
significant in blocking the regenerative power of the 
entire family system during his absence. However, in 
families of offenders, where the father is expected to 
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return, it is necessary to maintain a family structure in 
which the father continues to take part in family decision- 
making, and to provide the family members with emotional 
support. Important in this process is the degree to which 
wives of offenders are able to maintain the psychological- 
presence of the father whilst taking on his roles. 
Finally the Integrative phase includes the weekend leave 
granted to some fathers prior to release and the actual 
re-entry of the father into the family system on completion 
of his sentence. Although our data for this phase is 
limited, four factors appear to be important for a 
successful reintegration of the father in the family 
system: the length of sentence, the quality and frequency 
of father/child interaction during the prison term, the 
degree to which wives maintain or exclude the father's 
psychological presence, and the extent to which the father 
fulfils the child's expectations s/he developed during his 
imprisonment. 
Although the imprisonment of the father entails a 
continuous ongoing process of change and reorganisation for 
the family, specific crisis points have been identified as 
especially stressful for the mother and child. These 
crisis points include: the arrest, the trial and subsequent 
confirmation of incarceration and release. 
Having outlined the main phases that constitute the process 
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that the family must follow as the father proceeds through 
the criminal justice system, we now present a 
conceptualization of the five tasks to be addressed by the 
child in order to adjust to this type of parental loss. 
Within the above four phases, a series of five tasks have 
been formulated in order to describe the continuing and 
particular demands for major psychological, social and 
often economic reorganisation that imprisonment of the 
father poses to the child. The five tasks conceptualise the 
required readjustment to be addressed by the child 
immediately, as well as over the years of the imprisonment. 
And it is the child's "success" or "failure" in mastering 
these tasks that will influence ultimately the child's 
adaptation to the father's absence and his subsequent 
return. These five tasks represent a major addition to the 
expectable normative tasks of childhood and adolescence 
and although based on Wallerstein's tasks for children in 
divorcing families, they have been modified to meet the 
specific conditions that apply to children of offenders. 
For Wallerstein, the first two tasks that have to be 
addressed immediately after separation are acknowledging 
the reality of the marital rupture, and disengaging from 
the parental conflict and distress and resume customary 
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pursuits. Ideally these tasks should be resolved within the 
first year of the divorce. The following three tasks: 
resolution of loss; resolving anger and self-blame and 
accepting the permanence of the divorce may extend over a 
longer period of time before their resolution is achieved. 
The sixth task, achieving realistic hopes regarding 
relationships, is related to issues that are confronted 
during adolescence. In the case of children of offenders, 
however, separation from the father takes a different form. 
Whilst in divorce the reason for the separation is usually 
known by the children at the outset, for children of 
offenders this is not always the case, particularly for 
young children. In general, the child's awareness of the 
father's imprisoment is a result of a process in which the 
mother tries initially to conceal the truth and the child 
gains access to relevant information in a fragmented way 
from various sources as the events related to imprisonment 
unfold. Therefore, the first three tasks proposed in this 
study are contingent upon the specific features of this 
process, and are interrelated. These are: establishing the 
meaning of the father's action; acknowledging the father's 
departure and adapting daily activities to the new 
situation and managing feelings of loss. The remaining two 
tasks, accepting the temporary separation from the father 
and readjusting to the father's return follow a sequential 
pattern in that the former must be addressed after the 
father's conviction and the latter on his release. 
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The child's resolution of the above tasks is greatly 
influenced by the nature of the child's relationship with 
both mother and father, and the extent to which the mother 
has made progress in addressing the many issues resulting 
from the incarceration of the father. The mother's 
adjustment has a major influence on the child's ability to 
cope with the many problems engendered by this type of 
separation. In fact, the adaptation of the whole family 
seems to focus on the coping ability of the mother (Boss, 
1980). If she can maintain the family as a unit, the 
separation can be endured better. Also important is the 
quality of support given by the immediate and extended 
family to the child's struggles, the family's balance of 
unresolved conflicts as well as the assistance provided by 
friends and neighbours. All these factors affect the 
relationships within the family microsystem and hence play 
a role in helping the child to resolve the psychological 
tasks as they unfold during the phases of imprisonment. 
However, how children progress through the various tasks is 
also influenced by their particular role in the family 
constellation, their individual developmental status, and 
their psychological strength and resourcefulness. That is, 
the effects of separation are assimilated within the 
attitudes, beliefs and values, the self-concept and the 
expectations of the child, which are modified over the 
course of time by the unfolding developmental stages, and 
by subsequent life experiences and life decisions. 
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I- Estasblishing the. meaning , 
th father's action 
As we have emphasised above, how the child appraises a 
stressful event influences how s/he will cope with it over 
time. This is particularly relevant for children of 
offenders, where the moral status of the father is brought 
into question, for it may affect the child's capacity to 
maintain an integrated sense of self. The social definition 
of the father as bad, coupled with the restricted 
experience the child has of the good father during the 
prison visits, may not only hamper the child's development 
of an integrated view of the good, but also of the bad or 
frustrating parent. Therefore, being deprived of the good 
father, the child may not succeed in maintaining a cohesive 
sense of self by developing further enduring 
representations of the good, but also the bad parental 
figure (Mahler, 1968). In order to address the father 
being defined socially as deviant, the child has to 
integrate the father's bad actions into a new perceived 
father figure which includes the conflicting definition. 
The main proposition of this study is that the child's 
identity as a good person is threatened by the father's 
loss of moral status, and the resulting disapproval 
stemming from internalized norms and conforming others in 
the social environment. We argue that the child attempts 
to resolve this conflict by integrating the new social 
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definition of the father in a manner in which his moral 
integrity is maintained. That is, the child tries to 
accommodate the father's deviance to his/her acquired norms 
and values by construing mechanisms which dissociate the 
notion of the father's culpability from his actions, 
without denying the wrongfulness of the act in itself. 
This process is manifest in statements made by most 
primary-school children and adolescents, who insist that 
the imprisonment of their father has made no difference to 
the way they see his image "because he is still my dad and 
the same person". That is, for both younger children and 
also adolescents, the father's alleged criminal activities 
are seen as being inconsistent with his behaviour and 
attitudes as experienced during their interaction with him, 
before and since imprisonment. Therefore, by dissociating 
the father's culpability from the offence, it enables 
children to reject the notion of the father as deviant. 
Social origins the. mechanisms Qf_ dissociation 
It has been argued above that the reasons and meaning the 
child gives to the father's actions are central to the 
understanding of how s/he copes with this most stressful 
event. However, mental phenomena develop as a function of 
the interaction between the organism and its material and 
social environment, that is, through the interaction of the 
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micro and macrosystems. Conflict and conflict resolution 
are often characterised by the interaction and 
juxtaposition of interpersonal, institutional, subcultural 
and societal orientation. The processes of making sense of 
the experience of imprisonment are imbedded in a set of 
systems working within larger systems, which facilitates 
the investigation of the evironmental influences at four 
levels beyond the individual organism, from the micro- to 
the macro-level. In line with this assumption, the content 
of the mechanisms developed by the child, which aim to 
neutralize the father's loss of moral status, is drawn 
from social discourse, which provides the child with the 
required validity for his/her redefinition of the father's 
action. 
The normative system of society is marked by flexibility, 
which does not have a body of laws held to be binding under 
all conditions. For example, an integral part of the 
criminal law is the concept of intent (Smith and Hogan, 
1983). If the individual can prove that criminal intent was 
lacking, moral culpability for the criminal action can be 
avoided and, consequently, some sanctions of society. In 
addition, society's norms and values are limited in their 
applicability in terms of time, place, person and social 
circumstances (Bilton, 1981). For example, the condemnation 
of murder does not apply to the enemy during combat in 
time of war. Furthermore, society attaches specific values 
and expectations to the various social roles played by 
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individuals. In the present study, when a child justifies 
the father's offence by saying that he had to steal to keep 
his family because he was unemployed, the child bases this 
justification on society's expectation of the role of the 
father, whose primary concern is to provide for the family. 
Therefore, an act defined as wrong by society can be 
legitimised by a value defined as right by the same 
society. However, the construed justification may not be 
sufficiently powerful to shield fully the child from 
his/her own internalised norms and values and the reactions 
of conforming others, as primary-school children and 
adolescents alike express feelings of shame when confronted 
with their peer groups. They either attempt to hide the 
event from their friends or, if this is not possible, they 
avoid talking about the subject with them. They explain 
that their friends do not really understand all the 
subtleties of the situation and would make a wrong 
interpretation of the event. 
The child's justifications for the father's action are 
selected actively from the available information generally 
provided by the family and the mother in particular. But it 
may be provided also by friends, neighbours or the media. 
While the child's justification usually reflects the 
mother's concern for preserving the positive image of the 
husband, the particular elements chosen for minimising the 
father's offence are the ones which the child deems to be 
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most salient. The intentional selective process of 
information can be illustrated by the different ideas that 
the siblings Tania and Larry (family I) found significant 
to consider in neutralising their father's responsibility 
for the offence. Whilst Tania displaces the father's 
responsibility of the offence to "my mum's boyfriend as he 
shouldn't be here", Larry blames "my mum, because she goes 
off to the pub, pick up this man and brought him home". 
The justification may be modified during the process of the 
father's imprisonment, as new information concerning his 
offence become available, and is perceived by the child as 
conflicting and cannot be integrated in the already 
construed justification. Evidence from this study shows 
that this can occur when the father is convicted contrary 
to the child's expectations and a re-evaluation becomes 
necessary. 
categorisation Qf- thp, mechanisms aL dissociation 
The child's various ways of dissociating the father's 
culpability can be organised into seven categories, each of 
which contains a set of related underlying ideas. It must 
be emphasised that in some cases there is a degree of 
everlap between categories, and the final decision into 
which category to place the child was based on what idea 
the child reported to be most salient. 
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1- Displacement of responsibility 
2- Focus displacement 
3- Diminished responsibility 
4- Family loyalty 
5- Selective avoidance 
6- Innocent of the offence 
7- Comparative deviance 
Displacement 2L responsibility: This mechanism of 
dissociation neutralises the father's responsibility for 
the offence by placing the real onus onto another person 
who is also involved or can fit consistently within the 
circumstances of the crime. For example, Lola (family B) 
firmly believes that her father's partner was responsible 
for her father's arrest as he told the police that her 
father was the owner of the "stuff" (cocaine), when this 
friend was the one that was "playing the game" (dealing 
with the drug) and not her father. By displacing the 
father's responsibility, without denying his involvement in 
the offence, the child avoids entering into conflict with 
society's norms and values, and thereby remaining committed 
to the dominant normative value system. In our study, 
displacement of responsibility is only used by the younger 
children, and it is the one most commonly adopted within 
this age group. 
Although from the age of seven, there is a shift in 
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dimensional salience from objective outcome to subjective 
intent as the main dimension of moral evaluation (Weiner 
and Peter, 1973), the ability of the primary-school child 
to apply this criterion seems to be dependent on the 
child's naive definition of what he or she considers to be 
a meaningful response to any specific conflict. Therefore, 
the motives and reasons used by children to displace the 
father's responsibility onto other agents are based on 
plausible justifications drawn from their social 
environment where they find commonly held beliefs, such as 
the belief that a person can be led into committing actions 
without having the intention to do so. 
Focus displacement: This mechanism of dissociation is a 
particular case of displacement, where the child shifts the 
focus of attention from the father's criminal act to the 
motives and behaviour of those who enforce the law. By 
directing attention to the negative qualities of the 
police and/or solicitors the wrongfulness of the father's 
action is more easily suppressed. In our study, this 
mechanism is used only by primary-school children. George 
(Family H) "illustrates this mechanism by focusing on the 
persecutory attitude of the police, while dismissing the 
fact that his father was arrested for stealing, of which he 
knew, as the police carried out a search of the family 
home after the father's arrest and found stolen property. 
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Diminished responsibility : This mechanism refers to cases 
in which the child neutralizes the father's moral 
culpability for his criminal action by claiming lack of 
intent due to the influence of alcohol, drugs or self- 
defence. The principle underlying the above rationale is an 
extension of the criteria adopted in law. In the domain of 
retributive justice, the same punishment is not 
administered universally, for consideration is given to 
mitigating circumstances. In this study children use this 
mechanism when they believe that the father had to defend 
himself from an attack, they perceive him to lack will 
power to resist following friends or drug habits thus in 
need of help, or that he committed the offence in an 
altered state of mind and therefore is exempt from moral 
culpability. Diminished responsibility was found to be 
used only by adolescents such as Ronald (Family M) who 
claimed that his father should not receive a prison 
sentence as he committed the offence under the influence of 
alcohol. He explains that his father received a large 
amount of money from his employer just prior to Christmas 
which prompted him to organise a party in his best friend's 
house. Being an alcoholic, he drank too much as did his 
friend, and during an argument that followed, Ronald's 
father picked up a saucepan and hit his friend on the head, 
killing him. 
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Family loyalty: This mechanism of dissociation operates by 
neutralising internal and external demands for conformity 
by emphasising the particular obligation to family 
members, rather than the more general obligations to 
society. Therefore, between the demands of law and the 
demands of the family, priority is given to the family as 
a higher loyalty. By applying this form of reasoning, the 
child can accept that the father's deviation from societal 
norms has occurred, not because the father is a bad person, 
but because the personal obligations elicited by family 
relationships are accorded precedence over the norms 
related to the criminal law. For example, the role assigned 
to the father as responsible for the family preceeds his 
obligations towards other members of society. This is 
clearly expressed by Peter who claims that his father's 
involvement in the crime arose from his loyalty to his 
brother ("it's his own blood") who was in need of money as 
his wife had died of cancer, therefore, his father "had no 
choice". 
Selective avoidance: This mechanism of dissociation refers 
to the child's intentional avoidance to think about the 
father's imprisonment, thereby extricating himself/herself 
from making judgments that could lead to internal conflict. 
It is normally adopted in cases where the father has been 
to prison on previous occasions, or when the child is 
confused about the father's involvement in the offence, 
either because s/he has not received any clear explanation, 
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or when the child becomes aware of new, conflicting 
information which would make a further re-evaluation too 
painful. Only primary-school children use this type of 
mechanism. Walter (Family A), for example, received new 
conflicting information when his father was convicted. He 
received a nine-years sentence, when to Walter it was 
certain that his father was innocent and that he would be 
released. As a consequence, Walter says that he cannot 
remember why his father is in prison and does not think 
further about the matter. 
Innocent Df Jh offence: This mechanism is adopted when a 
child is convinced that the father did not play any role in 
the alleged offence. In this study, the child's 
unquestioned certainty of the father's innocence is 
influenced by a combination of three conditions: 1) the 
child's perception of the father figure, 2) the mother's 
belief in her husband's innocence, and 3) circumstantial 
aspects of the event. The father is perceived by the child 
in idealistic terms as being morally beyond reproach 
probably because of their close relationship. However, 
other elements are essential to strengthen the belief of 
the father's innocence, such as the confirming feedback 
from the mother and some concrete evidence on which to base 
this assumption. In the case of Mara (9 years old, Family 
N), for example, the mother is convinced of her husband's 
innocence as drugs were not found on him, but rather in the 
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possession of her step-son, when they returned from a trip 
abroad together. If these conditions are not met, the 
belief in the father's total innocence is brought into 
question and different mechanisms take its place. 
Comparative deviance: Children in this category minimise 
the seriousness of the father's offence by comparing it 
with a crime of a more serious nature. This mechanism is 
used only in cases where children are aware of the father's 
previous criminality and find it difficult to construe 
justifications based on external agents, social norms or 
lack of intent. 
Society makes distinctions between the seriousness of 
criminal acts, and by extension, the child can make the 
same distinctions in evaluating the father's offence. For 
example, tax evasion is considered less serious than acts 
of robbery, child abuse or sex offences. Laura (Family G) 
uses this mechanism when she recognises that her father "is 
doing wrong", but adds that burglary is not really a "bad 
thing" compared to rape or murder. 
We have argued above that, to establish the meaning of the 
father's action, the child uses mechanisms to dissociate 
him from the notion of immorality which underlies his 
action. This enables the child to retain an image of the 
good father and thereby deflect the threat posed to his/her 
own self-concept. 
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Moral development and. self-esteem 
The results from the Coopersmith Self-esteem Inventory 
lend some support to the proposition that a relationship 
exists between moral development and self-esteem. It must 
be emphasised, however, that in this study the self-esteem 
scores are used idiographically rather than normatively. 
The decrease in the level of self-esteem of nine of fifteen 
primary-school children revealed at the time of the second 
interview, appears to be related to a change in their 
perception of the father, as they now express confusion and 
ambivalence about the father's role in the offence. New 
facts such as the father's conviction, changes in the 
mother's attitude towards the father, new information about 
the father's offence, and a gradual awareness of the stigma 
attached to it, seem to have brought into question the 
children's previous perception of the father. 
It may be argued that the decrease in the level of self- 
esteem could be an artifact of the Coopersmith Self-esteem 
Inventory. However, in support of the above interpretation, 
three facts are suggested. First, the decrease in the 
levels of self-esteem are sufficiently high to conclude 
that they are unlikely to be accounted for by the effect of 
testing on the outcome of subsequent uses of the test, 
subject attrition and the subjects' attitudes such as 
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inattentiveness, carelessness or low motivation. Second, 
while it cannot be assumed that all high scores reflect 
truly positive self-esteem, it is more likely that low 
scores reflect valid assessment of low self-esteem. High 
scores can be artificially inflated reports of self-esteem 
and/or defensive denial of low self-esteem resulting from 
the social desirability factor (Hales, 1981b). Third, when 
the primary-school boys are analysed separated from 
primary-school girls, a clearer pattern emerges, one which 
is consistent with the results of research on the 
differential effect of various variables on the level of 
self-esteem of boys and girls (Fry and Scher, 1983; Miller, 
1984; Eisen, 1972). That is, research on the self-esteem of 
girls, contrary to boys, has consistently shown unclear 
patterns when relationships have been sought between self- 
esteem and other variables. 
The overall level of self-esteem of all boys in this group 
declined significantly from the first to the second 
interview, compared with the girls where three decreased, 
three increased and three maintained their level of self- 
esteem. A further analysis of the self-esteem scores of the 
primary-school boys reveals that the decrease in self- 
esteem is most apparent in the sub-scales school-academic 
and home-parent. The decline in the levels of self-esteem 
manifested in the school context may be explained by the 
fact that primary-school children are engaged in the 
normative task of acquiring skills to develop a sense of 
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competence as a worker (Erikson, 1968); therefore their 
feelings of worthlessness are expressed mainly in this 
area. Concerning the decline of self-esteem in the home- 
parent sub-scale, which is manifested by primary-school 
boys with the greatest decline in overall self-esteem, it 
may be an expression of the doubts they have of the 
familiar father figure or, alternatively, the decline may 
be related to factors within the home environment, such as 
the mother's lack of emotional support, children's 
feelings of insecurity and so on. 
With regard of the primary-school girls, the factors that 
have influenced the changes in self-esteem between the 
first and second interview are unclear, and we can only 
suggest tentatively some reasons why these changes have 
occurred. 
Of the three girls whose self-esteem decreased, only the 
cases of Lola and Sousie are discussed as Tanya's decrease 
is very small. Sousie's decline in self-esteem is the 
greatest of the three girls. Given the extreme change in 
her attitude toward her father at the second interview 
resulting from her deep disappointment with his conviction, 
it may be suggested that this factor has had an influence 
in the decline of her self-esteem. 
In the case of Lola, one can speculate that the decline in 
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self-esteem over the one year period could be related to 
two factors. First, during the year Lola became 
increasingly aware of the stigma attached to having a 
father in prison. At the first interview she considered 
herself to be the centre of attraction at school as 
friends showed interest in her father's situation. At the 
second interview, however, she was upset deeply by the 
bullying she experienced from friends. Second, also during 
the period between the first and second interview, it 
became apparent that Lola was experiencing difficulties at 
school concerning writing, which was dignosed as dyslexic. 
Of the three primary-school girls whose self-esteem scores 
increased, only in the case of Lauren was it sufficiently 
marked to justify a tentative explanation. Two major 
factors which occurred between the first and second 
interview may explain this increase: the family moved to a 
new house, and the father was released from prison. In her 
previous home, Lauren felt insecure because her mother was 
attacked by a neighbour, and she disliked the general 
environment of the estate. 
Changes in self-esteem in the adolescent group between the 
first and second interviews show no consistent pattern. 
However, in the two cases where the level of self-esteem 
declined significantly, they suffered severe rejection from 
their environments compared to those where the level of 
self-esteem increased or remained the same and no such 
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rejection took place. The increase in the adolescents' 
levels of self-esteem may be attributed to their accuracy 
in perception which enables them to understand socially 
relevant factors within a specific context, and therefore 
to respond to the Coopersmith Self-esteem Inventory in a 
socially desirable manner. However, another possible 
explanation to the increase and lack of decline in 
adolescents' levels of self-esteem may be related to their 
greater emotional and intellectual capacity to understand 
imprisonment compared with primary-school children. That 
is, the former are less susceptible to inconsistencies 
arising from their moral reasoning as they are better able 
to construct justifications for the father's offence that 
are more consistent with socially approved principles that 
mitigate criminal acts. 
A relationship between self-esteem and moral judgment has 
been posited by Meacham (1975). He argues that the course 
of moral development is one of increasing integration of 
principles of moral judgment with the concept of self, 
which occurs through the construction of evaluative 
relationships between the individual and other persons. It 
is through this process that mature moral development is 
achieved. 
In the case of children of offenders, the influence of 
personal involvement on moral judgment is clearly 
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manifested when they judge the father's action, and this 
conflict elicits a reasoning process in which criteria 
other then categorical principles of right and wrong come 
into play. That is, comparisons and conditions of the 
context in which the act takes place are included in the 
reasoning process. This would suggest that Kohlberg 
underestimated the influence of contextual affective 
motivations on reasoning about painful moral experiences, 
and at the same time indicates that contextual elements 
which affect moral judgements are already conciously 
realised and are entering into children's theoretical 
thought. 
The reasons given by the child as to why the father should 
not be punished, or at most receive a very lenient 
punishment, not only reflect the influence of contextual 
affective motivations on reasoning about personal moral 
experiences, but also give some indication of the nature of 
the conflict which occurs when judging dilemmas with 
varying degrees of personal involvement. For moral 
conflicts which involve persons with whom one has a sense 
of identification are different in nature to those where 
the moral dilemma concerns an evaluation of an unknown 
person. As has been shown, in the former, the evaluation of 
a moral dilemma may lead to an increase in awareness of 
contextual elements and the active selection of them in the 
construction of justifications. These results are 
consistent with Haan's (1978) findings that prediction of 
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action from test levels are significantly improved on 
interpersonal moral scores when ego processing is taken 
into account, that is, when their freedom to cope or their 
necessity to defend was governing the action level of 
morality they actually produced. This would suggest that 
judgments about moral issues in which the self is involved 
are guided not by the individual's role playing, but rather 
by his/her attempts to maintain a consistent self-concept. 
This is not to say that the constructive, organising 
activities of the individual do not play a role, but that 
formal structures are not a sufficient and comprehensive 
configuration of those moral levels that children actually 
use. As Meacham (1975) argues, the individual's judgment of 
him/herself and his/her own behaviour can play a role in 
guiding moral conduct. 
In agreement with this view, Gerson and Damon (1978) 
maintain that moral emotions, either pleasant or 
unpleasant, serve as important reasons for the child to 
adhere to moral objectives. Judgments of morality can be 
made with different degrees of personal involvement, and 
therefore there are in the person motivational sources that 
may come into conflict with cognitive motives. This 
suggests that moral reasoning involves sensitivity to 
complex human emotions and situations, and also the 
personal experiences of moral conflict, choice and 
responsibility, which can be distinguished from formal 
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structure. 
The child's coping with the conflict related to the change 
to the father's moral status influences moral development. 
This is manifested by the way in which many children have 
generalised the rationale they use to justify the father's 
action to the more abstract level of punishment for people 
who break the law in general. As we have seen in the 
results (see pp. 308-309), seven of the 10 children who, in 
varying degrees, incorporated the underlying ideas of the 
father's justification in their responses to Kohlberg's 
hypothetical dilemma show an increase in development in 
moral stage. Although the sample is small and these results 
should be taken with caution, they provide some indication 
that, when children judge a person with whom they identify, 
this personal moral dilemma may have implications for moral 
development. 
This study shows that moral judgement is not a unitary 
construct. Distinct dimensions of moral reasoning may 
develop in parallel according to contextual variations, 
which may become integrated to influence moral development. 
More complex moral thought can develop in attempting to 
cope with conflicting moral situations that may threaten 
the self-concept and lay the fundations for a mature 
morality that, contrary to theoretical constructs of 
justice reasoning, is prompted by the experience of 
personal moral dilemmas and the need to cope with them. 
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Variations have been revealed in the particular mechanisms 
used by the child to dissociate the father's culpability 
from the alleged offence. These variations are related to 
the mother's perception of the husband and the adequacy of 
the explanation given to the child about imprisonemnt, 
developmental factors, the circumstances of the event and 
the child's knowledge of the father's previous criminal 
history. 
Reciprocal processes between mother's Smi child's 
perception Qf thsituation 
As pointed out above, the ecological system perspective 
focuses on environmental interconnections and their impact 
on the forces directly affecting human development, thus 
emphasising the examination of the family, its ecological 
niche, and the relations which operate simultaneously 
between the systems. This interactive process takes place 
at various levels of the person-environment system. At the 
level of the family microsystem, the child's construed 
mechanisms of dissociation are continuously shaped by 
his/her interaction with the parents, particularly the 
mother. Therefore, the mother's attitude- towards the 
husband, whether positive or negative, will affect 
significantly the legitimacy of the mechanisms of 
dissociation construed by the child. That is, mothers who 
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have a positive perception of the husband are more likely 
to provide support and consistency to the child's construed 
mechanisms. Conversely, mothers with a negative perception 
of the husband will make it more difficult for the child to 
retain the good father image. 
The mother's positive perception of the husband and the 
optimistic expectations about their relationship when he 
returns home depend on the degree of conflict in their 
relationship prior to the arrest. This, in turn, influences 
the mother's decision as to whether she should wait for her 
husband's return, or separate from him. In cases where the 
mother has decided to separate, a dramatic change in her 
attitude towards her husband takes place, relating to him 
both as a person and as a criminal. Whilst before her 
decision to separate, she minimises the husband's 
responsibility in the offence, she now uses his 
imprisonment, generally after sentencing, as a basis for 
the separation. The impact on the children of the mother's 
changed attitude can be illustrated by the case of Sousie. 
Before the father's sentence Sousie was convinced of his 
innocence. She would write "I love daddy" on the walls of 
the corridors of the estate on which she lived and stated 
that her father was kind, used to tell the truth, often 
cuddled her and emphasised she was sure of his innocence. 
However at the time of the second interview, and after her 
mother adopted a rejecting attitude towards her father, 
contrary to her previous supportive attitude, Sousie admits 
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that the father had a fight and the man died as a 
consequence, even though she believes the latter probably 
started it. She adds that as a consequence of her mother's 
divorce, she has not seen her father for the last two or 
three months, and she understands her mother's decision to 
separate as "she never really got on with my dad and it's 
her life she's wasting". 
The quality of the mother's explanation also affects the 
legitimacy and consistency of the child's mechanisms of 
dissociation. All children interviewed in this study were 
aware that their fathers had been arrested and were in 
prison, although not all gained this information from 
their mothers. 
In general, the child's knowledge of the father's absence 
and the reason for his departure is gained through a 
process of discovery. Initially, mothers tend to conceal 
the father's whereabouts for as long as possible in the 
hope that he will be released and return home soon. 
Findings in our study are similar to those found by 
Hounslow at &l (1982), where mothers are confused and have 
great difficulty knowing just what to tell the children. 
Therefore, the relevant information is gained in a 
fragmented way as the real circumstances surrounding the 
offence filter through from various sources such as the 
media, or friends and relatives. Even in cases where the 
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child witnesses the arrest, the mother may still deny that 
there is any need to explain the situation, as she believes 
that the child is too young to understand what is 
happening. In the absence of a suitable explanation of the 
father's imprisonment from mothers, some children'rely on 
their own imagination and construct dramatic stories, 
which serve to fulfill their needs for making sense of the 
event. 
When, how and what the mother tells the child depends on 
various factors such as the age of the child, type of 
offence, the circumstances surrounding the arrest, and the 
father's previous criminal history. The younger the child, 
the more likely that the mother provides a deceptive 
explanation about the father's absence; the more 
stigmatising the offence the more likely she modifies the 
reasons for the father's incarceration; and in cases where 
the father has previous convictions, the mother may think 
it is only necessary to tell the children that "he's gone 
again" as they have "gone through it all before". 
According to the results of this study, the explanations 
provided by the mothers can be categorised as deceptive, 
partially deceptive and truthful, or she may not give any 
explanation at all. Deception varied from total to a more 
modified form in which the mother changes elements that are 
considered too painful for the child. When the mother 
decides to adopt total deception, the most common 
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explanations are that the father is working away from home 
or that he is in hospital. However, deceptive explanations 
may develop into complicated fabrications which may have to 
be maintained for years until such a time as they -can no 
longer be sustained. 
The reasons mothers give for not telling the truth about 
the father's whereabouts usually include: the belief on the 
part of the mother that the children are too young; to 
preserve the image of the father as a good person, and the 
desire to protect the child from teasing by peers. However, 
by maintaining the secret, the mother denies the child 
outlets for expressing grief and frustration. In reality, 
the child often senses the truth and sees the mother's 
false explanation as a sign of personal rejection. 
The child's desire to know the true facts can be manifested 
in various ways. For example Lola's mother (Family B) feels 
"shocked" at her daughter's knowledge of the visiting days 
and regulations of most prison in England. In the case of 
Jennifer (Family 0), her mother has never spoken about the 
subject with her, but when asked how she knew about her 
father's imprisonment, she says, very sadly that she "tried 
to think" where her father was because no one told her 
anything. As a consequence she is very confused and worried 
about the whole matter, which she expresses during the 
interview in her repetitive reference to the way her 
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father killed the victim: "If he steal they'll be taken his 
head off because they steal things, kill people, hit them 
on the head-bang dead". 
However, children often collude in the mother's duplicity 
by not pressing her for further information, and in turn 
develop their own forms of deception to be used with their 
peers. In some cases, the mother may tell an older child to 
deceive the younger siblings about the father's 
whereabouts, creating an additional burden for the child to 
bear. Some mothers, conversely, believe it to be 
beneficial to give a truthful explanation, as they are able 
to comfort the child when distressed and clarify doubts and 
distorted perceptions should they arise. 
The mother's explanation is mediated by the child's own 
systems of thoughts, their self-perception and their 
conception of the external world. Trying to explain why her 
father committed various offences, Natalya (family P) 
says: all his friends do and he don't want to be the odd 
one out". She goes on to say that she does not understand 
why her father does not find other friends, and compares 
him to herself, for when she was at the old school, her 
friends "got her into stealing and swearing" otherwise she 
could be the "odd one out". Now that she has changed 
school and has different friends, she does not steal or 
swear anymore. 
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Mothers are often unaware of the extent to which children 
know the facts about the father's crime. For example, in 
Julia's (Family I) account of her children's experience of 
the father's crime, she states that they were largely 
unaware of the event at the time it took place in the 
family home. However, the children's description of their 
experience contradicts their mother's account, for they 
report that they heard everything, felt very frightened and 
as soon as their mother left to phone an ambulance they 
came downstairs to find the man lying on the floor. 
The tendency of mothers to withold the truth about the 
father's offence, and their often misconceived perceptions 
of what the children really know, show that to rely solely 
on the mother's accounts of how children experience the 
father's imprisonment can result in misleading conclusions. 
D lopmental_ factors influencing tp, child's mechanisms 
dissociation 
From a developmental perspective, the data from this study 
reveal distinguishable differences in the children's 
capacity to understand and organise legitimate causal 
attributions of the father's responsibility for the 
offence. That is, how the event is experienced reflects 
developmental differences in perceptual, cognitive and 
defensive configurations. Children's evaluations of other 
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people and their actions depend both on their understanding 
of others and on the evaluative criteria that they consider 
relevant (Berndt 1975). Thus, responses to a social 
interaction may indicate the child's social understanding 
and moral judgement. This appears to be the case for the 
child's cognitive appraisal of the causal attributions 
related to the responsibility of the father's action. 
As we have argued above, most children in the study 
appraise 'the father's action in terms of an imperative 
which is external to the intrinsic character of the father. 
In doing so, they are able to dissociate the father as a 
criminal from the image they have of him as a good person, 
thereby defining themselves as good also, and by extension, 
they are able to retain their own moral identity. 
The primary-school child, although able to manipulate 
categories, classification systems and move from experience 
to *general principles (Newman and Newman, 1975), is still 
tied to physical reality, and hence less skilled at drawing 
upon the underlying principles of social norms and values 
in formulating their justifications. That is, whilst both 
the primary-school-aged child's and adolescent's 
justifications of the father's action are grounded in 
social norms and values, the latter group usually base 
their explanations on general obligations and general 
principles of loyalty and justice underlying these norms 
rather than onto external physical agents. This can be seen 
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in the preference given to the ideas underlying the 
category of Displaced responsibility by primary school 
children, whereas most adolescents adopt justifications 
which focus on ideas underlying the categories of 
Diminished responsibility or Family loyalty. Adolescents 
in this study also do not use the category Selective 
avoidance, which expresses a more simplistic mode of 
coping. 
The less sophisticated nature of the primary-school child's 
appraisal of the father's action outlined above suggests 
that, to deal with ambivalent feelings towards the father 
may be more problematic for them than for adolescents. That 
is, younger children are more likely to experience 
difficulties when confronting and accommodating the various 
challenges posed by the social environment, and hence, are 
less able to act upon the environment and to adjust 
emotionally to these challenges. 
The age-related construction of justifications for the 
father's action makes the primary-school child particularly 
vulnerable to new, discrepant information about the father, 
which emanates from various sources such as overheard 
conversations, newspaper reports, new information given to 
the child at the time of the trial, or the mother's change 
in perception towards the husband. Thus, the primary-school 
child's mechanisms are highly unstable and easily upset by 
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any external event that casts doubt on the father's moral 
status. It is the primary-school child's limited ability to 
manipulate definitions of the father's activities at the 
various stages during the course of the legal process of 
being labelled as deviant which appears to be problematic. 
This is most difficult when the father is convicted, and 
the sentence is concrete evidence of the father's 
responsibility for the offence. 
Findings in this study show that only primary-school 
children change categories between the first and second 
interviews compared to the adolescents, who, generally do 
not modify their rationale for the father's action, as 
their more sophisticated mechanisms are better able to 
accomodate the new, threatening information. Therefore, it 
is suggested that the mechanisms primary-school children 
use to deflect the father's responsibility from his action 
are most vulnerable when changes occur in their 
perception of the father's action, particularly after 
conviction. For example, the doubts resulting from an 
unexpected long sentence expressed by Sally (9 years old, 
Family S) during the second interview are a clear 
indication of this vulnerability: "His friends put him into 
it, but I don't know why they give this sentence. I feel 
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bad because if he didn't do it like, if he never had 
anything to do with this, and he was put into it and then 
why is he getting punished for no reason? ". However, it 
must be emphasised that the child's formulation of the new 
category is largely dependent upon changes in the discourse 
within the family resulting primarily from the mother's new 
interpretation of the event. 
The above findings can be seen as providing support for the'' 
proposition that children's coping mechanisms are dependent 
upon both their own levels of cognitive maturity and the 
interaction with their specific environment. The child's 
attempt to make sense of the imprisonment of the father is 
influenced, at the microsystem level, by his/her 
interaction with the family, particularly the mother, and 
at the macrosystem level by society's norms and values. 
Particularly relevant is the fact that, although children 
are influenced by their parents' definition of the 
situation, they select elements from the environment that 
are significant to them. 
II - Acknowledging ±Jhg separation from the. father a, IIji 
adapting daily activities t, Q, the. new situation 
A second task children of offenders are required to 
address following the father's arrest is to acknowledge the 
separation from him, adapt to the changes that follow, and 
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resume customary age-appropriate activities in the school, 
at home, and at play. According to Wallerstein's (1983) 
study on divorce, for children to acknowledge the 
separation and resume customary pursuits they have to 
maintain some degree of psychological distance from the 
family crisis and regain the capacity for learning and 
pleasure. To this end, the child needs to reduce the 
anxieties that arise from the separation. Comparisons in 
this study were found to the extent that, in order for the 
child to regain some equilibrium to resume academic pace 
and his/her overall developmental agenda, it is necessary 
for him/her to master anxieties engendered by the 
imprisonment, and in particular to maintain a degree of 
psychological distance from issues related to the trial, 
which dominate the family atmosphere during the pre-trial 
period. 
However, important distinctions between the divorce and 
imprisonment need to be outlined. First, the father's 
imprisonment is usually sudden and unexpected, whereas in 
the case of divorce, the child may have some indication 
that parental separation is likely to occur prior to the 
actual departure of the father, and thus s/he may have had 
more time to ease into the new situation. Second, for 
children of offenders it is often the case that mothers 
decide not to reveal the true nature of the father's 
absence and fabricate various explanations to account for 
his departure, unlike divorce where the reason for 
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separation is not in doubt. Third, although 
stigmatisation is present in both divorce and 
imprisonment, specific to the latter is the change to the 
father's moral status and, by association, to the family 
members. Therefore, the suddeness of the separation, 
together with the possibility of misleading information and 
the moral element present in separations resulting from 
imprisonment, constitute a qualitatively different 
context, when compared to divorce, for children of 
offenders to master. 
Child's fantasies at abandonment and father's well being 
Following the incarceration of the father, many primary- 
school children express anxiety-provoking fantasies about 
the father's well being and/or being abandoned by the 
mother. Children's fantasies of abandonment by the mother 
were found to be based on the belief that, as with the 
father, the mother may also be taken away from them. In 
some cases a sense of reality is added to the child's 
fantasy by such occurrences as the mother's hospitalisation 
or her requirement to attend the police station for 
questioning. 
Children's fantasies about the father's well being 
generally focus either on the material conditions of the 
prison or his physical safety, usually based on the fear 
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that he may be physically harmed by the police. However, 
the degree to which children are concerned with the 
father's well being varies according to the circumstances 
of the arrest. This study shows that the majority of 
primary-school children who witness the father's arrest 
procedures (arrest, police search and/or interrogation) 
develop fantasies about his well being. 
It has been found that when the arrest of the father takes 
place in the presence of children, it may also lead to 
further deterioration of the parental image (Verrijdt, 
1975), although in this study no such effects were found. 
As this finding was based on data gathered from various 
institutional sources throughout the world, comparisons 
cannot be made. The adolescents in the study also showed 
concern about their father's well being, although these 
were not expressed in terms of a fantasy but rather were 
related to factual criteria such as a long term illness, 
drug addiction, or actually being harmed by the police 
during the arrest. 
Generally, primary-school children's 
father's well being declines after 
during prison visits. As time passes 
to be groundless, all children are 
fears by distinguishing reality fro 
This is in contrast to their fear of 
mother, which was still apparent in 
preoccupation with the 
they become reassured 
and their fears prove 
able to resolve these 
m their own fantasies. 
being abandoned by the 
some children at the 
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time of the second interview. 
There is widespread support in the literature on divorce 
and imprisonment that the quality of the relationship 
between parents and children is crucial for predicting the 
child's emotional and behavioural adaptation to separation 
(Hetherington, 1976; Wallerstein and Kelly, 1980; Hughes, 
1982; Hounslow e-t . 
L, 1982; Shaw, 1989; Fishman, 1983). 
According to Hetherington's (1989) findings on divorce, a 
good relationship with one or both parents is more 
important to the child's adjustment than the degree of 
marital conflict. Marital conflict affects children 
indirectly through its effects on parenting. 
The child's adaptation to the uncertainties and upheavals 
of the pre-trial period, which we define as the transient 
phase of the imprisonment, is largely dependent on the 
mother's ability to provide a degree of continuity within 
the family system, which in turn is influenced by her 
personal and psychological resources and the support on 
which she is able to draw from external sources. The 
quality of the father-child relationship can also influence 
the child's adaptation to the separation, and its 
importance to the child remained the same after the 
father's imprisonment, even though it diminishes in its 
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power and influence compared with that of the intact 
family, because it is maintained within the constraints of 
the prison visit. 
The majority of the families examined in this study are 
located in the lowest socio-economic strata of society. All 
but three families suffered additional material deprivation 
after the father's incarceration. These findings are 
consistent with those found by authors such as Fishman 
(1981), who concludes that imprisonment usually carries 
major economic implications for the family microsystem. For 
the women in this study, the severity of their financial 
situation resulted in difficulties in paying bills and 
clothing the children, and many found it necessary to 
reduce the quality and quantity of food for the family. 
Women also expressed a sense of humiliation for having to 
deny children what they were accustomed to, such as sweets 
and pocket money. A further important implication of the 
women's financial situation is the effect it has on their 
ability to maintain regular contact with the husband by 
prison visits. Women cope during this period by "taking one 
day at a time", which is an indication of what Bould 
(1977) terms a low sense of parental fate control. That is 
their deteriorating economic situation affects their 
ability to plan for the future. 
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The children themselves feel annoyed at being deprived of 
the material things they received prior to the father's 
imprisonment. Primary-school children's complaints focus on 
pocket money, sweets, Christmas and birthday presents, and 
holidays. Adolescents, on the other hand, miss clothes, 
records and the extra money they used to receive from their 
fathers to engage in their preferred activities. The main 
implication of the family's decline in their economic 
situation for children is manifested in their resentment at 
being curtailed in their out-of-home activities. 
As a result of the abruptness of the separation and the 
economic and social upheaval that follows, wives of 
offenders are forced to make major life decisions at a time 
when they are emotionally least able to do so. During the 
remand period, mothers are often too preoccupied with their 
own emotional needs to respond sensitively to those of the 
children. Apart from taking responsibility for the 
family's financial affairs, mothers are quite often 
enmeshed in legal procedures, such as dealing with 
solicitors, barristers and probation officer's reports, and 
many feel compelled to make use of the daily prison visits 
that are allowed during the remand period to give and 
gather information relating to financial and legal issues. 
These events take priority on the mother's emotional and 
material resources at the time when the child is most in 
need of her support. This may have implications for the 
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child, as the mother's response to separation immediately 
after arrest can influence the child's coping and 
adjustment. The mother's reduced emotional availability 
resulting from separation was also found in Hetherington's 
study (1982) on divorce, where mothers tended to 
communicate less well and were less affectionate with their 
children. 
Children's perceptions of the above changes are reflected 
in their accounts of the lack of attention they receive 
from their mothers, her mood changes, as well as changes in 
household rules and the mother's usual routine. They often 
complain that their mothers are too busy and distressed to 
give them the attention they need. However, they also 
worry intensely about their mother's distress and moodiness 
which they feel powerless to influence. Feelings of 
precariousness resulting from being dependent on one parent 
and their concerns for that parent's well being was also 
found in children of divorced parents (Wallerstein and 
Kelly, 1980). 
In the absence of the mother's attention, the major source 
of support for children is the extended family. Within the 
extended family, the grandmother is the person in whom most 
children seek to confide, particularly their anxieties 
concerning the imprisonment of the father. However, when 
the mother is able to give the child the attention and 
support s/he seeks, it is clear that her strength and 
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emotional accessibility is most beneficial, providing the 
child with a sense of security from the shared experience. 
For example, Tom (Family L) makes it clear that he could 
not have coped with his father's imprisonment if it were 
not for his mother's strength and support. 
Many mothers found it difficult to discipline the children 
without the support of the husband, particularly in the 
chaotic context that prevails after his arrest. They 
identify managing the children to be the second major 
problem after their financial difficulties. However, women 
in general do not perceive children's behavioural changes 
as being associated with factors related to the 
imprisonment of the father, but rather a result of the 
absence of a controlling agent. This finding is consistent 
with Morris' (1966) observations that many wives report 
children with behavioural problems yet deny that they are 
linked to the imprisonment of the father. 
In their accounts, rarely do mothers acknowledge the 
possible effects the stigmatisation of the event and/or 
the ordeal of witnessing the arrest procedures can have on 
the child's behaviour. Neither are they aware of the 
child's need for attention and emotional support in order 
that s/he may elaborate the losses resulting from the 
imprisonment of the father. As the results clearly 
indicate, mothers have difficulty providing an adequate 
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explanation and try to avoid as far as possible discussing 
emotional issues related to the father's absence. Mothers 
appear not to realise the extent to which talking about the 
experience can help to reduce the child's anxiety. 
The failure of mothers to recognise subtle signs of 
suffering in the child often leads them to perceive that 
s/he is being provocative, which in turn exacerbates these 
problems. Studies in violence have pointed out the 
relationship between the mother's lack of empathy and her 
interpretation of the child's failure to perform some 
activities (Herzberger (1983). A parent who lacks empathic 
sensitivity to discern what his/her child is thinking or 
feeling may interpret the child's behavioural problems as 
deliberate and perhaps done to spite the parent. In such 
cases a retaliatory attitude from the parent may be 
elicited leading to subsequent aggression. This can be seen 
in the case of Walter (Family A), whose behaviour, 
according to his mother, has deteriorated since his 
father's imprisonment. Whilst the mother acknowledges that 
for Walter, his father's imprisonment was a great shock, 
she does not realise that his behavioural problems may be 
related to the separation. She perceives Walter's 
behaviours as being provocative to which she reacts 
aggressively. 
Mothers in general tend to be less restrictive concerning 
household rules, and more inconsistently punitive, after 
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the father's imprisonment. They also expect children to 
take on new responsibilities and cooperate more in 
household chores. A decline in effective control and 
monitoring of children's behaviour has also been observed 
in divorced families (Hetherington, 1989). As in our 
sample, divorced mothers knew less about where their 
children were, who they were with and what they were doing 
and were likely to have less supervision in maternal 
absence. 
From the children's perspective, they report that mothers 
expect them to make a greater contribution to the 
functioning of the household and fulfil some of the 
father's functions, such as keeping her company, locking 
doors at night, helping to control younger siblings and 
relying on them for emotional support. Compared to when 
the father was at home, children also report that they 
enjoy greater freedom in regard to the time that they are 
required to return home or go to bed. Although children who 
are delegated new roles within the family feel proud of 
their new-found independence and self-sufficiency, they 
also express feelings of resentment towards the mother for 
her lack of fairness. They perceive these additional tasks 
as an unfair burden which interferes with their interaction 
with peers. This seems to be consistent with Weiss' (1979) 
conclusion that most children of single-parent families 
feel pleased to be able to take on new responsibilities but 
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at the same time regret having to do so. 
Changes to the mother's domestic routine are also a major 
concern to children, as they resent the disruption it 
brings to the family system. They complain of the quick 
meals and the mother's erratic approach to both the 
housework and their personal requirements, mainly resulting 
from her frequent visits to the prison. It may be suggested 
that feelings of resentment children express may be an 
indication of the insecurity they feel as a consequence of 
the disruption in the family's daily routine. 
The mother's ability to cope with the father's imprisonment 
is largely dependent upon her personal and psychological 
resources, which in turn affects the child's emotional and 
behavioural adjustment, a finding that is consistent in the 
literature on separation (Lowenstein, 1986; Tschann pt. a1, 
1989; Patterson and Reid, 1984). Two main factors are 
identified as significant to the mother's ability to 
reorganise successfully the household: the mother's level 
of education (Lowenstein, 1986) and the degree of self- 
sufficiency (Pearlin and Shooler, 1978) in dealing with the 
additional roles. However, in this study, all but one woman 
left school at 16 years old with no academic 
qualifications, therefore formal education cannot account 
for the variations in their ability to cope with the 
separation. The coping responses reported by women 
concerning financial affairs and managing the children vary 
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depending on whether they adopt an active approach to deal 
with the problems, they encounter. Some women manifest 
social and emotional paralysis; that is, they become 
socially isolated, depressed and resort to drink and drug 
abuse. These women are more likely to incur debts and 
experience difficulties managing the children. As a 
consequence, the child is more likely to become separated 
from the mother, either to live with relatives, or in 
extreme cases taken into care. Conversely, other women are 
more successful in reorganising the family after 
incarceration, even though before the separation they were 
totally or partially dependent on the husband as 
breadwinner and disciplinarian. They take a more pro-active 
approach to the new situation by seeking employment, being 
more attentive to the child's needs, monitoring school 
work, his/her interaction with friends and ensuring 
regular contact with the fathers. 
The role of the social network has emerged as an important 
external source of potential support to alleviate the 
effects of stress resulting from separation (McCubbin et 
al, 1980). The family ties to support networks were 
identified as explanatory variables of children's 
differential adjustment to the father's incarceration by 
Lowenstein (1986). Apart from the mother's personal 
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resources, children who are better able to adjust are those 
in families where the mother also has familial coping 
resources. Similar to research on separation resulting from 
divorce (Hetherington mot. J.., 1982 Hetherington, 1989), the 
results of this study show that the support system of 
families of offenders include the immediate family, close 
friends and neighbours. In addition, some families reported 
the social welfare system as a potential source of support. 
However, while these networks generally do provide support 
which is positive in reducing stress, both the quality and 
ability to provide help vary greatly among the families. 
The main forms of support wives of offenders require during 
the incarceration period are financial, emotional and 
practical services. In the vast majority of cases, wives 
report that they receive most help from their own families 
and very little or none at all from the husband's family. 
This pattern is similar to the one found in Schwartz & 
Weintraub's study (1974), where hostile feelings develop on 
both sides; on the part of the husband's parents, the 
daughter-in-law is at least partly blamed for their son's 
criminal actions, and the wife in turn blames her in-laws 
for causing the psychological difficulties that have 
resulted in her husband's imprisonment. However, our study 
shows that this is not the only reason for the 
deterioration of the in-law relationships. It was found 
that, in many cases, the relationship with the husband's 
family was already problematic before his imprisonment, 
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mainly because the husband's parents condemn his criminal 
life style and ostracise him. 
Generally, it is the mother or sisters of wives of 
offenders who play an important role providing practical 
support, such as looking after the children when necessary, 
helping with transport to the prison, or helping with food 
and clothes for the children. However, the wife's family 
often show resentment towards the encarcerated son-in-law, 
which may explain why women in this study mainly rely on 
close friends for emotional support. They often report the 
need for interaction with people who are understanding and 
with whom they can express their problems without being 
judged. Generally, wives of offenders find these qualities 
in a close friend. However, a study by Daniel & Barret 
(1981) found that, contrary to the above findings, wives of 
offenders experience lack of understanding in their 
relationships with both friends and families. In addition 
they report that, although the members of the husband's 
families are not consistently helpful, they are as helpful 
as the women's immediate families. One reason for these 
different findings may be related to the objectives and 
methods of the two studies. That is, while Daniel & Barret 
(1981) assessed lack of understanding by how many friends 
the wives lost after their husbands' imprisonment, this 
study aimed to examine the nature of support close friends 
and family were providing. 
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Although a number of studies have mentioned the 
neighbours'support as an important source of assistance for 
short-term problems such as baby sitting, or latch-key 
children (Patterson, 1971; Lee, 1979), the majority of 
wives in the present study report that they do not receive 
any help from the neighbours and they only have passing 
contact with them. However, they also say that they do not 
feel the need to seek actively their help and in many 
cases they avoid contact with them. One reason for women 
isolating themselves from neighbours appears to be their 
fear of exposing themselves to judgments from people who 
they fear are not able to understand the situation, and 
therefore are likely to draw wrong conclusions about the 
event. 
With regard to the social services, wives perceive the 
support they offer is enmeshed in bureaucratic procedures 
and not directed at their special needs. In general, they 
believe that social service personnel judge them in their 
capacity as mothers and fear that any problems they report 
will be interpreted as reflecting their inability to cope, 
and as a consequence the children may be taken from them. 
This fear often prevents wives of offenders from seeking 
the help to which they are entitled. Moreover, the 
bureaucratic procedures appear to wives to be insensitive, 
petty, time-consuming and imcomprehensible, which result in 
feelings that the effort involved in seeking support is not 
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worthwhile. 
However, the extent to which help is forthcoming depends on 
the personality of the officer who is responsible for a 
particular family, and the nature of the interaction s/he 
has with them. According to the wives' accounts, the most 
sensitive approach a social worker could take would be to 
inquire what they needed without "preaching" to them what 
they should do. 
Results from this study indicate that much of the 
hostility generated towards the social services derives 
from the wives' perception that they do not understand 
their special needs, the demeaning nature of seeking 
support, the attitudes of some staff, and the threat posed 
to the women's identity as competent wives and mothers at a 
time when the family's social and moral status are already 
threatened. 
Father-child relationship 
The incarceration of the father can affect significantly 
the nature of the relationship he has with the child in a 
number of ways. A previous close relationship may become 
strained and detached, or altenatively, a former detached 
relationship may become closer. In the latter case, the 
children's reports suggest that the bond between the father 
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and child can became closer when the father adopts a more 
caring attitude towards the child, shows him/her more 
affection, becomes interested in the child's problems, and 
seeks his/her opinions on issues which he previously would 
not have done. However, this more attentive approach toward 
the child by the father implies the maintenance of contact 
after incarceration. For relationships are more likely to 
become strained and detached when interaction between 
father and child is restricted by the geographical location 
of the prison and the costs involved in visiting, a long 
prison sentence or in cases of divorce, where visiting 
ceases altogether. 
An immediate implication of the father's separation for 
children is the loss of their interaction with him and the 
activities they normally share, such as going to football 
matches, parks, fun fairs and so on. The loss of these 
types of interaction create problems of adjustment for 
children, as they not only miss the pleasurable aspects 
of these activities, but also the father's individual 
attention. Generally, mothers are unable and/or unwillingly 
to substitute for the father in these activities, because 
of the constraints on time and money, and because the 
experiences provided by the father are of a different 
nature to those normally provided by the mother. 
As previous research on intact families has shown (Lewis, 
1986; Clarke-Stewart, 1980; Lamb, 1977), fathers and 
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mothers differ in their interaction with the children. 
Consistent with the literature, children in this study 
report that they engage in more playful and adventurous 
interaction with the father, whilst their relationship with 
the mother is seen as providing emotional stability. 
Children complain bitterly about the boredom they feel at 
home and express their resentment at not being able to 
engage in the activities they used to share with their 
fathers. However, differences exist between boys and girls 
in what types of interaction with the father they miss the 
most. Whilst both boys and girls miss active forms of 
interaction, such as games with an element of surprise, 
boys emphasise these forms of interaction, whereas girls 
emphasise affective forms of interaction, such as cuddles 
and attention. 
The above findings are consistent with theories that assign 
an instrumental role to the father (Parson and Bales, 1955; 
Sarnoff, 1982), in which he helps the child to attain new 
skills- with which to explore and experiment in the 
development of competence. They also suggest however, that 
the father plays an important role in the emotional 
requirements of children, particularly girls. It is also 
important to consider the child's developmental level in 
addressing his/her ability to cope with the loss of 
experiences provided by the father, as the degree to which 
the child is dependent on parents influences his/her 
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possibility for other forms of interactions. With 
increasing age the child develops a greater reportoire of 
situationally relevant coping behaviours, permitting a 
lessening of exclusive reliance on the availability of the 
parents. Therefore, adolescents do not struggle as much 
with this problem as do primary-school children. 
The primary-school child's dependence on adults is clearly 
evident from the children's reports of feeling restricted 
in their freedom of engaging in outdoor activities, which 
decline drastically after the father's incarceration. 
Although adolescents are also affected in their 
experiences, compared to primary-school children, they are 
less reliant on the mother for extra-familial activities, 
such as going to football matches and parties or indeed for 
the money they receive. 
The role of the father as a provider of advice and help is 
most important on occasions when they need to draw upon his 
experiences or invoke his status. This can be important at 
times when an ecological transition takes place, such as 
the normative task of moving from a junior to a senior 
school, as was the case with Peter (12 years old, Family 
C) who was apprehensive on entering a comprehensive school 
and wanted to know his father's experience on the matter. 
However, childen's perception of the father's role as a 
provider of advice and help when needed is complex, and 
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distinctions have to be made in the nature of the problems 
that need resolving, and whether children view him as a 
confidant and/or a competent problem-solver. When children 
are concerned with problems of a personal nature, they 
choose a person who can "keep the secret", allow them the 
time to express themselves, take their problems seriously 
and show sympathy and understanding. For problems of a more 
practical nature, such as those encountered at school and 
with friends which they cannot resolve themselves, they 
choose a person who they believe has the qualities and 
experience to help with the specific problem in question. 
With regard to personal problems, children in this study 
have chosen predominantly the mother to play this role, 
which may be an indication of the emotional support she 
provides. However, also included in the choice by some 
children is the father, the grandmother, aunt, brother, 
cousin or teacher. But in general, children believe that 
their fathers do not take them seriously and lack the 
understanding necessary to deal with their personal 
problems. With regard to problems of a more practical 
nature, children choose the father only if they believe he 
is able to take the appropriate action and would not punish 
them severely. 
The changes observed in the child's perception of the 
father as a confidant and/or problem-solver appear to be 
related 'to the nature of parenting that takes place within 
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the prison context, which is vulnerable to breakdown and 
disintegration into fantasy. Within this setting, parenting 
is artificial and characterised by powerlessness (Hounslow 
at. a., 1982). The lack of interaction within the context of 
day-to-day reality increases the likelihood of the fantasy 
level of the relationship as they experience different 
realities. In this context the father is largely unaware of 
and unable to influence the child's reality; therefore, 
once incarcerated it is difficult for the father to have an 
accurate perception of the child's needs. Similarly, 
children cannot make a judgment about the father as they do 
not know how he would behave in particular situations. 
Within the artificiality of their interaction in the prison 
visiting context, childen develop expectations about their 
future relationship with the father concerning the 
interesting and exciting activities they will share when he 
is released. The father, in turn, reinforces these 
expectations by promising to fulfil them on his return. 
This can lead to problems for the relationship when the 
father is eventually released and he has to deal directly 
with the child. This is more likely to occur when the 
father has served a long prison sentence, and the child has 
had little experience with him in day-to-day interactions. 
Promises made by the father that are specific to children 
of recidivists are those which refer to changing his 
behaviour and not re-offending which, if unfulfilled, 
serve to undermine the child's trust in him. The father's 
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promises may be explained by his desire to compensate for 
his absence and to maintain a positive image and the 
child's affection. 
Based on the above discussion, it can be suggested that 
fathers who are sensitive to the child's needs are more 
likely to counteract the effects that the stigmatisation of 
their imprisonment may have on the child's trust in them. 
Furthermore, it may be argued that the close bond between 
father and child contributes to the child's integration of 
the good and the bad father. Conversely, children who do 
not perceive the father as understanding or fulfilling any 
of their needs are more likely to experience greater 
difficulty in integrating the good and bad father, as 
defined by his deviance. 
The bonds formed with peers are of a different nature to 
those established between child and parents (Youniss, 1980; 
Piaget, 1968) as they serve different purposes and reflect 
different mutual expectations. The parents' role is based 
on the child's need for affection, protection and 
instruction. Within the adult/child relation, the 
transmission of social norms and values is from the adult 
to the child, even though the child seeks instructions. 
Therefore, children's relations with parents provides them 
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with a sense of ordered social reality and launch them into 
a world of social relations. 
The child's relationship with peers is characterised by 
mutuality, which allows children to discover individuals as 
persons sharing common motives, feelings, and hopes. Peers 
affect one another by the practice of reciprocal exchange 
among equals. Reciprocity implies that the peers influence 
each other's thinking, whereas the established ideas of 
adults are not changed so readily by children. 
Research has shown that peer interaction is an essential 
component of the child's development (Damon, 1984) and 
becomes increasingly important during middle childhood 
(Hartup, 1979) as the child's attachment to parental 
figures decreases. Experiences with peers are a necessity 
in childhood socialisation, and the failure of the child to 
engage in the activities of the peer culture may be an 
indicator of difficulties in development (Damon, 1983). 
Therefore it may be argued that, in the case of children of 
offenders, the anxieties resulting from the imprisonment of 
the father which inhibit the child's communication with the 
peer-group may affect social development. 
All children in this study experienced anxiety at the 
thought of facing their peers concerning their father's 
imprisonment, as they feared being confronted with 
questions, about his absence. Many were unsure how to 
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respond to such questions as they thought that their 
friends would not understand the full circumstances of the 
event and hence draw wrong conclusions about the father's 
character. This fear of confronting the peer-group may be 
explained in terms the risks of rejection and derogation 
the child may encounter in peer-group interaction. 
Children respond to this situation in a number of ways. 
While some children prepare an excuse for the father's 
absence in anticipation of a possible enquiry from peers, 
such as "he works until late" or "he's on holiday", others 
try to avoid talking about the matter, and if pressed, try 
to terminate the conversation as soon as possible. In cases 
where the father's imprisonment is not known by the peer 
group, children avoid all conversation that includes 
fathers in general. However, some children do tell their 
best friends about their fathers if they can trust them to 
"keep the secret" and feel that they understand the 
situation. 
The imprisonment of the father can also affect children's 
peer relations to the extent that visiting the father 
interferes with the ongoing interaction with friends. 
Children report conflicting feelings that arise from having 
to choose between visiting the father or playing with 
friend, particularly during school terms, when visiting is 
restricted to weekends. 
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A further effect that the imprisonment of the father has on 
the child's interaction with friends is bullying. In this 
study bullying has been identified with two forms of 
behaviour: verbal abuse and ostracism. The extent to which 
a child suffers from bullying is dependent on the nature of 
the community in which s/he lives. For children who live in 
communities where the absence of the father and/or his 
imprisonment is not uncommon, the father's absence may go 
un-noticed or attract little interest from peers. In these 
cases, children find it easier to avoid referring to their 
fathers, and consequently to his imprisonment. For children 
who live in communities where an imprisoned or absent 
father is less common, and the father's imprisonment is 
known by the peer-group, children are more likely to 
experience severe bullying. 
Children react to bullying by seeking help from a trusted 
teacher, developing counteracting verbal insults or, as a 
last resort, physical violence. An unusually severe case of 
bullying found in this study contributed to the family's 
decision to move the child to another part of the country 
to live with relatives. 
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By inter-system dynamics we refer to the relationship 
between the family setting of the home and the setting of 
the prison visit. In Bronfenbrenner's (Bronfenbrenner and 
Crouter, 1983) terms this link is conceptualised as a 
mesosystem, where it is the quality of its connections that 
influences the child's development. In this study the links 
in question are those made between the home and the prison. 
The importance of the father/child relationship to the 
child's adjustment to the separation due to divorce is well 
documented (Hetherington, 1979; 1989; Hetherington 
, mot. &l, 
1982; Wallerstein, 1980; 1983; Peterson and Zill, 1986). In 
the case of father absence resulting from imprisonment, 
there is wide agreement from authors (Hughes, 1982; Monger 
& Pendelton, 1977; Sack ß. I, 1,1976) and practitioners who 
work with families of offenders, that visiting is 
especially helpful for children in that it allays their 
fears about the father's health and welfare, as well as 
concerns for the feelings he has for them (Weintraub, 1976; 
Sack, 1977). Therefore, the new link to the prison is of 
fundamental importance, as it is the only means by which 
the child can maintain personal interaction with the 
father. 
According to Garbarino (1985) risks in the mesosystem are 
defined by the absence of connections and by conflicts of 
values between two microsystems in which the child 
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participates. What determines the quality of a mesosystem 
for a child in general is the initiative of both the child 
and the caring adult to make connections. The adult plays 
an important role when the child enters a new microsystem 
to the extent that the adult perceives the new setting as 
positive, prepares the child to enter it and follows the 
child's development within it. 
In the case of families of offenders, the initiative for 
making the link between the home and prison is dependent 
upon the mother, although the child must also be willing 
to participate in the new setting. The mother plays an 
important role in the development of a strong and positive 
mesosystem that is beneficial for the child's development, 
as she decides the frequency and to some extent the quality 
of visiting. The mother's positive perception of the prison 
visit is important, in order that frequent contact with 
the husband is maintained. Also important is her 
preparation of the child for the new setting and her 
monitoring of the interaction the child has with the 
father, with the aim of ensuring that it is as fulfulling 
for him/her as possible, within the constraints of the 
prison context. 
With regard to the mother's positive attitude towards 
prison visits, this is closely associated with her 
perception of the relationship she has with the husband. 
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Wives who are committed to their husbands and have hopes 
for their future together are more likely to maintain 
frequent patterns of visiting and transmit positive 
feelings concerning visits to the child. For example, Jaber 
(14 years old, Family K) is reticent to visit his father, 
as his mother spends most of the visiting time arguing with 
him. The mother's positive attitude towards her future 
relationship and, hence, visiting enables mothers to 
overcome the many obstacles and frustrations that prison 
visiting entails. For apart from the financial costs 
involved, frequent visiting during the pre-trial period 
leads to a disruption of the family organisation. 
Women feel particularly frustrated with visiting during the 
remand period, as after making many sacrifices, the 15 
minutes allowed is insufficient to accommodate either 
their own or their husband's emotional and practical needs, 
let alone their children's. Other sources of frustration 
which they are powerless to influence are prison rules, the 
geographical location of the prison and the lack of 
facilities for children. Women complain bitterly about the 
bureaucratic procedures of the prison visit, and most do 
not understand the underlying reasons for the rules. Most 
women also feel that prisons do not consider the needs of 
children when allocating offenders to prisons, nor do they 
feel that prisons provide adequate facilities for children 
which are conducive to a minimal level of warm and 
fulfilling family interactions or regular visiting 
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patterns. The major implications of these difficulties are 
that they serve to undermine a positive approach to prison 
visits, and women often perceive their children to be a 
hindrance during visit, although they are aware of the 
children's need to see their father. 
The mother's preparation of the child for prison visits by 
explaining fully the nature and context of the visit is a 
further factor that contributes to a beneficial mesosystem. 
Generally, mothers in this study were not aware of the need 
to explain the procedure and circumstances of the visiting 
setting. In only one case did the mother prepare the child 
with information about visiting, and this was the result of 
the child seeking it actively in the first place. 
A further important factor that is conducive to a positive 
mesosystem is the mother's awareness of the child's needs 
for interacting with the father and ensuring that s/he has 
the opportunity to do so. However, half of the children in 
the present study complain about the quality of the 
interaction they had with their fathers during visits. They 
feel that they do not receive sufficient attention from 
their fathers, either because the mother dominates the 
visit, or because the father himself does not listen to 
their accounts. Consequently, they frequently feel excluded 
from the interaction with the father and, hence, bored, as 
there is nothing for them to do. Sally (9 years, Family S) 
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succintly expresses what most children experience during 
visits: "I just say: hello and then I say: bye, bye". In a 
rare example of the mother's awareness of the child's 
needs, Vera (Family C) left her son alone with the father 
under the pretext that she had to go to the lavatory. 
To an extent, adolescents are less dependent on the mother 
for visiting. If the mother is unable or unwilling to visit 
the father, the adolescent has more opportunity than the 
primary-school child to seek an alternative adult to 
accompany him/her. In the present study, for example, 
Dennis (14 years old, Family F) travels to his uncle's 
house to attend the prison with him, his aunt or his 
cousin, because his mother refuses to visit his father as 
she is now divorced. However, for children in general, when 
parents divorce, the link between the prison and home is 
usually severed and the child is deprived of regular 
contacts with the father. 
III - Mana2ingt feelings. elicited by. the. situation 
The results from this study indicate that the incarceration 
of the father results in multiple losses for the child. 
These are: the loss of the family status, the continuity 
of the familiar daily routine, the loss of the father's 
protective physical presence, the loss of his moral status, 
and the loss of the pleasurable and exciting activities 
they shared. It can also lead to the loss of the family 
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home, and by implication, the school, neighbours and 
friends. 
Associated with the many losses resulting from the father's 
imprisonment are the powerful emotions which they arouse: 
anxiety and fear resulting from the uncertainty of the 
situation; deep feelings of sadness at the separation; 
shame with the stigma attached to the father's loss of 
moral status; and anger directed at the legal authorities 
and, in some instances, to the father also. Consequently, 
managing feelings is one of the most difficult and 
important task with which children of offenders are 
faced, for it entails the acceptance of multiple losses in 
order to adapt to the changes that follow incarceration. 
Many of the emotions arising from the imprisonment of the 
father can be found in other forms of separation such as 
divorce, although some are associated with the particular 
features of imprisonment. One of the fundamental 
characteristics of imprisonment is that the decision to 
separate is made by external agents, and therefore, the 
separation is an involuntary act, whereas in divorce, the 
decison to separate is made by the parents. The implication 
of this difference is that, in separation due to divorce, 
the child's anger is directed to the parents (Wallerstein, 
1980), whilst for children of offenders their anger is 
directed to the agents of law enforcement, and/or the 
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father in the case of recidivists. 
Both imprisonment and divorce may elicit feelings of shock 
and disbelief at the parents' separation. However, in the 
former case, children also express disbelief that the 
father could commit a criminal offence and feelings of 
shame associated with his crime. A further distinction 
between the two forms of separation is that imprisonment is 
temporary, as the father generally returns to the family 
system, and hence the child does not have to mourn a 
permanent loss, as in the case of divorce. 
The most pervasive feeling expressed by children in this 
study is a deep sadness at the loss of the father. Grief is 
frequently manifest by both primary-school children and 
adolescents in their accounts of their experience of the 
separation. They mentioned how many times they "cried and 
cried", particularly when they realised that the father's 
arrest was not a mistake and his return would not be 
imminent. The longing for the father was particularly 
painful for children who had been close to him and shared 
many activities with him prior to his imprisonment. 
Also evident in these accounts is the children's sense of 
belonging to an incomplete family. This is expressed in 
their feelings of emptiness arising from the father's 
separation and what his presence symbolises in terms of the 
traditions and continuity of the intact family. This is 
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clearly shown by the 
family anymore", and 
of insecurity at not 
something happens". 
special significan 
birthdays, open days 
the interaction they 
way children convey that "we are not a 
by the primary-school children's sense 
having a "man around the house in case 
Feelings of deep sadness take on 
ce at periods such as Christmas, 
at school, and when friends talk about 
have with their fathers. 
The assimilation of the above losses can be greatly 
facilitated by regular visits to the father, to the extent 
that children can be reassured that he is still part of 
the family. For example, Joanna (Family B) had to arrange 
special visits for her daughter to see the father as the 
usual visiting patterns did not help to overcome her 
feelings of extreme distress at her father's absence. 
However, although visiting is crucial for the child's 
reassurances, the results show that visiting may also be a 
source of distress. While some children felt happy to be 
with the father, others felt sad, and more than one-third 
reported conflicting feelings: happiness to see their 
fathers and sadness when they have to leave him there. 
The successful mastering of losses can also be aided by 
developing attachments to friends, teachers and members of 
the extended family (Hetherington, 1989). In this study, 
the children who appear to have dealt most effectively 
with the many losses are those who are well supported by 
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caring, competent adults, both within and outside the 
family. In cases where the child does not receive the 
attention and information s/he needs, it is more difficult 
to master the losses as s/he is denied the opportunity to 
express grief and frustration. 
The second most powerful emotion felt by children is anger. 
When anger is directed towards the father, it is usually 
related to the child's disappointment at his failure to 
keep the promise of not re-offending, although not 
exclusively so, as some children of first offenders also 
reported feelings of anger towards him. When anger is 
directed at the legal authorities, it is mainly towards the 
police, particularly in cases where the child witnessed the 
father's arrest procedures. 
All children who expressed anger towards the father seemed 
to have overcome this feeling at the time of the second 
interview. However, the anger directed towards the police, 
particularly in those cases in which children had personal 
contact with them, remained undiminished at the second 
interview. Therefore, it is probably realistic to 
anticipate that for children who witness the father's 
arrest, the experience leaves them with an enduring legacy 
of hostility towards the police. 
The manner in which children deal with feelings resulting 
from the stigma attached to the changes to the father's 
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moral status has been described in the tasks above. In 
general, children dissociate the father's culpability for 
the offence, and thereby maintain his moral integrity. And 
within the context of peer-group interaction, the various 
ways by which they avoid confronting the issue have been 
illustrated. The extent to which children can be helped to 
overcome feelings of shame depends upon: the mother's 
positive perception of the father, the quality of the 
explanation given to the child about the father's absence, 
and the ability of significant adults to respond to the 
child's needs. 
r 
IV - Accepting thp, father's temporary separation 
Like divorce, the imprisonment of the father poses the 
task of accepting the reality of the separation 
(Wallerstein, 1983). However, unlike divorce, this form of 
separation is not generally permanent. Rather, it is 
characterised by the unfolding of events particular to this 
type of separation, such as arrest, conviction and release, 
in which the child has to accomodate to the father's 
temporary absence. And only after the conviction and 
sentencing of the father is the child confronted with the 
task of accepting his temporary absence, for it is this 
event that establishes for the first time the certainty and 
duration of his absence. 
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The child's acceptance of the father's temporary absence is 
closely related to all of the foregoing tasks, particularly 
the task of successfully mastering the feelings and 
anxieties engendered by the imprisonment. An indication 
of this process can be found in children's perceptions of 
the situation in which they reveal they have overcome 
distress, accepted the duration of the separation and the 
periodic interaction with the father, and have re-focused 
on school work and their usual activities. 
The results in this study show that children who appear to 
adjust most successfully during the post-trial period 
receive emotional support from caring adults, and/or are 
from families where the mother takes a pro-active approach 
to imprisonment. In these latter families, mothers have re- 
organised the family system by taking on the additional 
roles of breadwinner and disciplinarian, whilst 
maintaining regular contact with the husband/father. 
Conversely, children who appear to not adjust well to the 
separation are those in families where the mother does not 
take on the father's roles. In these cases, mothers often 
invoke the symbolic presence of the father when 
disciplining the children, rather than asserting their own 
authority, even though they recognise that this approach 
is ineffective. They report that children either ignore or 
resist their threats, as they know the father's return is 
not imminent and he does not chastise them during visits. 
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According to Boss (1980), in a family with an absent 
father, a high degree of psychological father presence is a 
significant predictor of the wife's as well as the family's 
dysfunction. For Boss, families who maintain a 
psychological father presence are those who do not attempt 
to re-organise the family system by shifting roles within 
the family to fill the father's former tasks. Boss uses 
the concept of "closing-out" to refer to the exclusion of 
the father from the family. She argues that families with 
an absent father which achieve closing out are better able 
to adjust to the separation. However, Boss' theoretical 
proposition is based primarily on the experience of 
military families in which the husband is missing in 
action; therefore, the system's boundaries are ambiguous. 
This is not the situation faced by families of offenders, 
where the father's absence is known to be temporary. 
Therefore, whilst we agree that the mother should take on 
the father's roles for the family's adjustment to the 
separation, a level of his symbolic presence needs to be 
maintained. The father is still considered to be part of 
the family, and to maintain a degree of family integration, 
he must be included in the family's processes of making 
decisions. 
The relationship, however, between closing out the father 
and adjustment to the separation is not simple as 
successful adjustment also depends upon the psychological 
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resources of the mother. Consistent with those of Morris 
(1965), our findings suggest that dependent wives tend to 
shift their responsibilities to other members of the family 
to such an extent that it can lead to social isolation for 
her and distress to the children, as she makes too many 
demands on them. 
Although the wives'success in taking on the father's roles 
whilst including him in the family's decision making may be 
functional to families' adjustment to separation, it may 
also lead to problems of reintegration when the father 
returns. As Wardell (1985) argues, adjustment to separation 
may hinder adjustment to reunion. For example, in a study 
on military families, it was found that wives who excluded 
succesfully the father by creating an independent existence 
for themselves by no longer considering him in the making 
and execution of plans, faced their most serious crisis 
when he returned home (Hill, 1949). 
The period after conviction is critical for those families 
in which the relationship was strained before the husband's 
arrest, particularly in those cases in which the husband 
receives a long sentence. Wives who were considering 
whether or not to separate from the husband took this 
opportunity to file for divorce. This decision in turn 
leads to a loss of contact between father and child in 
which s/he faces the added burden and different task of 
accepting the permanent absence of the father. 
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Studies of divorce (Wallerstein, 1980; Hetherington, 1989) 
have shown that acceptance of the permanent absence of the 
father can be a long process covering many years. While 
comparisons can be made with accepting the temporary 
absence of the incarcerated father in that it too can 
extent over a long period of time, its temporary nature 
dispenses with the need to mourn the permanent loss 
with which children of divorce are confronted. 
Based on the findings of this research, we argue that 
important to the child's acceptance of the father's 
temporary absence is the success to which s/he is able to 
find his/her way back to age-appropriate normative life 
tasks after the family crisis. 
V- Readiustment t-Q the. father's return 
Children of offenders live in a world of adaptation in 
which the father's return to the family system is a further 
disruption to the organisation of the family. From the 
children's perspective, it entails getting to know the 
father once again and becoming used to his presence. 
However, reunion is a personal experience occurring in a 
context and, by its nature, there is an experiential 
history for the people involved in the event (Wallace, 
1985). For children of offenders it involves bringing to 
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the reunion their experiences within the family system 
during the father's absence, together with the experience 
of the interaction with him prior to, and during 
imprisonment, all of which will influence the reunion. In 
the re-establishment of their relationship within the 
family system, the child's previous interaction with the 
father serves as a frame of reference by which s/he judges 
the present experience. This personal measure of 
satisfaction appears to become the basis on which the 
success and failure of the reunion is judged. Children who 
were young when their fathers went to prison, and/or whose 
fathers received long sentences have no recollection of 
experiences of him within the family context. They express 
feelings of trepidation at the prospect of interacting with 
a father whom they do not really know. However, it should 
be noted that a child's perception of the father may be at 
variance with how the father actually is. For example, a 
child may idolise the father and have a close relationship 
with him, but s/he may be unaware that his is a drug addict 
who habitually steals to finance his addiction. 
The experience of getting to know the father is 
interrelated with the experience of getting used to the 
father, which implies the adjustment to the new rules that 
the re-distribution of roles entails. For example, children 
who have become accustomed to going to bed later whilst 
keeping the mother company find it difficult to adapt to 
the father's discipline and to changes in their existing 
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routine. However, most important for the process of 
reintegration is the participation of the father in the 
family system, by interacting with the children and giving 
them the attention they expect. 
From the child's perspective, the expectations that s/he 
has of the father's reunion have been shown to be most 
significant to the successful reintegration of the father 
into the family system, as the child develops ideas about 
what is going to happen at the father's return. The 
experience of reunion is most often reported by children by 
comparing it to an event that the child expected to happen 
and which was planned during visits to the prison, and the 
actual experience of the father at home. Spending time 
together following the father's release is one of the 
expectations most children develop during his 
incarceration. However, if expectations such as these are 
not fulfilled by the father on his return, the child is 
extremely disappointed and disillusioned with the father. 
Results from this study show that in the majority of cases, 
the father's return is problematic for the children. 
According to their accounts, the main reasons for this are 
that the attention the child expected from the father is 
not forthcoming, nor are his promises usually kept. 
The nature of the context within which the father/child 
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interaction takes place during incarceration does not lend 
itself to the development of realistic expectations by 
children about their relationship with the father at his 
return. Although visiting is essential for children to 
maintain their relationship with the father and allay their 
concerns about his feelings for them (Hughes, 1983; 
Weintraub, 1976; Sack, 1977), the interaction between 
father and child is limited by the material and 
psychological conditions of the prison visit. 
As we have argued above, the infrequent and short time 
father and child spend together, and the lack of contact 
with the daily reality of their relationship tends to 
increase the amount of fantasy concerning this 
relationship. During the post-trial period, families are 
allowed only one or two visits per month, which, coupled 
with the short time the family has to see one another is 
not conducive to emotionally satisfying visits (Fishman, 
1983). As a consequence, one of the main objectives of the 
visit cannot be fulfilled, that is, to allow children to 
have their fathers' undivided attention, as well as to 
allow husband and wife time to discuss their material and 
emotional problems (Monger & Pendleton, 1977). Within this 
context, the father's behaviour towards the child is 
generated by his desire to maintain a harmonious 
relationship with him/her. Fathers generally avoid issues 
of discipline on the grounds that they see the children 
only infrequently and refuse to use these occasions to 
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chastise them, which in any case they see as the mother's 
duty. 
As a consequence of this somewhat artificial form of 
interaction between father and child during incarceration, 
when the father eventually returns to the family system and 
resumes his prior roles, the child experiences conflicting 
feelings ranging from extreme excitement and happiness to 
disillusionament and resentment. Hounslow's findings also 
show that when the father returns, many changes have 
occured in the children's lives, and a major factor 
affecting the father's reintegration is the degree to which 
actual parenting has been maintained by the imprisoned 
father during his enforced absence. However, this study 
shows that equally important is the father's ability to 
respond to the child's needs. 
The emphasis in this thesis has been on how the child makes 
sense of the father's crime and his/her adjustment to his 
imprisonment. It has been argued that to understand fully 
coping strategies individuals apply when faced with a 
stressful event, and to determine the degree of success or 
failure of the outcome, it is essential to acknowledge the 
individual's perception and subsequent appraisal of the 
situation within the specific context in which the event 
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takes place. For it is only by seeking the child's 
perception of the event that the effects of imprisonment 
can be differentiated from the effects of separation and 
the impact these may have on children's adjustment to the 
father's absence. As this study has demonstrated, mothers 
are often unaware of the extent to which children know the 
facts surrounding the father's imprisonment or their 
feelings towards the event. Moreover, many mothers do not 
link the child's behavioural problems to the father's 
imprisonment. 
The results have shown that the expected relationship 
between the change to the father's moral status and the 
child's negative perception of his image is not necessarily 
a direct result of his imprisonment, for various factors 
interact to moderate the child's perception of the father. 
These include the mother's peception of the event, the 
quality of the father/child relationship and the 
developmental stage of the child. 
The child counteracts the threat posed to his/her self- 
esteem by the father's moral status by construing 
mechanisms of dissociation, which neutralise the notion of 
moral guilt implied in the new definition of the father as 
deviant. In the process of moral reasoning about the 
father's action, the child selects from available 
information a particular form of justification without 
denying the wrongfulness of the father's act. This serves 
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to maintain the father's moral integrity and, by extension, 
the child's self-concept. 
Evaluative judgments by children who are faced with a moral 
dilemma in which the self is involved are not guided by 
categorical principle of justice, but rather by the attempt 
to maintain a consistent self-concept. It is proposed that 
these children are more likely to develop complex moral 
reasoning than children who do not experience such 
conflicts. During the process of coping with the father's 
change in moral status, children become aware of contextual 
elements that can modify the meaning of moral issues. The 
realisation of contextual elements which form the basis of 
the child's justification of the father's action 
facilitates his/her wider consideration of differential 
meaningful elements at the general societal level, thereby 
providing the foundation for moral development. 
Variations in the mechanisms of dissociation have been 
found to be associated with developmental factors. Whilst 
both primary-school children and adolescents construe 
justifications of the father's action grounded in social 
norms and values, the younger children base theirs on 
external agents, whereas the older ones base theirs on 
principles which underlie these norms and values. The less 
sophisticated nature of the primary-school children's 
mechanisms of dissociation, make them more susceptible to 
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change when new information becomes available which casts 
doubt on their original justification. Younger children 
are, hence, more likely to experience difficulties when 
confronting and accomodating to the various challenges 
posed by the social environment, and less able than 
adolescents to adjust emotionally to these challenges. 
Findings in this research support the use of an ecological 
framework for the study of children of offenders. The model 
used here provides a heuristic framework in which one can 
understand factors that will lead to systematic 
identification of coping strategies and behaviours of 
prisoner's children and their families. Two basic factors 
emerge as determining the extent to which children adjust 
to separation: the mother's response to the situation and 
the father/child relationship before and during 
imprisonment. 
The child's success or failure in adapting to the father's 
imprisonment is largely governed by the mother's 
perceptions of and attitudes towards her husband's 
imprisonment, and the extent to which she makes progress in 
addressing the many issues resulting from this event. 
Mothers who have a positive perception of the husband are 
more likely to provide support for and consistency to the 
child's construed mechanisms, compared with mothers who 
have a negative perception of the husband which make it 
more difficult for the child to retain the good father 
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image. 
The basic elements of the mother's ability to cope are role 
redestribution and control over the family's system. 
Mothers who take an active approach to deal with the 
changes that imprisonment engenders are more likely to 
facilitate the child's successful adjustment to the 
father's absence by providing a more emotionally and 
financially stable context, than mothers who manifest 
social and emotional paralysis. These latter mothers are 
more likely to deteriorate physically and emotionally 
during separation, which can result in children suffering 
from lack of direction and burdened with the mothers' 
emotional needs. However, this process can be buffered by 
the support system, particularly the mother's extended 
family. 
The father/child relationship is also important for the 
child's adjustment to both separation and the subsequent 
reintegration of the father into the family system. Fathers 
who are sensitive to the child's needs are more likely to 
counter the effects that the change to his moral status may 
have on the child's trust in him. That is, fathers who are 
understanding and attentive to the child's needs minimise 
many of the losses that s/he is likely to experience during 
his incarceration. However, the quality of the father-child 
relationship is not only dependent on the father, for much 
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depends on the context of prison visiting within which 
parenting takes place, and on the mother's desire and 
ability to maintain a strong link between the home and the 
prison. At visits, parenting takes a different form to that 
which takes place in the family home. Within the prison 
setting parenting is artificial to the extent that the 
father is largely unaware of the day-to-day reality of the 
child. As a consequence, father and child develop 
expectations which cannot be tested until the time of the 
reunion. This can cause problems on the father's release 
when he has to deal directly with the child. 
It must be emphasised that, given the exploratory nature of 
this research and the limitations of the sample, the 
propositions outlined above provide only a framework for a 
more comprehensive study into this subject with a larger 
sample. An extension of this research is required in order 
to complement the understanding of the complex relationship 
of psychological, socio-economic and cultural variables 
based on a different sample. Of particular interest and 
relevance would be the long-term impact the father's 
imprisonment has on the child's self-esteem and the 
implication this may have on moral development. Also 
important is further research which focuses on the father- 
child relationship during visits in prison and its 
relevance for the child's adjustment to separation. This 
type of research could also be linked to a longitudinal 
study which focuses on the process of reunion. Important 
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additional sources of data not used in this study are 
teachers and members of the extended family, whom children 
often mention as their main sources of support. 
An important finding of this study relevant for future 
research into sensitive areas involving children, is that 
they are valuable informants of their own behaviour and 
feelings. Although the imprisonment of the father from the 
child's perspective is a particularly sensitive area of 
research, the results show that the children themselves 
respond positively to the interviews, and are, generally, 
enthusiastic to express their opinions and feelings. 
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APPENDIX 1, 
A= MOTHER INTERVIEW 
1: How many children do you have? How many boys and girls? 
How old are they? Do they all live here with you? Was ..... 
ever separated from you? If yes, Why? Where did she or he 
stay? Has s/he ever been ill? If yes, what kind of illness? 
2: Can you tell me about your husband/partner? How long 
have you been married/living together? How did you meet? 
What are the good things about your relationship? What 
things would you like to change about your relationship? Is 
there anything that causes a lot of disagreement between 
you and your husband/partner? 
3: Can you tell me why your husband is in prison? When was 
he arrested? Where was he arrested? Did your child see him 
being arrested? How long has he been in prison (if he's on 
bail or remand)? Did you expect your husband/partner to be 
arrested? What did you feel when he was arrested? 
4: How many times has he been in prison? If more than one, 
when was he in prison? For how long? Can you tell me why? 
5: Has your husband/partner been sentenced? If yes, what 
did you feel when he was sentenced? Do you think he 
deserves the sentence he got? Why or Why not? Do you think 
he got a fair trial? Why or why not? 
6: Who do you blame for his imprisonment? Why? How 
did ..... know about 
his/her father's arrest? Did anybody 
give an explanation to the child? If yes, what kind of 
explanation? How did s/he react? 
7: Can you tell me how your life has changed since your 
husband/partner's imprisonment? What where the most 
difficult things for you to cope, after his imprisonment? 
Do you feel the same towards your husband since his 
imprisonment? In what ways? If no, In what ways do you feel 
differently towards him? 
8: Do you still think of your husband/partner as a part of 
the family? What things did you use to do together to enjoy 
yourselves as a family? In what ways does he contribute as 
a father? (before imprisonment and after) And as a husband? 
9: Do you think about the future? How do you feel about 
him coming back? 
10: Have you noticed any changes in your child since the 
imprisonment of your husband/partner? What kind of changes? 
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Do you feel that you know about most of his/her thoughts 
and fears or do you think there's quite a lot s/he keeps to him/herself? Has s/he ever been in trouble in school or 
elsewhere? How do you cope with these changes? Can you tell 
me any other particular problems with the child? Are there 
any special problems about being a mother with a husband/partner away in prison? 
11: How frequently do you visit your husband? and what 
about the child? What do you think about the prison visits? What do you think are the main difficulties related to 
prison visiting? Do you talk about his/her father while he is away? What kind of things to do you talk about? 
12: Does anybody at school know about your husband/partner's imprisonment? If yes, how did they know? 
Does you child come in for any teasing or bullying related to your husband/partner's imprisonment? If yes, how does 
s/he react? How does s/he cope with the teasing? What do 
you do on such occasions? 
13: How much alike would you say you and your husband are in your idea of bringing up children? Does he treat them 
the same or differently from you? If different, in what 
ways are you different from him? Would you say he is close to the child? 
14: Who makes the main decisions about the child? (before 
and after imprisonment) Do you think it will be the same 
when your husband returns home? 
15: Have you noticed any changes in your neighbour's 
attitudes since your husband's imprisonment? If yes, in 
what ways? What do you feel about this? 
16: How did your family react to your husband/partner's 
imprisonment? What do you feel about that? And about his 
family, how did they react? What do you feel about that? 
And about your friends, how did they react? What do you 
feel about that? 
17: Do you get any special help from the social services? 
What kind of help? Did you ask or was it offered to you? 
Did the help from social services meet your needs? Why or 
why not? Has there been a time when someone offered help 
and you did not want it? Why not? 
18: Would you mind telling me your date of birth? And your 
husband/partner's? What kind of secondary school did you 
attend? And what about your husband/partner? At what age 
did you leave school? Did you have any further education 
part-time or full-time after you left school? And what 
about your husband/partner? If yes, what kind was it? Did 
you gain any qualifications and what were they? Have you 
ever worked outside the home? What kind of jobs? Was your 
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husband/partner working before his imprisonment? What kind 
of work? 
B= CHILD INTERVIEW 
1: How old are you? Who lives here with you? Are you the 
only child, the eldest child, the youngest child or the 
middle child? How old is your brother/sister? 
2: Do you belong to any club or groups? What do you like 
about these clubs or groups? What do you normally do when 
you are not at school? Why? 
3: Some people have lots of friends, others have only one 
best friend, some don't have any friends. What about you? 
Do they go to the same school as you? What do you do with 
your friends? What is your favourite thing about a friend? 
4: Do your friends know about your dad's imprisonment? If 
yes, how did they know? Do you talk about your dad with 
your friends? Do they pick on you because of your dad's 
imprisonment? If yes, what do you feel about it? Has 
anybody caused you trouble? If yes, what kind of trouble? 
How do you feel about it? What do you do about it it? 
5: What sort of things make you especially happy? Why? What 
sort of things upset you? Why? Tell me something that makes 
you angry. Have you had a big disappointment over anything? 
6: Who is your favourite grown-up who you can talk with? 
What do you like about him/her? If you are in trouble to 
whom would you go for advice? Why would you go to....? 
Would you go to ..... all the time? If not, when would you 
go to .... and when to ..... ? Why would you go to .... ? Did 
you talk with your dad about your problems before he went 
away? When your dad is back will you go to him to talk 
about your problems? Will you accept the advice your dad 
gives you when he comes home? Does it make any difference 
now that he has been in prison? Why or why not? 
?: Who do 





you think yo 
think that? 
Who do you 
or your dad? 
r dad should 
u take after, your mum or your dad? 
In what ways do you think you look 
think should tell you what to do: 
Why? If answer both: When do you 
tell you what to do and when your 
8: How do you get on with your dad? and with your mum? Can 
you give me an example when you think you get on well with 
your dad/mum? And an example when you think you don't get 
on well with your dad/mum? What is the best thing you like 
about your dad/mum? Why is that the best thing? What is 
the worse thing about your dad/mum? Why is that the worse 
thing? If you could change anything about your mum/dad, 
what would you change? Why? 
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9: Do you think your dad/mum understand how you feel about 
things? Can you give me an example when you think s/he 
understands you? And an example when you think s/he does 
not understand you? Do you think your dad/mum keeps his 
promises? Can you give an example when you think s/he 
doesn't keep his/her promises? 
10: What sort of things did you enjoy doing with your dad? 
Why? Would you still like to do these things with your dad 
when he comes back? What sort of things do you enjoy doing 
with your mum? Why? 
11: Do you see your dad now? How often? Do you like to see 
him? What things do you like to talk about when you are 
with your dad? How do you feel when you are with your dad? 
Why do you think you feel that way? 
12: Why do you think he's in prison? How 
your dad's arrest? Did anybody explain 
about your dad's imprisonment? If y 
explanation did ..... give you? 
What did 
moment? Can you tell me what you feel 
imprisonment? 
did you know about 
anything to you 
es, what kind of 
you feel at that 
about your dad's 
13: Who do you blame for your dad's imprisonment? Why do 
you blame.....? 
14: Has anything changed for you since he's been away? In 
what way? What about your feelings toward your dad, have 
they changed? Why or why not? Since your dad has been away 
what do you miss the most? Why? What was the most difficult 
thing to cope with after your dad's imprisonment? What did 
you do to cope with this difficulty? Do you look foreward 
to having your dad back home? 
15: ' How do you feel about me asking these questions? Why? 
What did you think about the questions I have asked you? 
C= CHILD INTERVIEW AFTER T MORAL DEVELOPMENT INTERVIEW 
1: Should your father have committed the offence? Why or 
Why not? 
2: Do you think your dad should be sentenced or let free? 
Why or Why not? 
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APPENDIX 2. 
Dilemma I- Joe is a 14-year old boy who wanted to go to 
camp very much. His father promised him he could go if he 
saved up the money for it himself. So Joe worked hard at 
his paper route and saved up to £40.00 it cost to go to 
camp and a little more beside. But just before camp was 
going to start, his father changed his mind. Some of his 
friends decided to go on special fishing trip, and Joe's 
father was short of the money it would cost. So he told Joe 
to give him the money he had saved from the paper route. 
Joe didn't want to give up going to camp, so he thinks of 
refusing to give his father the money. 
1- Should Joe refuse to give his father the money? 
la- Why or why not? 
2- Is the fact that Joe earned the money himself the most 
important thing in the situation? 
2a- Why or why not? 
3- The father promised Joe he could go to camp if he 
earned the money. Is the fact that the father promised the 
most important thing in the situation? 
3a- Why or why not? 
4- Is it important to keep a promise? 
4a- Why or why not? 
5- Is it important to keep a promise to someone wyou don't 
know well and probably won't see again? 
5a- Why or why not? 
6- What do you think is the most important thing a son 
should be concerned about, in his relationship to his 
father? 
6a- Why is that the most important thing? 
7- What do you think is the most important thing a father 
should be concerned about, in his relationship to his son? 
7a- Why is that the most important thing? 
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Dilemma III - In Europe, a woman was near death from a 
special kind of cancer. There was one drug that the doctors 
thought might save her. It was a form of radium that a 
druggist in the same town had recently discovered. The drug 
was expensive to make, but the druggist was charging 10 
times what the drug cost him to make. He paid £ 200 for the 
radium and charged £ 2.000 for a small dose of the drug. 
The sick woman's husband Heinz went to everyone he knew to 
borrow the money, but he could only get together about 
£1.000 which is half of what it cost. He told the druggist 
that his wife was dying and asked him to sell it cheaper or 
let him pay later but the druggist said: "No, I discovered 
the drug and I'm going to make money from it. So Heinz 
gets desperate and considers breaking into the man's store 
to steal the drug for his wife. 
1- Should Heinz steal the drug? 
la- Why or why not? 
2- If Heinz doesn't love his wife, should he steal the. 
drug for her? 
2a- Why or why not? 
3- Suppose the person dying is not his wife but a 
stranger: Should Heinz steal the drug for the stranger? 
3a- Why or why not? 
4- (If you favor stealing the drug for a stranger) Suppose 
it's a pet animal he loves. Should Heinz steal to save the 
pet animal? 
4a- Why or why not? 
5- Is it important for people to do everything they can to 
save another's life? 
5a- Why or why not? 
6- It is against the law for Heinz to steal. Does that 
make it morally wrong? 
6a- Why or why not? 
7- Should people try to do evrything they can to obey the 
law? 
7a- Why or why not? 
7b- How does this apply to what Heinz should do? 
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Dilemma III' - Heinz did break into the store. He stole the 
drug and gave it to his wife. In the newspaper the next 
day, there was an account of the robbery. Mr. Brown, a 
police oficer who knew Heinz, read the account. He 
remembered seeing Heinz running away from the store and 
realized that it was Heinz who stole the drug. Mr. Brown 
wonders whether he shold report that Heinz was the robber. 
1- Should officer Brown report Heinz for stealing? 
la- Why or why not? 
2- Officer Browns finds and arrests Heinz. Heinz is 
brought to court, and a jury is selected. The jury's job is 
to find whether a person is innocent or guilty of 
committing a crime. The jury finds Heinz guilty. It is up 
to the judge to determine the sentence. 
Should the judge give Heinz some sentence, or should he 
suspend the sentence and let Heinz go free? 
2a- Why? 
3- Thinking in terms of society, should people who break 
the law be punished? 
3a- Why or why not? 
4- Heinz was doing what his conscience told him when he 
stole the drug. Should a lawbreaker be punished if he is 
acting out of conscience? 
4a- Why or why not? 
Questions 5 to 10 are designed to elicit the subject's 




1- Things usually don't bother me. 
2-I find it very hard to talk in front of the class. 
3- There are lots of things about myself I'd change if I could. 
4-I can make up my mind without too much trouble. 
5- I'm a lot of fun to be with. 
6-I get upset easily at home. 
7- It takes me a long time to get used to anything new. 
8- I'm popular with kids my own age. 
9- My parents usually consider my feelings. 
10- I give in very easily. 
11- My parents expect too much of me. 
12- It's pretty tough to be me. 
13- Things are all mixed up in my life. 
14- Kids usually follow my ideas. 
15- I have a low opinion of myself. 
16- There are many times when I'd like to leave home. 
17- I often feel upset in school. 
18- I'm not as nice looking as most people. 
19- If I have something to say, I usually say it. 
20- My parents understand me. 
21- Most people are better liked than I am. 
22- I usually feel as if my parents are pushing me. 
23- I often get discouraged at school. 
24- I often wish I were someone else. 
25- I can't be depended on. 
26- I never worry about anything. 
27- I'm pretty sure of myself. 
28- I'm easy to like. 
29- My parents and I have a lot of fun together. 
30- I spend a lot of time daydreaming. 
31- I wish I were younger. 
32- I always do the right thing. 
33- I'm proud of my school work. 
34- Someone always has to tell me what to do. 
35- I'm often sorry for the things I do. 
36- I'm never happy. 
37- I'm doing the best work that I can. 
38- I can usually take care of myself. 
39- I'm pretty happy. 
40- I would rather play with children younger than I am. 
41- I like everyone I know. 
42- I like to be called on in class. 
43- I understand myself. 
44- No one pays much attention to me at home. 
45- I never get scolded. 
46- I'm not doing as well in school as I'd like to. 
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47- I can make up my mind and stick to it. 
48- I really don't like being a boy/girl. 
49- I don't like to be with other people. 
50- I'm never shy. 
51- I often feel ashamed of myself. 
52- Kids pick on me very often. 
53- I always tell the truth. 
54- My teachers make me feel I'm not good enough. 
55- I don't care what happens to me. 
56- I'm a failure. 
57- I get upset easily when I'm scolded. 
58- 1 always know what to say to people. 
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APPENDIX 4 
Table la Demographic characteristics of the families who 
dropped out, at the second interview. 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
Characteristics Frequency Percentage 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
1-Erratic or chronic unemployment. 4 57% 
2-In regular receipt of social 
security benefits. 4 57% 
3-Heavy drinking or drug abuse. 2 30% 
4-Frequent absence from home whilst 
spend time with peers. 3 43% 
5-Lack of participation in family 
matters. 3 43% 
6-Engaging in various fo rms of 
criminal activities. 4 57% 
7-Living in poor council accomodation, 




Table 2 Moral stages assigned to the children according 
the dilemmas I, III and III' of Kohlberg's Moral 
Judgment Interview. 
------------------------------------------------------------ 
Dilemma I Dilemma III Dilemma III' 
------------------------------------------------------------ 
T1* T2** T1 T2 T1 T2 
Walter 2(1) 2 1 2 1(2) 1 
Roger 1/2 2/3 1 2(1) 1 1 
Daniel 2 2 1/2 1/2 1 1 
George 2 2/3 2/3 2 2 2/3 
Larry 2 2 1 2 1/2 1(2) 
Jamie 2 2 1 2 2(1) 1 
Janet 2(3) 2 1 2 1/2 1 
Lola 2/3 2/3 1(2) 1(2) 1 1 
Natalya 2(3) 2/3 2/3 3 2/3 3 
Sally 2(3) 2/3 3(2) 3(2) 3 3 
Mara 2 2/3 3 3 3(2) 3 
Louise 2 2(3) 1 1 1 1 
Sousie 2/3 2/3 1 3 1 2/3 
Tanya 2(3) 2(3) 1 3(2) 2 2 
Lauren 3(2) 3 2 3 2 3 
Peter 3 3 2(3) 3 3 3(4) 
Paul 2/3 3 2/3 3 2(3) 3 
Dennis 2 3(2) 2 3(2) 1 3(2) 
Jaber 2 2(3) 2 2/3 2 3 
Donald 2(3) 3 2 3 2/3 3 
Ronald 2 3(2) 2 3(2) 2 1/2 
Tom 3 3 3(2) 3 3 3/4 
Laura 2/3 2/3 2/3 2 2 2 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 




Mother: Sybil, 27 years old 
Father: Joe, 30 years old 
Children: Sousie, Walter and Dave, 10,8 and 3 years old 
respectively. 
Demographic Data 
Family A live in a three-bedroom flat on a council estate 
in South East London. The estate consists of a number of 
concrete blocks with no green area. It is in a condition of 
disrepair with rubbish littering the common area. Many of 
the flats are boarded up, and it is said that the estate is 
due to be demolished. The interior of the family flat is 
adequately furnished and is fairly clean and tidy. The 
children's bedrooms are full of toys. 
Sybil is a straightforeward person, rather abrupt and loud. 
She screams frequently at the children at what appears to 
be the most trivial matters, such as if they leave the 
doors open, or if they have the television on too loud. 
Sybil left school at 15 years of age and soon after became 
pregnant with Sousie. When Sousie was born, Sybil went to 
live with her husband-to-be. They eventually married when 
Sybil was 18 years old. She has had various jobs such as 
bar work or cleaning. At the time of the first interview, 
she was not working and living on social security benefits. 
Before his arrest Joe worked as a bus driver. 
At the time of the second interview, Sousie was living with 
her grandmother, as Sybil had suffered a nervous breakdown 
and spent two weeks in hospital. Until this occasion 
neither Sousie or Walter had ever been separated from their 
mother. 
Husband's criminal data 
Joe was arrested for murder. He stabbed a man he met "by 
chance" at a bus stop, and with whom he had an argument 
earlier in a pub. On arriving home, he told Sybil what had 
happened and she advised him to go to the police station 
and give himself up. Joe has no previous criminal history. 
By the time of the second interview Joe had been sentenced 
to nine years imprisonment for murder. This was 
subsequently reduced to seven years on appeal. 
Mother's p ntion a. the. event 
Sybil never thought that the police would arrest her 
husband. She felt "shocked and absolutely mad" at 
everybody: her husband, his friends and the police. She 
cannot believe that he is in prison or could be involved in 
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this kind of 
and that she 
at time. I 
difficult! " 
trouble. She says that it has not "sunk in" 
cannot think about the future: "I take a day 
can't think, I can't do much, can I? It's 
When Joe was sentenced to nine years imprisonment, Sybil 
felt "totally shocked", as she thought he did not deserve 
such a sentence. She feels very bitter towards the 
barrister for convincing her husband to confess, saying 
that his offence should have been categorised as 
manslaughter and then he would have received a shorter 
sentence. She is also angry with the judge for sentencing 
her husband to nine years imprisonment, despite saying that 
he is an honest man. Sybil repeatedly refers to the police 
and prison officers as "pigs". She gives the example of the 
occasion she was waiting to see her husband at a prison 
with the children, only to be told two hours after that 
they had moved him to another prison far away. 
Feelings towards thp, husband 
Sybil blames her husband's friends for his imprisonment. 
She says that after the fight, her husband left the pub 
and the man was "all right", but when Joe found out that 
the person had died, he went to the police on his own 
account. His friends took the side of the victim as they 
were only interested in avoiding being implicated in the 
crime. 
Sybil is "confused" about her feelings toward her husband. 
On the one hand, she is very "annoyed with his "selfish" 
and uncaring attitude (he leaves her at home whilst he 
goes out to the pub with his friends), but on the other 
hand, she emphasises that he is very good to the children, 
and always makes sure she has her housekeeping money. Sybil 
still considers Joe to be part of the family, and has not 
thought of facing the future without him, she simply lives 
"day by day". 
At the time of the second interview, Sybil's feelings 
toward her husband have changed. She now blames him for the 
crime and emphasises that he should not have gone out all 
the time with his "silly friends", but rather he should 
have stayed at home with her. She repeats over and over 
again that Sousie will be nineteen and Walter seventeen 
years old when her husband is released from prison and 
finds this difficult to accept. Although she recognises 
that Joe is a very good father who loves the children and 
gives them plenty of attention, she is not prepared to stay 
"locked up in the house while he's in prison". 
Sybil's main difficulty is coping with the family's 
finances on the £50 a week she receives in social 
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benefits. She says this is insufficient to pay for 
essential food, gas, and eletricity, and to give the 
children their pocket money. She complains angrily that 
they only gave her £9 to buy school uniforms for the 
children. 
Sybil feels very tired and lacks the energy to demand 
obedience from the children (on each of the five visits 
that were made to Sybil's flat she did not know where the 
children were, or at what time they would return home). Joe 
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Sousie does not do "what she's told" either and also 
answers her mother back. She accuses her mother of not 
giving her what she used to receive when her father was at 
home, such as sweet money every day. Initially, Sousie 
became quiet and wrote "I love daddy" on the walls of the 
estate. 
Although Sybil's main difficulties are keeping out of debt 
and controlling the children, she also dislikes living 
alone and misses sexual contact. Sybil also complains about 
the location of the prison and the cost of the journey: she 
leaves the flat at eight o'clock in the morning and returns 
at nine in the evening. She feels very angry and says: 
"this can't be right, all day for a visit of half an hour 
with three children". She believes that the prison is a bad 
environment for the children; it is too crowded, and they 
do not provide any facilities to occupy them: "you can't 
expect young children to sit quiet for the whole visit with 
nothing to do". As a consequence of the above difficulties, 
Sybil does not take the children on every visit. 
At the time of the second interview, Sybil had decided to 
divorce Joe as she does not believe he can change his 
"selfish" behaviour (heavy drinking and going out without 
her). She no longer considers him to be part of the family, 
and now sees him as "just a friend". Sybil has told the 
children about her decision to divorce their father and 
they "don't seem to care". She believes this is due to the 
fact that they used to argue frequently and "the children 
know it is better this way". Sybil has told the children 
that they can visit their father when he leaves the prison, 
but that he is not going to come back to live with them. 
She is now seeing another man whom she has introduced to 
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Sousie and Walter. 
Unlike Sousie, who does not give her any trouble, Walter's 
behaviour and school work have deteriorated since the last 
interview. Sybil complains that she is unable to control 
him and says that he has become "audacious and wants all 
his own ways"; he is selfish, has no respect for people and 
that he looks "right through you". She adds that Walter 
talks to her as if she were "dirt", is "quick-tempered" 
like his father and is always in trouble fighting with 
other children. On one occasion, she told him "as a laugh" 
that he could not come in to watch the video and he threw 
the skate board at her. As a result, she "battered him". 
She says that after "battering him" she has to leave him 
alone to calm down or he would do himself "a self-injury, 
just go into a fit". Sybil says that Walter obeyed his 
father when he was at home. She goes on to say that she 
does not know what to do as Walter never tells her anything 
because he does not trust adults in general. When his 
father was arrested he would confide in his grandmother, 
but now Sybil says that he feels that his grandmother does 
not have time for him as Sousie is staying with her and she 
receives most of her attention. She suggests that Walter is 
jealous of his sister. 
Explanation of tua event t the, child 
Initially, Sybil did not give the children a full 
explanation of their father's offence as she thought he 
would be released soon. It was only after Sousie became 
aware of her father's offence by reading a report in a 
newspaper, that she was "forced" to give the children an 
explanation of the event. She told the children that their 
father was in a fight, and when he left the pub the victim 
was alive. His friends accused him to free themselves of 
any suspicion from the police. 
Sybil found it most difficult to tell the children that 
their father had received a nine-year prison sentence as 
they believed he was innocent and the judge would release 
him. When Sybil informed Walter of the result of the trial, 
he "cried badly" as he had been so certain that his father 
would be coming home. He demanded to see his father 
immediately. Sybil felt very sad as she realised that 
Walter did not grasp the length of time his father would be 
away as he was still talking in terms of going to the park 
and the pub with him in the near future. Sousie was also 
shocked at the length of the sentence and kept repeating 
that she would be 19 years old when her father would return 
home. 
Sybil does not interact with her neighbours, or receive any 
help from her husband's family, who she refers to as 
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"pigs"; they are not interested in her or the children. She 
has not sought any help from the social welfare services as 
she is afraid that they may place her children in care, or 
they would not leave her alone. The Prisoner's Wives 
oganisation have visited Sybil and arranged a holiday for 
her and the children, but she does not care whether they 
talk to her again or not. In her view they are "too nosy". 
Sybil's main source of help is her mother, who takes care 
of the children when she is working and gives her some 
financial support Her friends also have been very 
supportive, particularly one friend who visits her every 
day and whose husband is also in prison. 
At the time of the second interview, Sybil says she wants 
to move desperately as she believes the neighbours 
disaprove of her behaviour: she feels "a bit ashamed to go 
out with another man" as everybody knew her husband. 
As a result of having a nervous breakdown, Sybil has been 
receiving regular visits from a social worker. She has been 
offered therapy but declined, believing that "everybody at 
the hospital is mad" and she is not. 
The friend who used to visit Sibil regularly does not now 
do so as she has a new boyfriend and is expecting a baby. 
However, Sybil's mother continues to be very supportive; 
she has been taking care of Susie since she had a nervous 
breakdown, and she still helps her financially. 
Child's perception at parents 
Walter believes that he gets on "all right" with his 
father; he says that he is very kind, and he enjoys playing 
games and going to the pub with him. This makes Walter feel 
very important as he can talk with his father's friends. 
Walter cannot remember any time when his father did not 
keep his promise, and believes firmly that his father is 
going to keep his promise of taking him to the pub when he 
returns home. Walter could not think of anything he did not 
like about his father. If his father were at home, Walter 
would tell him some of his problems, such as arguments with 
friends. At the moment Walter chooses his grandmother as 
his favourite person in whom to confide. She spends time 
with him and "is very nice" as she gives him sweets and 
money. His mother is "usually not at home" and Walter feels 
she has no time for him. 
Walter believes that he only gets on well with his mother 
"sometimes", such as when she sews badges on his clothes. 
He does not think she understands him. According to Walter, 
the best aspect about his mother is when she buys him 
sweets, and the worst is when she hits him or "yells" at 
him. 
At the time of the second interview, Walter reiterated the 
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positive aspects of his father made in the first interview. 
He still believes his father understands him because when he visits him in prison, "he sits down, listens to me and does not shout". However, with regard to his mother, Walter 
only emphasises her negative aspects. He says that he does 
not get on well with her, and that she now hits him more frequently than before, sometimes with a table tennis bat, 
and he does not understand why. His mother often breaks her 
promise to take him out. He recalls sadly the times when 
she used to take him to the park, but now she is "too busy 
to take me anywhere". This is in contrast to his father, 
who used to take him everywhere. 
Currently, Walter does not trust anyone to talk about his 
problems. He now only goes to his grandmother "sometimes" 
as she is now "grumpy and moans" at him, especially when he 
gets into trouble at school. Walter would only confide in his mother if he had to, as his father is in prison. For 
Walter, his father's imprisonment has not changed the way he feels towards him. He still likes him and will tell him 
his problems when he leaves the prison, although he 
believes this is not going to happen soon, as he is going 
to be away for a long time. He explains that he loves his 
father because "he's my dad" and misses him very much. 
Child's attribution 21 responsibility 
When Walter's mother told him that his father had been 
arrested and would not come back home immediately he felt 
"really bad" and could not believe it. However, he still 
thought that he would return soon. But this was not to be 
the case, and it came as a great shock to him. Walter 
blames his father's friends, especially a man who works 
with him, for his imprisonment. He explains that when his 
father left the pub, the person was still alive, and when he went back the person was dead. His friends told his 
father that he had killed this person. Walter does not 
accept that his father could have committed this offence, 
and thinks that he is innocent and should be free "because 
I want him home, I like my dad a lot". He repeatedly denies 
that his father killed the man as he is very kind to him 
and could not kill anybody. 
At the time of the second interview, Walter thinks that his 
father is in prison because "someone thought he killed a 
man" but he does not apportion blame to anyone. Walter does 
not elaborate further as he does not think about the event 
anymore. His mother told him about his father's 
imprisonment, but he cannot remember what explanation she 
gave him or what he felt at that time. Walter says that his 
father "should not have done it, because now he's in 
prison, but he should be free, because he has been in there 
for a long time". 
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at changes after thr, father's 
Walter feels very sad because after his father's 
imprisonment they had to sell the cat as his mother could. 
not pay for his food. Walter's pocket money has also been 
reduced from 50p to 20p per week, and recently he has not 
received anything, not even sweet money. He feels very 
angry and believes his mother spends his pocket money instead of giving it to him. He is also frightened that his 
mother could be taken away like his father was. 
Walter cannot go to the pub anymore and talk to his 
father's friends, and he misses talking and playing the "smarties" game with his father. He explains sadly that 
every day when his father came home from work, he would hide smarties around the house and Walter and his sister 
would have to find them. 
At the time of the second interview, Walter complains bitterly that he does not go anywhere anymore and is 
confined to playing with his friends around the estate. He 
still receives only 20p pocket money per week, and is very 
upset about not having enough money to buy sweets. Walter 
knows that his mother is getting divorced, and when asked 
what he thought about this, he answered angrily "I don't 
care". 
Interaction between father an_d child during imprisonment 
Walter visits his father every week. He looks foreward to 
the visits, but he complains that he does not have the 
opportunity to "speak to him much" as his mother has many 
things to say to his father, and there is no time left for 
him. Walter is confused about his feelings during visits; 
he loves to be with his father but sometimes he cries as 
his father upsets him. This is when Walter tries to talk to 
him, and he tells Walter to "shut up". 
At the time of the second interview, Walter does not know 
how often he visits his father, but he says it is not very 
frequently. This is because his mother does not visit his 
father anymore, therefore he has to wait for his 
grandmother to take him. Walter likes to see his father and 
wants to know how he is getting on in the prison. When he 
is with his father he feels "just normal". 
Interaction with friends 
Almost all of Walter's friends know about his father's 
imprisonment as his sister told her friends, who in turn 
told his friends. He feels very "bad" thinking what his 
friends may think about his father. However, no one bullies 
him and if one of his friends should ask where his father 
is, Walter responds: "mind your own business" and "that's 
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it$, 
Time 1: Walter thinks that people in general should obey 
the law because they "might get caught", and they should be 
punished so they do not offend anymore. 
Moral stage: 1(2) 
Time 2: Walter says that people in general should obey the 
law otherwise "you get into trouble", and they should be 
punished "because they break the law". 
Moral stage: 1 
Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory 
The scores attained by Walter in the four subscales of the 
above test are as follow: 
Cý 
Time 1 Time 2 
General self 17 18 
Social self-peer 65 
Home-parents 82 
School-academic 41 
General self score 70 52 
0-f- lia 
Walter felt "all right" about the interview and did not 
mind answering all the questions. He only thinks they are 
too long. 
Child's perception L the. parents 
Sousie believes she gets on "well" with her father. She 
likes everything about him, "he's kind and tells the 
truth". He also keeps his promises unless something serious 
happens like an accident. 
Sousie feels she can trust her father and would go to him 
for advice if she were in trouble. Now that he is in 
prison, she talks to her mother, but she says it is not the 
same because her mother does not have time to listen to her 
as she has to look after the children. When he is released 
she will go to her father for advice, but she does not 
think that she will have any problems by then. The fact 
that her father went to prison has not changed her feelings 
towards him, as he "is in the right and did nothing wrong". 
Sousie also gets on well with her mother. However, she does 
not like her mother "shouting all the time" and wishes she 
would change her tone of voice. Sousie is not sure if her 
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mother keeps her promises or not. 
At the time of the second interview, Sousie is not sure if 
she gets on with her father as he "is not around to 
compare". She cannot remember much about her relationship 
with him. What she likes most about her father is his 
"joyfulness"; he tells jokes and laughs and makes her 
happy. Sousie's feelings towards her father have not 
changed. But she adds that "he is on his own now", and as 
long as he is "all right" she is not worried about him. 
If in trouble, Sousie would go to her grandmother (with 
whom she now lives) for advice , but she also likes to talk 
to her aunt. Her grandmother understands her because she 
"sits down, takes the time, listens to me and don't walk 
away". Sousie trusts her grandmother but would not trust 
her father as she believes that he cannot keep a secret and 
would tell everybody about her problems. For Sousie, it 
does not matter if he is in prison: "he's still may dad and 
the same person". 
Sousie does not get on well with her mother when she "gets 
on my nerves", such as when she "keeps on, and on, and on" 
about taking the medicine or putting on a jumper. Sousie 
also does not like it when her mother shouts at her and 
makes her "shake". If she could, she would stop her 
shouting. However, Sousie knows that she cares and loves 
her, therefore she feels secure. 
Child's attribution fif responsibility 
Sousie learned about her father's imprisonment by reading 
about it in a newspaper. She could not believe that her 
father has committed such an offence and thought it was all 
a mistake. However, her mother confirmed that he had been 
arrested and told her that he had a fight with a person, 
but when he left the pub this person was alive and that his 
friends accused her father for fear of being arrested 
themselves. Sousie believes that her father is innocent, 
and feels angry because "they" (representatives of the 
legal system) should not have put him in prison, but rather 
believed his account of the event and not his friends. She 
feels very upset about the whole matter. Sousie believes 
that her father "hasn't done anything wrong because my dad 
wouldn't do a thing like that. She says that he should be 
free, because "they're stupid the people who put him in 
prison". 
At the time of the second interview, Sousie says that she 
cannot remember what her mother told her about her father's 
arrest and does not blame anyone for his imprisonment, "it 
just happened, the other bloke probably started the fight". 
She felt very sad and upset and could not believe that this 
really had happened. Sousie adds that her father "shouldn't 
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fight, but if he did it he should be sentenced, if he never 
done it, he should be free, depends if they've proof. 
("What do you think? ") It's hard, I really don't know. " 
Child's perception j changes after th father's 
imprisonment 
Sousie rarely goes out now that her father is in prison. 
She misses going to the park and fun fair with him. She 
mentions also that her pocket money has decreased from 50p 
to 20p per week, and that she is allowed to play with a 
friend in the estate nearby. However, the most difficult 
change for Sousie to cope with is not having her father at 
home to cuddle her. She says that she "can't-wait to have 
my dad back", and feels very sad because her father is 
taking longer than she expected to return home. 
At the time of the second interview, Sousie says that her 
mother has changed: "she is sad and does not take notice 
what's going on", and although she does not understand 
these changes, she worries about her. When asked about her 
mother divorcing her father, Sousie replied "it's up to 
her", and that she does not mind and understands her 
mother's position. Sousie is now living with her 
grandmother and is getting used to her father's absence. 
The only time she feels upset is when she sees other 
children with their fathers, or when she cannot go out as 
much as she used to. She loved to go out with her father 
and feels very sad because this is never going to happen 
again as she will be 18 years old when he comes out of 
prison. 
Interaction between father and child during imprisonment 
Sousie visits her father fortnightly. She loves to see him 
and feels happy to talk to him. She tells him about how 
much she misses him and what she does at school. However, 
Sousie feels very angry to leave her father in the prison, 
as she believes he should not be there. 
At the time of the second interview, Sousie does not know 
how often she visits her father. The last time she saw him 
was five months ago. She would like to see him more 
frequently, but at the same time she does not like to go to 
the prison and the trip is very boring. Now that her mother 
has separated from her father, she has to wait for her 
grandmother to take her. Sousie says that her father looked 
happy the last time she saw him, but she does not know if 
he is really happy. When she is with him she feels "just 
normal". 
Interaction with friends 
Although Sousie told her friends about her father's 
imprisonment, "before they discovered for themselves", she 
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was anxious about how her friends would respond to this 
information. However they do not bully her "otherwise, they 
wouldn't be my friends". They were just "amazed" to know 
about her father's arrest. Since telling her friends about 
her father, Sousie avoids talking about him with them 
because she feels "bad", and believes "nobody understands 
that he didn't do it and shouldn't be in prison in the 
first place". 
Moral Development Interview 
Time 1: Sousie thinks that people in general should obey 
the law as "you don't want to go to prison", and they 
should be punished "because they've broken the law". 
Moral stage: 1 
Time 2: Sousie thinks that people in general should obey 
the law "because they could involve other people, they 
could go mad in the road and kill people"; and "if they've 
done really bad things, and if they've got proof they've 
done wrong, yes, they should be punished". 
Moral stage: 2/3 
Coppersmith Self-Esteem Inventory- 
The score attained by Sousie in the four sub-scales of the 
above test are as follow: 
Sub-scales Scores 
Time 1 Time 2 
General self 20 14 
Social self-peer 7 6 
Home-parents 8 6 
School-academic 2 1 
General self score 74 54 
Childi impression at tjLa int erview 
At first Sousie thought that the interview would be boring, 
but now she thinks the questions are quite difficult. She 
feels "okay and happy" to help as she wants to contribute 
to the research. 
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Mother: Joanna, 34 years old 
Father: Trevor, 43 years old 
Children: Lola and Holly, 8 and 5 years old, respectively. 
DemograDhic Data 
Family B live in a large, two-bedroom flat, which is part 
of a house they own in West London. The property is located 
in a suburban residential area and has common land to the 
front. The rooms of the flat are spacious and well 
decorated. The children share a large bedroom, which 
contains two desks, bookshelves and a vast range of toys. 
Joanna is an active and determined person. She attended 
grammar school followed by a business course which she did 
not finish. She left school at 18 years old to work as a 
nanny in France to learn the language. She has also worked 
in an office doing general clerical work. Joanna has been 
married to Trevor for 13 years. During the first few years 
of their marriage they travelled abroad extensively, with 
Trevor working in various jobs and businesses. Joanna was 
never allowed to participate in her husband's business 
activities, as he feared being exploited should they- ever 
divorce, as had apparently happened with his first wife. 
However, since her husband's arrest, Joanna has taken over 
his business of converting houses into flats. 
Husband's criminal data 
Trevor is currently serving a seven-years prison sentence 
for illegally importing drugs of which he has already 
served four years. He has one previous conviction for a 
similar offence, for which he served a two-year sentence. 
Mother's pFecreP ion at tha event 
Joanna did not expect her husband to be arrested. However 
she had a feeling of "impending doom" and although she felt 
shocked and still remembers vividly the knocks on the door 
and the police search of the home, she thought that it "was 
almost a good thing, that would stop him to be sucked into 
a life of destruction". Joanna says that Trevor was mixing 
with the "wrong people" when he began to sniff cocaine. 
However, she feels a certain responsibility, as she was 
unable to accompany him because of the children, and thinks 
that he felt neglected. 
Trevor was arrested at home but the police were "very 
civilised" and the children did not realise what was gong 
on. The only complaint Joanna has about the police is that 
they insisted she attend at the police station for 
questioning, which, had it not been for her neighbour 
looking after the children, would have resulted in them 
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spending a night in care, which Joanna thinks is 
"preposterous". 
When Trevor was sentenced she "really felt shocked", as she 
never expected such a long sentence. She believes that his 
sentence was unjust compared with those given for other 
offences and thinks that the court wanted to make an 
example of his case. She argues that the solicitor did not 
pay much attention to her husband's trial, and that Trevor 
was badly advised by him. He should have told Trevor to 
plead guilty because "technically he was", but as he did 
not, the judge penalised him. She also felt "terribly sad" 
not only for herself, but for him, as he is a man who likes 
to be on the move all the time. 
he 
Joanna blames Trevor for his imprisonment. She feels very 
angry because he should not have mixed with those friends, 
as he knew they were dealing in drugs and the risks he was 
taking. Although, she adds, he had "bad luck", as at that 
time there was a sudden "crackdown on drug dealers". She 
also feels responsible and guilty, as most of the money 
made from drugs was spent on her and the children. 
Joanna still loves her husband and cares for him, but she 
feels apprehensive that prison may have changed him and 
made him bitter. She is aware that they have had different 
experiences and have not had sufficient time together to 
talk about them. However, she still considers him to be 
part of the family, but emphasises that she is determined 
not to relinquish her newly found independence. 
At the time of the second interview, Trevor had spent three 
weekends with the family on home leave. Concerning his 
release Jonna has mixed feelings: on the one hand, she is 
excited by the thought of having her husband home again, 
but on the other, she is very frightened that the changes 
they have undergone may make them incompatible. However, 
lately she feels "warmer" towards her husband. Now that he 
is due to be released in a matter of months, she allows 
herself to relax and be "a bit excited". Until this time, 
Joanna has "blocked him off" completely and "blanked" her 
feelings towards him in order to cope with life on her own. 
If she thought about how much she missed him, she would 
have driven herself insane. 
Joanna is hopeful that he will not return to the drug scene 
and will be the wonderful person he was before they had the 
children. She believes that as soon as he is home and 
realises how many good things he has, such as a successful 
business, nice children and a wife who waited for him all 
this time, he is going to feel very lucky. However, she 
also expects that he is going to be depressed for some time 
when he realises that life has still the same problems to 
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overcome. The main problem with her husband is that he 
is bitter and blames everyone for his situation but 
himself. Joanna is prepared to be understanding for 
sometime, but in the long term she is adamant that Trevor 
must be a family man rather than go out without her. They 
have been discussing this matter and he says that he wants 
to be with her and the children "forever" but he also 
agrees that if he feels unhappy, restricted and restless in 
a "domestic stationary situation", then they will talk 
openly about the subject. Joanna is also determined to 
"discuss" her methods of controlling the children with 
Trevor and hopes that he will try to adjust to them. 
Although Joanna likes his "paternalistic" side as the 
children see him as a strong father figure, she does not 
want him to spoil them to "death". 
Changes after husband's imprisonment 
When Trevor went to prison, Joanna took over the 
responsibility of the business. Now she works, takes care 
of the house and the children on her own. In addition she 
visits Trevor every week wherever he might be (he changes 
prison frequently). The first year, while on remand, he was 
moved every three weeks due to shortage of space. This was 
an enormous source of stress for Joanna, as she was seeing 
him nearly every day; she felt exausted and could not make 
any plan for the future, "I just carried on". Joanna has 
not missed a visit since her husband's arrest as she feels 
that it is essential to keep in touch as frequently as 
possible to maintain a "degree of normality" and also for 
the sake of the children. Joanna even arranged additional 
visits as Lola was extremely distressed with the separation 
and "would cry non-stop". 
For Joanna the most difficult thing to cope with was the 
children's disappointment and sadness. To help them she 
tried to spend more time with them and made sure that they 
would be busy during the weekends, either by going out 
together or inviting their friends to the home. Joanna is 
aware that she is "lucky" as she does not have the 
financial problems of most women in this situation. She has 
a car, so she can drive to the prison which makes her life 
easier, and she can afford holidays every year with the 
children. 
At the second interview, Joanna said that the children were 
happier, excited and "bubbling" with the prospect of their 
father's release, and she now realises how unhappy they 
were before they knew their father was returning home. 
Lola's school work has improved dramatically and Joanna 
hopes that her "exceptional imagination" can be chanelled 
into a concrete goal. She adds that when Trevor returns 
home, she will have more time to help Lola with her school 
work. Joanna thinks that not everything is negative in her 
situation. She believes that Lola has gained in maturity by 
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realising that women are quite capable of working at what 
they want, and she may be able to use her mother's 
experience to her advantage in the future. Joanna mastered 
the business and the children equally well, which she 
would never have discovered if her husband had not been 
away. 
According to Joanna, during the last year Lola has accepted 
the situation and it has become a norm to her. However, 
Lola still cries frequently for no apparent reason and 
often has nightmares, although Joanna is unsure if this is 
due to her father's imprisonment or a consequence of her 
own imagination. Joanna says that Lola "latches" onto 
anything morbid like starving children or news about 
"slashed, strangled children in the Daily Mail". She adds 
that Lola regrets having told her friends about her 
father's imprisonment as they may think he is a "wicked" 
person as they do not know him well. 
Explanation at ilia event JD_ the. child 
Initially Joanna told Lola that her father was working 
away. Joanna maintained this explanation even though she 
was aware that Lola overheard a telephone conversation in 
which she mentioned her husband's imprisonment. In response 
to Lola's crying and questions, Joanna told her that she 
had misunderstood the word prison for the word present. 
Lola seemed to accept this explanation as it was at a time 
close to her birthday. 
Joanna eventually told Lola the truth when Trevor was 
sentenced, and she read the word prison on the gate, 
although she did not tell her the truth about the crime. 
She explained that it was about money problems and her 
father had to pay a debt to the government. Joanna was 
reticent to tell Lola the whole truth as, at that time, 
there was an anti-drug campaign at Lola's school. According 
to Joanna, Lola was "numbed" by the knowledge that her 
father was in prison. The full extent of Lola's reaction to 
her father's imprisonment became apparent when she suddenly 
realised, some months after his sentence, that her father 
was taking a long time to come home. Lola became very 
upset, tearful and withdrawn and pined for her father. 
Initially Lola felt "abnormal", but as she gradually came 
into contact with other children in the same situation, she 
felt "she was just one of many". However, she is "restless" 
and if Joanna does not keep her busy, she becomes 
depressed. Another "characteristic" that Lola developed 
after her father's imprisonment, and one that "shocks" 
Joanna, is that Lola knows the visiting days of most 
prisons in England. She adds that Lola told her friends at 
school about her father's imprisonment and became a "star". 
Everybody wanted to know what was happening to her father. 
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Joanna's relationship with her neighbours has not changed 
since her husband's imprisonment. They continue to be 
supportive and helpful. 
Initially Joanna's parents were very angry with Trevor for 
the problems he was giving his family, but then they 
decided to give Joanna their full support. Trevor's father 
visits Joanna regularly and has promised to disown his son 
if he gets into more trouble. He adores his grandchildren 
and would do anything for them. 
Joanna's friends have been "absolutely marvellous" and she 
has discovered how really good they are. They often invite 
Joanna and the children to spend weekends with them and 
listen to her problems. 
Joanna has never asked any organisation for help. She does 
not believe they can help her in what she needs. At the 
moment she would like to have some sort of counselling to 
help prepare her for the reunion with her husband, but she 
could not wait for the time needed to obtain help from the 
social services. The only person Joanna has been in contact 
with is the probation officer. The first officer that was 
allocated to her husband was totally inadequate for him. He 
just sat very quietly looking at Trevor and said a few 
ambiguous things that implied she might not be waiting for 
him when he leaves the prison. Trevor became very insecure. 
The second probation officer was very encouraging and much 
more sympathic. 
Child's perception gL parents 
Lola gets on well with her mother. She makes sure that 
everything is all right at school and at home and 
understands her when she is in a good mood. Sometimes her 
mother does not understand her, an example being when she 
does not believe Lola's account of the problems she has 
with friends. Lola would change her mother's habit of 
shouting at her, as this makes her angry and upset, as she 
is a "sensitive girl". Lola would also like her mother to 
stop "working all the time" and give her more attention. 
Lola thinks that she has the same "cheeky" laugh as her 
father. She likes it when he tells jokes and makes her feel 
happy, as long as they are not aimed at her. She dislikes 
it when he becomes angry and shouts at her, and gets upset 
and "red all over the face". When he reprimands her, he is 
really "awful". However, she knows that he understands 
her, as after a while, he realises that there is no need to 
shout at her. 
In general, Lola says that her father keeps his promises, 
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although when the promise is said very quickly she knows 
that he does not intend to keep it. Lola says she feels 
that she can trust her father to talk about her problems 
and would seek his advice, but she is not totally sure 
about this matter as he has been away for a long time and 
she was only four years old when he left home. She talks to 
her aunt about her problems as she is very understanding 
and knows how to calm her, especially when she cries about 
her father being in prison. She adds that she loves her 
father and that his imprisonment has not made any 
difference to the way she feels about him. 
At the time of the second interview, Lola does not feel 
that she can talk to her father about her problems, as he 
would punish her "the second" she tells him about them. She 
is also frightened to tell him the problems she has with 
her friends, as he becomes very angry and would shout to 
her friends, or tell her to "chop off a branch of a tree" 
and hit them with it. She now only tells him "small 
problems". Lola still prefers to talk to her aunt about her 
problems. She is calm and can understand her, unlike her 
mother who "gets aggravated" when Lola wants to talk to 
her. 
Child's attribution Qf- responsibility 
Lola does not know clearly why her father is in prison; she 
knows only vaguely that he was "making cigarettes with a 
man". She firmly believes that this man is responsible for 
her father's arrest, as he was the one that was "playing 
the game" when her father was arrested. 
At the time of the second interview, Lola blames "the man 
who got my dad in prison because he started making 
alcohol" and when the police came to arrest this man, he 
accused her father of being the owner of the "stuff", and 
he (father) did not have time to tell the truth to the 
police. She also believes he is in prison because he was 
trying to make money by not paying taxes. 
Lola recalls the day her father was taken away and she 
thought he was going to be "killed" as he was "stucked in a 
police car". She felt "funny" and started to cry, although 
she soon found out that he just went to prison, which 
relieved her of the idea of him being killed, but she still 
did not like it and felt "really sad". However, Lola was 
reassured only when she visited her father and saw for 
herself that he was well. Her mother acted as if nothing 
had happened, but Lola would have preferred it if she had 
told her what was happening from the beginning. Lola says 
that her mother only told her that he was in prison because 
he was trying to make money for them. 
Lola thinks that her father "didn't really do it, the man R 
made him do it" and that he "should be punished but not for 
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a long time, only a month. He didn't do it, the man made 
him do it". At the time of the second interview, Lola 
thinks that her father "shouldn't have done it because it's 
not fair on other people but he didn't have enough money so 
that's why he did it. However, she thinks he should be 
free, "just a bit of punishment but he shouldn't have that 
much. My dad just had an unlucky sentence. The judge 
must've been thick". 
at changes 
Lola has perceived a great change in her father since his 
imprisonment. He used to be happy and they would go to "fun 
places" such as children's shops to buy masks and toys. Now 
"he's more sad and angry". Although Lola is now more used 
to not having her father at home, she does not feel safe 
now there is not a man in the house in case "something 
happen. She feels upset at night thinking of her father, 
especially if she has "horrible nightmares". Lola says that 
she does not have support as do her friends at school, who 
have their fathers at home, as when they need him they call 
for him. She also says that the family has moved three 
times and she feels sorry that her father did not see the 
houses in which they were living. She adds that "it's quite 
lonely without my dad here, there is only three people in 
this house". 
At the time of the second interview, Lola says that it is 
very difficult to cope with her father's absence for such a 
long time, and adds that she really does not know him well, 
as visiting him is not the same as being with him all the 
time. She goes on to say that, although she feels very 
happy when her father receives home leave and feels very 
excited at the prospect of him coming home permanently, she 
believes that her father's sensitivity may be a problem 
when he returns home. If she does something wrong he will 
be angry with her and vice-versa, and even though she tells 
him to "cool down", he does not listen to her. Lola is very 
concerned about her father's impulsivenes and adds that "I 
rather he go back to prison for just a few more days but 
not for that long, then it would be more exciting when he 
did come home, like he does now". 
Interaction between father and child 
Lola sees her father fortnightly and feels happy to see 
him. During the visits he never "gets cross" with her. 
However, she does not like to go to the prison because it 
is a "dirty place", of a "horrible nature". At the time of 
the second interview, Lola says that when she is with her 
father she has mixed feelings; on the one hand, she feels 
happy because they talk about what they are going to do 
when he returns home; on the other hand, she feels 
apprehensive as his retunr may bring new problems, such as 
the necessity to deal with his impulsiveness. 
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Interaction with friends 
Lola has many friends at school and one best friend. She 
likes her best friend to be kind, which means that when 
she feels lonely, her best friend should always be ready to 
play with her. Lola "hates" to lose friends. Although most 
of her friends know about her father's imprisonment, she 
does not like to talk about him with them, as some of them 
have been bullying her about her father being in prison. 
For example, one friend used to "insult" her by saying that 
her father would never leave prison. On these occasions, "I 
make them cross and I make them understand what it is 
like. I sort of shout to them: well, that's not very nice. 
I don't think you would like it if that happened to you". 
She feels very upset when a particular friend told her 
"horrible things", such as "I wish you were with your 
mother when she had the car crash". However Lola answers 
back saying "horrible things to her". In return, she makes 
this friend cry. 
At the time of the second interview, Lola says that she now 
regrets telling her friends about her father's 
imprisonment, as she has to face "insults" from them. She 
told everyone because she wanted them to know in order that 
they would be kind to her. The teachers have been very kind 
to her. 
Time 1: Lola thinks that people in general should obey the 
law because "you have to do what the queen say, and they 
should be punished "because they've done bad things". 
Moral stage: 1 
Time 2: Lola thinks that people in 
law "because you should obey the 
stealing", and they should be 
against the law. 
Moral stage: 1 
general should obey the 
government to stop the 
punished because it is 
The scores attained by Lola in the four sub-scales of the 
above test are as follow: 
Time 1 Time 2 
General self 14 11 
Social self-peer 86 
Home-parents 55 
School-academic 42 
General self score 62 48 
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Child's g rcen -ion at tha 
interview 
Lola felt both "excited" and "funny" at the prospect of 
being interviewed. She says that she feels "delighted" to 
have answered the questions. She just thinks the interview 




Mother: Vera, 32 years 
Father: Bill, 35 years 
Children: Peter, Laura, William and Michael. Ages 12,6,5 
and 3 years respectively. 
Demographic Data 
Family C live in a three-bedroom terraced house in North 
London. The house is located near a park and has a fairly 
spacious living room simply furnished with a profusion of 
artificial flowers arrangements. The house is kept clean 
and tidy. 
Vera attended a comprehensive school until she was 16 years 
old, after which she trained as a telephonist. However, 
Vera has never worked as she met her husband at the age of 17 and became pregnant immediately. They eventually married 
after living together for four years. Vera is very friendly 
and seems a placid person. Her husband was not working before his imprisonment. It appears that his main source of income derives from his criminal activities. At the time of 
the second interview Vera was receiving social security benefits. 
Bill has had many previous convictions for crimes related 
to fraud and has served a number of short custodial 
sentences ranging from six to four years. It was during 
the four-year sentence that Peter was born, and he was 
three years old when Bill was released. Bill is currently 
in custody on remand for fraud, which appears to be more 
serious than his previous convictions. Vera has also been 
charged for her involvement in the offence as cheques were 
deposited in her bank account. At the time of the second 
interview, Vera's husband had been sentenced to four years' 
imprisonment, but Vera was found not guilty. However, Bill 
has been charged with a further offence and the trial 
proceedings are currently taking place. 
Mother's perception at Ilia event 
Vera's husband's arrest was not unexpected as the police 
had a warrant for his arrest for two years. She just 
wondered when and how they would find him. She even wanted 
it to happen as she and her son Peter were living in a 
constant state of anxiety. However, when he was eventually 
arrested she felt as if her whole world had collapsed. It 
was a "weird" feeling of loneliness and emptiness. But, 
when she thought about the children she made an effort to 
come to terms with reality: "I livened myself up and got 
on with my life". 
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At the time of the second interview, Vera feels relieved as 
she has been acquitted for her involvement with her 
husband's offence. She says that Peter was also very 
relieved as he was very frightened at the prospect of 
losing his mother as well. However, she is very upset with 
her husband's sentence and thinks he does not deserve it. 
She believes that the police had "the hump" and "topped him 
up", because Bill gave them aggravation for two years. She 
is also very worried about her husband's second trial and 
hopes he is found not guilty which would entitle him to be 
moved from category AA (high security) and allow visits 
with less restrictions. 
Feelings towards fia husband's 
Vera does not blame anyone for her husband's imprisonment, 
only the circumstances. She says that, first, blaming him 
is not going to solve anything, and second, the situation 
in which he became involved led him to commit the offence. 
Vera adds that many people commit the same offence but are 
not found out. Bill is a person who is always going to make 
his living by "ducking and diving", this is the only way he 
knows of earning money and he is not going to change. When 
she feels that his criminal activities are becoming too 
dangerous, she tries to control him, but on the whole she 
"lets him take care of things". She does not want to cause 
arguments, and believes that he commits these crimes as "he 
wants everything to be all right" with her and the 
children. 
Vera still feels the same towards her husband; she accepts 
his way of life and all the risks that it entails. Although 
Bill can be "a bit nasty sometimes", such as when he is at 
home and leaves her alone for long periods of time, . she 
feels she "can't turn my back on him and it's just a matter 
of standing by him and help him as I can". As a husband he 
is -more loving now that he is in prison than before. Vera 
feels content when he gives her a kiss "over the table" 
during visits. When he was at home he was too busy to give 
her attention, but now she feels more relaxed as she knows 
where he is and she is enjoying his affection. Vera goes on 
to say that he is very concerned about the children, 
especially Peter to whom he writes frequently, letting him 
know that he is always thinking of him. He insists on 
having as much contact with the children as possible, and 
should Peter want to have a "private chat" with his father, 
Vera leaves the visiting room on the pretext of going to 
the lavatory. 
At the time of the second interivew, Vera still feels the 
same way towards her husband. In fact the longer he is 
away, the more she wants him back. She has decided to wait 
for him as long as it is necessary. She tries to keep 
herself occupied as much as possible with the children and 
not think about the matter. When he returns home she will 
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be "flipping round like a school girl" 
After Bill's imprisonment, Vera has taken on the sole 
responsibility of managing the children and the family's 
financial situation. She finds it difficult to perform both 
roles, and waits to visit her husband before making 
decisions about the family, such as holidays or how to deal 
with problems concerning Peter's school. She cannot adopt 
the "hard handed approach" when the occasion requires it, 
as she is too easy-going. She also feels that she cannot 
adequately answer Peter's questions related to experiences 
she has never had, such as how his father coped with the 
move to a secondary school. Vera also finds it very 
difficult to maintain the "lie" concerning her husband's 
whereabouts to the younger children as they continually 
question her as to why he does not come home from work. 
Although her financial life has changed drastically, she 
claims that she is managing reasonably well. However, she 
adds that she does not go anywhere as she cannot afford any 
leisure, and is too tired to even contemplate going out. As 
she says: "at 10 (p. m. ) I'm ready to go to bed. It's hard 
long day visiting him everyday, cooking him a meal, and 
taking care of four children". She adds that she is very 
"nervous" and frightened to live alone especially in the 
evenings. She has fitted locks on all the doors, but this 
does not compensate for having a man living in the house, 
even though her son Peter locks all the doors in the 
evening and makes sure that everything is secure before 
going to bed. Vera says that Peter has matured a great deal 
and she believes he feels like the "man of the house". They 
have long conversations during the evenings which prevents 
Vera from "cracking up". She says that she cannot 
contemplate a future without her husband. 
At the time of the second interview, although Vera was 
still frightened to live alone and would "jump at a knock 
on the door", she is now more settled and carries on her 
daily routine with the children. She does not have to go to 
the prison everyday as when he was on remand. She finds it 
easier to visit her husband every week for two hours and 
feels happier with the time of the visit. Now she can relax 
and have a "proper" conversation with her husband, whereas 
before, the 15 minutes were not enough even to go through 
the initial greetings which greatly added to her 
frustration. However, she finds the location of the prison 
too far away from home, and the environment of the prison 
not suitable for children; the children are tired from the 
long journey, they have to wait in queues and there is 
nothing there for them to do while she is talking to her 
husband. She says that she cannot keep four children 
quiet for two hours, particularly the yonger ones, 
therefore she only takes two to the prison once a month. 
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Vera says that she has no incentive to do anything and 
feels that she has nothing to look foreward to. Vera misses 
the "normal life, silly things like who to invite for 
dinner". 
Vera still finds it very difficult to take decisions alone 
about the children or to attend parents meetings at Peter's 
school as both parents of Peter's friends are there. She 
goes on to say that Peter and his father are very close, 
and he has turned Peter into a "proper boy". When Bill 
returned home from a previous prison sentence Peter "was 
holding on to my skirt". He taught him to ride a bycicle, 
climb trees and play football. He also used to talk to 
Peter about things related to men, whereas she as a woman, 
does not understand the problems of boys at school. She 
says that Peter "torments" his brothers and sister, which 
she believes is an expression of his frustration. When his 
father was arrested Peter became very quiet and used to 
wake up during the night and wander around the house. But 
now he is coping well with the situation. She tells him 
everything about the court proceedings so he can follow the 
process. 
In the second interview, Vera says that Peter has become 
more mature and responsible, and he looks after his 
brothers and sister. However, he is "getting a bit out of 
hand" and "takes liberties" with her. Vera is very worried 
about what can happen when he becomes older as a few weeks 
ago he and three other children stole a radio from a car 
and sold it to a receiver. Peter has also played truant 
from school. Vera says that if his father was at home he 
would deter Peter from mixing with the wrong people, but 
she adds that he has his father's mischievious ways and 
hopes he will not "end up forever in trouble like his 
father". 
Although Vera insists that Bill is a family man and likes 
family life, she expects some changes in his behaviour when 
he returns home. She hopes he will restrict his social life 
and give her and Peter more time than he did before he went 
to prison. 
Explanation aL the. event ta the. child 
Vera says that she did not have to explain anything to 
Peter as he knew that his father could be arrested at any 
time. She only asked him not to tell to his brothers and 
sister and said: "look, they've got your dad now, so you've 
got to help me, we've got to try to go through this 
together, we've got to look after him" (father). Vera adds 




Vera believes that her neighbours know about her husband's 
imprisonment, but she does not interact with them. Neither 
does she interact with her friends anymore; she has no 
time to go out with them and she has too many problems to 
cope with, which are different from the ones her friends 
have, therefore, they cannot understand her situation. 
Vera's parents are her main source of help; they take care 
of the children, help with the family budget or just listen 
to her. Although she is friendly with her husband's family, 
contact with them is limited to a few telephone calls as 
they have disowned Bill due to his behaviour. 
Vera has not sought, nor has she been offered any help from 
organisations. She believes that as she has seven brothers 
and sisters she has enough people with whom to discuss her 
problems. She adds that is pointless asking help from 
organisations as they "don't give any, anyway". Moreover, 
they are nosy and want to know how you cope with the 
children. 
Child's perception at parents 
Peter admires the way his father interacts with people and 
he would like to be like him in that respect. He says that, 
in general, he gets on well with his mother, although she 
does not understand that he is old enough to go out on his 
own to places like football, or to stay out longer in the 
evenings. He also complains that she only listens to him 
when she is not busy, and does not cook the same "lovely 
dinners" in the evenings as she used to when his father was 
at home. 
Peter feels he can trust his father. Before his 
imprisonment, he used to spend time explaining things to 
Peter and he took him "everywhere". He would only prefer 
that his father let him "have his own ways", as his mother 
does. Peter feels that his father understands him as he 
would listen to Peter's reasoning over an issue before 
giving a positive or negative answer. Now that he is in 
prison, he talks to his mother because "she is there", but 
in the first place he would talk to his father as he is 
sensible and explains what can happen if he does "wrong 
things". He believes that now his father "knows more" about 
the consequences of doing wrong things, and adds 
emphatically that when he grows up and has children he will 
not "get into trouble" like his father. 
In general his father keeps his promises, even though some 
pressure is needed to make him comply. However, Peter knows 
that the promise his father made to go to shops with him in 
a couple of weeks cannot be kept as he is not going to 
leave the prison in such a short time. Peter is looking 
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foreward to having his father back home again to do all 
the things they used to do together. 
At the time of the second interview, Peter still admires 
his father's ability to make friends, and says that he 
would like to get on with his future children as well as 
his father gets on with his. 
Peter says that his mother understands that he does not 
have a father at home, therefore she forgives him for many 
of the "bad" things he does. Neverthless, Peter resents the 
fact that his mother does not consider him adult enough to 
go to certain places alone, or allow him to stay out until 
later in the evenings. He also does not like it when his 
mother tells his father about his "bad" behaviour. Although 
Peter is proud to be treated as the man of the house by 
his mother, he cannot "come to terms" with the 
responsibility of looking after his brothers and sister 
while all his friends are enjoying themselves. He thinks 
"that's not fair". Peter still believes that his father 
understands him better than his mother as he is a "male". 
Currently, he tells his problems to his mother when she is 
not busy, but on some occasions she cannot help him. For 
example, she just did not understand his fears of changing 
to the new school as she is not a boy and did not go 
through this experience. He recalls sadly the many times 
his father introduced him to exciting activities such as 
football and riding the motorbike. What he admires most 
about his father is his liveliness and way of life, that 
is, he goes out frequently and is happy all the time. 
Child's attribution Qf_ responsibility 
Peter knew that someday his father would be arrested, 
therefore his arrest was not a total shock to him. He 
believes it was best the way it happened as he was arrested 
"calmly and not being chased through the streets by the 
police", in which case he could get hurt. He knows that his 
father "did something with cheques", but he does not have a 
clear idea what that means. He only wants his father home 
"very soon" and does not blame anyone for the event. Peter 
says that his father needed the money to keep the family. 
Peter thinks that it is his father's decision if he should 
break the law or not, and that he explained to him that he 
offended to make money to share with the family. Peter 
cannot say if his father should be punished or not because 
he did not "hear the case well", but he knows that his 
father offended for a good reason. However, he adds that 
his father "shouldn't get much (sentence)", but he thinks 
he will. 
At the time of the second interview, Peter still does not 
understand the nature of his father's offence, and does 
not blame anyone for the event. He says that it was hard 
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for his father to get a job so he tried to earn some money 
for the family. As he explains: ""Well, like what I'm 
saying, he thought about the circumstances, about 
disobeying the law, and like he never had a father, so that 
was the reason, and by that time he had a wife and four 
kids, so he had to support them as well". 
Child's perception . changes after 
tila father's 
imprisonment 
The main changes perceived by Peter since his father 
arrrest are: first, he does not have his father at home 
should he need him to sort out problems; second, he cannot 
go to all the places he used to such as restaurants, parks, 
football and fun fairs; third, he could stay out with his 
friends longer as his father trusted him, whereas his 
mother As too scared to let him stay out in the evenings; 
fourth, his father always "made sure that we'll get a good 
meal inside us" whereas now his mother only "makes sure we 
got something to eat". He concludes by saying that "this-is 
not a family anymore". But for Peter, the hardest thing 
with which to cope is the feeling of being on his own 
without the possibility of exchanging "men's things" with 
his father. He says that his father talks to him as an 
adult, and that he took it for granted that his father 
would be available when he needed someone to turn to. 
However, he adds that his father will "still be there 
inside me like", and he can still tell him many things when 
he visits him in prison. 
At the second interview, Peter says that he has become 
older and now understands his father's and mother's 
situation better. He has just realised how much 
responsibility his mother has taken on, and adds that the 
older his brothers and sister are the more difficult it is 
to control them. However, he complains that his mother has 
reduced his pocket money to 11 per week, whereas his father 
always gave him extra money when he asked for it. He also 
complains bitterly that his mother makes him baby-sit 
while she goes out, and he dreams about the day his father 
returns home and life can "go back to normal again". 
Peter is resigned to the fact that his father is in prison 
and it is going to be a long time before he returns home. 
Nevertheless, he says that he feels much closer to his 
father now compared to before he went to prison for now 
they discuss problems concerning Peter's future, whereas 
before the conversation would be limited to comments about 
football or television. 
Peter identifies the open day, when the family has the 
opportunity to look at the children's school work, as the 
event most difficult to cope with as his father cannot 
attend. He feels "left out as everyone else's dad is 
there". He believes that he is the only one at school who 
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has a father in prison. 
Interaction between father end. 
Peter sees his father everyday when he is on holiday and 
his mother can arrange someone to look after the younger 
children. During school terms he sees his father every 
Saturday. He would not miss a visit and feels happy to talk 
to his father and listen to his advice. 
At the time of the second interview, Peter had not seen his 
father for about two months. This is because he is on his 
second trial and Peter cannot attend the court as he is 
under age. Peter is looking foreward to the day when he can 
visit his father again, but until then they write letters 
to each other. 
Interaction with friends 
Peter does not know who is aware of his father's 
imprisonment, but he told his best friend whom he says 
understands and accepts the situation. Peter does not talk 
about his father to anyone. However, if this matter "comes 
out" he will not "be shy" to "say things" about his father. 
But he still feels "bad" for what his friends can think of 
his father as they do not understand the reasons why his 
father committed the offence. 
Moral Development Interview 
Time 1: Peter thinks that people "should obey the law if 
possible; they shouldn't just feel like breaking the law". 
People should be punished depending on what they've done. 
"If it's just silly things, like picking something from a 
shop no, but he adds that "it's up to the judge anyway" to 
punish them or not. 
Moral stage: 3 
Time 2: Peter thinks that, if possible, people should obey 
the law. But it "depends what they're going to do about the 
way not to obey the law. Like if it's something silly, like 
taking something from shops no, but if it's a big case, 
like rape or murder, they must just as well obey the law". 
They should be punished depending "on the conditions 
really, because anyone who breaks the law, if they haven't 
got a reason, if they've done it just to make them feel 
good, they should be punished, but if they've special 
reasons, they shouldn't be punished. 
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The scores attained by Peter in the four sub-scales of the 
above test are as follow: 
Time 1 Time 2 
General self 21 20 
Social self-peer 7 7 
Home-parents 7 5 
School-academic 7 4 
General self score 84 72 
Child's impression at int erview 
Peter felt excited to be interviewed and thinks it is good 
to talk about his father to someone who listens to him so 
that he can understand about the situation better. He 
thinks the questions are interesting. 
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FAMILY p 
Mother: Tina, 37 years old 
Father: Chris, 44 years old 
Children: Lee and Paul, 18 and 13 years old. 
Demographic date 
Family D live on the ground floor of a highrise block of 
council flats in East London. The flat has two bedrooms, is 
well furnished and kept clean and tidy. Tina runs a new 
car and attends regularly a local gymnasium to keep fit. 
Tina attended a comprehensive school until the age of 16, 
and worked in an office until she married at 19 years old. She is outgoing self-confident, active and has an 
optimistic outlook towards life. Tina's husband, Chris, was 
a self-employed car dealer before his imprisonment. After 
her husband's arrest Tina began to work as croupier in a 
casino. 
Chris was arrested for armed robbery. He has a previous 
conviction for conspiracy charges for which he received a 
one year sentence when he was 18 years old. At the time of the second interview, he was sentenced to 14 years. 
Mother's perception at thp, event 
For Tina, her husband's arrest came as a "big shock". She 
never imagined that this kind of thing could ever happened 
to her. She cannot stop thinking about the matter and feels 
"lost". Moreover, her husband was injured by the police 
during his arrest and had to have an operation on his leg, 
which added to her distress. The 14 year prison sentence 
her husband received came as a "tremendous shock" to Tina. 
She just kept "running around" and did not know what she 
was doing. Tina does not understand the court proceedings, 
and although she knew her husband would receive a sentence, 
she did not think it would be "that much". However, when 
she visited Chris, he told her that he could have received 
a much longer sentence and that they were not going to be 
apart forever, which made Tina feel much better. 
Feelings towards the. event 
Tina does not blame anybody for the event. She says that 
her husband's brother was "under a lot of pressure" because 
his wife was dying of cancer, and he convinced Chris to 
take part in the robbery. She adds "what's done is done, 
and now I just want him to come home as soon as possible". 
Tina insists that "he is the only man for me, he wouldn't 
let the wind blow on me". She is adamant that she is going 
to wait for her husband however long his sentence may be. 
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After her husband's conviction, Tina felt very depressed, 
but emphasises that they both are positive people and they 
will "get on with it". She says that her husband has 
already settled down in the prison; he has a job and goes 
to the gym. The last time she visited him "he was laughing 
and looked really good". He is also more affectionate 
towards her than before. She only feels very angry that her 
husband is considered to be a high risk category prisoner. 
This entails her following restricting rules for visiting. 
Tina still thinks that the "circumstances" are to blame for 
her husband's imprisonment, and that he only wanted to help 
his brother. She says that her husband has "morals", he is 
"a very good man", and she has no intention of separating 
from him. She is living for the day when he returns home 
and says that the future is not so "bleak" because he is 
not dead and she can still see him. Although Tina feels 
very bitter about the length of the sentence, at least now 
she knows where she stands and can make plans about her 
life. 
; mpr; sonment Changes after husband's 
The financial changes experienced by Tina have been 
dramatic. During her 19 years of marriage she never had to 
work or worry about bills as her husband earned sufficient 
to provide the family with a good standard of living. Now 
she is forced to live on social security, although she is 
considering to work full-time. However, at the moment, she 
cannot make plans for the future; her life revolves around 
cooking, travelling to the prison and discussing the case 
with solicitors. She also has the sole responsibility of 
Paul's upbringing, and although she is very active, she 
sometimes feels that it is all too much for her to cope 
with. Chris is more "authoritative" than her, therefore her 
sons obey him whilst they "get round me". Tina also finds 
it most difficult to accept the thought of being alone for 
a long time without the daily interaction and physical 
contact with her husband. This is the first time during 
their 19 years of marriage that she has been separated from 
her husband. 
At the time of the second interview, Tina was working as a 
croupier in a casino and her eldest son had left home. She 
visits her husband regularly, although she thinks that the 
two hours every two weeks allowed for visiting are 
insufficient to say everything they want to each other. She 
feels very frustrated and lonely after the visits. 
Tina has not noticed any great changes in Paul's behaviour. 
Initially, Paul could not believe that his father had been 
arrested and showed no reaction. Then he became very upset 
and quiet, and did not want to go out or play with his 
friends. He was also very worried about his father's health 
and whether he was being cared properly in prison. He 
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also felt frustrated at not having his father's help when 
he needs it. Paul has become closer to his older brother 
with whom he has long conversations and goes out with 
sometimes. According to Tina, Paul's school work has not 
changed, but she has noticed that he has become more 
helpful towards her. She attributes this lack of negative 
changes to her husband's personality, for he "never moans, 
is very positive, cheerful and strong, he's a man's man", 
therefore Paul also feels confident and positive about the 
whole matter. 
Explanation at tha event t. th& child 
Tina says that she did not have to explain to Paul about 
her husband's arrest as he was at home when the police 
surrounded the block and searched her flat. Regarding her 
husband's injury she initially told Paul that he had had an 
accident on a motor bike, but when the story appeared in 
the newspaper, she told him the whole truth. Tina also told 
Paul not to worry what people said to him, just "hold your 
head up". At the time of the second interview Tina says 
that Paul understands better why his father became involved 
in the robbery; he has accepted the idea that it was 
unavoidable, and he tries to carry on his life as normal as 
possible. 
Sugr)ort system 
Tina believes that her neighbours gossip about her, but she 
is not affected by this as she thinks they are "backward" 
and never "identified" with them. Her family give her "a 
hundred per cent" support, as do her sister-in-law and the 
few friends she has. 
At the time of the second interview Tina still receives 
"total support" from her family. However, all her friends 
have "disappeared", apart from one who has helped her 
through the crisis. She has now made new friends at work, 
but they do not know anything about her husband's 
imprisonment. 
Tina says vehemently that she would not ask for any help 
from the social services; she can cope alone and does not 
want anyone intruding in her life. 
Child's perception of- parents 
In general Paul gets on well with his mother, although he 
dislikes it when she does not allow him to go out with his 
friends, or when she raises her voice. He says that she is 
the only one, apart from his father, who understands him 
and cares for him. Paul says that if he was in trouble, 
such as a fight, he would go to his father for he knows 
what action to take. However, if the trouble was at school 
he would go to his mother as she is more able than his 
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father to deal with this sort of problem. Since his 
father's arrest, he confides in his older brother, mainly 
because he "knows what it's like" as "he's been through it 
himself". Paul insists that he trusts his father and that 
his imprisonment has not changed his feelings towards him. 
He adds that when he has a son he will take him to 
football, boxing and snooker clubs like his father used to 
take him. 
At the time of the second interview, Paul still admires his 
father and says that he would like to be strong and 
cheerfull like him. He says that his father's optimism has 
helped all the family to cope better with the situation, 
particularly when he was sentenced to 14 years, and 
convinced everyone that this sentence was a good result. 
Paul recalls the "horrible" feelings he experienced when 
his mother told him the result of the trial and his relief 
to see his father "in a happy mood". However, if he could 
change anything it would be to turn the clock back to 
before his father's arrest and be able to talk to him 
anytime he needed to. Paul has become closer to his mother 
during the last year and talks to her about his problems, 
although he still complains that she does not allow him 
to stay out after 10 p. m., and does not let him go to 
Liverpool to watch a football match alone. 
Child's attribution of responsibility 
The first indication that Paul had about his father's 
offence was when the police surrounded the estate and 
entered the family's flat to arrest his father. Only Paul 
and his brother were in the flat at the time; his mother 
was at the gymnasium and his father was "at work". Later in 
the day, he learned that his father had been shot in the 
legs by the police while he was trying to resist arrest. 
When his mother explained about his father's imprisonment, 
Paul could not believe it and he felt "really sick" and 
extremely worried about his father's injuries. 
Paul does not blame anybody, he thinks that "it's just one 
of those things" that could not be avoided as the 
circumstances leading to the event compelled his father to 
commit the offence. Paul thinks that his father was 
"helping out his brother so it was the right thing to do". 
He believes that his father should not be punished because 
"really, he wouldn't have done it but he had to help his 
brother, so that's why he did it. He's not a criminal". 
At the time of the second interview Paul says: "I wanted 
him to go free, but it's not the way it goes. He has to be 
punished by law. But he had to do what he had to do, 
because his brother is his own blood and he was helping 
him, because if he don't he would feel guilty really" 
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at changes after tm 
Paul misses greatly going out with his father, particularly 
on Sundays when all the family used to go to a restaurant 
for lunch. He also misses talking to his father when he 
wants and going to his garage to help him wash cars. Paul 
goes on to say that before his father's imprisonment, he 
never had cause to worry about him, but now he keeps 
"thinking if he's alright and what's happening in the 
prison". Since his father imprisonment, he has not been on 
holiday abroad as they used to, but he has been on holiday 
with the school, which is not the same. Paul feels very sad 
as he misses his father watching him play football and 
"sitting down" with him to watch television. His mother 
cannot now afford to buy him expensive clothes or give him 
the same presents as his father used to. Paul emphasises 
that he still admires his father and if he is "lucky", his 
father could be at home on his 21st birthday. 
Interaction between father and child during * 
Paul visits his father once a week and has mixed feelings 
when he is with him. He feels happy because he is talking 
to him, but he also feels frustrated as there is not 
sufficient time to say all the things he has done, and to 
ask him what has been happening in the prison. He also 
feels sad because he leaves him in the prison. 
At the time of the second interview, and after his father's 
conviction, Paul visits him every three weeks. Maintaining 
regular contact with his father is very important for Paul; 
if he had to make a choice between going out with his 
friends or visiting his father, he would choose the 
latter. He feels happy to see his father as he can talk to 
him and they exchange a few jokes. 
Interaction with friends 
None of Paul's friends mention his father's imprisonment. 
He believes that they do not-know about his imprisonment. 
Only on one occasion a neighbour said to Paul that he was 
"just like his father" during an argument over a dog. Paul 
emphasises that he would talk about his troubles in general 
to his friends, but he would not talk about his father or 
the sadness he feels about his absence. At the time of the 
second interview, although his friends now know about his 
father's imprisonment, Paul stresses that if they attempt 
to go beyond the question "how is he (father) going? I out 
them short". 
Moral development interview 
Time 1: Paul thinks that "it's not worth going to prison. 
It's silly really, unless you really have to do it (commit 
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an offence). People who break the law should be punished, 
because "once you've done something wrong you have to learn 
by your own mistakes". 
Moral developmental stage: 2(3) 
Time 2: "They (people in general) should do what they can 
to obey the law, you should try, but if they can't, like my 
dad, if they've got to do what they've got to do, then 
they've got to do it". 
Moral developmental stage: 3 
Coopermsith Self-Esteem Inventory 
The scores attained by Paul in the four subscales of the 
above test are as follow: 
Subscales Scores 
Time 1 Time 2 
General self 22 23 
Social self-peer 68 
Home-parents 78 
School-academic 87 
General self score 86 92 
Child's impression thQ interview 
Paul feels "good" to cooperate for a "good cause". However, 
at the beginning of the interview he felt very nervous as 
he did not know what was expected of him. At the end of the 
second interview Paul says that he enjoyed the opportunity 




Mother: Sara, 36 





Michael adn Chris, 74 and 3 years old 
Family E live in a three-bedroom council maisonette in 
Middlesex. In front of the block there is a communial 
garden. The interior of the flat is tidy but sparcely 
furnished and in need of repair. 
Sara attended a secondary modern school until the age of 16 
years, when she left to work as a bar maid. She married her 
husband when she was 26 years of age, after having lived 
with him for a year. Sara's husband is a builder, and since 
his imprisonment she has been receiving social security 
benefits. 
Since Sara has known her husband, he has served two prison 
terms of three years each for grevious bodily harm. 
At the time of the first interview, Tim had served two 
years of a six-year sentence he received following a fight 
in a pub. 
Mother's perception thp, event 
Sara was not totally surprised at her husband's arrest. He 
often arrived home very drunk and she knew something would 
happen sooner or later, even though she hoped he would 
control himself for fear of returning to prison. When he 
was arrested her "heart sunk", and she felt very angry 
towards him for putting himself in that situation again. 
When he was sentenced to six years imprisonment Sara was 
shocked and felt he was treated very unfairly. She believes 
that the judge was severe with her husband because he and 
other members of the family have been in front of this 
judge before, and also because he wanted to shock her 
husband as the last two sentences did not work. 
Feelings. towards tta husband 
Sara blames her husband for the event, although she says 
that he is an honest man, not a violent criminal. She adds 
that he is "just stupid" and "soft as mud", and that his 
drinking habit is his only problem. Once he is in a pub he 
will not leave until he is "kicked out". She finds this 
behaviour very strange as he never drinks at home. Sara 
still considers Tim a member of the family, and says that 
her feelings towards him have not changed. 
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At the time of the second interview, Sara reiterates that 
Tim is very close to the children, particularly Roger. He 
used to take him to many places like museums and parks, and 
now he sells his tobacco to buy Roger toys made by another 
prisoner. She still thinks he is a good husband and recalls 
the times when he was at home cooking, washing and 
hoovering for her, and looking after the children in the 
evenings while she went to work. She only wishes that he 
would stay away from pubs and control his bad temper, which 
she expects him to do in the future. 
Sara's husband spent a weekend at home four months ago and 
will receive another home leave soon. She recalls the 
"weird feelings" she experienced during the weekend: whilst 
he was at home Sara felt as though he had never been away 
but when he returned to the prison she felt as though he 
had not been at home. She adds that, although she felt 
happy, she also felt a ". bit" let down as she expected it 
would be like a second honey-moon, but it was just like any 
other routine weekend. The children behaved "marvellously" 
and her husband did not drink, apart from one or two cans 
of beer. Sara only wishes he would be at home permanently 
and is just "surviving" until this day. 
Changes after husband's imprisonment 
Sara recalls the time soon after her husband's arrest as 
being a nightmare. She couldn't make any plans for the 
future and believes she "would have gone mad", if his 
mother was not living with her, taking care of the 
household while she was visiting her husband everyday. 
Sara finds it difficult to control the children and says, 
very discouragingly, that she does not know what action to 
take. When she tries to do the washing up or ironing they 
"run riot", but when they are with their father they are 
"as good as gold" (while Sara was interviewed they turned 
the settee and the armchairs upside down playing war 
games). Since her husband's imprisonment, Roger has become 
very aggresive and has tantrums if he does not get his own 
way. He breaks his and his mother's things; "just throws 
things across the room". He is also very disobedient and 
spiteful towards his two brothers. Sara goes on to say that 
Roger is very frightened and follows her everywhere, even 
to the lavatory, and refuses to sleep in his own bed. He is 
now sleeping with her. 
Sara believes that Roger does not have any opportunity to 
use his energy constructively as most of the day he remains 
in the house and cannot go to parks, football or just play 
games with his father. She is very worried about Roger's 
behaviour because it is affecting the other children as 
they are acting in the same way. Roger's school work has 
deteriorated and he is now attending a special unit in the 
school to bring him up to the standard of the other 
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children. Sara often feels like "closing the door behind me 
and disappearing". She adds bitterly that Tim works in the 
prison and eats better than her and the children, while they are suffering all sorts of aggravation. 
Sara complains that the prison is a long way from the family home, which makes the cost of the journey expensive. She finds it difficult to keep her three children occupied during the long coach journey. She takes "a load of food 
and keeps shoving it at them". She says that the children 
are a hindrance during visits: "they run amok, just like 
all children because there is nothing for them to do". She 
also complains that the visiting room is too crowded, and "everyone listens to what you've got to say". As a 
consequence, Sara says that she would not take the children to the prison as often as she does if she could find 
someone to look after them. 
Concerning the financial situation, Sara is currently on 
social security and says that she definitely cannot manage to keep three children with this money. She has to buy the 
children's clothes in jumble sales, which makes her feel 
very depressed. Her mother lived with her until eight 
months ago when she died, therefore Sara had to stop 
working in the local pub during the evenings. Tim used to 
earn "good money" and provided everything the family 
needed. He also used to help her with the house work and decorate the flat, but now the flat is "falling down" and 
she is unable to do the necessary work. 
At the time of the second interview, Sara says that "we 
still live hand to mouth", however she is no longer 
frightened to live alone as she has discovered she is able 
to cope with the situation and is becoming more independent 
each day. She has even done some urgent decorating in her 
maisonette. The younger child goes to a day nursery and the 
middle child now goes to school'all day, leaving her some 
free time to rest. 
Roger continues to ignore his mother's 
shouts and screams he does not take any 
cheeky and answers her back. She says 
brothers have "wrecked" her decorating 
she adds that he is not so destructive 
She marvels at her husband's ability to 





as he used 
make Roger 






Explanation at the. event ta tb& child 
Tim gave the explanation to Roger about his imprisonment. 
Sara thought that it was his duty as he was the one who 
committed the offence. He told Roger that "I went out, got 
drunk and got involved in a fight". Roger asked his father 
the reason why he vecame involved in the fight, to which 
his father answered "because I'm stupid". After that Roger 
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became very quiet and did not want to play with anyone or 
anything. Then "suddenly" he became very angry with his 
father and refused to visit him. This behaviour went on for 
a month, until one day Sara tempted him to go to the prison 
by telling him that they would go to a toy shop after the 
visit. Since that day he looks foreward to seeing his 
father. She adds that, at the beginning, Roger did not want 
to leave his father in the prison and he could not 
understand why he had to stay there so long. Sara never 
discusses her husband's imprisonment with Roger, and she 
told him that he must not tell his brothers where he is. 
They think that he is working away from home, although Sara 
says that she never told them: "I've never told them a lie, 
they just went on with this idea". However, she always 
takes them to the prison to visit their father. 
Support system 
Sara only interacts with a family who live near her. She 
says that they have been "terrific"; they look after her 
children when she asks them, and they listen to her when 
she feels depressed. Sara also receives emotional support 
from an old school friend. Sara's mother was also very 
supportive, before she died. She used to live with Sara and 
looked after the children while she was working or visitng 
her husband. Her husband's family live in Ireland and 
therefore cannot help in any way. The only relative of her 
husband who lives in London is his sister, but she stopped 
interacting with Tim after his imprisonment. 
Since the last interview, Sara has become closer to her 
brother and his wife. They have provided support by 
inviting the family for dinner and giving the children 
clothes. Sara has also renewed her frienship with her 
husband's sister, after her husband had made "the peace" 
during his home leave. Sara and the children visit her 
almost every Sunday in order that she can have a "good rest 
for a day". Sara also receives help from a Catholic 
Organisation; they give her clothes, Christmas presents and 
send a social worker to talk to her. Sara would not seek 
help from the social services as they may think that she is 
not coping. 
Child's perception aL Parents 
Roger says that, in general, he gets on well with his 
mother. She understands him and keeps her promises most of 
the time. However, he feels very angry towards her when she 
stops him playing and sends him to bed. Neither does he 
like it when she takes him to visit his father and it 
coincides with the "best day of school" (a school trip). 
Roger is not sure whom he takes after, but his mother told 
him that he is impatient, excitable and does "silly things" 
just like his uncle. If he has any problems Roger confides 
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in his mother as she is "nice" and loves him, but if he is 
in trouble, he prefers to talk to his best friend. Roger 
trusts this friend as he "thinks the same as me" and would 
never tell anyone his secrets. Roger is not sure whether he 
would tell his father his problems as he may not understand 
him now. Roger does not remember whether or not his father 
kept his promises when he was at home. He only remembers 
the times when he used to take him to the museum or to the 
park. He says that the worse aspect of his father is that 
he is "in this kind of jail thing". If he could change 
anything about his father it would be to stop him going to 
the pub. 
At the time of the second interview, Roger says that he 
still gets on well with his mother, apart from the 
occasions when she "smacks" him for being "naughty", but 
adds that it does not really hurt. He recalls the occasion 
when she picked up the wooden spoon to hit him, but it 
broke before reaching him (laughs). He says that her best 
aspect is when she buys him sweets after school. According 
to Roger, his mother does not make any promises, she only 
says "may be". Neither does she always understand him, like 
the day he wanted to practice football with his friends and 
she did not allow him to go. However, he would talk to her 
about his problems. 
For Roger, the best aspects about his father are: he lets 
him go anywhere he wants to, and he takes him to many 
interesting places. He would only like to be able to change 
his father's drinking habit, and explains that his father 
drinks that much because he may not be able to "handle us 
properly and sometimes wants to have a rest". However, 
Roger believes that his father now understands that he does 
not want him to drink anymore and, although he always 
failed to keep his promises in the past, this time Roger is 
hopeful that he will be able to control himself. To support 
this belief, Roger emphasises that during the weekend his 
father was at home, he only drank "one or two" cans of 
larger. 
Child's attribution j responsibility 
When his father was arrested he told Roger that he "was 
going out somewhere for a long time". Roger did not 
understand but felt sad, especially when "this car came and 
picked him up" and he thought they (people in the car) may 
do something bad to his father. His father explained about 
the fight on the first visit, but Roger did not "really 
worry too much" as he never thought he would be away for so 
long. Now he feels even "more sad" as he realised that they 
are not going to do things together for a long time. Roger 
blames the "people who make the larger" for his father's 
imprisonment. These people "shouldn't make larger and make 
people drunk". He adds that if he was a father he would 
only go to the pub to drink a can of orange juice or eat 
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some crisps. However, Roger ackowledges that his father 
should not fight as he says: "he shouldn't have done it 
because that's kind of naughty and he knew he would go to 
prison". But he thinks that his father "should stay there (prison) only for a couple of months, because many men don't get away with it, but some men do, they travel to 
other countries when the police is looking for them". 
At the time of the second interview, Roger blames the man "who started pushing and pulling" his father for the event, 
and he is now able to understand why his father had to 
fight. However, Roger continues to think that his father 
"shouldn't even have gone to the pub because he'll get drunk", and that he should only be imprisoned for two or three months. Roger also admits that his father has done 
something "naughty", but "he (father) told the judge that 
he was guilty and the other man started the fight in the 
first place". Roger adds that he does not want his father 
in prison, and that he has promised him he will not be "naughty again". 
Child's Perception changes after tha fates 
imprisonment 
Since his father's imprisonment, Roger has become very 
"sad and bored" as "life is not exiting anymore". His 
mother has many things to do and she does not have the time 
to take him to the "exiting places" his father used to take 
him, or play "proper games" with him such as manopoly. He 
also complains that his brothers do not "leave me in 
peace"; they insist on playing with him when he would 
rather play alone. Before his father went to prison, his 
brothers would play with each other and he would go out 
with his father to play "man's games" such as football. 
Although Roger feels safe with his mother, he feels "safer" 
with his father at home as he is not sure about his 
mother's ability to cope with "anything that can happen". 
Roger cannot elaborate on this matter, he only knows that 
his father is better able to look after the family than his 
mother. Roger is also frightened that his mother may be 
taken away, as was his father. 
At the time of the second interview, Roger 
that he does not go anywhere anymore and 
home is very boring. He felt very happy 
father spent at home, although he had to 
otherwise he would be punished. When his 
to the prison he felt really sad as they 
things together", such as play monopoly 
house together. He is now saving money to 
for when his father returns home. 
still complains 
that his life at 
the weekend his 
be "really good" 
father went back 
could do "better 




Roger visits his father fortnightly. He likes to see his 
father and feels happy talking to him. He tells him what 
has been happening at home and school since the last visit. 
Although Roger looks foreward to seeing his father, he 
finds the journey very boring. Since last year he also 
writes "proper letters" to his father, not only cards with 
"I love you daddy". 
Interaction with friends 
Roger has many friends and one best friend who he likes 
because they enjoy playing the same games. None of his 
friends know about his father's imprisonment, not even his 
best friend. When the latter asked him where his father 
was, Roger told him that he was working away from home. 
Roger thinks that his father's imprisonment is a "family 
secret" and "it's nobody's business". Since the last 
interview, Roger has told his best friend about his 
father's imprisonment but "he didn't say much, he just 
listened". 
Moral Judgment Interview 
Time 1: Roger thinks that people in general should obey the 
law, otherwise they will be arrested, and they should be 
punished "because they have been naughty". 
Moral stage: 1 
Time 2: Roger thinks that people in general should obey the 
law as "it's. not worth being arrested, going to court and 
prison", and they should be punished because they are 
"naughty". 
Moral Stage: 1/2 
Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory 
The scores attained by Roger in the four subscales of the 
above test are as follow: 
Subscales_ Scores 
Time 1 Time 2 
General self 16 16 
Social self-peer 76 
Home-parents 77 
School-academic 52 
General self score 70 62 
Child's impression Qf- the. interview 
Roger felt "all right" during the interview and says that 
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he likes to talk about his father,. In fact he says that he 
felt excited when he was informed that he was going to be 




Mother: Karen, 29 years old 
Father: Roy, 31 years old 
Children: Daniel and Wendy, 8 and 2 years old respectively. 
Family F live in a bed and breakfast hotel in central 
London. The room has two beds and is crammed with clothes, 
suit cases and toys. As there are no facilities for 
cooking, Karen receives an allowance from the social 
security to buy meals out. 
Karen left comprehensive school at 15 years of age and 
married her first husband two years later. This marriage 
only lasted three months. Ten years ago Kate met Roy and 
after four years of an unstable relationship they decided 
to marry. Two years ago Roy became unemployed and they lost 
their house. While Karen and the children went to live with 
her mother, Roy went to live with his mother. Eventually 
they were provided with bed and breakfast accomodation by 
the local authority. They have many arguments and on these 
occasions Roy stays with his mother, leaving Karen alone 
with the children. Eventually he returns and behaves as 
though nothing had happened. Karen has never worked and the 
social security benefits she receives are her only income. 
By the time of the second interview, Karen had been 
rehoused in a three bedroom flat in north London. The flat 
is untidy and the children appear to do just as they 
please. 
Roy was arrested for attempted burglary and criminal 
damage. Although he has been in prison several times 
before meeting Karen, this is the first time he has 
offended since they have been together. Roy was setenced to 
18 months imprisonment but only served 8 months, therefore 
at the time of the second interview he had been released. 
Mother's perception QL thr, event 
Karen felt both angry and relieved after her husband's 
arrest. On the one hand, she felt annoyed as he did not 
consider the consequences of his action for her and the 
children, but on the other, she believes that now there may 
be some hope for him to "grow up" and change. Since they 
have been together, Karen believes that Roy has taken her 
for granted and that his behaviour is unpredictable: "one 
minute he can be very violent and then laugh an hour 
later". When Roy was arrested he declared his love for 
her and promised never to offend again. Karen felt 
distressed, lost and sorry for herself when she learned 
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about her husband's sentence. She also felt very angry as 
she was not given the date of her husband's trial and was 
informed of his sentence by the solicitor. 
Feelings towards h&z husband 
Although Karen blames her husband for the event, she also 
blames the circumstances as Roy was unemployed and they 
lost their house. There was nothing to look foreward to and 
they used to argue frequently as they "can't get away from 
each other" in the hotel room. The children also could not 
sleep well due to the noise in the building which added to 
their frustration. She feels a little guilty as just prior 
to her husband committing the offence, she put the phone 
down on him when he wanted to come back after they had a 
fierce argument (he was at his mother's house). However, 
she is resentful at the fact that she has to endure 
terrible living conditions; living in one room with Daniel 
and the baby, being unable to go anywhere for lack of money 
and having no friends, whilst her husband is spared these 
burdens. She feels extemely lonely, and is very frightened 
to face the future. 
Karen has decided to give her husband another chance, but 
she has made it clear to him that she is not prepared to be 
"a part time wife anymore", and will not tolerate him going 
out with friends and forgetting about the family. 
At the time of the second interview Karen's husband has 
been released from prison and is living in the family's new 
home. She is very aprehensive about his willingness to 
change his behaviour as he still leaves her and the 
children alone to go out with his friends, although she 
still believes they may "have a future together". She is 
also feeling "terrible" as she is pregnant and considering 
having an abortion. 
Changes after husband's imprisonment 
Roy has always made the decisions about the children and 
controlled the finances of the family, but now that he is 
in prison, Karen has attempted to take over these roles. 
She feels "terrified" to deal alone with all the necessary 
"hassle" of family life. In particular, she finds it 
extremely difficult to deal with the social security 
bureaucracy and managing the money she receives from them. 
By the time she received the first payment she was already 
in debt and her financial situation was deteriorating 
rapidly. The money she spends on the journey to the prison, 
and on food and cigarettes for Roy contributes 
significantly to her indebtedness. Going almost everyday to 
the prison with the baby totally disrupts her life, and she 
wonders if he deserves all this sacrifice. 
Soon after her husband's conviction, Karen was moved, under 
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the order of the social services, to a smaller room in the 
hotel. For Karen this move was inconceivable and most 
unfair as she was already living in cramped accomodation. 
This event, compounded by her financial problems, 
difficulty controlling the children and total lack of 
social life, lead to a "nervous breakdown". She first 
became ill with pneumonia and spent two weeks with her 
mother, but still ill, she had to return to the hotel for 
fear of loosing the room. She then began to have "panic 
attacks". When she was forced to go out to buy food for the 
children, she used to be in such a hurry to return to the 
hotel that she would often bang the head of her daughter on 
walls and lamp-posts on her way back home. She stopped 
taking the anti-depressant pills the doctor prescribed her 
as she began sleep-walking. She would go down to the 
reception of the hotel in a T-shirt, or turn the tap on and 
leave the water running. On more than one occasion, Karen's 
mother tied her arms to the bed to stop her sleep-walking. 
Karen was also concerned that she would not wake up if her 
children needed her. After many letters from doctors 
pleading the urgency to move her, the council rehoused 
Karen to the present flat. Now the panic attacks have 
stopped and she feels better. 
Karen is very worried at the prospect of living alone and 
having to discipline the children. She defines herself as a 
"placid" person and feels she is unable to demand obedience 
from them. Sometimes she "smacks" Daniel just because she 
is frustrated, as on the occasion her husband was moved to 
another prison and she was not informed. Roy on the other 
hand is very firm with Daniel and many of the arguments 
between them are over this issue. Roy thinks Karen should 
be stricter with the children and insists that she should 
encourage Daniel to stand on his own two feet and not avoid 
confrontation with other children. Karen says that Daniel 
is a coward like her and runs away from problems. For this 
reason he needs a man to tell him what to do as she is too 
weak to enforce rules. When Roy was at home she never had 
to preoccupy herself with the children's discipline as they 
would obey their father. Recently, Daniel has become 
difficult to manage, he shouts at Karen and takes no notice 
of what she tells him. Apart from his disobedience, Karen 
has not noticed any changes in Daniel's behaviour since his 
father's imprisonment. She believes this is because his 
father used to stay away from the family frequently and 
Daniel became very close to her. Daniel now spends many 
days with his grandmother, which he enjoys very much. 
F. xpl anation at thr, event a tbp, child 
Karen did not give Daniel an explanation of his father's 
imprisonment. He "just knew what was going on all the time" 
as he was present when the police came to inform her that 
her husband had been arrested. She thinks that Daniel may 
be confused as to the meaning of the offence because he is 
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young. She thinks he may not 
as he is quite happy going to 
to his grandmother's house. 
"terrible and unhappy" if he 
as he is very close to her. 
care if his father is at home 
clubs three nights a week and 
She adds that Daniel becomes 
cannot go to his grandmother 
Karen has received emotional support from a friend who 
lives in the room below her, but as this friend now has a 
boy friend, she cannot talk with her in the evenings. Karen 
now watches the television "day in and day out". Since 
Karen has been living in her new home, she has not made any 
friends and does not interact with her neighbours. Her 
family was pleased with Roy's arrest, but when they knew 
that Karen was visiting him, they became very hostile 
towards her. Although Karen feels angry at her mother's 
domineering attitude she misses her friendship and her 
financial help. Karen says that because of all the troubles 
that she brought upon her parents they now look foreward to 
his release as he will take her "off their hands". Karen 
has no contact with her husband's family. 
Karen thought to ask for help from organisations, such as 
prisoner's wives, but she is too shy to approach them and 
does not know what to say to them. The probation officer 
offered Karen help, but she refused for fear of having the 
children taken into care. When the probation officer was in 
her flat making a report on her husband, her daughter had 
one of her tantrums (shouts and "chucks herself about") and 
she feared he may have mentioned it in his report. 
Child's perception Qf_ parents 
Daniel gets on "fine" with his mother and believes she 
understands him, but complains that normally she does not 
buy him sweets, even though she has received her "giro". 
He would like her to change her attitude about money, that 
is, give him more. He also wishes she would stop shouting 
and smacking him "all the time" and listen to him "a bit 
more". He goes on to say that she should change her clothes 
as "she is wearing them for the last five days". 
At the first interview, Daniel chooses his father as his 
favourite adult with whom he can talk with, as he "plays 
the most" with him and gives him money. He feels happy 
playing drums and karate with his father and adds that they 
get on quite well, even though he feels let down as he 
promised to give him a fruit machine and he never bought 
one. His father also promised to take him on holiday to 
Spain, but they never went as he spent all the money he was 
saving on drink. 
If in trouble Daniel would go to different people according 
to the nature of the trouble. For example, if it was a 
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fight he would go to his father, as "he's fat and strong 
and would hit them", if he had problems at school, he would 
rather be reprimanded by the school staff than tell anyone. 
At the second interview, Daniel chooses his grandmother as 
his favourite adult with whom to confide as she always 
gives him money and plays "many things" such as cards and 
darts with him. If Daniel were in trouble at school he 
would tell his grandmother or his mother, but not the 
teachers as he has only moved to this school recently and 
does not know anyone there. 
Although Daniel still accepts his father as a legimate 
person to tell him what to do, he would not tell him his 
problems, neither would he ask his help if in trouble. He 
prefers to "keep it a secret". He says that he is not used 
to his father anymore as he has been away for a long time, 
and he does not know him well. He "hates" when his father 
"shouts his big mouth", and adds that he does not 
understand him anymore. At these times Daniel tries to "cut 
down most of the noise" by thinking of something else. If a 
boy hits him and he complains to his father, he tells him 
to pick up something and hit the boy back. But this is not 
what Daniel wants, he just wants to be comforted. He also 
says that he does not get on well with him as he has 
changed, especially his best aspect which was when he used 
to take him out, for now he does not take him anywhere. 
Child's attribution Qf_ responsibility 
Daniel knows that his father is in prison, but does not 
have a clear idea as to why he was arrested. He believes 
that he must have broken into a bank or a jewellery shop 
and blames both his father and his uncle for the offence. 
He adds that his father's brother "must've had a few 
drinks", and while he "was standing guard" did not warn his 
father "that the police was coming". Daniel thinks that the 
police's "siren went off". He felt really "sad about it 
all" because "he is my dad". Daniel thinks that his father 
should not have committed the offence because "is kind of 
naughty" and that he should be punished, "but not for a 
long time, a month. He's my dad and I want him home". 
At the time of the second interview he says that his father 
was arrested because he and his uncle "must've broken into 
someone's house or stolen something", but he does not think 
about the matter anymore. He only remembers that one day he 
was playing and his mother told him they were going to see 
his father "somewhere down Brixton". When asked about his 
feelings about his father's sentence he said that he did 
not know anything about it and he cannot understand the 
situation because "no one tells me anything". He does not 
know whether or not his father should be punished as he 
does not think about "this anymore, I don't get on with him 
(father) anymore, I just play". 
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For Daniel "lots of things" have changed since his father's 
imprisonment. First, "we only have the giro money", which 
is always arriving late, therefore his mother cannot give 
him pocket money or buy him anything, not even sweets. 
However, he adds that "it's not so bad" as his grandmother 
gives him some money. Second, Daniel and his father "have 
no more fun together", like when they used to play "karate 
games" which makes Daniel feel very sad. He also complains 
that he does not go anywhere anymore. 
At the time of the second interview, Daniel's father had 
been released from prison and he says that "I'm not used to 
him no more" and "anyway, he used to beat up my mum and I 
don't like this". He goes on to say that initially he cared 
"a bit", but now he "don't care no more". He concludes that 
his father goes to the pub all the time and does not talk 
with him or take him out. 
Interaction between father and. child during imprisonment 
Daniel visited his father almost every day during the 
remand period, however, after conviction the visits became 
less frequent, but he could not be precise how often he now 
goes to the prison. He likes to visit his father and feels 
happy to talk to him. He also likes to go to the prison 
because afterwards his mother takes him to the sandwich bar 
and he plays on the fruit machine. He thinks that his 
father does not pay much attention to him. For example, 
when he told his father about his holidays in Spain with 
his grandmother, he says his father was not interested 
because on the next visit he asked Daniel "the same thing 
again" (about the holidays). 
Interaction with friends 
Daniel's friends from the hotel know that his father is in 
prison but no one bullies him. None of the new friends he 
has made since he moved know about his father's 
imprisonment, except his best friend. When his best friend 
asked why his father was in prison Daniel could not tell 
him as he did not know himself. However, his best friend 
kept on asking about his father so Daniel told him that his 
father "robbed a bank". After that his friend never 
mentioned his father again. Daniel would not talk about 
this matter with any other friends. 
Moral Development Interview 
Time 1: Daniel thinks that people in general should obey 
the law "because you can go to jail if you don't, and they 
should be punished so "they wouldn't do again". 
Moral stage: 1 
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Time 2: Daniel thinks that people in general should obey 
the law as they "don't want to go to prison and want to 
stay with his wife if they've got one". They should be 
punished "otherwise they would do it again". 
Moral stage: 1 
The scores attained by Daniel in the four sub-scales of the 
above test are as follow: 
Time 1 Time 2 
General self 18 19 
Social self-peer 65 
Home-parents 72 
School-academic 73 
General self-score 76 58 
Child's impression j the. interview 
Daniel feels "okay" about the interview and likes to answer 
the questions. He adds that nobody ever talks to him about 
his father. For Daniel the questions are difficult. 
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FAMILY a 
Mother: Marion, 36 years old 
Father: Terry, 35 years old 
Children: Laura, Jamie and Joseph, 13,10 and eleven months 
respectively. 
Family G live in a small three-bedroom semi-detached 
council house in the Midlands. The interior of the house is 
kept clean and tidy. To the front of the property there is 
a small garden overgrown with weeds. 
Marion attended school until the age of 15 and married her 
present husband when she was 21 years old. She appears to 
be a placid person and is rather inarticulate. 
The family's main source of income has been social security 
benefits as Terry was unemployed before he was 
incarcerated. Currently, Marion works in a pub from 8 p. m. 
until midnight. 
Terry was released four weeks prior to the second 
interview. During his imprisonment he trained as a painter 
and decorator and'is currently seeking employment. 
Terry was arrested for burglary and sentenced to three 
years imprisonment. At the time of the first interview, he 
had been convicted and served 9 months of his sentence. He 
has two previous convictions for similar offences for which 
he served 6 months and 12 months. 
Mother's peeeption tie event 
Terry's arrest did not come as a complete surprise to 
Marion as she had been warned by a friend that the police 
were looking for him. However, she still felt "very bad" 
when he was eventually arrested, and most "bitter" with the 
three year sentence he received. She thought the length of 
sentence was most unfair as the man arrested with her 
husband only received 18 months. Marion feels guilty that 
she was unable to attend the trial and "speak up" for her 
husband due to the birth of her third child. 
F1; n towards tha husband 
Marion seems resigned to her husband's criminal activities 
and does not blame anyone for the event. She knew what he 
was doing but could do nothing to stop him. As she says: 
"he's like that, it's just him". She adds that she married 
him therefore she has to "stand by him". Marion's feelings 
towards her husband have remained unchanged since his 
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imprisonment. She still considers him to be part of the 
family and believes he is a good father and an "average" 
husband. 
Marion says that she has had enormous difficulties managing 
the family's finances and controlling the children. 
Although the family lived on social security before her 
husband's arrest, he would supplement this with "money he 
got doing various jobs", thus they were able to buy "better 
food", clothes and toys for the children, and go out to 
places such as bingo and the local social club. An 
additional financial burden for Marion is the cost of one 
of the two visits she makes each month to the prison (the 
other is paid by social security). She complains that after 
all the sacrifices she makes to take the children to visit 
their father, the prison does not offer any facilities to 
occupy them so that she could have some time to talk alone 
with her husband. 
Marion has found it difficult taking over her husband's 
role as disciplinarian and adopts a fatalistic attitude 
towards the situation: "life must go on" and "when he's 
back he'll put things right". Meanwhile she "cannot think" 
and takes "everyday as it comes". During the last year the 
children have become "aggressive" and "a bit out of hand"; 
they do not obey her and do "just as they want". When 
Marion tries to control them, they become "cheeky". Both 
Jamie and Laura have also had problems at school. Jamie's 
teacher told Marion that he has been "pulling and pushing" 
other children, and Laura's school work has deteriorated. 
Marion's response to the children's misbehaviour has been 
to threaten them that their father will punish them when 
he returns home. 
The problems Marion has had with the children and managing 
the finances has made her feel "sick and depressed", and 
for long periods: "I just sit down doing nothing". Marion 
longs for the day when her husband will be released so 
that he can "take them in hand". Until then she "will just 
carry on". 
A further problem for Marion has been coping with the baby 
as he was only two months old when her husband went to 
prison. She had a cesarian and experienced a very difficult 
recovery. Her daughter has not helped the situation as 
"she's got a very bad attitude" toward her whenever she 
asks her to help. However, as this is her husband's third 
sentence, Marion says that "nothing is knew" to her, and 
that she can manage "one way or another". 
At the time of the second interview, Marion had stopped 
working in the evenings as her husband had been released. 
The family had returned to their previous routine; the 
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father had taken over the disciplinarian role and was 
seeking employment. 
Explanation a. the. event thp_ child 
Marion simply told the children "he's gone away again". She 
says that she did not have to elaborate as the event was 
widely publicised in the newspapers. The children became 
very upset; Jamie became very quiet and did not want to 
leave the house; Laura cried frequently and was "very angry 
at everybody". They also had to cope with abusive remarks 
such as "arse holes", "your dad's in the papers", and "he's 
gone to prison" from their friends at school. 
Generally, Marion does not interact with 
does not expect any help from them. The 
Marion's and her husband's families, as 
Ireland, although his father continues 
to Laura and makes telephone calls to 
friends have been supportive by visiting 
her neighbours and 
same is true for 
they both live in 
to send some money 
Marion. Marion's 
her frequently. 
Marion does not receive any help from the social services 
or the prisoner's wives organisation. She says that no one 
has offered her any help, and she will never ask "any of 
these people". She explains that the first time her husband 
went to prison she went to the social security for help and 
they sent her to the social services, who in turn sent her 
back to the social security. Marion does not know what the 
social services are supposed to do, but after this 
experience she does not "bother with them" as she thinks 
they do not want to help her. Marion says that she saw the 
probation officer only once when he had to make a report, 
and he only wanted to know if she was going to have her 
husband back. Marion believes they are not interested in 
her or the children: "they only want to check on you". 
Child's perception aL parents 
Jamie says that he "has no problems" with his mother and 
gets on "very well" with her, except when he asked her a 
bicycle and she would not give him one. He emphasises that 
"I like my mum the best" and she is his favourite adult to 
go to if he wants to talk about his problems, although if 
he were in trouble he would go to different people 
depending on the situation. He stresses that he would not 
get in trouble with the police, but if he had a fight at 
school, he would go to the "lady who writes letters" as 
"she's got first aid and would put a plaster on you". 
However, if it was serious trouble he would go to his 
mother as he believes she would help him and listen to him. 
When he tells her his problems she does not "shout back" 
and does not tell him "to go away". 
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Jamie misses his father very much and he often imagines 
that "he's still here". He explains that he sits in front 
of the arm chair where his father used to sit and thinks he 
is still there, and this thought "calms me down". However, 
Jamie does not feel that he can tell his father his 
problems as he would most probably punish him. He insists 
that his father's imprisonment has not made any difference 
to the way he feels about him: "he's still my dad". 
Unlike his mother, his father does not always keep his 
promises. For example, his father promised he could watch 
"children's TV" when he returned from school, but he did 
not keep his promise and "he watched horse racing as 
usual". However, he believes that his father is going to 
keep his promise of taking him fishing as soon as he 
returns home. 
At the time of the second interview, Jamie was deeply 
disappointed with his father. He says that his father does 
not understand him and he does not keep his promises. Jamie 
cannot elaborate on the former, but concerning the latter 
he says that he never kept the promises he made during 
prison visits of taking him fishing or buying a dog. For 
Jamie, the best aspect about his father is when he gives 
him money, and the worst, when he does not give him money. 
Jamie now says that he does not confide in anyone as he 
cannot trust anyone. 
Child's attribution Q responsibility 
Initially, Jamie learned about his father's imprisonment 
through a report in the newspaper. His mother confirmed 
that his father "was nicked again", but she did not give 
any explanation about the event. Jamie said: "well he did 
some burglary". However, he says that he does not know what 
really happened, and therefore, he cannot blame anyone. He 
only knows that he felt very sad and "pretty bad" when his 
father went to prison. Jamie thinks that his father 
shouldn't have committed the offence "because it's bad", 
but he adds that he should not be punished "because he did 
not take a lot". 
At the time of the second interview, Jamie did not know who 
to blame for the event as he still does not know what 
happened and does not "think about this no more". 
Child's perception ol changes after tb father's 
imprisonment. 
Apart from his pocket money being halved and not being able 
to go to the places he used to go with his father 
(holidays, fun fair), Jamie cannot think of any other 
changes in his life since his father's imprisonment. He 
says that "nothing much" has changed, the only important 
difference is his father not being at home. They used to 
play football in the back garden, and his father used to 
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fix his bicycle. Now the bicycle is too old and as there 
is no one to fix it, he cannot use it. Jamie also does not 
have to return home at 5 p. m. as he did when his father was 
at home; he can now stay out "until late" (It was observed 
during the various visits to the family that Jamie played 
with his friends in the street until 10 p. m. while his 
mother was working). 
Interaction between father gad. chr ild wing imp isonm. n- 
Jamie visits his father every second Saturday of the month. 
He likes to see his father and feels happy to talk about 
what they are going to do together when he returns home. 
During the visit he wants to know how his father is keeping 
and if he will take him fishing when he returns home. He 
worries if his father is well and what they (the police) 
can do to him as "they can beat people up". His father 
reassures him that "they haven't even touched him". 
Most of Jamie's friends know 
imprisonment as it was reported in 
Initially, they used to bully him a 
"they don't say anything anymore" 
about his father with his friends. 
business to myself". 
about his father's 
the local newspapers. 
bout the matter, but now 
. Jamie does not talk As he says: "I keep my 
Time 1: Jamie thinks that people in general should obey the 
law "because they could get in prison forever", and they 
should be punished "because it's bad to break the law". 
Moral stage: 2(1) 
Time 2: Jamie thinks that people in general should obey the 
law "because they could go to jail", and they should be 
punished "because its bad to steal". 
Moral stage: 1 
The scores attained by Jamie in the four sub-scales of the 
above test are as follow: 
Time 1 Time 2 
General self 16 9 
Social self-peer 4 3 
Home-parent 5 3 
School-academic 4 3 
General self score 58 36 
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Child's impression interview 
Jamie felt "bored" during the interview and he thinks that 
the questions are boring and difficult. However, he does 
not "mind" to talk about his experience. 
Child'-- perception parents 
Laura says that, although she argues "a lot" with her 
mother, she likes her "good personality". Her mother is 
kind and does not "keep moaning or telling me off. She sits 
down, talks and understands me". Laura can talk about 
"personal things" with her mother, such as about her boy 
friend, therefore she is her favourite adult with whom to 
confide. Her mother tells her about the old days and her 
past experiences which Laura thinks "is fun". However, 
Laura adds that her mother does not always listen to her as 
her brother gets all the attention now that her father is 
in prison. She explains that her brother "always interfers" 
and her mother "lets him carry on". According to Laura, she 
is her father's "pet", whereas her brother is her mother's 
pet". 
If in trouble Laura would go to different people depending 
on the situation. If the trouble was at school, she would 
go to her teacher as she understands her; if at home, she 
would talk to her mother as she is able to "sort things 
out" for her. Laura says that she will accept her father's 
advice when he returns home, "probably after arguing with 
him a bit" as he says "things" she does not like. Laura 
cannot give any examples of what these "things" could be as 
she does not remember any. 
Laura believes she gets on "quite well" with her father and 
that he spoils her "the most". She likes his "good manners" 
when he is in company, but does not like it when he "tells 
her off" because he might send her to bed or hit her. She 
also does not like her father's laugh and his style of 
dressing, which is out of fashion. For Laura, her father 
does not understand "too much" how she feels about things. 
When she told him how her friends "pick on" her about his 
imprisonment he just answered: "Oh forget it and nothing 
else". Although Laura felt really bad when her father was 
arrested, and at first refused to believe that he could 
have committed the offence again, his imprisonment has not 
made any difference to the way she feels about him. If she 
does something bad her father should tell her what to do, 
otherwise she would feel that he does not care about her. 
However, she prefers that her mother tells her what to do 
because, unlike her father, "she gives in" to her. Laura 
thinks that she has her father's temper and her mother's 
"brain", as her mother knows right from wrong and also 
helps her with her school work. 
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Child's impression g-L the- interview 
Jamie felt "bored" during the interview and he thinks that 
the questions are boring and difficult. However, he does 
not "mind" to talk about his experience. 
Child's perception parents 
Laura says that, although she argues "a lot" with her 
mother, she likes her "good personality". Her mother is 
kind and does not "keep moaning or telling me off. She sits 
down, talks and understands me". Laura can talk about 
"personal things" with her mother, such as about her boy 
friend, therefore she is her favourite adult with whom to 
confide. Her mother tells her about the old days and her 
past experiences which Laura thinks "is fun". However, 
Laura adds that her mother does not always listen to her as 
her brother gets all the attention now that her father is 
in prison. She explains that her brother "always interfers" 
and her mother "lets him carry on". According to Laura, she 
is her father's "pet", whereas her brother is her mother's 
"pet". 
If in trouble Laura would go to different people depending 
on the situation. If the trouble was at school, she would 
go to her teacher as she understands her; if at home, she 
would talk to her mother as she is able to "sort things 
out" for her. Laura says that she will accept her father's 
advice when he returns home, "probably after arguing with 
him a bit" as he says "things" she does not like. Laura 
cannot give any examples of what these "things" could be as 
she does not remember any. 
Laura believes she gets on "quite well" with her father and 
that he spoils her "the most". She likes his "good manners" 
when he is in company, but does not like it when he "tells 
her off" because he might send her to bed or hit her. She 
also does not like her father's laugh and his style of 
dressing, which is out of fashion. For Laura, her father 
does not understand "too much" how she feels about things. 
When she told him how her friends "pick on" her about his 
imprisonment he just answered: "Oh forget it and nothing 
else". Although Laura felt really bad when her father was 
arrested, and at first refused to believe that he could 
have committed the offence again, his imprisonment has not 
made any difference to the way she feels about him. If she 
does something bad her father should tell her what to do, 
otherwise she would feel that he does not care about her. 
However, she prefers that her mother tells her what to do 
because, unlike her father, "she gives in" to her. Laura 
thinks that she has her father's temper and her mother's 
"brain", as her mother knows right from wrong and also 
helps her with her school work. 
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Child's attribtution o-L responsibility 
Laura discovered about her father's arrest through the 
newspapers, after which her mother confirmed his arrest but 
did not give any explanation about the event. Laura says 
that her father "has done wrong" but "it's not really as 
bad as something like rape or things like that". She blames 
the judge for sentencing her father to three years 
imprisonment; she believes that he has been treated 
unfairly when compared to the one year sentenced a rapist 
received. 
At the time of the second interview, Laura still thinks 
that her father should not have committed the offence, "so 
he keeps himself out of trouble", and reiterates the 
comparison of his offence with those of a more serious 
nature like rape or murder. 
Child's perception QL changes after the. father's 
imprisonment 
Laura complains that her pocket money has been reduced from 
£5 to 12 per week and that she cannot buy any new clothes, 
whereas before her father's imprisonment, her mother used 
to buy her many nice clothes. Laura now has to look after 
her baby brother in the evenings while her mother works in 
a pub. She misses her father not being at home to do jobs 
about the house or to take her out. However, the worse 
change for Laura is that her father is not there all the 
time to give her love and attention. She feels "left out" 
and "very angry" because her brother is her mother's 
favourite and she is her father's favourite. 
At the time of the second interview, Laura was very happy 
to have her father back home: "everything's back to 
normal", he takes her to the fair on Sundays and gives her 
love and attention. 
Interaction between father BLUd child during imprisonment 
Laura visits her father every other Saturday. She looks 
foreward to seeing him and would not miss a visit: she 
feels happy when she is with him, but feels sad and 
depressed when she has to leave him in prison. 
Interaction with friends 
All Laura's friends know about her father's imprisonment as 
it was reported in the newspapers. Laura felt really "bad" 
having to face her friends at school; initially, they used 
to bully her and would not play with her. Laura would 
answer them back, and if they become "very bad" and she 
could not control herself, she would hit them. Children 
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would say things such as: "at least my dad is not in 
prison", or "at least my dad is not a burglar". Laura would 
respond by saying: "shut up, why should you worry about my dad because is not your dad, is it? " At the time of the 
second interview, the bullying had ceased. 
Moral Development interview 
Time 1: Laura thinks that people should obey the law "so 
they don't get into trouble", and should be punished 
depending on the nature of the offence. If it is a "little 
thing like taking something from a shop", they should not 
be punished, but if "it's a big thing like killing people 
or rape", they should be punished. 
Moral Stage: 2 
Time 2: Laura thinks that people in general should obey the 
law "to avoid trouble". In regard to punishment, she says 
that "sometimes they should be punished and sometimes 
not; if it's something silly, like taking things from 
shops, no, but if it's something serious like rape or 
murder, yes". 
Moral stage: 2 
Coppersmith Self-Esteem Inventory 
The scores attained by Laura in the four sub-scales of the 
above test are as follow: 
Sub-scales $ 
Time 1 Time 2 
General self 15 14 
Social self-peer 57 
Home-parents 67 
School-academic 47 
General self score 60 70 
Child's impression at thp, interview 
Laura says that she likes to talk about her father to 
someone who can understand the situation. She feels that 
this has been a good opportunity to express her feelings 
about him, although she felt a "bit scared" when she knew 
she was going to be interviewed. However, during the 
interview she felt "all right" and thinks that some of the 
questions are easy and some difficult. 
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FAMILY U. 





26 years old 
and Jean, 8 years old and four weeks 
Family H live in a two-bedroom council flat on an estate in 
East London. The flat, although littered with baby clothes, 
is kept fairly clean and tidy. 
Judy attended a secondary modern "church school" until the 
age of 15. She has worked part-time in cleaning and bar 
work, but never full time. Just before her husband's 
imprisonment they began a course of "general office work" 
which they had to. give up. William was unemployed and in 
receipt of social security, although unofficially he 
worked in a betting shop. At the time of her husband's 
arrest, Judy was seven months pregnant. During the period 
between the first and second interviews, William and Judy 
were married in the prison chapel. Judy is a very 
talkative, easy going and emotional woman. 
Judy's husband was arrested for receiving and handling 
stolen goods. He was initially released on bail but was re- 
arrested and remanded in custody after five months for 
breaking the conditions of his bail. He has served a 
previous sentence of three years for the same offence. At 
the time of the second interview, William had been 
sentenced to 8 years imprisonment. 
Mother's perception te- event 
For Judy her husband's arrest was a complete surprise. She 
never thought a thing like that could ever happen to her. 
She felt completely "devastated" and "collapsed in the 
chair without being able to say a word". She firmly 
believes that the police were harassing her husband "like 
vultures waiting to pounce on him". 
Judy learned about her husband's sentence through her 
aunt, as she could not attend the trial. The shock she felt 
was so great that she could not cry and felt like a 
"zombi". When she realised the time he would be away from 
home, she felt empty and helpless. She states: "having a 
baby is in itself a moving experience let alone having to 
face a sentence of eight years imprisonment for my 
husband". Soon after she began to feel tired and drained 
which led to her having depression. Judy went to see her 
doctor, but he only gave her tranquillazers, which she 
would not take. All she wants. is some form of help such as 
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counselling. Judy feels very angry towards the legal system 
and believes that the judges are prejudiced "against people 
like us". 
Feelings towards the. husband 
Judy still loves and cares for William and they have now 
decided to get married. She says William is a good husband 
and father and they see "eye to eye" on how to bring up the 
children. She thinks that William is quite firm with 
George, and emphasises that he never used to go out 
"socially", and that he does not drink or smoke. She is 
adament that she is going to wait for him and dreads the 
future without him. 
At the time of the second 
although her husband has 
offence, she thinks that he 
crowd of friends", and that 
gambling problem. 
interview, Judy says that, 
some responsibility for the 
"got mixed up with the wrong 
he needed help because of his 
Currently, she is trying to "make sense" of the whole 
matter as she is unable to understand, either what her 
husband was doing on the evening he was arrested, or what 
went on during the trial. 
She says that William is reluctant to talk about the 
subject and tells her that he just wants to forget 
everything and start a new life. Judy thinks that this is 
the "wrong way to go about it" and emphasises that she 
needs to release her feelings and tensions before she can 
put all the story "behind her". As she has been loyal and 
faithful to him she feels she deserves to be trusted. They 
used to be able to talk before his imprisonment and Judy 
cannot see any reason why they should not clarify the 
matter. She knows he has a gambling problem and is prepared 
to be understanding about the whole affair. Now he realises 
that he was wrong and Judy has no doubt he has changed. She 
firmly believes he would not have married her just to make 
her suffer all these years waiting for him if he intended 
to return to his old ways. 
Judy still considers her husband to be part of the family; 
he is very close to George and loves her very much. They 
did not go out very often together as William "just likes 
to lay down on the settee" with her and watch videos. 
When William was at home he used to look after George if 
she did not feel well (she suffers from epilepsy), and he 
did many jobs about the house as she has "a curvature in 
the spine". Now that he is in prison, Judy struggles to pay 
all the bills with the money she receives from social 
security, whereas before he worked in a betting shop and 
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earned sufficient to keep the family. 
Judy found it most difficult and upsetting to cope with the 
birth of her child without her hsuband's presence and 
support. She also finds it a strain to visit him with a 
young baby as she has to take "buses and trains in the cold 
and rain, just for a 15 minute visit". She says that the 
money she spends on fares could be used to buy better food, 
but she needs to see her husband as much as possible to 
relieve her anxiety. 
Since his arrest, her husband has been moved many times, 
and on one occasion he was moved to a prison in the north 
of England and she was unable to see him for six weeks, 
which was very upsetting for both of them. Judy finds the 
restrictions placed on physical contact during visits very 
distressing; they "forbid cuddling or even standing up". 
Judy thinks it is very difficult to maintain a relationship 
"only verbally". 
Judy has noticed that George demands much more attention 
from her since William has been in prison. Initially, she 
thought it was because of the new baby , but then she 
realised he was very frightened that she could go away too. 
When Judy was in hospital having the baby, George cried 
continuously and pleaded with her to come home whenever he 
visited her. 
George's attitude toward the police has become hostile. 
When he sees them on television he makes very "low 
comments" about them. He would often ask Judy "why do they 
keep coming for him? and "why do they follow him? " She 
tells him that they wanted her father convicted, but does 
not elaborate further. 
Judy dreads to think about Christmas as George is asking 
for many toys and she does not have any money. She feels 
very upset at the prospect of having to explain to him that 
she only receives £26 from the social security and 
cannot afford to buy any toys. Recently, George has been 
trying to emulate his father's keep fit "fanaticism" and 
repeteadly shows his mother how his muscles are developing. 
At the time of the second interview, Judy says that, 
although she is determined to wait for her husband as long 
as necessary, she finds it difficult to cope alone with the 
practical and emotional problems of the family. By this she 
refers to: "struggling to pay all the bills" and bringing 
up two children with the money she receives from social 
security; not being able to rely on her husband when she is 
ill; and having to travel 10 hours (6 hours to arrive at 
the prison and 4 to return home) to visit her husband with 
her two children. Judy also complains that the visiting 
room is too crowded and the children do not keep quiet. She 
finds it very difficult to control the children when they 
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have to queue and there is nothing to entertain them. 
Judy says that she does not take the children to the prison 
as frequently as she would like to see her husband, as she 
cannot have a "normal" conversation with him when they are 
there. She adds that since his imprisonment her husband has 
become very insecure, and this has led to arguments over 
"petty little things". She explains that his imagination 
"runs wild" about what she is supposed to be doing at home, 
and once, when he forbade her to go out alone, she had to 
remind him that she has two children and has to carry on 
her life as normal as possible. 
Judy complains bitterly that, at the moment, she has "all 
the bad things of the marriage", such as no support and no 
physical contact, and feels very lonely and isolated, 
"couped up in the flat all day and all night". She has 
become moody, angry and irritable, and George has suffered 
the consequence as she shouts at him over the most trivial 
matters. However, Judy "desperately" misses her husband's 
presence and thinks of him "every minute of the day". She 
recognises that if their relationship had finished she 
could get on with her life, but as she is now a married 
woman, and has decided to remain so, she cannot pretend 
that he does not exist, and therefore cannot reorganise her 
life. 
Since the last interview, George has 
mother back and wants to sleep in her 
not allow him to do so. George's 
complained that he does not sit still, 
what is said to him. Judy finds this 
out of character as he was normally a 
sensible child. 
Fxp1 anati on Qt event ta U la 
been answering his 
bed, but Judy does 
teacher has also 
or pay attention to 
behaviour completely 
very compliant and 
At first Judy did not tell George anything about his 
father's arrest as he was released on bail. But when he was 
re-arrested for breaking his bail, and brought back to the 
flat by the police, George witnessed the event. He was on 
his own at the time as Judy had gone to the corner shop. 
He opened the door to confront his father in handcuffs 
accompanied by 12 policemen who searched the flat for 
evidence. Judy returned after "minutes" and when faced the 
situaiton her legs became like "jelly" and she was "shaking 
all over". As George was crying and very scared, a 
policeman told him he could sit on his father's lap, which 
reassured him for a while. But when his father left the 
flat with the police, George started to cry and stamp his 
feet, shouting "Oh no, no, no, it's not fair" and demanded 
to know why the police wanted his father. Judy said to 
George that the police needed a conviction for the offence, 
and were harassing his father. 
At the time of the second interview, Judy says that she 
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never really "sat down" with Geroge and explained the whole 
matter to him. She does not know what to say to him as she 
is not sure what occurred herself. He only knows that the 
police took his father away to prison and that he has to 
stay there for a long time. 
Support System 
Judy's neighbours have been very good to her, however, she 
believes that they do not make any connection between the 
absence of her hsuband and his imprisonment, otherwise they 
would probably become hostile towards her. The newspapers 
described her husband as a "callous monster who would pray 
on elderly and disabled people". Apart from her sister, 
Judy's family rarely visit her. Her parents have never 
offered support as they think she has sufficient strength 
to carry on without their help. Judy's main source of help 
comes from William's mother, who makes regular visits often 
bringing groceries or a cooked dinner. Judy has one friend 
who visits her everyday and gives her "moral support". 
However, at the second interview their relationship came to 
an end after an argument over the reporting of her 
husband's offence in the newspaper. This friend said that 
the newspaper and the police were telling the truth and 
that her husband was lying. 
For Judy, the social services do not have the right 
attitude as they do not want to know what kind of help a 
person needs. When she approached them for advice and 
support, they suggested she should ask for help to her 
mother, with whom she was not talking at the time. She is 
also frightened that they may take the children into care. 
Judy was offered help from a prisoners' wives organisation 
and she receives visits from one of their workers. They 
have paid for a one-week holiday for her and the children 
and sent money at Christmas. 
Child's perception Qf- parents 
George says that he has always got on well with his mother, 
but since his father's imprisonment she has been crying and 
shouting at him, which upsets and confuses him. If he 
could, he would make his mother "happier". He is also very 
frightened that his mother might be taken away like his 
father, and feels very anxious when she goes out without 
him. 
George chooses his mother as his favourite adult with whom 
to confide. She can understand his problems better than his 
father, as she is "under more pain than me" as a result of 
his father's absence, and she knows everything about him, 
therefore she is able to comfort him. His mother also 
understands when he gets hurt and tries to help him. But 
currently she is not keeping her promises as she used to. 
She promises to buy George presents and then says that she 
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does not have sufficient money. 
older and has children, he will " 
them everytime they ask". George 
his father's imprisonment they 
bicycle for his birthday, but now 
it. 
He adds that when he is 
get money and give it to 
is very upset as before 
promised to buy him a 
his mother cannot afford 
If in trouble, George would talk to his mother, although he 
says that he can talk to his father and would be very happy 
if he could do that now. His father's imprisonment has not 
affected George's trust in him and he still loves him. His 
father does not "get in a temper" with him, but rather 
listens to him and understands when he is angry and upset. 
He believes that he gets on well with his father and that 
he keeps his promises most of the time. They would often 
"sit down and talk" together. What George likes most about 
his father is that he gives him pocket money, but he does 
not like it when he sends him to bed. 
At the time of the second interview, George believes that 
his father understands him "a bit", but he prefers his 
mother to tell him what to do. He says that when his father 
returns home he will talk to him as well, but not about 
serious problems. Currently, his father cannot give him any 
advice or help as he does not "see what's happening at 
home". However, George thinks that his father is the same 
person as before his imprisonment and that he gets on well 
with him. George does not remember if his father kept his 
promises or not, but he remembers how he used to enjoy 
fighting with him. 
Child's attribution gL responsibility 
George vividly remembers when his father was arrested and 
returned home with the police. He was alone at the time, 
and when he opened the door he was shocked to see his 
father handcuffed to two policemen. They came in and five 
sat down while the others walked around the flat. George 
felt very frightened and began to cry. He felt "a bit 
better'' when his father told him to sit on his lap. After 
searching the flat, the police took his father away. George 
thought they might beat his father, but he does not know 
why he thinks this. At the time, he thought that his father 
would return home soon. 
Although George says that he does not know why his father 
is in prison as his mother did not explain anything to him, 
he stresses that the accusations made against him "are all 
lies" and that his father is "really kind and don't hurt 
anybody". He blames "those who got my dad in trouble" for 
his imprisonment, but he does not have a clear idea who 
those people are. George is adamant that his father 
"definitely didn't do it, is all a lie, therefore he should 
be free, because "he don't hurt anybody or anything". 
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At the time of the second interview, George still does not 
understand what really happened and does not know clearly 
why his father is in prison. He explains that when his 
father was on bail, the police were outside the flat 
watching him, which for George they were not supposed to be 
doing: "they want just to put my dad in prison". The police 
saw his father going out after 9 p. m. and then "grabbed and 
handcuffed him". George knows all this because he "saw some 
policemen round the corner" hours before his father's 
arrest.. George adds that he does not know what happened: 
"I really don't understand what's going on". He maintains 
that his father should not be in prison, because "whatever 
he's done it's not his fault, because he's a kind man and 
wouldn't hurt anybody". 
Child's perception at changes after tjla father's 
imprisonment 
For George, the main change is the family's reduction in 
financial resources; he does not receive any pocket money, 
new clothes or presents, nor does his mother take him out. 
George feels very sad and angry when his friends talk about 
their fathers and tell him what presents they are going to 
receive for Christmas. He believes that his mother could do 
something about it. He also feels his mother has changed 
and become very "miserable" and does not give him the 
attention she used to. George also misses the "exercise to 
keep fit" he used to do with his father. 
At the time of the second interview, George still thinks 
that the main change is the lack of financial resources. 
However, he feels "less sad" since the last interview, as 
his mother does not now cry all the time. He goes on to say 
that his mother feels worse than him, which upsets George 
because he cannot do anything to help her. 
Interaction between father and. child during 'mo isonm. n 
George cannot say how often he visits his father, although 
he likes to see him and to talk with him about his friends. 
However, he feels very frustrated as the visits only last 
for 15 minutes and he cannot say everything he wants as his 
mother has many "important things" to decide with his 
father. 
After his father's conviction, George visits him once a 
month. Although he looks foreward to seeing his father, he 
becomes bored with the long trip to the prison and feels 
upset during the visits as his mother talks with his father 
most of the time". 
Interaction with friends 
George has many friends and likes the ones who agree to 
play the games he wants. He never mentions his father to 
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his friends, and believes that none of them know about his 
father's imprisonment. If someone asks about his father he 
says that "he works very hard and comes home late". 
Time 1: George thinks that people in general should obey 
the law because they can "get into trouble if you don't", 
and they should be punished because "they know they are 
doing the wrong thing". 
Moral stage: 2 
Time 2: George thinks that people in general should obey 
the law "because you could go to prison", and they should 
be punished because "they are doing something wrong" and 
"the judge cares about it". 
Moral stage: 2/3 
The scores attained by George in the four subscales of the 
above test are as follow: 
Time 1 Time 2 
General self 19 16 
Social self-peer 77 
Home-parents 67 
School-academic 52 
General self score 74 64 
Child's impression j$ interview 
George feels "a bit sad" talking about his father, but he 
is happy to have had the opportunity to express what he 




Mother: Julia, 27 years old 
Father: Charles, 26 years old 
Children: Tanya, Larry, Mary and Rosa. Ages 10,8,6, and 3 
years respectively. 
Demo raphic data 
Family I live in a four-bedroom council flat in north 
London. The flat is clean and relatively tidy. Julia 
attended school until the age of 15. Julia went to live 
with Charles soon after she became pregnant when she was 16 
years old. Before his arrest, Charles worked as a coach 
driver for a travel firm, but, according to Julia, he never 
contributed much financially to maintaining the family. 
Social security benefits have always been her main source 
of income. 
Husband's criminal data 
Charles was arrested for stabbing a man he found with 
Julia on an occasion he arrived home from work 
unexpectedly. Charles was released on bail, but 
subsequently sentenced to five years imprisonment for 
grevious bodily harm. At the time of the first interview, 
Charles had been convicted and served 7 months of the 
sentence. This is his first offence. At the time of the 
second interview, Charles had successfully appealed 
against his sentence and it was reduced to two years. 
During the past year he has spent two weekends at home on 
leave. 
Mother's p rreep ion Qf- fie, event 
After her husband's offence, Julia called an ambulance and 
accompanied the victim to the hospital where she was 
interviewed by the police. She felt so angry with Charles 
that she told the police where they could probably find 
him. She felt "shattered" and extremely "frightened" about 
the consequences of the event and did not know what to do. 
She used to wander around the house aimlessly unable to 
think or do anything. 
Julia also finds the judicial system totally confusing. She 
thinks that the trial was most unfair as it was over in 
"five minutes" and the barrister was "useless". When 
Charles was sentenced to five years, Julia was totally 
shocked: "I heard the words but they didn't sink in". She 
thought that her husband would receive a much lighter 
sentence. Julia feels responsible for the event, although 
she never expected her husband to react so violently. She 
says that she felt sorry for the victim and visited him 
many times in hospital, which has provocated arguments with 
Charles. Although Julia believes that she bears the main 
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responsibility for the event and feels very guilty, she 
also thinks that all involved are to blame: her husband 
for reacting violently, and because he should not leave her 
alone for long periods of time; the victim for his lack of 
sense for going to her flat, rather than taking her to his 
own house; and herself, because she should not have taken 
her boy friend to her flat. 
Feelings towards the husband 
At the beginning of his imprisonment, Charles used to 
write "horrible" letters to Julia but she just read 
"between the lines" and persevered in trying to save their 
relationship. She likes and appreciates Charles more now 
than before his imprisonment, and has realised that her 
relationship with the victim was only infatuation and would 
never have worked. Julia is aware that she and her husband 
still have many problems to resolve, but she now believes 
that everything has improved and that they have a future 
together. She goes on to say that maybe this event, as bad 
as it is, had to happen to make them realise how much they 
needed each other. At the time of the second interview, 
Julia had given birth to her 5th child, which was conceived 
whilst Charles was on bail awaiting trial. 
Changes after husband's imprisonment 
Julia has felt lonely and depressed since Charles has been 
in prison, even though he used to be away working most of 
the time. She says that, financially, she has not been 
affected as he never gave her a significant amount of 
money, although he used to take the family out and buy many 
things for the children. However, Julia adds that she finds 
it difficult to pay the fares for five children to visit 
the prison. 
A major change for Julia has been her attempt to reorganise 
her life, that is, to give up drinking and to improve her 
relationship with Charles. To this end, she is seeking 
spiritual help through the Church, and practical support 
from prisoners' families organisations. 
A major difficulty for Julia has been to come to terms 
with the guilt she feels for her role in the event, which 
has been exacerbated by the emotional blackmail imparted by 
the children. For example, on some occasions when Julia 
tries to enforce discipline, they remind her of her own 
misbehaviour of having a man in the house. 
In general, Julia does not find controlling the children to 
be more of a problem since Charles's imprisonment, as he 
was rarely at home before. She says that she has not 
noticed any radical changes in the children, which she 
believes is a result of their immaturity: "they don't 
really understand what is going on", therefore, "they 
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carry-on as usual"'. However, Julia acknowledges that she 
cannot say how much this situation has affected the 
children as they do not show their emotions: "something 
might be killing them inside, but they would just shrug 
their shoulders as if it's nothing to do with them", which 
apparently was their reaction when she told them that 
their father would be home soon. 
Julia says that Charles is very close to Larry "as he's a 
boy", and although he did not have much time to interact 
with his son, he used to take him to work whenever he 
could. 
At the time of the second interview, Julia still finds it 
very difficult to cope with her feelings of insecurity, 
particularly since the baby was born. It was "horrible" for 
her when the baby was born as Charles was not there to 
see his son and share the proud feelings of having a new 
baby in the family. Charles continually reminds her that 
what he had done was totally her fault, which has resulted 
in Julia having a low opinion of herself. His attitude has 
led to disagreements and resentments, particularly over the 
fact that she has five children by him and he is still 
reluctant to marry her. She tries to reassure him that she 
has changed "drastically", and that her decision to stop 
drinking and live "peacefully" with him and the children is 
a serious one. However, he is still suspicious of her good 
intentions and does not fully trust her. During his weekend 
leave he was "on edge", concerned about her drinking. For 
example, he was annoyed when a friend of Julia came to the 
flat with a bottle of wine. 
Since the last interview, the children have become more 
settled. As a consequence of the change in Julia's life 
style they seem happier and more relaxed. They do not 
return home from school to a flat with "half a dozen 
blokes" there, and a mother with "a can of beer in her 
hands". Currently, they attend school regularly and their 
work has improved. 
af tlle event ta ±J: Lp, 
Julia told the children the truth "in the best possible 
way". She told them that she was unhappy with their 
father's absence and that she met someone else. Their 
father was very angry as he did not want Julia with another 
man. Their father had a fight with this man and he stabbed 
him and went to prison for that. She also told them that 
this was a good lesson for never using any kind of weapon. 
The children listened to the explanation but did not make 
any comment. The only reaction Julia noticed was that they 
just stared at her as if she had gone "mad". Julia believes 
that they are shy like their father, and adds that 
something may kill them inside but they don't know how to 
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express it, they just carry on". After Julia's explanation 
to the children, she has not mentioned the matter anymore. 
She has decided to explain the whole event in more detail 
when they are old enough to understand, then she will "put 
my side of the story" because she does not want the 
children to think bad of her. 
Both neighbours and friends have been supportive to Julia 
during the crisis period. But the main finacial and 
emotional support has been provided by Julia's parents with 
whom she has maintained a close relationship. Charles's 
mother has also been supportive and Julia attends church 
with her. However, Charles's brother feels that Julia is 
responsible for Charles's imprisonment and does not want 
any further contact with her, going so far as to forbid her 
to visit her mother-in-law. Julia attends a prisoner's 
wives organisation where she can talk about her problems. 
They help her by giving the children clothes and presents 
at Christmas. 
At the time of the second interview, Julia says that she 
does not now interact with her friends as they are 
"shocked" that she could stop drinking. They did not think 
that she had the strengh to abstain for so long. Julia is 
proud of her will power, for she has proved to them all 
that she could do it. 
Child's perception af- parents 
Tanya says that she gets on "all right" with her mother as 
she rarely "tells me off", and chooses her as her favourite 
adult with whom to confide. Tanya believes that her mother 
understands her, and only she should tell her what to do 
"because she is right most of the time" and "she won't 
shout". She would only change her mother's belly "because 
it's too fat and horrible" (Tanya's mother is pregnant). 
Tanya believes that she takes after her father as she is 
shy like him and likes to tell jokes like he does. Telling 
jokes is what Tanya most likes about her father, as long as 
the jokes and laughs are directed at someone else and not 
at her. However, Tanya feels that she cannot tell her 
father any of her problems as he does not understand her. 
He does not listen to her or take her seriously and always 
laughs at what she has to say. For example, if someone 
beats her and she tells her father, he would say that she 
is weak, tell her to hit the person back, and then laugh at 
her. Tanya believes that he listens only to "the boys", but 
not "the girls". However, she thinks that her father should 
tell her what to do, and his imprisonment has not make any 
difference to the way she feels about him. The best aspect 
about her father is when he sings and tells jokes to her, 
and the worst is that he does not take her out very 
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frequently. He also hits her, but she does not know why. 
Tanya thinks that her father takes her brother out more 
often because he is a boy. 
At the time of the second interview, Tanya still chooses 
her mother as her favourite adult with whom to confide as 
she believes that she understands her, listens to her and 
gives her good advice. If she had problems at school, Tanya 
would talk to her teacher as she would understand and help 
her like her mother. 
Both, mother and father only keep their promises sometimes; 
her father never keeps his promise of taking her out, and 
her mother changes her mind frequently about allowing her 
to play out. 
at 
Tanya knows that her father is in prison for stabbing a 
man. Her mother told her about the event but she cannot 
remember what kind of explanation she gave her. She only 
remembers that she felt very sad and frightened and could 
not believe that this had happened. Tanya heard her mother 
and father shouting from the bedroom and thought that he 
was killing her mother. She was very frightened and did not 
move until everything went quiet, then she went down the 
stairs and saw the man lying on the floor. Her mother and 
father were not there and she felt scared that the police 
would take her away. 
Tanya blames her mother's boy friend for the event because 
"this man shouldn't be in the flat". She thinks that her 
father should not have committed the offence as it is not 
"right". She also thinks that her father should be 
punished, but the judge should have given him "only a very 
small sentence". At the time of the second interview, Tanya 
says that she does not think about the matter anymore and 
tries to forget the event. 
Child's perception gL changes after the father's 
isonment 
Tanya says that she misses her father's presence even 
though when he was at home he talked to her brother most of 
the time. Tanya also misses not being able to go out with 
him to interesting places such as "truck racing", when he 
would buy her crisps, coke and lots of rides. Another 
change for Tanya, is that since her father's imprisonment, 
she is allowed to touch the television and make a noise in 
her room, whereas before this was forbidden. She also now 
has to clean her room and look after her baby brother; she 
hates cleaning the room, but likes looking after her baby 
brother. 
Tanya says that during the weekend her father was at home 
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on leave she felt very happy, but she is worried about when 
he returns permanently because of the restrictions he 
imposes, which she is not used to anymore. 
Interaction between father and child during imprisonment 
Tanya visits her father twice a month. She feels very happy 
when she is with him, but during the visit she does not say 
anything as her "mother does all the talking" and there is 
no time left for her. 
Tanya has many friends. The quality she most likes about in 
friends is kindness, because if they are kind they do not 
run away from her. She believes that her friends do not 
know about her father's imprisonment. If someone wants to 
beat her up she would theaten to get her father and they 
would be scared. 
Time 1: Tanya thinks that people in general should obey the 
law, although she does not know why, and they should be 
punished because they have done "something wrong". 
Moral stage: 1/2 
Time 2: Tanya thinks that people in general should obey the 
law because "it's the law", and they should be punished, 
"otherwise they might do the same thing again". 
Moral stage: 2(3) 
The scores attained by Tanya in the four subscales of the 
above test are as follow: 
Time 1 Time 2 
General self 11 13 
Social self-peer 64 
Home-parents 54 
School-academic 32 
General self score 50 46 
child's impression of_ $t1. p, interview 
Initially Tanya felt very shy to answer the questions, but 
now she feels happy to be able to talk about her father. 
She thinks the questions are easy. 
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Child's perception at parents 
Larry says that in general he gets on "all right" with his 
mother. He likes her the most when she buys him things such 
as sweets, but he does not like her when she "smacks him". 
Larry thinks he takes after his mother because "she advises 
me and I do shout a lot also". However, he says he would 
like to be like the "Wonder Cat because he's big and 
strong". Larry chooses his mother as his favourite adult in 
whom to confide as she understands him. If in trouble he 
would also go to his mother, and if she is not available he 
would go to his father, as'he understands him as well. He 
adds that when his father returns home he will talk to him 
about his problems because "I like my dad a lot". Larry 
enjoys the interaction he has with his father, particularly 
when he takes him out, picks him up and gives him swings, 
tells jokes and chases him around the house. 
At the time of the second interview, Larry still feels he 
can confide in his mother as she "cuddles" him, but he 
thinks that she does not understand him when she makes him 
do household chores. such as washing the dishes or sweeping 
the stairs. 
Larry thinks that he takes after his father as he looks 
like him and "says the same things" as he does. For 
example, like his father. Larry does not like people 
encouraging his mother to drink, such as when his mother's 
friend comes to the flat and "makes my mum drink when she's 
trying to stop it". Larry is not sure if he would talk to 
his father if he were in trouble, as he does not listen to 
what he has to say anymore. For example, on one occasion 
during the weekend he spent at home, Larry asked his father 
where he was going, but he did not answer and "just drove 
off". Larry thinks this is because he has other things on 
his mind or he just wants to be on his own. He felt very 
disappointed with his father's attitude for he expected him 
to say: "do you want to come"? 
Larry also complains that his father now shouts at him, 
even if he just knocks at the door, and reprimands him for 
little things, such as when he was washing the window and 
his father told him angrily that he dropped too much water 
on the floor. He feels that he does not "deserve" to be 
"told off all the time" by his father. 
For Larry the best thing about his father is when he takes 
him out, particularly to visit his friends, even though he 
has not done so from sometime. Larry quickly adds that his 
father loves him "the same because sometime he takes me 
out". Larry thinks that his father keeps his promises 
sometimes, but he could not elaborate as he has not been at 
home for a long time. 
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Child's attribution Q responsibility 
Larry says that his father is in prison for fighting a man. 
He (father) was angry because he was away working and when 
he returned home "he killed this man". His mother told him 
about the event but Larry cannot remember what she said to 
him as it happened a "long time ago". He only remembers 
that he felt very scared when he heard his mother and 
father screaming. He thought that his father was killing 
his mother and laid in bed as quiet as he could. When he 
did not hear any more "noises", he and his sister went down 
stairs and saw the man lying on the floor. He did not see 
his father or his mother and was very frightened that 
someone would take him away. 
Larry blames his mother for the event. As he says: "because 
she goes off to the pub, pick up this man and brought him 
home". He thinks that his father should have committed the 
offence, because "he loves my mum and he did not want that 
man to love her, so he killed him". He thinks that his 
father should be free "because the man did not die. 
At the time of the second interview, Larry still blames his 
mother for bringing the man back to the flat. He believes 
his father was right to "kill this man" as Larry did not 
like him because he had a "bald thing on his head like a 
patch". Larry thinks his father should not be punished as 
"it's not my dad's fault and the man did not die". 
Child's perception Q f- changes after t father's 
imprisonment 
When his father "left", Larry felt very sad because "there 
isn't a man in the house to talk to" and, although he likes 
to talk to his mother, it is not the same as "she's not a 
man". There is also no one to chase him round the house and 
he cannot go in the coach with his father anymore. Larry 
emphasises that he does not enjoy doing anything with his 
mother, and it is difficult for him to cope with not going 
"everywhere with my dad" and having to "sit indoors 
watching television all the time". 
When his father was at home, Larry used to receive many 
presents at Christmas and on his birthday, but now he gets 
only a "few small presents". However, he is now allowed to 
touch the television, whereas before he had to ask his 
father's permission. He goes on to say that he still loves 
his father and felt happy when he spent the weekend with 
the family. Larry thinks that his father has "changed a 
bit" and does not understand him anymore; he now has a 
beard and long hair, which Larry does not like; his father 
now shouts at him and does not take him out as he used to 
before his imprisonemt. Larry also says that his father 
looked scared as his face was "trampled up". He believes 
this was because the police wanted him to serve more years 
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in prison. 
Interaction between father allIj 
Larry visits his father fortnightly. Although he looks 
foreward to the visits, he feels frustrated as he cannot 
talk with him as his mother is "always talking and doesn't 
give me a chance, so I give up". He would like it if his 
mother gave him more time to talk to his father. During the 
visits he feels sad, but does not know why. 
Interaction with friends 
Larry's friends know about his father's imprisonment as 
they heard their mothers talking about the subject. 
Although his mother told him not to say anything to anyone, 
she eventually told everyone the story of his father's 
arrest. However, no one is bullying him about his father's 
imprisonment. Larry never talks about his father with his 
friends because he feels embarassed and believes that they 
may laugh at him. If they ask about his father, he tells 
them he is on holiday. 
Moral development interview 
Time 1: Larry thinks that people in general should obey the 
law, because "if they don't they get arrested", and they 
should be punished "because they've been "naughty". 
Moral stage: 2(1) 
Time 2: Larry thinks that people in general should obey the 
law otherwise they "go to prison"; and should be punished 
because they should not have committed the offence as it is 
against the law. 
Moral stage: 2 
Coppersmith Self-Esteem Inventory 
The scores attained by Larry in the four subscales of the 
above test are as follow: 
i 
Time 1 Time 2 
General self 18 15 
Social self-peer 57 
Home-parents 55 
School-Academic 53 
General self score 66 60 
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Child's impression the- interview 
When Larry's mother told him about the interview he felt 
scared as he thought that he was going to be forced to 
answer the questions, even if he did not know the answers. 
But during the interview he did not feel scared, he just 
felt "a bit shy" and proud of his performence. He says that 
the questions are difficult. 
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Mother: Doreen, 36 years old 
Father: John, 39 years old 
Children: Robert and Dennis, 19 and 14 years old 
respectively. 
Demographic data 
Family J live in a two-bedroom flat on a council estate in 
East London. It is a run down inner city estate, lacking 
greenery and a play area for children. Although the flat is 
kept fairly tidy, it has not been cleaned for a long time. 
Doreen attended school until the age of 15 and married her 
husband when she was 16 years old, already pregnant with 
her eldest son. She returned to college when she was 28 
years old to study short-hand and typing and worked as a 
secretary until the time of her husband's first conviction. 
Before his arrest, her husband had his own building 
maintenance business. Due to the pressure of work they both 
started to take heroin "to relax". Eventually John's 
business went into decline and he began to deal in drugs 
and receive social security benefits. 
Doreen is a pleasant and friendly woman, although she has 
an apathetic attitude towards life, and expresses feelings 
of hopelessness for the future. 
Husband '. s criminal data 
John was arrested for conspiracy to supply and sell drugs. 
He has a previous conviction for a similar offence, for 
which he received a prison sentence of 18 months, three 
years ago John has a history of "being in trouble" with the 
police between the age of 10 and 16 years of age. During 
this period he engaged in petty crime such as "pinching 
cars" or "taking things from people's shops and houses". 
John's mother was a "fence" (one who buys and sells stolen 
goods), therefore, he had an early introduction to crime. 
By the time of the second interview, Doreen's husband had 
been sentenced to four years imprisonment. 
Mother's perception gf- ti event 
Doreen says that her husband's arrest was not totally 
unexpected as he was dealing in drugs from their own flat, 
and about five weeks before his arrest, two policemen 
warned him that they had received a complaint from a 
neighbour about his drug dealing. He did not take any 
notice of the warning and carried on dealing. 
When her husband was arrested, Doreen had "mixed feelings": 
on the one hand, she felt very lonely, depressed and 
desperate to talk to someone, but on the other hand, she 
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felt relieved because now she could "sort myself out" by 
trying to stop taking drugs, and decide whether or not she 
wanted to divorce. She feels that if she is going to "stay 
sane, carry on working and bring up the children" she has 
to stay off of drugs. - According to Doreen, "the only way 
of staying away from drugs is to separate from my husband". 
This is because she feels that when her husband returns 
home she will not have the strength to stay off of heroin 
as he would provide the drug free. Doreen believes that she 
is able to stop taking drugs, unlike her husband, who needs 
"a crutch to live". 
At the second interview, Doreen says she felt relieved when 
her husband was sentenced to four-years imprisonment. She 
says that now she has time to organise her life without his 
influence and a free supply of drugs. 
Feelings towards tb&, ý husband 
Doreen feelings toward her husband have changed since his 
imprisonment. She says that they are still friends, but she 
does not "fancy him anymore sexually". She also does not 
now consider him to be part of the family. He does not 
contribute as a father or as a husband as he is now totally 
"obsessed" with taking and dealing in drugs. She goes on to 
say that he is "very weak, don't seem to try, he gives in 
too easily and don't seem to aim to anything. He's quite 
happy to plod along". Although she feels very bitter and 
hopeless about her future, she still tries to fight "to 
get somewhere". 
At the time of the second interview, Doreen still feels 
very angry with her husband, particularly in regard to his 
weakness to deal with his drug addiction. She thinks that 
if he really loved her and the children, as he repeteadly 
tells them, he would have the strength to stop the habit. 
Doreen knows, by being an addict herself, how difficult it 
is to give up drugs as it becomes a "way of life". However, 
if her husband agreed to do something about his addiction, 
she would not have decided to separate from him. What made 
her decide finally to separate was his admission, whilst in 
prison, that he had no intention of trying to stop his 
habit. In fact, he is still taking drugs in the prison, 
smuggled in by his family during visits. 
Changes after husband's imprisonment 
The main difficulty for Doreen to cope with is being alone 
in the flat. Despite her two sons being at home, she feels 
very lonely and insecure about her ability to handle the 
situation. Doreen has also experienced "weird" feelings of 
helplessness; she would wander around the flat not knowing 
what to do, or would "just sit down with a blank mind". She 
longs to have someone to talk to, but her family live far 
away and she cannot count on 
her friends as they are not in 
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the "drug scene". She has had treatment for drug abuse 
during the last year. 
Financially, Doreen's life has changed drastically. Until 
his arrest, her husband provided for all their financial 
needs. In addition, due to her depression, she lost her job 
as a secretary, therefore now she experiences extreme 
hardship having to manage on social security. For example, 
the telephone was disconnected as she could not afford to 
pay the bill. Two days prior to the interview, she began a 
part-time job in a local pub to supplement her social 
security benefits. 
According to Doreen, Dennis has become very sad and quiet, 
since his father's imprisonment whereas before, he was 
always "hyperactive". He frequently "sits down and looks 
into the air" and he does not sleep enough. Recently, 
Dennis seems to have lost concentration at school and 
thinks that everything he does is not good enough. She says 
he lacks confidence and is always putting himself down. 
Apart from the suffering and insecurity that his father's 
imprisonment brought to Dennis, Doreen thinks that the area 
where they live does not help. Dennis has seen too much 
crime and drug taking; drug dealers sell heroin openly on 
the estate. The police try to do something, but as fast as 
they arrest them, "they crop up" again. 
Doreen adds that Dennis keeps things to himself, therefore, 
it is difficult to assess how bad he feels. At the moment 
he just seems to want a lot of affection rather than talk, 
so she just cuddles him. But she goes on to say that Dennis 
has become pessimistic about his future and "worries sick" 
about his father's well being in the prison. He told Doreen 
a few days ago, that he is not "going to be able to make 
anything with his life", and he is worried where he is 
going to live, or what course he should take when he leaves 
school. 
According to Doreen, Dennis never immagined that his father 
would be in prison for a second time, and now he is less 
hopeful that she and his father will ever live together 
again. When Doreen informed Dennis about her intentions to 
divorce his father, he was very upset and could not 
understand why she had to separate from him. Doreen thinks 
that Dennis sees her as the dominant person in the 
relationship and "strong enough" to give up drugs and help 
his father to do the same. She blames herself for this, as 
she always made excuses for her husband's lack of 
involvement in the family and lied about his drug dealing. 
Doreen is surprised and "amazed" by how strongly Dennis is 
attached to his father, as he has never concerned himself 
with matters related to bringing up children, and he rarely 
played games with Dennis or took him out. For Doreen, her 
husband is not a "family man" as he would not stimulate 
the children, he would "just sit around or watch the tele". 
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She repeats that they would rarely go out as a family and 
that her husband would never "join in"; he either worked or 
went out alone to the pub. When Dennis asked her where his 
father was during the evenings, she would tell him that he 
was working overtime. Dennis and his father rarely had any 
kind of conversation. Until Dennis was 10 years of age, 
only Doreen and her mother took him on holiday. She now 
deeply regrets lying to Dennis for he does not apportion 
any blame to his father for their separation. 
At the time of the second interview, Doreen was still 
struggling with her financial situation and her feelings of 
loneliness. Although working four days a week in the local 
pub gives her motivation to leave the flat, she still feels 
hopeless and depressed for not being able to find a full- 
time job with sufficient money which would enable her to 
pay all the bills and have some left over to enjoy herself. 
So far, all the full-time jobs Doreen has seen advertised 
would only enable her to pay the housekeeping. To indicate 
her frustration Doreen states: "I'm not getting up seven in 
the morning, getting home seven in the evening, worrying 
about the kids, worrying what is going on round here and 
not been able to go out for a drink at the end of the week. 
I'd rather go and rob first". She goes on to say that 
during the last few months, and for the first time in her 
life, she has been shoplifting. As nobody helps her, she 
"helps herself". She says that she even enjoys it as she 
feels she is "getting a bit of the cake for a change". 
Doreen also feels very lonely, and questions bitterly why 
only "drifts and wallet's" ask her out. Doreen is still not 
using heroin, but says that most probably she would be 
taking it if her husband was at home. She adds that she 
does not blame her husband for her addiction, but only the 
fact that he makes the drug freely available to her, 
"that's something I can't resist". 
Doreen says that Dennis is still very upset and miserable; 
he loves his father and forgives him for everything he has 
done. In addition, he is taking their divorce badly and 
although he does not talk about it, she knows that he still 
hopes that they will get together again. Dennis is always 
insisting that she visits her husband in prison in the 
belief that they will eventually "sort things out" between 
them. Her husband does not help the situation by saying to 
Dennis that he still wants to live with Doreen, thereby 
building up his hopes. Doreen adds angrily that she is 
tired of being the strong one, and suggests that she may 
be rebelling to all these expectations by showing to them 
that she cannot cope. She used to be "house proud", but now 
the flat is "filthy" and needs decorating. 
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The first time Doreen's husband was imprisoned she told 
Dennis half of the truth. That is, she only mentioned about 
the cannabis but not the heroin. This time, however, she 
told Dennis the whole truth. Her husband was arrested while 
Dennis was on holiday and when he returned Doreen told him 
what had happened. She says that she did not have to 
explain anything to Dennis as he followed all the process 
of the trial, she just informed him of the length of the 
sentence. 
Dennis became very upset and often cried. She emphasises 
that Dennis cried so much that it was painful for her to 
witness his distress, but she tried to comfort him by 
"cuddling him". Dennis appears to understand why his father 
had to go to prison, but "what kept Dennis going" is that 
he firmly believes that his father "will be home eventually 
and everything will be okay again", even though Doreen has 
made it clear to him that this is not going to happen. 
Support System 
Doreen has become close to her next-door neighbour, but she 
does not speak with the others. She has discovered that 
their offer to help was only a way of getting information 
about her life and then "gossip about it". 
Although Doreen's family is very upset about the event, 
they like her husband very much as he "has an appealing 
nature". However, they live far from London and therefore 
cannot help her. Furthermore, it is very difficult for her 
to talk about her problems with her mother as she always 
made her feel inadequate. Doreen recognises that her mother 
has had a very "tough" life, but she does not realise that 
Doreen is different from her and needs help. 
Doreen has no contact with her husband's family. They have 
"different ways of doing things", and she believes that 
they "hate her" for being an addict and for not helping her 
husband to stop taking drugs. 
Doreen does not receive any help from the social services, 
but if anyone offered her help she would be happy to 
receive it. The type of help she would most appreciate, 
would be counselling with someone understanding. She has 
had therapeutic treatment in the past, but for a reason she 
has forgotten, she left. 
Child's gercep ion Q. L parents 
Dennis believes that he gets on "well" with his mother when 
she is happy, but not when "she has the hump and mucks 
around". She does not give him the attention he needs and 
is not interested in what is going on around her. When his 
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mother becomes upset, Dennis goes to bed and cries. He thinks that his mother gets upset when she thinks about his father. However, Dennis feels much better now that his 
mother has arranged a part-time job in a pub for he 
believes this will take her out of her depression. 
Dennis says that, unlike his mother, his father does not keep his promises. He "lets me down" frequently. Many 
Saturdays he promised Dennis to go with him and play 
snooker but he never did. Dennis thinks he takes after his father. He says his father is a "bit of an idiot", and not 
as clever as his mother, but he cannot elaborate further. 
Dennis chooses his cousin as his favourite adult with whom to confide. He feels that he can talk to his cousin as he 
understands him and he "keeps things to himself". However, 
if he had a problem at school he would go to his mother as 
she is quite clever and would do something about it". 
Dennis says that he would not talk about his problems with his father as he does not understand him like his mother. 
He also believes that his father is not interested in 
giving him advice and he would not take any action unless 
the problem was "very, very serious". When asked why he 
thought his father would not give him advice, Dennis began 
to stammer. He explains that his father has never "sat 
down" with him and asked about his problems as his mother 
does. However, Dennis emphasises that he loves his father 
and still wants him home as soon as possible. He says the 
flat is not the same without him, and he feels happy just 
having his father there. He believes that he gets on "great 
with his father, particularly when they go out together and 
"have a laugh". Having "a laugh" is the best aspect of 
both his father and mother, and the worse is their drug- 
taking. He knew that his father was taking drugs but he did 
not know about his mother. Dennis explains that his father 
has changed completeley (he stopped talking to him and 
taking him out, he would only give him "a lot of money" and 
tell him to go out and spend it), but his mother has not, 
therefore he did not suspect that she was addicted to drugs 
as well. He discovered about his mother's habit when he 
caught her taking heroin. She told Dennis that she was only 
smoking cannabis but Dennis did not believe her as "the 
stuff crinkled up like tin foil". 
At the time of the second interview, Dennis thinks that he 
gets on "brilliant" with his mother. He cannot think of an 
example when he does not get on well with her, and 
emphasises that he can talk with her about any serious 
issues. She helps him to resolve his problems and makes him 
feel better. Dennis repeats again and again that his mother 
is "just brilliant" as she really understands him. He used 
to confide in his cousin, but as he is taking drugs again, 
he cannot talk to him anymore. 
Although Dennis loves his father and would be very happy if 
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he returned home, he does not want to be like him and would 
rather take after his mother. His father has no willpower 
to stop taking drugs, whereas his mother is "cleverer" than 
his father because "she knows what she is doing". Dennis 
believes that he gets on "great" with his father, 
particularly when they play football or go to snooker clubs 
together. He is also very happy just to be in his father's 
company as he makes Dennis laugh by fantasising about the 
future, even though they both know it will never happen. 
However, if in trouble, Dennis still does not feel he can 
talk to his father as he does not listen unless he stops 
taking drugs. But he adds that, really, he would not talk 
to his father about his problems even if he did not take 
drugs. Dennis has always confided in his mother and he 
thinks that his father does not understand him like she 
does. If he were ever in trouble and told his father, he 
would just laugh and say: "I used to do the same when I was 
little, just enjoy yourself when you can". Dennis feels 
that his father is not really interested in solving his 
problems, and sometimes he hits him if he misbehaves, such 
as when he answers back. Another aspect of his father which 
deeply upsets Dennis is his failure to keep his promises, 
especially the promise of not taking drugs anymore. Even 
now, after letting him down so many times, he told Dennis 
during his last visit to the prison: "I promise you son 
that I won't touch drugs anymore". Dennis hopes that this 
time he will keep his promise. The best aspect of his 
father is his ability to tell jokes and "to mess about" 
with Dennis, and the worst is his addiction to drugs. He 
goes on to say that they were a "good family once" but now 
everyone is "apart" due to this habit. 
Child's attribution L responsibility 
Dennis learned about his father's imprisonment from his 
mother when he returned from holiday. She just told him 
that his father had been arrested. Dennis was looking 
foreward to giving his father a present he had bought for 
him whilst he was on holiday, and was very disappointed 
that he could not see him immediately. He felt "very bad" 
and started crying as he couldn't believe that his father 
had offended again. He adds that it was "bad enough waiting 
for him to come out of prison last time, but this time it's 
much worse" as he hoped this would never happen again. 
Although Dennis tries not to think who is responsible for 
his father's imprisonment, he says that his father, being a 
weak person, has not the strength to stop taking drugs and 
as a consequence he commits the crime. However, he 
emphasises that his uncle "has a stake in that", as he 
supplies drugs to his father. Dennis recognises that his 
father "was in the wrong" and he should not sell drugs to 
"other kids", therefore he should receive some sentence as 
"he's making other people worse, making them ill". 
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At the time of the second interview, Dennis still believes 
that his uncle has some responsibility as his father sells 
drugs for him. He thinks that his father should not sell 
drugs as "he's hurting people and making them worse". 
However, Dennis thinks that he should be let free, "just 
giving him a warning", but then he adds, "well, he should 
be punished because drugs are illegal and it's harming 
everyone else". Dennis still thinks that his father is a 
weak person and not a criminal. He believes that his mother 
could help him to stop the habit. 
Child's perception changes after s father's 
imprisonment 
Initially, Dennis could not "believe" that his father was 
in prison, but after some time he had to accept the reality 
and he felt " really bad". Before his father's 
imprisonment, Dennis was happy and they used to go out and 
have holidays together. But now, the flat seems empty and 
"everybody is sad". In addition he does not receive any 
pocket money, which is a great change, considering that his 
father would give him "a lot of money", before his 
imprisonment. 
Dennis is not "doing well" at school. When he feels bored 
he thinks of his father and this makes him very unhappy and 
disinterested in the lessons. He thinks that his teachers 
"might have an idea" about his father's imprisonment as the 
science teacher asked him if he had any problems at home, 
which Dennis denied. He also complains that his mother is 
not helping him with his school work as she used to. Dennis 
was very frightened of what people would ask him about his 
father and what answer he should give them. 
At the time of the second interview, Dennis tries to get on 
with his life and is not crying so much. He likes school 
more now and pays more attention to the lessons, rather 
than thinking constantly about his father as he did before. 
Dennis says that he still feels very sad because his 
"family is not a family anymore". However, now he has a 
girl friend who understands him and listens to his 
problems. Recently, Dennis has been thinking about his 
future. He says: "in most stories, kids like me end up like 
their dads but I won't, I'll be different". 
Interaction between father and child during imprisonment 
Dennis visits his father every Saturday. He looks foreward 
to seeing his father and feels happy in his company. 
However, he also feels frustrated as his father only asks 
him "how are you going? " and talks "all the time" with 
Dennis'cousin about what it is going on in the drug scene. 
After his father conviction, Dennis visits him once a month 
for two hours. He asks Dennis how he and his mother are 
doing. He then talks with Dennis' aunt about family 
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business (Dennis' uncle drug business). While his father 
and his aunt are talking, Dennis looks around or listens to 
the conversation. Dennis feels happy to see his father 
getting better and putting on weight. 
Dennis has many friends, whom he likes because "they are 
funny and always tell jokes", but he does not have one 
best friend as he prefers to have different friends. 
However, Dennis admits that he would like to have a friend 
with whom he could talk to, particularly when he feels 
upset about his father. 
Initially, Dennis felt extremely anxious at the thought of 
what his friends would say about his father. Some of his 
friends know about his father's imprisonment, but would not 
comment on the matter, they just ask: "how's your dad and 
that" and "where is he now and leave it like that". Dennis 
does not like to talk about his father as he would beat 
anyone who makes "bad" remarks about him. The older boys 
who live on the estate would not bully him as his older 
brother used to "hang around with them". Many of these 
older boys used to buy drugs from his father. 
Time 1: Dennis thinks that, in general, people should try 
to obey the law, "just because it's the law", and they 
should be punished "because they broke the law. 
Moral stage: 1 
Time 2: Dennis thinks that, in general, "people shouldn't 
break the law, but depends what they do; selling drugs to 
other people is wrong". People should be punished but it 
"depends what for (they broke the law); if it's for a good 
reason no, but for money yes". 
Moral stage: 3(2) 
The score attained by Dennis in the four subscales of the 
above test are as follow: 
Time 1 Time 2 
General self 14 19 
Social self-peer 67 
Home-parents 88 
School -academic 32 
Total self score 62 74 
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Child's perception g_L the. interview 
Initially, Dennis felt nervous at the prospect of being 
interviewed, but after a while he relaxed as he realised 
that he "really" had to give his opinions and feelings 
about the event and not "the right answer". Dennis found 
the questions "a bit difficult but interesting". 
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K. 
Mother: Joan, 33 years old 
Father: Frank, 33 years old 
Children: Donald and Jaber, 14 years old twins; Ernest, 12 
years old; Barry, 8 years old and Gary, 2 years old. 
Demographic data 
Family K live in a three-bedroom council maisonette in 
South East London. The interior of the maisonette is very 
small and sparcely furnished, but it is kept clean and tidy. To the front of the building there is a green area 
with trees. 
Joan attended school until the age of 15, after which she 
worked in various shops and as cleaner. She has not worked 
since the twins were born. Joan left home when she was 16 
years old and married her first husband soon after already 
pregnant. Two children were born from her first marriage: 
Donald and Jaber. After three years, Joan divorced her 
first husband and lived for "about 7 months" with another 
man with whom she had her third son, Barry. Immediately 
after this relationship ended, Joan met Frank, who became 
her second husband. Her fourth son, Gary was born from this 
relationship. Ernest is not Joan's son, but she is bringing 
him up for a friend who could not cope with the 
responsibility of having a child. Frank, therefore, has been 
stepfather to Donald and Jaber since they were about four 
years old. 
Joan has a history of drug abuse and depression. Four years 
ago she was admitted to hospital suffering from depression 
where she remained for a period of two years. During this 
time Frank looked after the four children. When Joan came 
out of hospital, on the advice of a friends, she had her 
fourth child. Her friend told her that this would help her 
to overcome her depression and drug addiction. However, 
after the birth of Gary, Joan and Frank argued frequently 
mainly due to Frank's "compulsive lying". According to 
Joan, he would say that he was "a black belt in judo"; that 
his mother "bought him out of the army" or that he had a 
rich uncle. This lying annoyed Joan very much and she could 
never understand why he used to do it. 
Before his imprisonment, Frank was unemployed and 
receiving social benefits, but did all the domestic chores 
in the home and looked after the children. This suited Joan 
as she needs to have someone with her all the time. On each 
visit made to Joan, she looked emaciated and tired, but 
during the interview she was talkative . She appears to be 
emotionally unstable and has a fatalistic outlook on life. 
At the time of the second interview, the interior of the 
maisonette was very dirty and the front garden was littered 
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with rubbish. Joan is now living with the man she says is 
the father of her third son, who she lived with for seven 
months before marrying Frank. During the past year, all of 
her five children have been taken into care as a 
consequence of her hospitalisation. Joan decided to allow 
the three younger children to be taken in to care, while 
she was receiving treatment for her drinking problems. The 
two eldest sons have been placed in boarding school, where 
they will stay until they are 18 years old. Currently, she 
is fighting a court case against the social services for 
the return of her two younger children. 
Husband's criminal data 
Frank was arrested for murder after stabbing a man during a 
fight in a pub. This is Frank first offence. At the time of 
the second interview, Frank had been sentenced to five 
years imprisonment. 
Mother's perception tjla event 
Joan was shocked when the police telephoned to tell her 
that her husband had been arrested for murder. She just 
"slammed" the phone down and everything "went blank". She 
explains that Frank did not know the person he stabbed, who 
apparently had already had a "barny" in another pub 
preceding the fight with Frank. Frank had also had "a good 
drink" and reacted to the man's provocation by stabbing him 
"only once". Unfortunately, the knife "caught the heart 
instead of the arm" as Frank had intended. 
At the time of the second interview, Joan says that Frank 
was lucky to receive a five year sentence, although she 
firmly believes he does not deserve to go to prison at all. 
She feels partly responsible for her husband's offence as 
she was not "nice" to him, and did not give him sufficient 
love. They used to have many arguments, and the day before 
the incident they had a "big row" and she told him to leave 
the maisonette. 
Feelings toward a husband 
Although Joan feels very angry with Frank, she also feels 
guilty about the event and believes that her husband's 
violent reaction was due to his frustration resulting from 
his failure to understand her general unsatisfaction with 
life. Currently, Joan feels very hurt and upset because her 
husband has changed his attitude towards her. Every time 
she visits him, he repeats over and over again what 
happened and does not want to kiss her or even hold her 
hand (the day contact was made with Joan she was crying as 
her husband had "wiped off" her kiss). She even theatened 
not to visit him anymore as she believes he is "pushing" 
her away. She insists that, even though it is very hard to 
accept his offence, at least he did not mean to kill the 
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man; it could have happened the other way around and her 
husband could have been killed. But what she cannot accept 
is that after all these years of being dedicated to her, he 
has changed to the point of not wanting to see her. 
However, Joan still considers Frank to be part of the 
family, and believes that, in the near future, he will 
change his rejecting attitude towards her and return to his 
"old ways". She emphasises that they have five children to 
bring up and she needs him. Currently, Frank writes letters 
to the children, and he is particularly concerned about his 
two-year old son, who has had an operation "in his kidneys 
and bowls" for they "were not quite right". 
At the time of the second interview, Joan is certain that 
she does not love her husband anymore and has decided to 
divorce him. She says that the main reason for her 
decision is that he is a compulsive liar, and that this 
behaviour is being imitated by Donald and Jaber. However, 
she recognises that he has been very good and caring 
towards her and the children and she still wants to be his 
friend. She has not seen Frank for almost seven months. 
Changes after husband's imprisonment 
After her husband's arrest, Joan lost his part of the 
social security money, which has made her life more 
"umberable", even though it was not a "great amount of 
money". She now has to be extra careful with the food and 
restricts the children to the bare minimum. For Joan, 
however, the major difficulty has been to take over the 
responsibility of running a house and looking after the 
children alone. In the past she relied greatly on her 
husband to help her with the daily routine of the family 
and her drug problems and depression, even though he never 
really understood her "mind". She feels ashamed of not 
being able to cope alone and often cries over her impotence 
to do something about the matter. Recently, she has become 
"obsessed" with cleaning the flat and feels a compulsion to 
buy cleaning materials (Joan pointed to 17 bottles of 
cleaning fluid in the cup board). After cleaning all the 
maisonette, she will sit on the settee for just a few 
minutes to relax, and then suddenly begin to clean the 
whole place again, even if it is midnight. Joan is 
receiving psychiatric treatment, which includes 
tranquillizers prescribed by the psychiatrist. 
Joan says that Donald misses his father "badly" and is 
always writing letters to him. However, Jaber is not very 
upset with his father's imprisonment, as he "don't worry 
about nothing". Soon after her husband's imprisonment, Joan 
noticed that Donald became very quiet, whereas Jaber became 
very "flash". Before their father's imprisonment, Donald 
was the one who talked "a lot" and Jaber was the quiet one. 
She also says that Donald has become very insecure and 
sentimental, while Jaber has became street-wise, hard and 
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confident, and does not fear anything. 
Donald and Jaber were placed in a boarding school soon 
after their father's imprisonment, but they spend every 
weekend at home. They have become "naughtier" since their 
father's imprisonment, and although they have always been 
active, they are now out of control. Jaber shot a person in 
the neck with a borrowed air gun, and has been caught in a 
stolen car. He was charged by the police with actual bodily 
harm. Donald has been getting into many fights with other 
children and the teachers at school. Both, Jaber and 
Donald, often run away from the boarding school and return 
home. They say that the staff at the school hit them. 
At the time of the second interview, Joan feels that she 
does not have the energy to take care of her maisonette, 
and she is very concerned that her flat is "filthy". She 
recalls how she used to be "obsessed" about cleaning it 
many times a day, but now she cannot understand how she 
could do all that work. During the month before her 
hospitalisation, Joan sold almost everything, even her 
washing machine, to buy drink. Now she does not have any 
money to buy these things again. 
Currently, Joan is living with the father of her third son. 
He visited her one day unexpectedly and, after few 
meetings, they decided to stay together. She feels sorry 
for Donald as he is very close to her husband Frank. He 
gave the children much attention and used to take them to 
the park as she could never go out due to her "illness". 
However, she adds that both, Donald and Jaber do not mind 
about her separation and do not mention the matter. 
Since the last interview, Donald and Jaber have been moved 
to a new boarding school as they could not remain at the 
previous one during weekends whilst Joan was in hospital. 
Joan says that Donald and Jaber are now totally out of 
control. Jaber's behavour has become worse. The charge of 
the shooting pellets was dismissed, but he has become 
involved in "all kinds of trouble" during the last nine 
months. For example, he broke into a doctor's surgery and 
stole his bag "full of pills and seringes", and brought it 
back home. She telephoned the police but they did not 
charge him with this offence. Currently, Jaber is on bail 
for "mugging". 
Joan believes that Donald is taking drugs, and that 
although he and his brother are in care, they still become 
involved with the police. Both Donald and Jaber have many 
court cases to attend for burglary, taking cars and 
stealing from shops. She insists that the staff of the 
boarding school are "too easy going" as they allow the boys 
to stay out as long as they want, and if they telephone 
informing them that they are going to stay at a friend's 
house, "they even let them stay out all night". Joan adds 
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angrily that her children have found a way to break into 
houses or steal cars during the night, but they are not 
allowed to see her as she is supposed to be a "bad 
influence". Joan goes on to say that Donald "threw himself 
under a car" and was badly injured. Before the incident he 
went to see her and she noticed that he was very depressed. 
He told her that he did not have anything to live for in 
life. Joan asked the school principle to send Donald to a 




the event to Ila child 
Joan told the children that her husband was "drawn into a 
fight" and that "unfortunately the other person died". 
Initially they became very quiet, but now they are behaving 
as if nothing had happened. Joan thinks that they still do 
not believe that their father really killed a person. 
At the time of the second interview, Joan says that Donald 
and Jaber have accepted their father's offence. They 
followed everything that was going on, particularly the 
trial proceedings. One of them (Joan does not remember 
which one) even bought a knife similar to the one that her 
husband used in the fight, in order that she could describe 
it during her husband's trial. She told the police that she 
gave the knife to her husband to cut meat for the dog, to 
demonstrate that her husband's offence was not 
premeditated. 
Su ort System 
Since her husband's imprisonment the neighbours have 
stopped talking to Joan and have forbidden their children 
to play with her children. She also says that they are 
bullying the children about their father's imprisonment and 
that they gossip about her. On one occasion Joan was at the 
window and overheard a neighbour derogating her husband. 
She "picked up a bunch of tools" and threw them on their 
heads. 
Joan's family has been very supportive, and although they 
do not live nearby, her father takes her to the hospital to 
be "detoxed" from tablets and drink and gives her money. 
Joan does not have any contact with her husband's family as 
they have "disowned" him. Recently, her husband's parents 
tried to visit him, but Frank refused to talk to them. 
Although a social worker has been visiting Joan, she feels 
very disappointed with the social services in general. She 
complains that all they want to know about is her past: 
"they ask and ask and keep asking questions". She thinks 
this is because they believe that the past is going to 
happen again. However, what Joan wanted was that they "sort 
out things" when she could feel 
herself getting more and 
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more depressed and was drinking all day long. They told her 
that they could only help her when she had gone "to the 
very end". She says that one has to be half dead for them 
to do something, and this was what happened to her. She had 
to drink a bottle of vodka a day, and sell everything, even 
her washing machine, before they arranged a place in a 
hospital for her. 
Child's perception gf. parents 
Donald says that he gets on "all right" with his mother. He 
likes her as she gives him money when she can, but does not 
like it when she slaps him. He adds that some time ago he 
had the same bad temper as his mother, but now he is more 
calm like his father. 
The English teacher is Donald's favourite adult with whom 
he can talk to as he listens to what he has to say and 
always helps him when he needs some advice. However, if he 
were in trouble he would go to his mother because she would 
"sort it out". Donald goes on to say that he does not 
consider fighting a trouble, but just "something he has to 
do sometimes", therefore he would fight and "leave it at 
that". If there were bad consequences from a fight, such as 
someone getting hurt, he would go to his mother because she 
understands him: "she knows why you are bad as she brought 
you up". But he emphasises that, in general, he does not 
tell anyone when he is in trouble. 
Although Donald thinks that his father has the right to 
tell him what to do as he has to look after him, he does 
not feel he can tell him his problems. He believes that his 
father does not understand him as does his mother, because 
when he tries to explain or wants to know something, his 
father does not take any notice of him. However, Donald 
says that he gets on well with him, particularly when they 
"muck about fighting". He also likes his father's company 
as he is "kind of happy to be with". He does not like it 
when his father "slaps him" for things such as answering 
back or not saying where he goes, as he has a "strong 
hand". If he could change anything about his father, it 
would be his hair as it "hangs over his shoulder". Donald 
would also change his mother's drinking habit, which "gets 
him down". He says that she does not keep her promises and 
cannot "be bothered" to understand him when she is under 
the influence of alcohol. 
In general, Donald says that neither his father nor his 
mother keep their promises. For example, his father used to 
promise to play football with him, but he rarely did. 
Donald used to feel let down, but now he is used to it as 
his father lies without any reason. He could not think of 
an example when his mother did not keep her promise. 
At the time of the second interview, Donald chooses his 
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mother as his favourite adult with whom to confide. She 
brought him up, therefore she knows him very well. However, 
if in trouble, Donald would go to his friends as they are 
"faithful" and help each other. He would never talk to the 
teachers at his new school, they do not know what "is going 
through my life". If his father was at home, he would talk 
to him about his problems and would accept his advice on 
the condition that he thought that "the advice is all 
right". His father's imprisonment has made no difference to 
the way he sees his role as a disciplinarian. Donald 
believes that he gets on "excellent" with his father, and 
that he understands him most of the time, particularly when 
Donald explains his problems to him and he tries to "sort 
them out". Donald also believes that his father cares for 
him, and although he "hates" it when his father uses "his 
back hand", he realises that his father has good reasons 
for doing so, such as when he gets in trouble with the 
police or when he gives him "back chat". Donald says that 
his father does not understand him when he thinks that 
everything Donald is saying is a "pack of lies" and refuses 
to help him. However, he believes that his father would 
help him once he discovered that he had given a truthful 
account of the situation. He emphasises that his father 
used to be a "bit of a liar" himself and would rarely keep 
a promise, and although this behaviour did not "bother" 
him, it hurts his mother. For example, if his father 
smashed something in the house he would not say anything 
and would let the children be blamed for it. 
If he could change anything in the situation he would not 
have his father committed for "what he's supposed th have 
done" and return to the days before his imprisonment when 
the family was together. 
Child's attribution Qj responsibility 
Donald was informed by his mother that his father stabbed a 
person. Initially he could not believe that his father 
could be involved in such an incident, but when he realised 
what his mother told him was true, he tried to understand 
why his father had committed this offence. Donald believes 
that it is not his father's fault. He explains that the 
person "jumped" on his father and he must have felt his 
knife in his pocket, pulled it out and stabbed the man as a 
reaction to the attack. He thinks that his father should be 
free "because he's done it in self protection, but thinking 
about his wife (victim wife), he should get about six 
months or a year. 
At the time of the second interview, Donald says that his 
father committed the offence in "self-protection", that it 
"was just an accident", and that his father telephoned the 
police soon afterwards and told them what happened. He 
should not be punished, but let free: "because the reason; 
he's got a good reason, he done it in self protection, he's 
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not a criminal". 
gf- changes after the. 
Donald greatly misses playing football with his father and 
"have a laugh", even though it did not happen often. He 
also misses to "muck about" (fighting) with him. He says 
that he does "muck about" with other people, but it is not 
the same as it was with his father. 
After his father's imprisonment, Donald was moved to a 
boarding school due to his behaviour. At his previous 
school he would fight with the teachers frequently, or play 
truant. In this new school he is constantly in fear that 
his friends may ask questions about his father, such as: 
"what has he done? "; "how long is he going to stay in the 
asylum? " as they have done many times. He feels "uptight" 
and as soon as they begin the questions he'll "put up a 
fight". Donald "hates" this school; the boys there demand 
money from him to buy "ciggies" and sweets, and the staff 
do not take any action to stop it happening. 
Since the last interview, Donald has been moved to another 
boarding school. His mother was drinking heavily, therefore 
he could neither go home nor remain at the school at 
weekends. Donald is content to be in this new school, and 
says that no one steals his clothes or videos as they did 
in the old school. However, he also says that his friends 
at the school commit burglaries almost every night. 
According to Donald, the staff at the school are "thick", 
and although they may suspect something, they do not care. 
If one of them is caught by the police, they "bail him 
out". 
Donald feels that the house without his father is not a 
home anymore, and everything seems to have "crumbled down". 
He is very worried about his mother's drinking problem and 
would like that she could settle down with someone. 
Although she has now left the hospital and seems to feel 
better, and assures Donald that she is not drinking 
anymore, he cannot trust her completely. Donald has been 
told by the doctors that his mother may not be telling the 
truth when she insists that she is not drinking, as she 
still has hallucinations. As the boarding school is near 
his home and he is allowed to go out in the evenings, he 
either visits his mother or she meets him when he is 
playing in the street with his friends. 
Donald says that despite everything his father has done, he 
still loves him, and adds resolutely that he will interact 
with him when he leaves the prison, even though he might 
not come back to the house. However, he still has some 
hopes that his mother and father may be together in the 
future. As he says: "My dad might end up here again, it 
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depends what happens in the future". He adds sadly that he 
was happy before his father's imprisonment and now he 
misses the "whole happy family". He never realised that his 
father and mother had problems. Donald says that he does 
not "mind" about his mother's relationship with her new 
boy-friend, he thinks that "he's alright". 
Donald currently attends a Youth Centre as the activities 
carried out there are "supposed to keep me out of trouble 
with the law". But he believes that it does not help, and 
if he wants to steal cars or "mug" someone he would do so 
anyway. Since the last interview, Donald has been charged 
with stealing a car, carrying a knife, and two burglaries. 
In the case of the knife, Donald insists that the police 
"set him up" as they are "pigs" and "want to be sargeants 
and earn high wages", therefore they do everything they can 
to arrest people. At the moment, he is adamant that he is 
not going to get involved with the police anymore and is 
very worried about his future. Next year he will be leaving 
school but he is sure that nothing is going to happen as he 
does not have a trade. The teachers do not teach him 
anything and do not give him any work to do. They just make 
him "run about the woods looking for a little treasure". He 
would like to do "some exame and learn a trade", but he 
does not have the address of the Educational Authority in 
order that he can write to them" and explain his situation. 
Interaction between father and child during imprisonment 
Donald visits his father once a week. He looks foreward to 
seeing him and wants to know what happens in the prison. 
They also talk about the family. When he is with his father 
he feels "kind of sad" and sorry for him because he has to 
stay locked in the prison. 
At the time of the second interview, Donald says that, 
although he would like to see his father and feels very 
happy to be with him, he is not visiting him, he only 
writes letters to him. As he is under 18 years old he has 
to wait for someone from the school to take him to the 
prison, which Donald thinks they are not too interested in 
doing. However, he is now waiting for his father to send a 
V. O. (visiting order) in order to visit him. Donald says 
that he has many things to talk about with his father, such 
as what he is going to do in the future and what has 
happened recently in his life. His only frustration is that 
the two hours he is allowed to stay with his father are not 
sufficient to talk about everything he wants. 
Donald has many friends where he lives but not at school as 
the children there are always asking for money to buy 
cigarrettes or "take the mick" of people. Everyone at the 
school knows about his father's imprisonment it was 
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publicised in the newspapers. Everytime Donald visits his 
father, the boys from the school bully him. They ask Donald 
if he is going to the asylum and laugh. Donald feels very 
angry towards them and also towards the school staff as 
they do not help him. 
At the time of the second interview, Donald says that he 
has many friends at the new school, but he would not call 
them "good friends". He likes the friends who live near his 
house as he knows them very well and they "act properly", 
which means that they do not carry knives and are "just 
normal"; they do not go out on burglaries like his friends 
at the boarding school. None of his friends at the boarding 
school bully him as many of their fathers are also in 
prison. As for his friends who live near his house, they 
are not interested in his father. 
Time 1: Donald thinks that, in general, people should obey 
the law, "because it's the law", and they should be 
punished, but "only if they did it in the first place 
because they should learn not to do it. 
Moral stage: 2/3 
Time 2: Donald thinks that the law should be obeyed, but 
he also thinks that the police do not care and have no 
respect for people like him. As he says: They don't care, 
all they care about is themselves and their families and 
their things, they don't care about us. They wouldn't care, 
right, if my mum died right, my dad got sentence to life 
right, and I got sentenced, they don't care. If they knew 
that my mum died right, and my dad died right, they would 
still try to put me down. The court might care, but the 
police wouldn't. 
He thinks that people who break the law should be punished, 
but it "depends on the reason; for mugging and rape they 
should , but silly things 
like taking something from a 
shop, no". 
Moral stage: 3 
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Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory 
The score attained by Donald in the four subscales of the 
above test are as follow: 
Subscales Scores 
Time 1 Time 2 
General self 20 21 
Social self-peer 56 
Home-parents 78 
School-academic 03 
General self score 64 76 
Child's perception thp, intervie 
Donald felt a "bit bored" during the interview but did not 
mind answering the questions. He says that he does not want 
anyone to feel sorry for him, but "if people knew what I've 
been going through they might treat me with a bit of 
respect". He goes on to say that if he is not very bright 
at school it is because of the "things" that have happened 
in his life. 
Child's perception of parents 
Jaber believes that he gets on "just normal" with his 
mother and father, but adds that he gets on better with his 
mother as she knows how he is and "takes things more easy". 
She also understands him "now and again", particularly when 
he does "bad things" and she tries to "sort them out". He 
could not think about anything that he did not like about 
his mother, except her obsession with cleaning the flat. 
He chooses his mother as his favourite adult with whom to 
confide as she brought him up, knows everything about him 
and she is nice to him. For example, she helped him with 
the police when a neighbour accused him of shooting a man 
in the neck with a pellet gun. If in trouble, Jaber would 
never go to his father as he would make "too much fuss 
about it" (hit him). If in trouble at school he would talk 
to his mother as she "is good to sort out this problem", 
but if he was in trouble because of a fight he would go to 
his friend John as he could stay the night at his flat and 
think about what to do the next day. 
Jaber does not have "a clue" if his father understands the 
way he feels about things. He only knows that his father 
tries to "sort things out" when he is in trouble, but then 
he beats him. He also says that his father does not keep 
his promises. For example, he promised to write a song for 
him, but he never did. However, if he could, he would make 
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his father leave the prison. 
At the time of the second interview, Jaber still believes 
he gets on "well" with his mother and maintains that she 
understands him. He says that he does not remember much 
about his father as he has been away for a long time, but 
he does not think he gets on with him very well. He recalls 
clearly, however, how annoyed he used to feel when his 
father lied constantly, and emphasises that if he was at 
home now that is older, he would probably hit him. This is 
mainly because he made his mother unhappy with this 
behaviour. He also feels angry with his father as he did 
not keep his promises for many times he promised to take 
him out and failed to do so. Nevertheless, Jaber believes 
that his father understands the way he feels because he 
went through the same problems when he was young. But he 
did not understand him when he "lied" about buying him a 
"brand new bicycle" and then gave him an old one. He goes 
on to say that he feels sorry for his father as he has 
never been in this situation before, but he tries not to 
think about this matter, adding "I must get on with my 
life". 
Child's attribution Q responsibility 
Jaber's mother informed him of his father's arrest. 
Initially, he could not believe it and felt "very bad". He 
thinks that his father stabbed the victim in self-defence, 
and adds that if someone attacked him to "rob" him or to 
"beat" him up, he would do just the same, but he would aim 
to the throat not to the arm like his father did, as one 
cannot know if the person has a knife or a gun and would 
kill him. Therefore he says: "my dad had to defend himself, 
right or wrong it's his life before the other". However, 
Jaber then states that his father "should've only scared 
the man so he wouldn't be in trouble now". Even so he 
thinks that his father should be set free, "because it's 
not his fault, because the other man jumped on him". 
At the time of the second interview, Jaber says that his 
father should not have committed the offence, "but it's 
done and in the situation I would do it. He didn't want to 
kill but the man jumped on him so he had to". Concerning 
his punishment, Jaber says that: "it's hard to say if he 
should be punished, it's how they (police and judges) see 
it. They probably see in a different way than me. The way I 
see it he should be let free, or only given a small 
sentence; he has a good reason". 
CjLi. j. d percp -ion 9l chap es after 
the. father's 
imprisonment 
The main change perceived by Jaber is that his father is 
not there to "have a laugh" and "muck around the house". He 
also enjoyed playing football and going out with him, 
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particularly on "bus rides". He is very worried about his 
mother's obsession with cleaning the house. 
Since the last interview, Jaber has been moved to a 
boarding school near his home. He feels happier in this new 
school as the staff try to help him and give him more 
attention. There are less children in the classroom and 
more techers, therefore there is always someone at hand if 
he needs anything. He explains that in the other school he 
had to wait "about 20 minutes" until the teacher went round 
the class to see everyone's work before he received any 
attention. He says that the children in the old school used 
to "beat up" the staff (laughs). 
During the past year, Jaber has become heavily involved in 
petty crime. This includes breaking into a doctor's surgery 
and stealing drugs, shoplifting and stealing radios from 
cars. Jaber says that most of the trouble he gets into with 
the police is caused by someone "winding me up", or when 
"things get me down". As an example of the first case Jaber 
explains that, if a person "pushes him about" and he does 
not want to hurt him for fear of being charged for assault, 
he will "knick" something from this person. This only 
happens when he becomes angry, because that is "just the 
way" he is. In the second case, he commits some offence "to 
alive myself up" when something depresses him, such as the 
"bad things" his mother does like drinking too much, going 
to hospital or arguing with him, or when something bad 
happens to his brothers. Jaber goes on to say that he does 
not feel frightened to break into people's houses and if he 
finds someone in there he has to hit the person. He does 
not feel scared or even worried when the police arrest him 
and take him to court as he is sure that they will not beat 
him unless he hits them first. He thinks that the police 
are "muffy", they believe they are "hard" and that they can 
do what they want just because they wear uniforms. He 
concludes defiantly: "they only can lock me up". 
Jaber is not upset with his mother's divorce and says that 
it is her life and if she feels. happy "that's okay". He 
goes on to say that he is getting older and soon he is 
going to "get a flat" and then he will not be around to 
"bare all the hassle". 
and. child during imp 
Jaber has seen his father "a couple of times" since he has 
been in prison. He explains that he cannot visit his father 
on his own and his mother does not go to the prison very 
often because his father "don't want her there". Jaber 
would like to see his father more often, although when he 
does go to the prison he never has a chance to talk to him 
as his mother and father argue constantly. During visits, 
Jaber says he feels "just normal". 
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At the time of the second interview, Jaber says that he 
has not seen his father during the past year, but he 
thinks that he might visit him sometime "to cheer him up". 
Jaber did not elaborate on what he likes about his friends, 
he simply states that "they are my mates, they are there 
and I play with them". He never talks about his father to 
anyone as "it's not their business", and no one would 
"dare" to pick on him about his father as he would beat 
them up very badly. 
At the time of the second interview, Jaber has a best 
"mate" because "he is a proper mate", which means they go 
out together and Jaber is able to sleep in his house. His 
friend also helps him when he is in trouble and does not 
"grass" him. Jaber still believes that none of his friends 
know about his father's imprisonment. 
Time 1: Jaber thinks that, in general, people should obey 
the law in order to avoid trouble, and they should be 
punished, depending on the offence committed. In the case 
of rape or other serious offence they should, but in the 
case of "stealing something from a shop and drinking and 
driving", they should not. 
Moral stage: 2 
Time 2: Jaber thinks that everyone feels different about 
obeying the law or not, and it depends if the person thinks 
that the reason for disobeying the law is worthwhile to 
"get nicked for it". He also thinks that people should be 
punished depending on the reason they have for committing 
the offence. If they have a good reason, they should not be 
punished, only for a bad reason, like stealing something 
for themselves, should they be punished. 
Moral stage: 3 
The scores attained by Jaber in the four subscales of the 
above test are as follow: 
Subscal e. s Scores 
Time 1 Time 2 
General self 14 15 
Social self-peer 5 6 
Home-parents 6 4 
School-academic 3 4 
General self score 56 58 
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Child's perception the Interview 
Jaber felt nervous before the interview as he thought he 
may not know the answers, but as the interview progressed 
he became more relaxed and did not worry anymore. He does 
not mind to answer all the questions if that is going to 
help the researcher. 
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L. 
Mother: Sandra, 55 years old 
Father: Neil, 59 years old 
Children: Ruth, Emily, Kate and Tom, 24,23,19 and 15 
years old respectively. 
Demographic data 
Family L live in a three-bedroom semi-detached house, 
located in a suburban area of a town in Bedfordshire. The 
house is well maintained, adequately furnished and kept 
clean and tidy. The eldest daughter currently lives abroad, 
the younger is married and lives nearby and the middle 
daughter still lives at home. 
Sandra left school at 16 years of age to work as an 
assembler for a television company and married Neil at the 
age of 28. Sandra has not worked since the birth of her 
first daughter, 24 years ago. Neil used to work as a 
telephone engineer, but for the past eight years has been 
unemployed due to ill-health. The family live on a pension 
from Neil's former employers plus social benefits. At the 
time of the second interview, Tom had moved to another town 
to live with his uncle. 
Husband's criminal data 
Neil was arrested for a drug dealing. He has no previous 
convictions. At the time of the second interview, Neil had 
been convicted and sentenced to four-years imprisonment. 
Mother's perception Qf_ Jim event 
Sandra never imagined that her husband could ever be 
involved with the police, let alone be arrested. When he 
was taken to the police station, she thought it was only 
for routine questioning and that he would return the same 
day. She even prepared a dinner for him, but he never 
returned. Sandra did not sleep all night worried about a 
family party, which had been arranged for the following 
day. She felt deeply ashamed when, later in the evening, 
she had to explain the situation to the family. However she 
still had hopes that he would come home in a few days, but 
the police kept postponing his release "week after week" 
saying that they needed to ask more questions. 
According to Sandra, her husband went to the local shop to 
buy food for a family party, which had been arranged for 
the following day, where he met a friend, who, unknown to 
them was dealing in drugs. He gave a lift to this friend, 
at his request, and on the way to his friend's house the 
police stopped them and found drugs in the car. When the 
police arrived at her house with her husband, she was so 
shocked by their "invasion", that she "lost" her voice. It 
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seems to Sandra "umbelivable" that her husband could be 
involved with drugs and that it is a nightmare from which 
she will awake soon. After the initial shock, Sandra felt 
very scared as she did not understand what was going on, 
or why the police arrested her husband. She now feels 
frightened about the family's future, and at the thought of 
dealing alone with the routine of everyday life. Sandra 
insists that the police acted on the wrong information, as 
they did not believe her when she told them that her 
husband went out to the shops to buy food for the party and 
met this friend by chance. She feels very bitter with the 
police because they did not believe her husband, who has 
never been involved in crime, but believed his friend, who 
has many convictions. She goes on to say that they treated 
her very badly during their search of her house, and as a 
consequence she does not trust them anymore. 
Feelings. towards the. husband 
Sandra firmly believes that her husband's friend is to 
blame for the event and that her husband is totally 
innocent. Sandra's feelings towards her husband have 
changed since his arrest. She still has the same "respect" 
for him as before and considers him part of the family, but 
now she feels very sorry for him and realises that he is 
essentially a weak person who has great difficulty facing 
the situation. This has come as a total surprise to Sandra 
as he always adopted an authoritarian approach to the 
family; he was extremely strict and inflexible with the 
children and demanded total obedience from everyone. Even 
now, during the visits, he tells her what she should do and 
expects his orders to be obeyed. However, Sandra says that 
he is a caring father, who always gives the children "good 
advice" and tries to understand their problems. He has also 
insisted that the children receive a very good education, 
although he was not very close to them and did not show 
them much affection. 
Sandra has no intention of separating from her husband as 
her children need a father and she believes that a 
marriage should not be broken. However, she has decided to 
be "stricter" with her husband when he returns home, and to 
"enforce" her views, particularly about the "right way" to 
discipline her son. She feels that too many restrictions 
are not good, as is too much freedom. Sandra goes on to say 
that, after his imprisonment, her husband has shown more 
affection towards her and the children, and he even listens 
to their opinions. 
At the time of the second interview, Sandra still believes 
that her husband is innocent of the crime, but he cannot 
prove it. She does not know who to blame for the event, but 
says that her husband should not have trusted his friend. 
He should have followed her advice and terminated their 
friendship. She is very worried about her husband's health 
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as two months ago he had a heart attack and "looks ill and 
depressed". 
According to Sandra, everything has changed since her 
husband's imprisonment. He decided absolutely everything 
about the family and also dealt with the financial and 
social security problems. As he was always at home due to 
ill health, he used to do the weekly shopping, decorate the 
house and mend things that were broken. 
Sandra lives in "panic" because now she has to decide 
everything alone, such as, family matters and problems 
related to his imprisonment. She finds her involvement with 
the police, solicitors, lawyers and courts a terrible 
nightmare as she is unable to understand the explanations 
and advice they give. She therefore feels impotent to give 
her husband effective help. 
Sandra also feels very lonely as her children are grown up 
and she needs someone of her own age that she can talk to, 
and "share things" with. She is also very fringhtened of 
losing her house as the police has frosen all her husband's 
accounts and she has been told by friends that even her 
house is at risk. But the major difficulty for Sandra is 
the social stigma associated with her husband's offence. 
She "dreads" to explain to relatives and friends about the 
event because she thinks they will not believe that her 
hsuband is innocent. Initially, she just said that he was 
on holiday as she thought the matter would be solved soon, 
but now she avoids going out and talking to people. 
After her husband's arrest, Sandra observed that Tom became 
very "silent" and would not leave the house; "he just lay 
around and cried frequently". He does not trust anyone now 
and is even suspicious of people who knock on the door to 
sell things. He could never believe that his father could 
do such a thing, and it was "too much a change from his 
father being almost perfect" to this new image of "a total 
wicked man". 
By the time of the second interview, Sandra had managed to 
organise her financial affairs, even though it has been 
most difficult for her as she has never had to deal with 
money throughout her marriage. She now receives £68 instead 
of £50 per week as she is entitled to extra social 
benefits due to her asthma. Her difficulty in dealing with 
the financial problems of the family is compounded by the 
necessity to deal with matters related to her husband's 
trial, such as banks, police, solicitors and barristers. 
However, she has found the strength and patience to cope 
with the "complicated and confusing" law system. Sandra 
adds that the prison environment is depressing, and is too 
crowded and noisy to enable a fulfilling conversation. She 
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finds it difficult to discuss legal matters in such an 
environment. 
Her son, Tom, has left home to live with her husband's 
brother in another town to get away from all the problems 
(in order that he can concentrate on his studies). At home 
he was involved in perennial discussions about solicitors, 
barristers and laws. Sandra points out that the only 
positive outcome from her husband's imprisonment is that he 
has became "incredibly" close to his son. 
Sandra says that Tom has also changed "completely". He has 
became more mature and worries about everything. For 
example he worries about where they are going to live in 
the future, about his father's health and his education. 
Sometimes "he goes very sentimental" and "cries and cries". 
He has also become more impatient, shouts more frequently 
at his sisters and does not trust anyone, apart from the 
immediate family. 
Sandra still does not go out because she fears being asked 
questions about her husband and because she believes that 
everybody gives her "dirty looks". This makes her feel 
miserable and lonely. 
Mother's explanation th-a child 
Sandra did not have to explain to Tom about his father's 
arrest as he was at home studying for his exames when the 
police arrived with his father to search the house. And 
since his father's arrest, Tom has been informed about 
everything that has happened concerning the event, 
including the daily problems of family life and matters 
related to the development of the legal process. 
Subport system 
Sandra only receives support from her husband's brother and 
some friends. Her friends visit her frequently, and one 
visits her husband in prison. Sandra is thankful to them as 
they never show disbelief about her husband's innocence. 
Other members of her husband's family, however, are not 
very concerned with the situation and do not believe in her 
husband's innocence. Her family cannot help her as they are 
living abroad. 
Sandra did not ask for, or was offered any help from the 
social services or prisoners' wives organisations. She 
visited the social services when she was worried that the 
"government" could take her house as a payment for "drugs", 
and they told her that they could not do anything. 
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Lff- 
Tom gets on very well with his mother, as he says: "she's 
great, she's the best thing in the world", and she only 
makes a promise when she can keep it. The only aspect he 
dislikes about his mother is that she does not share her 
problems with anyone in order to avoid hurting them. His 
mother is also his favourite adult with whom to confide. 
They comunicate with each other very well and she really 
understands and listens to him. Tom finds it easy to 
express his feelings to his mother. As he states: "I can 
even cry as much as I want in front of her and she is 
never going to say boys shouldn't cry". Tom feels "totally 
free" with his mother and she has helped him enourmously to 
cope with what has been a most difficult time. 
If in trouble, Tom would go to his sisters. He says that 
although they may "tell him off", if it was his fault, but 
they would help him to get through the situation or to 
"break the news easily" to his mother. Tom would "never 
dream" of talking to his father about his problems as he is 
very strict. He says he was extemely frightened of his 
father, therefore, he could never communicate with him. 
However, he is sure that his father cared for him, although 
he never showed it. Tom would prefer his father to be more 
friendly, less "authoritative", and take some notice of 
what the members of the family have to say. He explains 
that as his father has gone through "a lot of suffering", 
he has discovered how important the family is to him and as 
a consequence, he has changed his attitude completely 
towards them. He now asks Tom his opinion about important 
issues and he is also more sensitive to his feelings. 
Tom believes that when his father returns home, he will be 
able to talk to him and find the courage to put foreward 
his own views, and obey his father only if he agrees with 
his demands. This change in perception of his father's 
image, from a strong powerful man to a helpless suffering 
person, who has weakness just like everyone else, has made 
Tom feel closer toward him. However, he adds that it is 
"very strange" for him to see his father in that way, for 
before his imprisonment, he had "to accept" that he was 
"right all the time". 
For Tom, his relationship with his father, prior to his 
imprisonment was very stressful, and that his father was 
"slowly drifting away" from all the members of the family. 
He explains that his father never spent any time with him 
as he remained in his room for most of the day, which he 
suggests may have been due to his illness. 
Tom's angry feelings towards his father were particularly 
strong just before his arrest as he was under pressure 
studying for his exams, and he could not talk to him about 
his doubts and anxieties for fear of provocating his 
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father's "bad temper". For example, on one occasion he 
"dared" to say to his father that he preferred to study law 
rather than medicine as his father wanted. Tom will never 
forget "this big explosion in the house" when his father 
shouted and threatened him with "dreadful things" if he did 
not study medicine. 
At the time of the second interview, Tom's mother is still 
his favourite adult with whom to confide. He affirms that 
she is a mother and a friend who cares for him, is always 
there to listen to his problems and who "gives me her 
shoulder to cry anytime I need". Tom also admires his 
mother's new discovered strengh and the support she gives 
to everyone, including his father. In the present 
situation, she has demonstrated that she is stronger than 
his father, who is now weak and does not know what to do. 
His mother, who has never dealt with the "outside world", 
faces everything with courage and never complains, even 
though many times she becomes depressed and desperate. Tom 
adds, emphatically: "I really respect my mother and would 
like to be like her". He goes on to say that during the 
visits to the prison, his father cries in front of him, 
which he finds strange and extemely difficult to accept as 
he still has not fully assimilated his father's 
transformation from a person who knew what to do in any 
situation, to a helpless and tormented man. He is also 
deeply concerned as he believes that his father "has 
basically given up hope". Tom says that his father's 
imprisonment has made a great difference to their 
relationship, particularly during the last year. As he 
states: "we've been torn apart and yet we've gone so much 
closer". He finds "fantastic" how well he gets on with his 
father and "almost cannot believe it". Tom repeats that his 
father never understood the way he feels and believes that 
he was not interested in knowing. He says that his father 
never kept his promises to him, his sisters or his mother 
because, for his father, they were "there to be used" and 
he never thought he owed them anything. 
The only aspect of his father that Tom admired before his 
imprisonment was that he did everything for the family, 
therefore they did not have "to trouble about anything". 
But now, if there is a telephone call to be made, a letter 
to be written or a complaint to be made, they have to take 
the initiative. 
Cbild's Attribution Qf, responsibility 
Tom recalls with "horror" the day his father was brought 
back to their house by the police after he was arrested, 
and they informed him about his father's offence and asked 
him if he had seen any drugs around the house. He was so 
astonished that he could only mumble: "What? " "Sud'denly" 
the house was full of policemen and policewoman in plain 
clothes searching for drugs everywhere, even in the garden. 
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Tom felt so scared that he could barely answer the many 
questions the police asked him. When they left, the house 
was in a total "mess". The police had thrown his revision 
notes, books, folders, pens and pencils on the floor. Tom 
tried to control his angriness and reorganised his school 
material as he had to study for his exams. 
Tom felt totally confused, and thought he was dreaming as 
nothing seemed real. He only realised that his father had 
gone when two policemen returned late that night and told 
him that his father would remain in the police station for 
questioning. He cried for a long time and will never forget 
the "horrible feelings that lasted for days". He had 
expected that his father would return home the following 
day and clarify the situation, but "days went by, then 
weeks, then months", and his father never returned. Tom 
felt very worried about his father's health as he has a 
heart condition, and the day he was arrested he seemed ill. 
Tom firmly believes that his father is innocent and thinks 
that the police distorted the evidence in court. He finds 
it extremely disturbing how the police treated the whole 
family during their investigation as they behaved as if the 
family were a gang of drug dealers, and showed no respect 
or restraint when they searched the house. 
Tom thinks that his father should be free, as he did not 
commit the offence; "he was just giving a lift to a friend, 
and it's just unfair that he was arrested". 
At the time of the second interview, Tom was still vey 
angry with the police. They did not consider any evidence 
in his father's favour, such as Bank loans he had, which, 
for Tom, show that he was not getting any money from drug 
dealing. Neither did the police take seriously his father's 
allegation that he was just giving a lift to his friend, 
nor his mother's evidence that he remained indoors most of 
the time. Tom still believes that his father is totally 
innocent of the charges and feels "sick" about the whole 
situation. He thinks the family has been punished more than 
his father as everyone, particularly his mother, has had to 
cope with great changes and "enourmous" problems. For Tom 
the proceedings have been dealt very "callously" by all 
concerned; no-one really listened to his father, and the 
jury was very biased against him. 
Tom still thinks that his father should be free because "he 
didn't do it, drugs kill and they are all murders" and 
"because there's so much proof he's done nothing wrong". 
Child's perception Qf changes after father's imprisonm _n . 
Since his father's imprisonment, Tom feels that he has 
"really broken down". He cannot "take things" as he used to 
and cries frequently. He says he has became "emotionally 
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soft", "touchy" and feels "all the time on the edge" as he 
cannot trust anyone, except his parents and sisters. Tom 
explains that if someone talks about his/her father, he 
immediately suspects that the person is trying to tell him 
something about his own father. He also feels "empty" and 
insecure as his father had an "enormous influence" on him; 
he always told him what to do, but now he has no one to 
ask. 
The "atmosphere" in the house has also changed completely 
as everyone is sad and scared, and the conversation centres 
on legal matters and prisons. Tom, as the rest of the 
family, has to deal with barristers, solicitors and laws, 
which is "horrendous" as he does not understand anything, 
and feels totally useless and powerless. However, as a 
result of the family's shared suffering, they have become 
much closer to each other, which has given them more 
strengh to cope with the "terrible" consequences of his 
father's imprisonment. 
Tom used to respect the police and thought that they were 
"brilliant", but after being subjected to "their abuse" and 
"insensitive and rude" treatment, he has lost all respect 
for them. For example, when the police returned to his 
house, after having taken his father to the police station, 
they insisted in telling him that his father was a drug 
dealer and "other bad things", as if he had already been 
found guilty. 
Tom has become aware of the existence of prisons. When the 
police told him that his father had been sent to prison he 
had "a shock" as he never imagined he would ever visit a 
prison. He thought that prisons were far away from city 
centres, surrounded by empty land or on distant islands. He 
found it "unimaginable" that while he was queuing to enter 
the prison, cars could be passing by and people could be 
looking at him. He was also surprised with the architecture 
of the prison as it did not look like a prison and he would 
have passed by without noticing anything "strange". But for 
Tom, the biggest surprise was to discover that the people 
that were in the waiting room with him were "just normal 
people", like "ladies with babies", brothers, sisters and 
wives of the prisoners. 
At the time of the second interview, Tom says that he has 
became a very serious person and finds difficult to laugh 
about anything. He has also grown to hate some friends of 
the family as they made his father's "life a hell" by 
gossiping instead of helping him effectively. Tom has 
discovered that his mother is a "very strong" person and 
says that he has developed a great admiration for her. 
While everythng was going well she would "step back", but 
in this difficult situation she has shown her strengh of 
character. One day she was happy and on the next day, she 
was plunged into one of the most "horrific" situations, and 
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she has coped "marvellously". His feelings towards his 
father have also changed. Just before his imprisonment, Tom 
began to "really hate" and rebel against his father's 
authoritatian attitude. Now he feels very sorry for him as 
he thinks that when one reaches old age, it should be a 
time to relax and have the children looking after you, and 
not be "locked away" from one's family. He is also "amazed" 
at how close his relationship with his father has 
developed. 
Tom still does not trust anyone, particularly the police, 
and feels permanently tense. He feels that if such a thing 
can happen to his father, it can happen to him as well. 
Before his father's imprisonment, he used to make plans for 
the future, but now the only thing for him to do is "get on 
with life and die". Tom feels that there is nothing to hope 
for, or look foreward to until his father leaves the 
prison. He says that one does not realise what life really 
is until one "gets trapped" in a situation like the one he 
is experiencing. He is also frightened of loosing the 
family house. Financially, they "went down to the poverty 
line". 
Since the last interview, Tom has moved to his uncle 's 
house in the north of England as he was unable to study at 
home, or even do the normal things young people are 
supposed to do, such as interact with friends or listen to 
music. Everyone in his family is experiencing "conflict" 
and is "frustrated" with the slow progress of the case. The 
conversation between them revolves around solicitors, 
barristers, laws and what will happen to them, therefore he 
could not relax. 
Interaction between father anji child 
Tom visits his father once a month. When they meet, Tom 
asks him about his health and his father inquires about 
Tom's education, like "a time table", then they talk about 
general issues. Tom has mixed feelings when he is with his 
father: on the one hand he feels happy because he can 
communicate with him, but on the other, he feels sad 
because "it hurts to see my father in that horrible place". 
At the time of the second interview, Tom does not visit his 
father as often as he did before he moved, but he still 
looks foreward to seeing him when he can. He says that, 
"strangely enough", everytime his father sees him, he seems 
surprised that he still wants to visit him. They also talk 
more now then ever before, even though they only stay 
together for very short time. Sometimes they even have a 
laugh. When his father becomes tearful Tom feels very 
upset and would like to be able to do something, but he 
just sits quiet in front of him. 
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Interaction with friends 
Tom believes that almost everyone knows about his father's 
imprisonment, and that his friends now avoid to interact 
with him. They only talk to him when they have to. 
According to Tom, they feel embarassed, or they think he is 
"bad" like his father and is also involved in drugs. He 
feels that he cannot communicate with his friends now, and 
fears that they may "turn their faces" and talk behind his 
back. 
As a result of Tom's constant demands for emotional 
support, the relationship with his best friend has ended, 
and now his friend tries to avoid any contact with Tom. Tom 
feels particularly upset because they were close friends 
for many years and they used to study together. Tom goes on 
to say that he has many friends, but when his father was at 
home he was not allowed to go out with them in the 
evenings, therefore his relationship with them was limited 
to the school. Now that he is able to meet them in the 
evenings he does not wish to leave the house. He thinks 
that he has become used to staying at home during the 
evenings, or that he has lost the motiviation to interact 
with his friends. 
At the time of the second interview, Tom says that he 
likes his new school and he has many friends there. 
Initially, he felt very scared to make new friends, but 
gradually he relaxed and now he is enjoying his new life. 
However, he misses his mother and sisters and finds it 
difficult to adapt to the routine of his uncle's house as 
he never left home before. 
Moral Judgement Interview 
Time 1: Tom thinks that, in general, people should obey the 
law, otherwise "there would be chaos", and they should be 
punished if the crime has been committed for "the wrong 
reason", that is, for their own benefit. 
Moral stage: 3 
Time 2: Tom thinks that people in general should obey the 
law otherwise there would be an "unbelievable amount of 
rapes, murders and burglaries" and he would not like to 
live in "that sort of society". People should be punished 
if they have committed an offence for their own benefit, 
but not if they are offending "out of their conscience to 
help someone". 
Moral stage: 3(4) 
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Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory 
The score attained by Tom in the four subscales of the 
above test are as follow: 
Subscales Scores 
Time 1 Time 2 
General self 16 14 
Social self-peer 65 
Home-parents 73 
School-academic 42 
Total self score 66 48 
Child's perception at ht interview 
Tom felt excited to be able to talk and share his problems 
with someone outside his family. He thought: "God I can 
actually talk to someone outside the family". It has also 
been a great help to "let it all out" and be able to talk 
to someone who can understand him and the situation. The 
questions made him "think". 
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FAMILY rL 
Mother: Frances, 39 years old 
Father: Noel, 44 years old 
Children: Ronald, 15 years old 
Demographic data 
Family M live in a two-bedroom converted flat in South 
London. The interior of the flat is well furnished and is 
kept exceptionally clean and tidy. 
Frances left comprehensive school when she was sixteen 
years old and worked in various jobs, such as packing for a 
mail order company, in a pet shop and in the office of a 
laundry. She has not worked for the last 11 years. Ronald 
was born when she was 20 years old, but never knew his 
natural father. Frances met Noel when she worked at the 
laundry and has lived with him for 12 years. Ronald 
considers Noel to be his father. Frances is outgoing, very 
friendly and spoke openly about her problems. 
Before his arrest, Noel worked as a metalurgic engineer at 
a local College. Since Noel's imprisonment, Frances has 
been receiving social security benefits. 
Husband's criminal data 
Noel was arrested for murder. He had been celebrating with 
friends after receiving an unexpected back payment from his 
employers, which happened to coincide with the Christmas 
festivities. During the party, Noel drank too much (he is 
an alcoholic) and became involved in an argument with his 
best friend, and in the heat of the moment, he hit him on 
the head with a source pan. Noel has one previous custodial 
sentence for a drinking and driving offence he committed 20 
years ago. 
By the time of the second interview, Noel had been 
sentenced to 6 years imprisonment, and they have decided to 
get married whilst he is in prison. 
Mother's perception QL th-P, event 
When Frances' husband was arrested it came as a great 
shock to her. She did not go to the party where the 
incident happened due to an operation she had had on her 
foot and had no knowledge of the offence. When the police 
came to her flat to arrest her husband, Ronald was alone as 
Frances and her husband were attending the hospital. 
According to Frances, the police "burst" into the flat and 
searched everywhere. Ronald did not move, "completely 
astonished". When she and Noel returned from the hospital 
the police were waiting for them. They told her that there 
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had been an incident in which a man had died, and they were 
taking Noel to the police station for questioning. 
Initially she thought there had been a misunderstanding, 
but later she had to accept that the incident had happened 
and that her husband was involved in it. 
Frances cries "endlessly" and just sits down with a "blank 
mind", without the energy to do anything. What made matters 
worse for Frances was that the incident happened two days 
before Christmas, considering all the preparations and 
expectations that surrounds this time of year. 
At the time of the second interview, Frances's husband had 
been sentenced to six years imprisonment. Frances did not 
expect that her husband would receive such sentence, and 
when she heard the judge pronounce it she "went numb, 
cold", and felt like a "piece of stone". She just could not 
move from her place in the court. The solicitor and 
barrister told her that her husband would probably be 
sentenced to 3 year imprisonment. She thinks that they were 
"useless" as they advised her husband to plead guilty to 
murder. Frances had insisted categorically, that if he was 
going to plead guilty, he should plead guilty to 
manslaughter, which she says they should have advised him 
to do in the first place. Frances finds it very frustrating 
having to deal with a legal system which provides 
inadequate information. She gives the examples of not being 
informed when her husband was moved to another prison, and 
the lack of communication between prison staff. 
Feelings towards the husband 
Frances does not blame anyone for the event. She believes 
that a series of unfortunate events led to the incident. 
First, Noel received extra money from work at Christmas, 
which led him to drink more then normal. Second, she had 
just had an operation on her foot and could not walk, 
therefore she could not attend the party and control Noel's 
reaction to the drinking. 
Frances' feelings toward her husband have not changed, in 
fact his imprisonment has given her cause for hope that 
their relationship will be "a lot better" when he returns 
home. She says that Noel is a very generous and responsible 
person, and has a caring attitude towards her and Ronald. 
He has provided the family with a good standard of living 
and took Ronald everywhere with him, even to his work. He 
also used to help Ronald with his school work. Frances adds 
that now he is more affectionate towards her and Ronald 
than before his imprisonment. According to Frances, Noel's 
"basic problem" is drinking, but now due to his offence 
being related to drink, he has firmly decided to give up 
the habit. Although he has tried many times before 
unsuccessfully to stop drinking, Frances is convinced that 
this time he really means what he says as they can now 
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discuss the problem together. She has therefore decided to 
wait for his return and endure all the difficulties for the 
sake of their future relationship. 
At the time of the second interview, Francis still does not 
blame anyone for the event, just the "drink", and thinks 
that her husband's imprisonment has brought them closer 
together. She emphasises that, although she would not like 
to go through this experience again, it has helped Noel to 
realise the extent of his drinking problem and how much he 
loves her. Frances says that Noel is still determined to 
stop drinking and reorganise their lives, and she is 
convinced of his sincerity and feels very hopeful about 
their future. He is receiving therapeutic treatment in the 
prison. 
Noel's relationship with Ronald has also became closer, and 
now they talk about Ronald's problems in more depth. Before 
his father's imprisonment, Ronald took him for granted but 
now he has become aware of the importance of his father's 
advice, particularly about his professional future. 
Changes after husband's imprisonment 
Noel used to "earn quite well", but now Frances is living 
on the 145 per week she receives from the social security. 
This is the first time she has received social security 
benefits and it constitutes a "big drop" in the family's 
income. She feels ashamed to be "begging for money" and 
cannot go anywhere, even to visit friends or buy the things 
she was used to, such as clothes for Ronald and herself. At 
the moment she can only afford "basic things" like food, 
rent, electricity and gas. Frances feels very lonely and 
depressed as her friends have "left her alone", and the 
only persons she talks to, are the women she meets in the 
queue at the Prison Visitor's Centre. Frances also finds it 
extremely difficult to visit Noel every day, as a result of 
the operation she had had on her foot. She has tried 
various sources of help to take her to the prison, such as 
ambulances and Dial a Ride, but apart from the vicar of the 
local church and occasionally her sister, no one helps her. 
When the vicar cannot manage to take her to the prison, she 
has to hire a mini cab which costs her £5 a day. Although 
the time allowed for visiting is only 15 minutes, she 
cannot not miss a day of seeing Noel. Frances feels that 
this period of waiting for the trial is so uncertain that 
she cannot make any plans for the future. 
The most difficult change for Frances is having to adjust 
to Noel's physical absence and the emptiness of the house. 
Initially, she could not sleep or eat on her own, and she 
lost two stone in weight. She felt so sad and vulnerable 
that when people spoke to her she would just cry. What has 
helped Frances to cope with her feelings of isolation are 
her son's company and the daily demands of looking after 
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him. She says that, apart from Ronald being very worried 
about his father's condition and angry with the police and 
solicitors, she did not notice any great changes in him. 
Soon after his father's arrest he became very quiet, but as the days passed he became used to the situation, mainly 
because Noel's attitude towards him changed for the better. 
Since the last interview, Ronald has become more mature and 
responsible. Due to the financial situation, Ronald decided 
to seek part-time employment, and therefore does not now 
rely on his mother to buy the things he needs. He has been 
promised a job at a local estate agent as soon as he leaves 
school. 
Frances' financial situation has not changed since the last 
interview. However, despite her limited economic resources 
she manages to keep herself busy by attending keep fit 
classes, gardening talks, visiting her sister and friends, 
and helping to organise jumble sales at the local church. 
But she cannot find the motivation to cook, particularly 
Sunday dinners. Since her husband's imprisonment she has 
not cooked a "single Sunday dinner". During the week she 
eats "tins of soup" as her son does not normally eat` at 
home, and when he does, she boils some eggs or buys fish 
and chips. She still cannot sleep well as her "mind" is 
thinking of Noel and the situation. 
Frances feels more lonely than she did last year. Since 
Noel's conviction she is allowed only one visit fortnightly 
compared to everyday when he was on remand. Although the 
visits now last for two hours, as against 15 minutes when 
he was on remand, she misses the daily contact she used to 
have with him. She adds that she feels as "if he is a dead- 
alive" person. In addition, the prison is located very far 
from London and the bus service which is laid on for 
prisoner's wives is not reliable. This service is supposed 
to run every Sunday, but it is often cancelled at short 
notice if there are not sufficient people who have booked 
seats. On these occasions Frances experiences great 
financial hardship and strong feelings of frustration. 
Explanation at t1m event t. aha child 
Frances says that she did not have to explain anything to 
Ronald as the police informed him about the event when they 
came to the flat to arrest Noel. They even questioned 
Ronald about his father's whereabouts and character, and he 
had to sign a statement about his father's movements on the 
day the offence was committed. Ronald has followed every 
step of the legal process since the day his father was 
arrested, and he also attended the trial. 
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Sunnort system 
Frances' parents are deceased but her sister has been 
extremely helpful. Sometimes she takes Frances to the 
prison, and also on holiday. Frances does not receive any 
help from Noel's family; he has not seen his mother for 20 
years and does not wish to see her. He is frightened of her 
"causing a scene" and shouting things like "lock him up and 
through the key away". 
Frances has not sought help from any organisation as she 
feels she can manage on her own and does not like strangers 
interfering in her life. 
Child's perception g. 1parents 
Ronald says that he gets on "well" with his mother as she 
is very kind and cares for him. He feels that she 
understands him most of the time. For example, she allows 
him to go out and stay up "until late". She also keeps her 
promises most of the time. He only does not like his 
mother's "temper" (shouting). However, he would not change 
anything about her character, and he believes that he takes 
after her. Ronald says that he is like his mother to the 
extent that he is tidy, does his homework and "sticks to 
things". However, when he becomes angry he is more like his 
father after he has been drinking. That is, he throws and 
kicks things, fights and gets into a "real bad temper". 
Ronald chooses his father as his favourite adult with whom 
to confide. He believes that he is generous and is 
prepared to help him in anything he can, such as his home 
work, explain general things to him and listen to his 
problems. He also says that when his father promises 
anything he means it, otherwise he would not promise in the 
first place. However, if he is in trouble at school he 
would go to his mother as she knows how to deal with this 
situation better than his father. Ronald says that when 
his father returns home he will follow his advice. In fact 
he is now following the advice his father has given since 
he has been in prison concerning what College he should 
attend and his future career. But he adds that no one 
should tell him what to do as he can make a choice, "I'm 
not a baby anymore". 
Ronald says that his father understands him most of the 
times, like when he allows him to watch a television 
program which is shown at the same time as one his father 
would like to watch. But he does not understand Ronald when 
he "looses his temper" or when he tries to be funny, which 
for Ronald is not "funny at all". For example, on one 
occasion, when his mother returned from shopping and 
knocked on the door, his father answered: "there's nobody 
in", just to be funny. When Ronald went to open the door, 
his father grabbed his T-shirt which made Ronald loose his 
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temper and it lead to a fight between 
In fact Ronald told the police about 
they asked him if he had any arguments 
police distorted Ronald's account 
statement that his father used to be 
therefore, a violent person. 
him and his father. 
this incident when 
with his father. The 
and wrote in his 
at him and he was, 
At the time of the second interview, Ronald still says that he gets on "well" with his mother, except when she "nags" 
at him for wasting his money on clothes and records. He 
likes her most when she is quiet and does not speak. Although he cannot express his feelings "in words", his 
mother knows him very well, therefore there is no need for 
him to explain how he feels about things to her. 
His father continues to be Ronald's favourite adult with 
whom to confide. Now that he is in prison, he "saves" 
everything he wants to tell him until the next visit. 
Ronald thinks that his father understands the problems 
of young people and knows what to "talk about" (before 
his imprisonment, Noel used to work with adolescents). 
If in trouble, Ronald would try to sort out his problems" 
on his own. If he needed help, he would talk to his teacher 
whom he trusts and has known for the past four years. 
However, he misses his father's help, particularly when he 
does not understand maths. 
Child's attribution Qf_ responsibility 
Ronald says that he knows everything about his father's 
imprisonment. The police told him when they first came to 
the house to arrest his father. Ronald was at home alone at 
the time, and when he opened the door they "rushed" in 
asking where his father was. Ronald asked them why they 
were looking for his father and if they had a warrant to 
search the house. They answered that they did not need a 
warrant for a murder investigation, and that his father was 
a very "bad" man who had done very terrible things and that 
Ronald should not "associate" with him. Ronald just 
listened and could not think or move. He felt very bad and 
would have liked to have told the police to go away 
immediately, but he did not "utter a word". He did not 
believe what they were saying and thought that it was all a 
mistake. He knew his father very well and he did not 
believe that he could have done such a thing. 
Ronald blames his father's drunkeness for the offence and 
thinks that he should not be punished. As he states: "he 
should get off because he was drunk, so he didn't really 
know what he was doing because he doesn't know what he does 
when he's drunk. He's never done anything, my dad's not a 
criminal. Ronald just feels angry that his father has put 
himself in such a position. 
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At the time of the second interview, Ronald does not blame 
anyone for the event. He thinks that the circumstances led 
to his father getting drunk and committing the offence. 
Initially, he could not believe that his father could have 
done such a thing, but now he thinks that he is "doing his 
time" and when he returns home everything will be better 
than before as he is not drinking anymore. 
However, Ronald goes on to say that his father should be 
free "because there's no proof that he did or that he 
didn't, and anyway if he did, he just went to help his 
friend and got drunk; it was just the circumstances". 
Child's perception at changes after the. father's 
imprisonment 
Ronald only understood the full extent of his father's 
imprisonment three weeks after his arrest, when he visited 
him and saw him locked up all day with "hardly anything to 
do ". He felt very sorry for his father. However his 
feelings towards him have not changed, and he looks 
foreward to having his father back home, but "cured of his 
drinking" habit. 
Since his father's imprisonment, Ronald says that his 
mother cannot afford to buy him clothes or give him any 
money to go out, and his father cannot give him presents as 
he often used to before his arrest. But what Ronald misses 
the most is going out with his father, particularly to his 
work where they made models of oil rigs and petrol 
stations, and then had lunch together. He "really loved" 
these occasions as he learned many interesting things. He 
feels very sad as he believes that when his father returns 
home he will be working and not be able to do all these 
things he used to do with him. 
At the time of the second interview, Ronald says that he 
has become more confident since his father's imprisonment. 
When his father was at home he used to give him money to 
buy records, clothes and books, but now he has to work to 
buy these things. However, he complains that he does not 
earn sufficient money to save for holidays or to go to 
restaurants as he used to do. He also misses his father's 
help and feels frustrated at having to cope alone with his 
school work. 
Ronald feels "very, very angry" towards the police and 
stresses that he is never going to trust them again. He 
believes that on the day of his father's arrest they tried 
to "trick" him to give evidence against his father. He also 
feels deeply upset, for while he was giving the statement 
the police took his father away and he was not given the 
opportunity to say goodbye to him. 
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Ronald feelings towards his father have not changed. In 
fact, Ronald states that he now knows that he took his 
father for granted, but since his imprisonment, Ronald has 
realised how important his father is for him. 
Interaction between father and child during imprisonment 
Ronald visits his father two or three times a week. He 
looks foreward to seeing him, but "hates going down the 
prison". He can "stand the queue", but he "can't stand being in the waiting room full of people smoking". The 
smoke gets into his eyes and he can barely cope with it 
until the end of the visit. Ronald says that he feels sad 
seeing his father locked up all day. 
Since his father's conviction, Ronald visits him once or twice a month. He looks foreward to talking with him about his school work, what he has been doing and about what he 
is going to do in the future. When he is with his father he 
says: "I feel just kind of sad". 
Interaction with friends 
Ronald has many friends and likes them to have a "good 
personality", which means being cheerful and not mean. None 
of his friends know about his father's imprisonment. He 
would not tell anyone "because it's a family problem" and 
they would not understand why his father "did what he did". 
At the time of the second interview, Ronaldsays that all 
his friends know about his father's imprisonment, but no 
one says anything to him about the subject. Ronald is 
absolutely sure that none of his friends would bully him 
about his father's imprisonment, but, he emphasises, if 
they did, they would "regret it" as he "would kill them". 
Moral Judgment Interview 
Time 1: Ronald thinks that, in general people should do 
everything to obey the law, otherwise "they can get in 
trouble", and they should be punished depending on the 
offence committed. According to Ronald, it is pointless 
putting someone in jail for "speeding down the motor way"; 
but if they have killed someone they should be punished. 
Moral stage: 2 
Time 2: Ronald thinks that is up to the people to obey the 
law or not. As far as he is concerned, after his father 
imprisonment, he does not trust the police or the law 
anymore. People who break the law should be punished 
depending on the offence they have committed. If one 
punishes everyone who has broken the law "there's going to 
be so many people in prison it's unbelievable". 
Moral stage: 3(2) 
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Coppersmith Self-Esteem Inventory 
The scores attained by Ronald in the four subscales of the 
above test are as follow: 
Subscales Scores 
Time 1 Time 2 
General self 19 21 
Social self-peer 67 
Home-parents 76 
School-academic 85 
General self score 80 78 
Child's perception at fdm interview 
Ronald says that he cannot express what he feels about the 
interview. He agreed to be interviewed as he believes it 
may help people to understand the situation he is in a "bit 
better". He finds the questions too long and a "bit 
personal", but as he has a choice of answering them or not, 
he does not mind. 
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FAMILY Ij 
Mother: Pamela, 36 years old 
Father: Ben, 45 years old 
Children: Bill and Mara, 17 and 9 years old. 
Family N live in a three-bedroom council flat in South 
London. Although it is a typical inner city Council Estate 
and is situated in front of a factory, the blocks are 
relatively small with grass areas between them for children 
to play. The internal corridors are dirty with the walls 
covered with grafitti. The interior of the flat is clean 
and fairly tidy. 
Pamela attended a secondary modern school until the age of 
15, after which she worked part-time in various jobs such as 
cleaning and in pubs. She married at the age of 18 already 
pregnant with her first son Bill. According to Pamela, her 
first husband carried out a robbery from a hotel but put 
the blame on his brother Ben, who was sentenced to 10 
years imprisonment. She became very angry with her husband 
and told the truth to the police, "even Scotland Yard", 
but they did not take any notice of her information, "they 
had the man and that's it". Soon after this event she 
separated from her husband and began to receive social 
security. However, she continued to work part-time in 
casual jobs such as cleaning and on a market stall. 
Pamela had a new relationship, with the father of her 
daughter Mara. Mara, however, never knew her father as the 
relationship ended soon after her birth. 
When Pamela's 
prison, he went 
she gave him 
relationship be 
that time and 
father. 
ex-brother 




in law, Ben, was released from 
ela to thank her for the support 
was the beginning of a new 
Mara was almost two years old at 
thought that Ben was her real 
Ben also has a son, who he did not know "existed" until 
three years ago, when "someone" told him that he had heard 
on a CB radio, that a young boy (Ralph) was claiming to be 
his son and was looking for him. Initially, Ben said to 
Pamela that he did not have any children, however, he 
decided to meet the young man and discovered that he was 
his son. Pamela did not like this new situation as she felt 
that Ralph was a threat to the close relationship she had 
with Ben, Mara and Bill. She also thought that Ralph was 
making too many demands on his father, both financially and 
emotionally, as his family was very poor. 
Before his arrest, Ben had a fruit barrow and also sold 
souvenir hats. He also received social security. Pamela 
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used to help him in the business. She is very active and 
determined to achieve her goals. Generally, she does not 
like to talk about her private life, unless to a very close 
friend. 
Husband's criminal data 
Ben was arrested on arrival at Heathrow Airport from a 
holiday "abroad" with his son Ralph, for illegally 
importing drugs, for which he received a nine-year 
custodial sentence. At the time of the first interview, Ben 
had served two years of his sentence. Fourteen years ago, 
Ben received a ten-year prison sentence for robbery, of 
which he served six years. 
Mother's perception g. t. event 
For Pamela, Ben's arrest was a total surprise, she felt 
"shocked, stunned and terrified". She did not know what 
could happen and felt like a "robot". Pamela went to the 
airport with her son Bill to meet her husband and they were 
also arrested. The customs officers detained them at the 
airport for 10 hours before releasing them. Pamela could 
not speak and when she asked for a glass of water they 
(customs) would not give it to her. She also "begged" them 
to let her telephone to her daughter Mara, who had been 
waiting for them since 1 p. m. She was only allowed to 
telephone at 6 p. m. 
Pamela thought that the situation would be resolved as 
drugs were not found in Ben's posession, but rather on his 
son Ralph. But when she realised that this was not to be 
the case, she felt really angry. She believes that if the 
police "want you, they'll get you". Pamela goes on to say 
that she always taught her children to respect the police, 
but now her attitude towards them has totally changed. She 
cannot identify the police with law and order and does not 
believe that their job is to protect people, but rather 
just to convict them. She repeats: "I hate them, I hate 
them, they're just pigs". 
Pamela has become increasingly resentful towards 
authorithy (police, prison officers, solicitors and 
judges), and says that they are "picking on her husband and 
son". Both of them have been treated "very bad"; they did 
not allow her son Bill to visit Ben, and they have not kept 
the promise they made of providing therapy for him when he 
was sentenced. 
When Ben was sentenced to nine years imprisonment she "just 
couldn't believe it", she thought "no, no, just can't be, 
can't be". She run out of the court and does not remember 
how she drove home. She only recalls stopping the car many 
times to cry. Fortunately, her son Bill was with her and 
helped her to avoid an accident. When she arrived home she 
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"just cried and cried and cried", as did her son Bill and 
daughter Mara. Pamela was not expecting such a sentence as 
the barrister led her to believe that she had nothing to 
worry about as the prosecution could not prove anything. 
She believes that the barrister was completely inefficient 
just for the fact that he did not allow Ben to tell the 
court that Ralph was his son. For Pamela, the trial was 
also unfair as "it was put in the jury's mind that Ben was 
a minder". She is also very angry as Ben's appeal did not 
proceed. This was because Ben reported his barrister to the 
bar during his appeal on the grounds that he did not act on 
his behalf. As a consequence, the barrister was "thrown 
out", and when the appeal was to be heard the court would 
not supply a new barrister (it seems that by law Ben had to 
use the same barrister who worked on his trial). In 
addition, at that time the judicial system "were coming 
heavy" on drug offences. 
Feelings towards th husband 
Pamela firmly believes that Ben is innocent and blames 
Ralph for the event as the drugs were found in his 
posession, and he accused his father of smuggling in the 
drugs. She also blames the custom officers for Ben's 
imprisonment, as she thinks that they should not have taken 
him to court since he did not have the drugs on him. 
Sometimes Pamela directs her feelings of frustration and 
resentment at her husband, for when something "wrong 
happens in the family" she blames him, as she thinks he 
should have "stood up and done something more through the 
courts", although "deep down" she knows he did what he 
could. More usually her frustration is directed towards 
her daughter Mara. For example, on one occasion Mara fell 
over and "split all her chin" and "all she wanted was 
daddy, daddy, daddy". Pamela shouted at her angrily: "your 
bloody daddy is not here, what do you want me to do about 
it? ". 
Pamela says that her feelings towards her husband have 
changed due to the lack of physical contact. Although she 
still loves him she has "built up a barrier" to any sexual 
desire, which adds to her feelings of frustration. However, 
Pamela still considers Ben to be part of the family and 
says that Mara is very close to him. Even in prison he 
contributes as a father by listening and participating in 
the problems that appear between Pamela and Mara. She has 
decided to wait for him and believes that when he returns 
home he will assume all his former responsibilities again. 
Pamela believes that she will have to wait the full nine 
years as she thinks we live in an unfair system. 
At the time of the second interview, Pamela says that she 
still loves Ben and is sure that the 
"emotional side will 
never go", but she is worried about 
the "physical side". 
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She explains that she tries to remain as detached as 
possible from this aspect of their relationship, and to 
achieve this she goes as far as avoiding any cuddling 
during visits to prevent any fantasies developing. 
Currently, Pamela is extremely worried at the prospect of 
Ben receiving home leave, for although she is happy for 
both Ben and Mara, she is very aprehensive about what her 
sexual response toward Ben will be like after three years 
separation. Nevertheless, Pamela looks foreward to having 
him back home as soon as possible. She admits that they 
have changed in "their own ways", but at the same time they 
have kept the necessary contact to keep the "emotional side 
alive". She says that Ben is still very close to Mara: 
"she's still his baby". 
Changes after husband's imprisonment 
Since Ben's imprisonment, Pamela's life has changed 
drastically. Financially, she has had to adapt from being 
quite "well off" to living "on peanuts". She cannot go out 
as before or buy all the things necessary for Mara's 
dancing lessons. She now only receives 145 a week from 
social security, whereas before Ben used to work and 
provide for everything. She also used to work with Ben, but 
when he went to prison she could not cope with the work 
alone as previously he decided everything about the 
business. Before, she was totally dependent on him and now 
she feels "completely useless" and has found it very 
difficult to deal alone with all the problems related to 
running a house. Sometimes she feels so angry about her 
situation that she "slams doors, throws plates and kicks 
things". Pamela also relies on her daughter for support and 
talks about her problems and frustrations with her. But she 
knows that Mara cannot do anything, and sometimes she does 
not even understand what Pamela is talking about. 
Soon after Ben's imprisonment, Pamela's son Bill was 
arrested for being "carried by a stolen vehicle", but he 
received a conditional discharge. After that offence he 
"started knocking around with a guy of 32" who "was like a 
father figure" to him. They "got in trouble"; Bill was 
accused of stabbing a man and sentenced to three year's 
imprisonment. 
Pamela has found it most difficult to cope with Mara's 
reaction to her father's absence. She started wetting the 
bed, having nightmares and demanding her father whenever 
something unpleasant happened to her. She would also cry 
and scream every time she saw a car similar to her 
father's, or saw something on the television which reminded 
her of her father: "one minute she could be happy, and in 
the next she could be in a fit of tears", which makes 
Pamela very upset. Mara has also become "clinging" and 
follows her mother everywhere for fear of losing her as 
well; she is very frightened that her mother can also be 
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arrested, and she might be put in a home. At school, Mara 
"answers back" to the teachers. 
At the time of the second interview, Pamela still considers 
Bill part of the family. He cared for them and was always 
there if the children had problems. Even now, "after all 
these years in prison", if Mara is in trouble she will tell 
her mother, but as soon as she visits her father she tells 
him everything. 
During the past year, Pamela has become more independent, 
and can cope better with her daily life. Many things cannot 
wait for a discussion with Ben, therefore she "gets on with 
it". However, she finds it difficult to cope with the 
loneliness and apart from visiting a friend, she does not 
go anywhere. During Ben's absence she has only been out to 
enjoy herself three times, and on each occasion she asked 
Ben's permission beforehand, as she does when she wants to 
go on holiday. As she states: "he ain't gone, he still 
rules the roost". 
Pamela feels hurt by the fact that Ben is missing Mara's 
"growing up". During the visits, Ben tells her how sad he 
feels by observing the changes that Mara is undergoing, and 
not being able to take part in her development. She also 
finds it very painful to see her husband always miserable 
and continually protesting his innocence. He is "obsessed" 
with this matter and is unable to enjoy the brief time they 
have together. She recalls sadly how "easy going" he was at 
home, and she now feels like being "pulled from all the 
angles", as she has to play a supporting role to both, her 
husband's and her daughter's suffering. She complains that 
the prison's environment is not suitable to talk about 
family matters. 
Three months ago, Pamela told Mara that Ben is not her 
natural father. Mara was very upset and shocked, but once 
she "calmed down" she accepted the situation and as far as 
Mara is concerned "that's the end of the story". What 
"calmed her down" was a conversation she had with Ben, when 
he told her that he will be always her father and that 
she will be always his daughter. 
Although Mara is a "bit better", since the last interview, 
Pamela has been worried about her sadness and insecurity. 
She still "clings on" to her, and wants to know where she 
goes, what she is doing and to whom she is talking to. 
Pamela tries to reassure her by saying that she has not 
done anything wrong, therefore no one is taking her 
anywhere. But this fails to console Mara as she believes 
her father did nothing wrong and he is in prison. 
Currently, Mara is sleeping with her mother, and she says 
that when her father comes home Pamela has to leave the bed 
and let her sleep with him. When Pamela tells her that this 
is not possible, she replies that she will then bring the 
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quilt and sleep on the floor of her mother's bedroom. 
Mara has had to be moved to another 
problems with some children and the 
says that the headmistress could not 
on her". Once she "poked her shoes 
However, Pamela is not happy with th 
lower standards than the previous one 
has gone "right down". She adds that 
home this would never have happened. 
school as she has had 
headmistress. Pamela 
"stand Mara and picked 
in Mara's stomach". 
e new school as it has 
and Mara's education 
if her husband was at 
Explanation af- m event to the. child 
Mara knew what was happening from the beginning. Pamela 
says that she was too distressed to tell Mara a lie and 
continues to act in a "normal" manner. She also "honestly" 
believed that nothing was going to happen to Ben and that 
he would he home soon. 
As the case progressed, Mara followed all the procedures. 
The legal problems were discussed in front of her and 
nothing was "covered up". Everytime Pamela went to see Ben 
or the solicitor, Mara would accompany her and hear what 
was said. Pamela says that this interaction has provided 
the opportunity to give mutual support to each other, and 
to help Mara absorb gradually the unfolding of events. 
Pamela does not interact with her neighbours as she thinks 
they "should mind their own business and she'll mind 
her's". Only the next door neighbour knows about Ben's 
imprisonment, but she does not make any comment or give 
Pamela any support. Pamela does not tell anybody about her 
husband's imprisonment as she feels that people would make 
sarcastic remarks about her belief in his innocence. She 
has not even told her own family about the event. Her 
mother lives in the North of England, therefore she can 
manage to "keep the secret". She has no contact with Ben's 
family; apart from the occasional visit from one of his 
brothers. The only support she receives is the emotional 
support of close friends who really understand her 
situation. 
Ch? ld's perception Qf, parents 
Mara says that she gets on "well" with her mother, and 
chooses her as her favourite adult with whom to confide. 
Mara believes that her mother understands the way she feels 
as she does not ignore her problems or "moan" when she 
cries, particularly when she feels sad about her father's 
absence. In times of trouble, Mara would go to either her 
father or mother as both would listen and try to help her. 
However, she thinks that her father "listens more" to her 
than her mother. This is because he allows her to talk 
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first before taking any action, whereas her mother has "a 
fit" as soon as she tells her a problem. 
Mara could not think of any negative aspects about her 
father; he is joyful, keeps his promises most of the time 
and cares "a lot" about her. She is very attached to her 
father, and even now that he is in prison she tells him 
everything that happens to her. Mara thinks that she is not 
restrained like her mother, but is "more open" and "speaks 
her mind" like her father. 
At the time of the second interview, Mara still thinks that 
her mother understands and cares for her. However, she 
would like to change her mother's "bad temper" and make her 
"more calm". When Mara told her mother that the 
headmistress was bullying her, she went "storming" to the 
school and started "bawling her head off" to the 
headmistress. Mara would have preferred that her mother had 
first discussed the matter, and then if it was necessary, 
"shout her head off". Mara also complains that, currently, 
her mother threatens to stop her dancing lessons just 
because she does not practice as much as she used to. 
Mara says that she confides in her mother, but feels more 
affectionate towards her father as he is suffering for 
being away from them. She used to tell her problems to her 
father when he was at home, but now she is not so sure as 
he has been away for a long time. However, she still 
believes that he would help her more than anyone else, 
although he might get upset and "tell her off". She adds 
that her father's imprisonment did not change her feelings 
towards him; she still trusts and loves him "just as much 
if not more" than before. For Mara, the best aspect about 
her father is still his ability to listen to her "side 
first without having a fit" when she has a problem, and 
then work out what to do. She says that this attitude gives 
her confidence to disclose her problems to him without fear 
of getting into trouble. 
Child's Attribution QL resnonsibility 
Mara knows that her father is in prison for drug smuggling 
but she is convinced of his innocence and that he should 
not have been arrested. For Mara, his arrest was a mistake 
and she blames her father's son Ralph for the event, as he 
was in posession of the heroin but did not take 
responsibility for it. She also thinks that everyone linked 
with the case the police, barristers and judges are wrong 
as they did not have any evidence to accuse and sentence 
her father. 
Initially, her mother told her that her father had been 
arrested without going into details. She felt very upset 
but thought that the customs where just doing their job and 
eventually they would discover that it was all a mistake. 
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But when her father had to go to court and received a 
nine-year sentence, she did not understand "anything 
anymore". She felt like "going up there" and "ripping and 
smashing the place up" as she was sure he was not guilty. 
Mara says that her father could not commit such an offence 
and he should not be punished; he "never did nothing 
wrong", but they put him in prison. They shouldn't have put 
him in prison because they didn't find any drugs on him". 
At the time of the second interview, Mara is still 
absolutely sure that her father is innocent of the crime, 
and feels very angry towards "all this people" who have 
convicted her father and cannot "be bothered" to review his 
case, let alone take an interest to understand his family. 
If they did so, she believes it would show them how her 
father cares about everyone. She continues to believe that 
Ralph is responsible for her father's imprisonment, as he 
accused him of smuggling the drug in order to avoid being 
sentenced himself. She cannot understand why "all them 
people" believed Ralph's account as the drug was found in 
his posession and not in her father's. To indicate how 
angry her father feels about the issue, she goes on to say 
that Ralph and her father were placed in the same prison, 
but Ralph had to be moved to another prison for fear that 
his father would attack him. She says that he (Ralph) "will 
suffer" for "his lies", if her father "gets his hands on 
him". 
Child's perception at changes after father's imprisonment 
Mara says that she misses her father's presence in general 
and his "cuddles" in particular. She feels frustrated as 
she cannot go to places she used to before his 
imprisonment, such as Margate, restaurants or fan fairs. 
Her father also used to take her to dance classes and dance 
competitions. She felt very proud to have her father 
watching her dancing and winning competitions. Mara says 
that her's "is not a family anymore". 
Before her father's imprisonment, Mara used to "run" to her 
father everytime her mother "told her off", but now she has 
lost his support. Soon after he went to prison, she could 
still telephone him when she felt very upset and receive 
some comfort, but after a while her mother stopped her as 
she said that he could not do anything about the matter and 
it would only add to his feelings of helplessness and 
frustration. 
Mara has had most difficulty coping with her feelings of 
angriness and insecurity related to the injustice committed 
by the police. She cannot understand how, being innocent, 
one can be put in prison, and as a result she does not 
trust the police anymore. She feels that anyone can be 
arrested guilty or innocent and setenced arbitrarily. She 
is also frightened that her mother could be arrested, 
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leaving nobody to take care of her. 
At the time of the second interview, Mara says that her 
mother takes her to the dancing lessons, but she cannot 
take her on holiday, to the park or give her pocket money 
as her father did when he was at home. 
Mara feels more frustrated than at the time of the last 
interview for not having her father's support in times of 
trouble. She is convinced that only he can "see her side" 
and then tell her what to do if she "gets in trouble", 
particularly with her friends. Now she even has to avoid 
telling him any problems during the visit for fear of 
upsetting him, as he is becoming "more and more sad as the 
time passes". 
Mara has now moved to another school due to the hostile 
attitude of the headmistress towards her. She does not like 
the new school and feels extremely angry at this move, but 
she has no other choice. 
Mara has never become used to her father's absence; she 
still misses her father's cuddles and the flat seems "bare" 
without his presence. 
Interaction between father and child during imprisonment 
Mara visits her father once a week. She looks foreward to 
the visits and tells him what she has been doing at home, 
at school and with friends since the last visit. She feels 
very happy to be with him, but she also feels sad when 
she has to leave him there. 
At the time of the second interview, Mara still looks 
foreward to visiting her father, however, she feels very 
annoyed as her father wastes most of the visiting time 
repeating that he is innocent and "going over and over 
again his court case". As a consequence, he is always sad 
and she would like to see him happy. When Mara is with her 
father she feels both happy and upset; happy because she is 
with him, and upset beause she has to leave him and wait 
for another two weeks to talk to him again (Ben was moved 
to a prison where visiting is allowed twice a month). 
with friends 
Mara does not talk about her father with any of her friends 
and they do not ask about him as she only interacts with 
them at school. She returns home from school alone and her 
mother does not allow any of the children who live on the 
estate to play with her; her mother thinks that most of the 
children who live on the estate "swear and have bad 
manners". Mara worries about "keeping the secret" about the 
event from her friends as they would not understand the 
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situation and would not believe that her father is 
innocent. 
At the time of the second interview, Mara still takes great 
care to ensure that her friends do not discover her 
"secret" as she believes that they would immediately think 
that her father is a "crook" and "take the Hick" out of 
her, when she knows her father is innocent of the charges. 
She still cannot talk about her father with her friends, 
and it is becoming increasingly difficult to avoid 
conversations which may lead to a disclosure about her 
father's situation. She feels "very bad" when her friends 
tell her about the "nice places" they have been with their 
fathers. She has to make a great effort not to cry, and to 
think before mentioning anything about her father. She 
really would like to talk about her father's situation and 
be able to defend him, but she knows that no one would 
understand or believe in his innocence: "they would only 
laugh at her". 
Moral development interview 
Time 1: Mara thinks that people should obey the law 
"because most law are right, some are not, but most of them 
are". People should be punished depending on the reasons 
why they break the law. "What matters is the reason why 
they broke the law". 
Moral stage: 3(2) 
Time 2: Mara thinks that people should obey the law 
"because the law is very important. You can destroy 
people's life because you've done something wrong towards 
the law". People who break the law should be punished 
"because they should be taught a lesson, unless there's a 
reason for it". 
Moral stage: 3 
Coppersmith Seif-. m Inventory 
The scores attained by Mara in the four sub-scales of the 
above test are as follow: 
Sub-scales qcnreq 
Time 1 Time 2 
General self 18 20 
Social self-peer 67 
Home-parents 77 
School-academic 66 
General self score 74 80 
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Child's impression at tlu interview 
Mara says that talking about her father's imprisonment has 
helped to "get it a little bit out of my system". Although 
Mara feels bored to answer the questions, she does not mind 
because she is helping other people. She finds the 
questions difficult and boring. 
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Q. 
Mother: Constance, 27 years old 
Father: Mark, 28 years old 
Children: Jennifer and Tania, 8 and 4 years old. 
Demographic data 
Family 0 live in a two-bedroom ground floor council flat. 
The flat is located in a row of terraced houses and has a 
small rear garden. The property appears to be quite old and 
run down. Rubbish is left in front of the property, and 
what space is available for plants is overgrown with weeds. 
The interior is untidy and in need of repair. At the time 
of the first interview Constance was attempting to re- 
decorate the flat herself. 
Constance attended a special school for "fragile children" 
until the age of 16. She had a difficult childhood as she 
suffers from diabites and had to remain inside the house 
most of the time. Until she was six years old she had to be 
"carried up and down the stairs" by her sister. Her mother 
was overprotective towards her and did not think she could 
ever cope with a family on her own. However, Constance left 
home when she was 19 years old, after a row with her mother 
over the time to arrive home at night when she was pregnant 
with Jennifer. Soon after she married Jannifer's father 
Glen, and they went to live with his parents. They 
separated after about one year and Constance went to live 
with Mark. Jennifer was two years old at the time. Glen has 
agreed to let Jennifer think that Mark is her real father, 
and Glen her uncle until she is of a sufficient age to 
understand. However, since Mark's imprisonment, Constance's 
mother has frequently reminded Jennifer that Mark is not 
her real father. Constance has a second daughter, Tania, by 
Mark. Before his imprisonment, Mark worked in the "building 
trade". 
Husband's criminal data 
Mark was arrested and sentenced to life imprisonment for 
murder, which means fourteen-year sentence with the 
possibility of release after 10 years for good behaviour. 
He killed his sister's lover with a scaffolding pole after 
a row in a pub involving his sister's husband. At the time 
of the first interview, Mark had served three years of his 
sentence. He has no previous convictions. 
Mother's perception QI. t event 
Constance did not expect that Mark would be arrested, but 
when he was, she did not think it was serious and thought 
he would be released soon. She thinks that he was "just in 
the wrong place at the wrong time". During the trial, 
Constance prepared herself for a sentence of five years, 
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even though she believed he would be released. When he was 
sentenced to life she felt "horrible" and "totally 
devastated". She felt helpless, angry and totally lost 
dealing with the judicial system. She did not understand 
the trial and cannot say if it was fair or not, especially 
the forensic reports; she is surprised "how much they can 
tell from silly things". Constance blames herself for 
contributing to the police's suspicion of Mark as she 
washed his jacket at "the wrong time". She also felt very 
hurt by the statement given in the court about the state of 
her flat. The "CID men" said that her place was filthy, 
when she did not have time to clean it after all the 
confusion. She believes the police gave this information as 
"a lot of things depend on the surroundings". However, 
Constance does not blame the jury for the sentence as they 
have "a big decison to make", even though she thinks 14 
years is a long time, particularly when compared to the 
ten-year sentence given to her brother-in-law for killing 
Constance's sister. Even so, she believes that the jury was 
bias against Mark as he is Irish. She also thinks that, as 
no one spoke on Mark's behalf, not even his sister, who 
went back to Ireland with her husband instead of staying in 
London to give evidence, it did not help his case. 
Feelings towards thD- husband 
After Mark's conviction, Constance kept asking herself all 
kinds of questions concerning her relationship with her 
husband, the problems of coping alone with the children, 
their futures, and managing the family's finances. 
However, she still considers Mark to be part of the family 
and she is determined to wait for his return for "as long 
as it takes" so they can "begin a new life". Constance says 
that Mark is a very good husband and he loves the children. 
Even now, he never forgets their birthdays and follows 
their development with interest. He was "very thrilled" 
when Tania put on her first nickers without nappies and 
when she started to talk. She adds that she could ask him 
for anything and he would try to provide it. But most 
important is Mark's relationship with Jennifer. Since they 
met "they took to each other like a duck takes to water". 
Even though Tania is his natural daughter, Jennifer is his 
favourite and she is closer to Mark than to her. Constance 
recalls the first time Jennifer saw Mark. She told Jennifer 
to say "hello" to him, but she said : "hello daddy" and sat 
on his lap immediately. The first Christmas Mark spent with 
them he bought a pink dress for Jennifer which made her 
feel very happy and proud. Currently, he saves money he 
receives in prison to buy "furry material" to make animals, 
such as panthers and teddy bears for Jennifer. 
Constance believes that Mark is innocent of the crime, even 
though he participated in the fight. Constance insists that 
she would not be waiting for him if she knew he was guilty 
as she would feel scared of living with him. She agrees 
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that Mark can be aggressive, particularly when drunk, but 
"he would never look around to pick up something to hit 
anyone. If he feels like beating up someone, it would be 
with his hands". Contance blames Mark's sister for his 
imprisonment: if she had not had an affair with the victim 
"behind her husband's back", nothing would have happened. 
Changes after husband's imprisonment 
Before his imprisonment, Mark received his wages "cash in 
hand", which, added to Constance's social security 
benefits, allowed the family to have a reasonable standard 
of living. Now Constance has enormous difficulties trying 
to manage with the £36 she receives in benefits. She has to 
rely on charity for the children's clothes, which makes her 
feel very depressed. 
After Marks' imprisonment, Constance had to wait a month 
for an appointment with the social services to sort out her 
benefits. During this period she had to borrow money to 
survive. However, the most difficult thing for Constance to 
cope with at that time was her health. Mark used to give 
her the daily injections of insulin she needs to control 
her sugar level, therefore she was very frightened to be 
alone, as "anything could happen to her", and consequently 
to the children, during periods of low sugar level. She 
was too "terrified" to inject the insulin herself and a 
nurse was called, but after a while the nurse taught her 
how to inject herself. During this time she felt 
disoriented like a "robot going about", and would direct 
her frustration at Jennifer. 
Although Constance feels very lonely and misses "silly 
things like ironing Mark's shirts", she is more confident 
in herself as she has learned to inject the insulin and 
knows what to do when her sugar level drops. She also does 
many things that previously she relied on Mark to do, 
such as the decorating, and has adopted a firm approach 
with the children. Constance perceives the development of 
her independence to be a positive outcome of Mark's 
absence. 
Constance says that she has not noticed any changes in 
Jennifer's behaviour since Mark's imprisonment. She 
explains that Jennifer has always wetted the bed, therefore 
she cannot say that this behaviour is a consequence of 
Mark's absence. However, during the interview she says that 
when Mark first went to prison, Jennifer became very quiet, 
did not play out as much as she used to, and tended to 
stare at the television no matter what program was on. She 
also says that, after Mark's imprisonment, Jennifer kept 
asking about him "on, and on, and on", and that she was 
"pining for him". But once Constance told her that he would 
be away for a long time, she never asked for any further 
explanation. According to Constance, Jennifer "pretends 
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most of the time", therefore she has to ignore her 
otherwise she would rely on her to do things that she could 
easily do herself, such as her school work. When Jennifer 
visits Mark, she demands his attention throughout the 
whole visit, much to the annoyance of Constance and Mark as 
they cannot talk. Jennifer is very interested in knowing 
what kind of wall paper Mark has in his cell. 
Constance feels that Jennifer "improved enourmously" after 
the first prison visit. She thinks "it was for 
Jennifer's peace of mind to know that her father was still 
about, rather than just disappear like her first father", 
for Jennifer may believe that it is her fault that "all her 
fathers disappear". However, Constance says that it is very 
difficult for her to take the children to the prison as 
frequently as she would like, as she cannot afford the 
journey. In addition, the children do not allow her to 
talk with her husband as they interrup their conversation 
all the time". She emphasises that there should be some 
attraction for children in prisons so they could "talk 
together, at least for half an hour in piece". 
At the time of the second interview, Constance is still 
struggling to manage the family finances with the money she 
receives from the social security, and finds it most 
difficult having the sole responsibility of the children. 
Although she feels very lonely, she is resigned to living 
alone. She says that she has "no choice" but to bring up 
her two daughters the best she can, adding "but it is very 
hard with so little money". 
The major difficulty with which Constance has had to cope 
since the first interview has been the deterioration in 
Jennifer's behaviour. According to Constance, she has 
become much worse; she seems to be living in the "clouds" 
and does not react to anything. For example, Jennifer gets 
up at 5 a. m., puts all her toy cups and saucers in a 
shampoo bubble bath and mixes them with water and toilet 
paper. Constance washes everything and reprimands her, but 
next day she repeats the same procedure. Whe Constance asks 
her to put the toys away she does not listen to her, and no 
matter how long Constance makes her stay in her bedroom as 
a punishment, she still will not put the toys away. 
Constance has decided to hide all her toys. On one 
occasion, Constance was so annoyed with her lack of 
response that she shook her and shouted: "for god's sake 
scream at me, will you, tell me to go away". Jennifer's 
response was to repeat "go away" very quietly. 
Jennifer also lies frequently but insists that she is 
telling the truth, even when she is confronted with 
overwelming evidence that she is lying. Jennifer will 
"answer blind" that she did not do what she is accused of. 
After a "wack" Jennifer might say half the truth. 
Constance looses her temper and shouts at her: "you hate 
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me, don't you, you really do, that's why you do that to me, 
don't you? ". But Jennifer does not answer and just stares 
at her. 
Jennifer likes to play with everything that belongs to her 
mother; she wants to read Constance's books and play with 
her perfume and powder. She also hides her dirty clothes 
under her mother's wardrobe, and when asked why she does 
this, she answers that she does not know or just shrugs her 
shoulders. Constance says that she cannot talk to Jennifer 
as her mother could not talk to her. She goes on to say 
that Jennifer often "mumbles" to herself and never tells 
Constance what she did at school. For example, a boy in the 
school "grabbed Jennifer by her hair and hit her head on a 
brick wall" and she did not tell anyone. Constance only 
found out because Jennifer told the story to a friend of 
Constance's brother when Constance was in the kitchen and 
Jennifer thought she could not hear her. 
Recently, Jennifer has been stealing sweets from shops when 
accompanying Constance shopping. On one occasion, Jennifer 
took some sweets from the shop and hid the wrappings under 
the carpet in her bedroom. Two days later, Constance found 
them there and said to her: "Do you want to end up in 
prison like your dad, because that'll happen if you carry 
on and mummy will end up there too, so you'll have none of 
us". On another occasion when Jennifer stole sweets 
Constance threatened to call the police, and just by chance 
a police car stopped nearby and Jennifer pointed to the 
policemen. Constance had no choice but to tell the 
policeman about Jennifer's behaviour. The policeman 
reprimanded Jennifer, and until now, it seems to have had 
results. 
Jennifer also does not sleep well. She goes to bed at 8 
p. m. and when is 4 or 5 a. m. she is "wide awake and wants 
breakfast". Sometimes she picks up a pillow and a cover and 
sleeps on the floor next to her mother's bed. When she wets 
the bed, Constance feels that she wets it on purpose to 
upset her, as generally this happens when Jennifer wakes up 
and could avoid it. When Constance went to the social 
services to ask for new sheets to replace the old ones, 
they insisted that Jennifer be seen by a psychiatrist. 
Constance says that the therapy is having no effect on 
Jennifer. 
Constance also says that Jennifer is always in trouble at 
school. Children throw ink and stones at her, and once 
during a school trip to the swimming pool a group of 
children from another school threw Jennifer's new shoes in 
the toilet full of faces. Constance believes that everyone 
"picks on Jennifer" because she does not stand up for 
herself and has no confidence or "personality, she just 
exists". However, Constance says that Jennifer is 
completely different when she is not present. While 
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Constance is near her, she is quiet, does not talk and does 
what she is told. Normally, Jennifer does all "the naughty 
things" when Constance is not present. She then becomes 
lively, talks and sings, but when Constance arrives she 
stops immediately. According to Constance, Jennifer would 
talk to anyone but her and she does not know what to do. 
She does not understand why Jennifer behaves in this way. 
Constance says that she prefers Tania (Jennifer's younger 
sister) because "I know where I stand with her". Last week 
Constance was so angry with Jennifer that she told her to 
pack her bag and get out of the house as she did not want 
her anymore. Jennifer did not move, she just "stood there 
and looked at me". What brought Constance to such an 
extreme state of desperation, was an accumulation of things 
such as Jennifer's lying, taking things from the cupboard 
and eating the whole tub of ice cream at 6 a. m. 
Mark and Constance have had many arguments about Jennifer 
during visits as he thinks Constance is too strict with 
her. For example, when Constance and Mark are talking and 
Jennifer demands attention, Constance becomes very annoyed 
and tells her to go and play. Mark complains that she is 
"picking on the child". However, on the last visit Jennifer 
was so disruptive that even Mark "had a go at her". 
Explanation at Ilia event ta tJi child 
Constance has never explained to Jennifer why Mark is in 
prison and tries not to talk about him with her. At the 
time of his arrest, Jennifer assumed that Mark was in 
hospital (Constance does not know how she arrived to that 
conclusion) and asked her mother what was wrong with him. 
Constance replied that he had "a bad back". Recently, 
Constance overheard Jennifer telling her cousin that her 
father was in prison, and that it was not a hospital. 
However, they still do not mention this subject, although 
Jennifer visits her father in prison. On one occasion 
Jennifer asked her mother what he had done to be in prison, 
to which Constance answered "he was a naughty boy and the 
police took him away". Jennifer appeared to be satisfied 
with this answer. 
Support system 
Constance thinks she is lucky as most of her friends and 
neighbours gave her support by listening to her problems 
and helping her to look after the children. Her mother has 
also given her some help, although Constance thinks she 
tries to control her too much and does not like this 
attitude. Mark's family live in Ireland and are therefore 
unable to help her. 
At the time of the second interview, Constance does not 
receive any support from her family, his family or her 
friends, although her mother looks after the children 
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sometimes. Constance has not asked for any help from the 
social services, as she is worried that "they may say she's 
a bad mother". She was contacted by a Catholic 
organisation, who has taken her on holiday, given the 
children clothes and organised a Christmas party where the 
children received presents. 
Child's perception at parents 
Jennifer thinks she gets on "okay" with her mother as she 
allows her to colour pictures and see her friends. Jennifer 
likes very much to awake her mother in the mornings as she 
wants to have her breakfast. She also likes playing with 
puzzles and cards with her. However, she would change her 
mother's "mind" into her grandmother's "mind", but does not 
know why. Jennifer goes on to say that she does not like 
her mother shouting at her or hitting her, and would like 
it if she could give her more attention. Jennifer says 
that she used to get on "fine" with her father and felt 
happy when he told her stories or sang songs for her. She 
adds that her sister, her mother and herself want him to 
return home as "all of us like him". If Jennifer could 
change her father, it would be into a "flying fish", as she 
likes flying fish; or into a toy dragon, but does not know 
why. 
Jennifer says that her grandmother is her favourite adult 
with whom to talk, but if she is in trouble she would go to 
her mother as she would "tell off" anyone who kicks, beats, 
punches or pulls her her. Jennifer would also talk to her 
teacher as she is "nice and likes people". This teacher 
also likes the work Jennifer does at home and she tells her 
how to make things and how to do maths. She says that her 
father is not at home as he works in a hospital as he 
suffers from a "bad back". 
At the time of the second interview, Jennifer says that she 
does not get on well with her mother as: "I can't tell her 
what happens to me", but does not know why she feels that 
way. Jennifer says that she no longer knows in whom to 
confide as her father has been away for a long time. 
Child's attribution af responsibility 
Jennifer says that she does not know what really happened 
but tries to think that her father is not in prison. She 
goes on to say that she does not know the place where he 
is, but whenever she visits him he looks very sad and has 
"different hair"; "once it was curly, then it was short and 
now it is different". Therefore Jennifer thought that "it 
weren't my daddy, he didn't look like my daddy, but he 
was". 
Although, Jennifer does not really know why her father is 
in prison, she says that if he "stays there for a long, 
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long, long time until I grow up, then I'll miss him very 
much. She says that he should not be punished because "is 
my best dad. I don't want him punished, I cry because I 
hate my dad being punished". 
At the time of the second interview, Jennifer says that she 
tried hard to think that her father was not in prison but 
in a hospital. Then she heard her mother telling her 
friends that her father was in prison, but she still tried 
to keep thinking that he was in hospital. When she could 
not "think hard anymore", she felt very sad because he was 
in prison and no one had told her. She wishes he "wasn't in 
hosp.... I mean prison". 
Jennifer believes that someone must have hit her father 
"first on the back", and then her father "hit the person 
back". She is sure that her father did not start the fight, 
but she does not know how the fight ended. Jennifer blames 
"somebody else who must've done it", but does not know who. 
Jennifer still thinks that her father should not be 
punished as "I don't want him punished", although she now 
thinks that he did "something naughty, but he's still my 
best dad". 
Child's perception Q changes after ta father's 
imprisonment 
Jennifer says that when her father left home she felt 
scared, but when asked what she was scared about, she 
replied: "he was gone, he makes me scared". Jennifer then 
changed the subject, but when probed further she revealed 
that she feared that her mother could go away like her 
father, and she would have to remain alone with her sister. 
Jennifer looks foreward to having her father at home again 
because he is "nice" and gives her attention. Before her 
father's imprisonment, she felt happy playing hide and seek 
and going to the shops and parks with him. She recalls 
sadly, that she loved the time he used to take her to the 
swings, but now she does not go anywhere. Jennifer feels 
both sad and angry because she would like to see her father 
everyday, so that he could read books to her, cuddle her, 
and fix her bicycle. She emphasises that she loves her 
father the same as before and that it is very difficult 
"not to have my daddy". 
Interaction between father i child during imprisonment 
Jennifer visits her father "lots of times" and she likes to 
see him, particularly when he buys sweets for her. She 
tells him how she is doing at school and everything that 
has happened at home between visits. She feels very happy 
to be with him as he makes her laugh by telling "funny 
jokes". But what makes Jennifer really happy is when he 
cuddles her, although she also says that sometimes he sends 
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her away in order that he can talk to her mother, and then 
she feels "really sad". 
Children often bully Jennifer, but not about her father's 
imprisonment; they throw earth at her, kick and punch her, 
and pull her hair, but she does not know why: "It's too 
much, I don't know really, I don't know what to do". She 
feels very angry and wishes "I was a baddest, horrible, 
yaki, maddest, very mad dog, and when they bully me I'll 
au, au, au". Jennifer never mentions her father to anyone 
as she is frightened of being bullied. 
Time 1: Jennifer thinks that people in general should obey 
the law "because it's right to obey the law, and they 
should be punished "because they steal, kill people, hit 
them on the head, bang dead". 
Motal stage: 1/2 
Time 2: Jennifer thinks that people should obey the law 
"because if I don't obey the law I'll be killed. God, when 
God had killed me I go up into heaven and I'll be an angel 
and I do what God says. I'll be arrested and stay in prison 
long time. They should be punished "because they've stolen, 
that's it". 
Moral stage: 1 
Coppersmith Self-Esteem Inventory 
The scores attained by Jennifer in the four sub-scales of 
the above test are as follow: 
Sub-scales Scores 
Time 1 Time 2 
General self 10 10 
Social self-peer 54 
Home-parents 45 
School-academic 44 
General self score 46 46 
Child"s impression aL thP, interview 
Initially, Jennifer felt frightened that she would not be 
able to answer the questions, but by the end of the 
interview she felt more relaxed and happy. However she 
thinks that there are too many questions and that they are 
difficult. She feels sad to talk about her father, but does 
not mind to talk to the researcher. 
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FAMILY P_ 
Mother: Susan, 28 years 
Father: Jack, 29 years 
Child : Natalya, 9 years and 1 month 
DemograoAhic data 
Family P live in a two-bedroom flat in a relatively modern 
council estate in Surrey. The interior of the flat is 
adequately furnished, clean and tidy. Susan attended school 
until the age of 15, after which she worked in an office. 
Since her daughter Natalya was born she has being receiving 
social security and working part time in a fish and chip 
shop and cleaning houses. 
Susan met Jack, her current common law husband, when she 
was 18 years old, and after three months she became 
pregnant with Natalya. Jack has an institutional 
background: care, borstal and prison. He is a compulsive 
thief, drinks heavily, gambles and for the past four years 
he has been taking drugs. Jack has been unemployed (in 
receipt of social secuity) for the majority of the time 
that he and Susan have been together. According to Susan, 
he is very unreliable, he often leaves the flat saying that 
he will return home for dinner and then disappears for four 
or five days. Susan admits that since the beginning she was 
the one who kept the relationship going as she believed 
people could change and Jack would "grow to love me". But 
his addiction and consequent "nastiness" and "viciousness" 
ruined their relationship. 
At the time of the second interview, Susan had separated 
from her husband and had three part-time jobs: serving in a 
fish and chip shop, cleaning and participating in group 
research. 
Husband's criminal data 
Jack was arrested and remanded in custody for shoplifting, 
burglary and failing to surrender to bail. At the second 
interview he had been sentenced to 12 month imprisonment 
and released, but did not return to the family home as 
Susan decided they should separate. 
Mother's perception at Ila event 
Susan believes that Jack is totally responsible for his 
imprisonment. She thinks that he is stupid, and contrary 
to previous occasions, she hopes that he will receive a 
long sentence in order that she may have the opportunity to 
reorganise her life. Susan explains that her attitude to 
her husband's imprisonment has changed over the years from 
"utter devastation" to "utter relief". Initially she 
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believed he could change and felt sorry for him. Whenever 
he was arrested she felt as though he had died as many 
times she was not even given the opportunity to saying 
good-bye. She used to be very supportive to him and thought 
of herself as "great" by helping him. But now she realises 
that it is unlikely that Jack will ever change. However, 
Susan is visiting Jack regularly for the sake of Natalya, 
and because she feels sorry for him: "If I don't take him 
some cigarettes or a meal now and again nobody would". 
At the time of the second interview, Susan reiterates that 
only Jack is to blame for his imprisonment. She even goes 
as far as to say that his 12 month sentence was too lenient 
as he has no respect for the law. 
Feelings towards th.. husband 
Susan loved Jack very much and thought he would settle down 
especially after they moved into their present home. 
However, his perennial drug problem has undermined any hope 
of her ever having a stable and loving relationship with 
him. Susan emphasises that "I would stand by him being in 
prison, but I cannot come to terms with this horrible, 
disgusting, filthy habit of injecting himself, and his 
shifting moods and sickness". She goes on to say that she 
could not cope with her husband's activities to finance his 
addiction: "he sold his daughter's television, jewllery, 
broke into the electric meter and even took articles from 
my dad's flat". As a consequence Susan underwent a period 
of severe depression, and has now given up any hope of a 
future with her husband. 
Changes after husband's imprisonment 
Susan says that nothing has changed since her husband has 
been in prison, as he is totally unreliable and has never 
contributed financially, or to general decision making 
within the family. In fact she feels more secure when he is 
not at home as she can plan and organise her life more 
effectively. When he is at home everything is chaotic. She 
recalls the previous time when she felt completely lost and 
confused about laws and courts and could not make any plans 
as her only thought was how to get him out of prison. 
Susan says that it is difficult for her to link any changes 
in her daughter's behaviour to her father's imprisonment as 
he has been in prison so many times. She has not noticed 
any changes in her behaviour or school work and attributes 
this to the lack of details given to Natalya about her 
father's imprisonment. However, she has observed that 
Natalya has problems with relationships. It is very 
difficult for her to keep a friend no matter how much 
effort she puts into it. According to Susan, Natalya does 
not like to hurt anyone, therefore her friends bully her. 
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Susan also says that Natalya feels that her father is 
incapable of taking care of himself, and consoles herself 
by believing that he is safer in the prison as "he can't 
get into trouble in there". Natalya also shows concern 
about her father's cell conditions and repeteadly asks her 
father what colour are the carpets and the wall paper in 
there. 
Since the last interview, Susan and Jack have decided to 
separate, therefore she does not now consider him to be 
part of the family. In fact Susan admits that he never 
contributed as a father or as a husband. They never went 
out together and he only gave money to her when he felt 
like it. She does not consider that by Jack taking Natalya 
out or giving her some attention when he feels like it, is 
sufficient criteria to be considered a participant father. 
She would have terminated the relationship before if it 
were not for her daughter's strong attachment to her 
father. According to Susan, Natalya and her father are very 
close, she loves him dearly and accepts the way he is, 
although she does not know about his drug problem (Natalya 
believes that her father suffers from frequent "colds" and 
is not well). Natalya knows that her friends' fathers are 
different from her's but she cannot elaborate on this 
subject. To indicate the extent to which Natalya is 
prepared to make excuses for her father's unreliability, 
Susan recalls an event which happened last year, before 
Christmas. Natalya made a bet with her friends that her 
father was not in prison, and would attend the Christmas 
Concert that was held at her school. She was "worried sick" 
that her father might not be released as expected, before 
the Concert, but when he was eventually released on time 
she was "over the moon". However, Natalya's happiness was 
to be short lived as her father did not attend the Concert 
as he was under the influence of drugs. At first she 
"slammed herself in the settee" and shouted that she did 
not want to see her father ever again and "sobbed, sobbed 
and sobbed", while repeating: "how can I face the girls and 
how are they going to believe me now? ". But as soon as her 
mother told her that her father telephoned saying that he 
had to go to the social security at 7 p. m. to get money, 
she "swallowed it straight away" and calmed down, even 
though it was a blatant lie. 
It was soon after the saga of the Christmas Concert that 
Susan decided to move Natalya to a new school, although 
this event was not the main reason for her decision. Susan 
had been aware for some time that Natalya had been involved 
in a gang of children who were stealing. She explains that 
Natalya had been bullied frequently by two girls at the 
previous school and they were forcing her to do what they 
wanted, and the situation became worse once they learned 
that her father was in prison. 
Currently, Susan both despises and fears Jack. When he 
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comes to see Natalya and they are together he abuses her 
and treats her like "dirt" and she has to make an effort to 
avoid arguments. She is particularly worried when her 
husband takes Natalya out in his car, but she does not dare 
to say anything as he has threatened to "scar" Susan's face 
if she stops him taking Natalya out. However, it is 
becoming easier for her to cope with the situation; she 
does not get hurt anymore, and it does not "destroy part of 
me" to see Jack "stoned". Susan adds that she cannot 
forgive him for letting Natalya down and does not 
understand how he can hurt someone who loves him so much. 
Susan is concerned that Natalya still accepts all the 
"muck" her father "throws at her", which she says is her 
fault because during all these years she hid from her 
daughter her father's doings and her own suffering, 
therefore, Natalya tends not to worry about her. She 
recalls that at Christmas she used to put all the presents 
in a sack and say that were from "mum and dad", when "he 
couldn't even be bothered to give Natalya a present, even a 
sweet or some food". 
F1 anati on of- the. event #, Q the, child 
Until Natalya was five years old, Susan used to tell her 
that her father was working away, although on one occasion 
when Natalya was about three years old she witnessed her 
father being arrested when he arrived home handcuffed with 
four or five policemen. He was shouting at the police as he 
did not want Natalya to see him in that condition. Natalya, 
who was leaning against the wall of the flat, became very 
white, "all her blood drained from her face" and she slid 
down the wall. However, Susan believes that Natalya does 
not remember this incident, and adds that whenever the 
police have carried out a search of the flat, she takes 
Natalya to her mother's, therefore she only witnesses the 
police arrival. When Natalya was about five years old, and 
could read the word prison on the gate, Susan told her that 
her father was working in the prison. Although Susan 
believes that Natalya accepted this explanation, Natalya 
herself questioned her father on why he did not come home 
at weekends. His response to this question was that he 
wanted to finish the work as soon as possible. Susan 
finally told Natalya that her father was in prison when she 
was six years old. She took the opportunity when her 
husband was convicted for a less "serious" offence: 
drinking and driving. Therefore Natalya still does not know 
the full extent of her father's criminal activities. 
According to Susan, Natalya felt "very, very angry" toward 
the police, her father and everybody involved, although 
recently she does not show any reaction and appears to have 
become used to it. Susan adds however, that she does not 
know how Natalya really feels "inside her". 
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Support system 
Susan's mother has been a major support to her by listening 
to her problems, looking after Natalya and taking her on 
holidays, unlike Jack's family, who have never shown any 
interest or concern with Susan or Natalya. Susan feels very 
fortunate in having good neighbours that helped her with 
the bail for her husband. Her friends have also given her 
enourmous support and she marvels at their patience; they 
have listened to her problems being expressed "over and 
over again, day after day". 
Susan has never received any help from social services, not 
even money towards the transport to the prison. She tried 
once to claim travelling expenses, but the "hours" she lost 
waiting and the telephone calls she had to make cost her 
more than she would have received. The only person who went 
to see her was the probation officer as he had to make a 
report about Jack. Susan adds that she does not want 
social workers round her flat "preaching" to her, and she 
does not believe they can give her the help she requires. 
a perception Qf- the parents 
Natalya believes she has the same sense of humour as her 
father, and like him, she does not take things very 
seriously and makes jokes out of everything. However, she 
would like to be like her grandmother, her mother, or her 
aunt as they have "a lot of energy". Because they keep busy 
doing many things they have not "grown up to be nasty" and 
they are very kind to people. Natalya feels that her mother 
provides her with security; she sees her as being kind and 
reliable, as "always being there". When her mother makes a 
promise she keeps it, unless she "really has to break it". 
Natalya chooses her mother or grandmother as her favourite 
adults with whom to confide. Both take her seriously and 
try hard to do something about her problems. Although 
Natalya likes to talk to her father, she would not tell him 
her problems, only "laughable things", as he does not take 
her seriously and would make jokes and laugh at what she 
tells him. She likes her father's jokes but not when she is 
talking about her problems or asking for advice. Sometimes, 
however, he may take her "too seriously", as when she had 
problems with her friends and he wanted to go to the school 
"to sort out things the wrong way" (shouting and screaming) 
without even knowing what was really happening. Natalya 
adds that her father tells her all his secrets, but she 
would only tell her secrets to her mother as she 
understands her. 
Natalya does not mind who tells her what to do, although 
she believes she can get round her father as "he's more of 
a softy". She believes that she gets on "well" with her 
father most of the time. Natalya "loves" when they go 
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together across the meadows and fields looking for "nature 
things", such as conkers and leaves. His ability to paint 
and his love of excitment are what Natalya most admires in 
her father. She emphasises that her father is not like an 
ordinary person, he "has to be different". He is not 
frightened of anything, he would take her by different 
routes across the fields where the horses are running wild, 
and be adventureous by walking long distances instead of 
calling for a taxi, whereas her mother would go by car 
everywhere. 
What she most "hates" is when her father goes to prison as 
they are not able to see each other and enjoy "lovely 
weekends". If she could change anything about her father it 
would be "his ways" so that he would not have to go to 
prison. Natalya goes on to say that he does not understand 
what she feels when he makes a promise without having any 
intention of keeping it, particularly the promise of not 
returning to prison. Everytime she visits him, he promises 
her that she will never have to go to the prison again, but 
she does not take any notice of what he says anymore, as he 
never keeps any promise. However, she says that he does 
understand her need to see her best friend on Saturdays and 
miss some visits to the prison. Natalya can only see her 
best friend on Saturday which coincides with the time she 
visits her father. To decide on whether to see her father 
or her friend she plays "little match", thus, it is her 
little finger who makes the final decision. However, she 
still feels very guilty at not seeing her father more often 
as it appears that, lately, her "little finger" chooses to 
see her friend more frequently than her father. 
At the second interview, and after her father had been 
released from prison, Natalya says that "in a way I prefer 
it more when he is in prison because I know exactly where 
he is", for now that her father and mother have separated, 
Natalya does not know where he lives; "he stays 
everywhere". She also feels let down when her father goes 
to the pub saying to her that he will be back soon and can 
be hours before he comes back. This normally happens on 
Sundays, the only day she sees him and which is supposed to 
be "our Sunday". She explains that, although her father 
"sleeps a lot", she just likes him to be at her flat on 
that particular day, especially when it is raining and she 
sits near her father on the settee. 
Natalya also recalls the disappointment she felt at 
Christmas when her father failed to attend the school 
Concert, as he knew how important it was for him to go. She 
had made a bet with her friends that she had a father and 
he was not in prison. Natalya kept looking to her watch 
all the time" and felt "really bad" when her friends said: 
"I told you, you haven't got a father, he's in prison, I 
don't believe you anymore". Natalya states that she felt 
very angry with her father, but she still loves him the 
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same and adds that what would make her feel "really happy" 
would be her father staying at home with her, for him to 
stop having arguments with her mother, and make him find a 
job, so that they could be a family again. 
Child's attribution gL responsibility 
Natalya says that her father has been in prison "a few 
times" for drinking and driving, breaking into video shops, 
stealing a "real tea set" from a shop, which she adds was 
not her father's fault as he was with a friend, but only he 
was blamed for the offence. 
When her mother explained about her father's imprisonment 
for the first time, Natalya felt "pretty horrible" and 
became "very, very, very upset" as no one that she knew had 
a father who went to prison, but she believed that he would 
never do it again. Now she is used to it and does not feel 
so bad anymore, she just says: "Oh no, not again". She 
explains that "normally" the telephone would ring from some 
police station and the person would ask to speak to her 
mother. After the telephone conversation her mother would 
say to her: "Do you know what happened? " and Natalya would 
say: "I think so", and her mother would answer: "What? " 
then Natalya would tell her mother what she thought and her 
mother would say: "yes" and tell her what happened in more 
detail. Natalya emphasises that, altough she is not proud 
of him, she cannot do anything about it. She accepts that 
he is "stupid to follow his friends and do silly things". 
She knows he is not going to change, but she still likes 
him very much, even though she does not know why. 
Natalya thinks that her father should not have broken the 
law as "it is naughty". However, she thinks that he should 
be let free because "it was only a little one, it was only 
drinking and driving and not killing or things like that". 
At the time of the second interview she still thinks that 
her father should not have broken the law, and he should 
only have "just a small sentence because is not very 
serious like killing or rape, and his friend S. should also 
be blamed because he was with my dad". Natalya explains 
that her father commits all these offences because "all his 
friends do and he does not want to be the odd one out". 
They have all been in prison, except for their "mothers and 
ladies". She does not understand why her father does not 
find other friends, and she compares him to herself saying 
that when she was at the old school, her friends "got her 
into stealing and swearing" otherwise she could be the "odd 
one out". However, now that she is with different friends 
she does not steal or swear anymore. 
i1d's perception , changes after 
father's imprisonment 
Since her father has been away, Natalya misses "seeing him 
all the time" and going out weekends to the fields, horse 
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riding and to a "nice pub", where Natalya could play in the 
"animals playground" nearby and have crisps. She also loved 
to help her father with his paintings, although she adds 
that when her father was at home he used to disappear for 
days, so she did not really have a routine life with him. 
For Natalya, the most difficult thing to cope with is her 
father letting her down "all the time", and afterwards 
making it sound quite legitimate that he should behave in 
that way. As she says: "I end up going along with his 
excuses, but I feel very angry inside". 
Interaction between father &rUJ child during imprisonment 
Natalya used to visit her father every Saturday. However, 
at the time of the first interview the visits have become 
less frequent, but she could not say precisely how often 
she visits him. Natalya has mixed feelings about the visit; 
whilst she likes to see her father, she also feels annoyed 
that he has offended again and she has to go to the prison 
to see him, when he should be at home. During the visits 
she talks to her father about horse riding, her 
relationship with her best friend and what she is doing at 
school, but she complains that she cannot really tell him 
everything as there is not enough time. She also asks her 
father about the colour of the carpet and the wall paper he 
has in his cell. 
At the time of the second interview, Natalya was seeing her 
father "dost" Sundays as he had been released. She says 
that she feels good to be with him as he is always doing 
interesting things, even though some Sundays he does not 
appear, and then she feels deeply disappointed. 
Interact ion with friends 
At the time of the first interview, Natalya has one best 
friend with whom she is so concerned about maintaining a 
friendship with, that she makes a conscious effort not to 
argue, and proudly says that she had a "record of not 
breaking up with R. for six weeks and one day". Natalya has 
been having many problems with her friends at school, 
particularly with a girl called S. This girl is very 
"nasty" as she makes Natalya do "horrible things" such as 
steal things from other children. S. used to "whisper" to 
the other children about Natalya's father being in prison, 
but Natalya says she never took "much notice". She also 
told them that Natalya's father was "nasty" to her mother, 
which, according to Natalya, was true but "none of their 
business". Natalya believes that the "majority of the 
children do not like her but she does not have "a clue" 
why. However, the children at the new school are nice and 
kind, and she has e new friend who likes her. But Natalya 
does not tell anybody about their relationship because she 
wants to be liked for herself by the other children, and 
not because she is a friend of a popular child. 
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Moral Development Interview 
Time 1: Natalya thinks that in general people should obey 
the law because "the law is the law and they shouldn't do 
wrong things anyway. People who break the law should be 
punished because "they broke the law, for doing something 
wrong". 
Moral stage: 2/3 
Time 2: In general people should try to obey the law 
because "if wasn't the law people would go around stealing 
and killing people for no reason and nothing could be done 
about it as they couldn't say it was a rule". People who 
break the law should be punished because "otherwise they'll 
keep doing it if they're not punished and just let off". 
Moral stage: 3 
Coopersmith Self-esteem Inventory 
The scores attained by Natalya in the four subsclaes of the 
above test are as follow: 
General self 15 17 
Social self-peer 76 
Home-parents 88 
School-academic 45 
General selfscore 68 72 
Child's perception j the. interview 
Natalya was "happy" and "excited" to talk about 
as she likes to talk about him. She also says 
likes to be interviewed because she can help 
research to understand what children feel 
fathers go to prison. She finds some questions 








Mother: Kay, 39 years 
Father: Arthur, 40 years 
Children: Jane, Helen, Julia, 
14,11 and 10 respectively. 
Louise and Ian. Ages 20,18, 
Faily Q live in a five-bedroom flat on a council estate in North London. The estate is run down and lacks greenery and 
facilities for children to play. The only space where 
children could play is reserved for cars. The entrance and 
the landings are dirty with grafitti on the walls. The flat 
is in need of repair and there is a serious problem of 
dampness. The glass of the front door is held together 
with adhesive tape and the interior of the flat is untidy, 
dirty and sparcely furnished. 
Kay attended a "boarding school" due to her inability to 
learn to read and write, which, according to her, is a 
result of an operation to remove a brain tumor when she was 
18 months old. At that time she also had to have two 
opertions on her ears. The total time she spent in hospital 
was about 34 months. She left school when she was 15 years 
old still illiterate, and at 17 she left home as she had 
disagreements with her mother concerning her step-father. 
Her natural father died when she was 13 years old. When 
Kay was 18 years old she gave birth to her first daughter, 
and two years later she had another daughter. However, 
their father left Kay and has never kept contact with them. 
Kay married her current husband at the age of 23 and has 
had three children by him, two daughters and a son. Kay has 
never worked and her husband was unemployed and on social 
security before his imprisonment. He used to work as a 
"machine mechanic", but he was sacked and now he cannot 
find another job as he has not "the papers, the qualifying 
things". 
Kay is cheerful, pleasant and talks openly about her life. 
However, she is very conscious of her inability to read and 
write and often feels "degraded", particularly when she is 
asked to fill in forms. For routine events such as 
shopping, she has managed to overcome her disability by 
memorising particular products and their prices. Kay is 
proud of the fact that she has brought up five children, 
contrary to her family's expectations and their advice not 
to do so. 
At the time of the second interview, Kay's two eldest daughters had left home to live on their own, and she was 
working, encasing records. 
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Husband's criminal data 
Kay's husband, Arthur, was arrested for theft and resisting 
arrest. He has a previous conviction for attempted robbery, 
three years ago, for which he received 15 months in prison, 
but only served six months. 
At the time of the second interview, he had been convicted 
to 18 months, and released after serving 7 months. 
Mother's perception at tjla event 
Kay was very surprised at her husband's offence. When the 
police knocked on the door to inform her that her husband 
was in the police station, she said to them: "you found 
him, you keep him then", and "shut the door in their face". 
When they knocked on the door again she apologised and let 
them in. They were laughing. Kay was very angry and did not 
go to see her husband for eight weeks, until she received a 
letter from him pleading for her to visit the prison. Kay 
decided to visit her husband and tell him that she had 
decided to get a divorce as he was "getting into my nerves" 
by "going in and out like a bloody yo yo". The first time 
he became involved with the police she "half understood 
it", as he could not find a job that would pay enough money 
to keep the family and she was "nagging him to death" to 
get some money to buy food for the five children. But this 
second time Kay became aware that she could organise her 
life better alone. However, at the time of the first 
interview, she had decided against divorcing him. 
At the time of the second interview, Kay says that her 
husband did not deserve 18 months sentence for stealing a 
"bloody radio". In addition, the police did not find the 
man who he was supposed to have beaten up, so this offence 
should not have been considered. 
Feelings towards the. husband 
After knowing all the story, Kay deduced that her husband 
did not have any intention to steal, he just took advantage 
of the opportunity presented to him. He convinced her that 
his involvement in the offence was not his fault and that 
he would stop drinking and compensate her for all the 
aggravation he caused her. 
Although Kay admits that she misses her husband, she feels 
very bitter and annoyed towards him for getting into 
trouble with the police again, and thinks that he is 
irresponsible and imature. However, she still considers him 
to be part of the family. She believes that he loves all 
the children equally, and he is very good to her, 
therefore, she has decided to wait for him in order to 
start a new life. She also wants to prove to he family that 
her marriage is lasting, contrary to their expectations. 
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At the time of the second interview, Kay has divorced her 
husband. After his sentence, she realised that she had to 
make some changes in her life. It was "too hard" for her 
to keep saying no to everything the children wanted. 
They both agreed to the divorce; he wanted his freedom, 
and for Kay the marriage was "getting on top of me" as 
her husband would not "fight" for her and the children 
and 'get a job. According to Kay, the children are 
enjoying themselves much more now than when their father 
was at home. They do not have "any restriction about 
eating". She feels sorry for her husband as he is alone, 
whereas she has the company of her children. Kay adds 
that she misses him "in a way"; she misses "nagging" at 
somebody. She emphasises that she is not angry with 
him anymore, even though he offended again when he 
promised her that he would never get involved with 
the police again. However, she adds that she really does 
not know the truth. She has heard two stories: one from the 
police and one from her husband, and she does not really 
believe either. She goes on to say that she feels somewhat 
responsible for her husband's offence as the day before the 
event, they had a "big row" when he walked out and she told 
him not to bother to return. She really did not mean it, 
she was just very angry, but this might have influenced her 
husband to commit the crime. 
According to Kay, Louise has accepted her divorce well. She 
says that she never talks about her husband to the 
children, but they know that they separated in a friendly 
way and he can come to see them any time. She believes that 
Louise misses her father, but hardly mentions him. 
Sometimes she says: "I wish dad could come round to see 
us", to which Kay replies: "give him time and he'll come 
some day", and "that's the end of the conversation". 
Changes after husband's imprisonment 
Kay finds it most difficult to cope with the financial 
situation. She has to control very strictly everything the 
children eat, and never knows "where the next meal is going 
to come from". She says it is also very difficult to tell 
the children that they cannot have "absolutely anything". 
She has lost her husband's social security money and now 
only receives £52 per week, which barely pays the "electric 
and food". She also finds it very stressful to deal with 
the council, particularly getting them to undertake 
essential repairs in her flat. She would like her two 
eldest daughters to be re-housed, which would leave her 
free to move out of London with the three younger children. 
She also complains bitterly about the cost of the journey 
to visit her husband and the location of the prison, which 
is very far and involves travelling all day just for a one 
hour visit. The social security paid for the first visit, 
but the "hassle" was too much for Kay, therefore now she 
only goes when she can afford to and takes the children in 
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turn. 
Since her husband's imprisonment, Kay finds it very difficult to control the children as they do not take any 
notice of her demands, and she is too tired to enforce 
discipline. However, she also says that the children should 
have freedom to come and go as they want. Kay did not 
notice any changes in Louise, although initially she says Louise was very angry with her father, so angry that she 
only went to see him two months after he had been arrested 
to "make him suffer". Since this period Louise has not demonstrated any other reaction. 
At the time of the second interview, Kay's husband had been 
released, but she and the children have no contact with 
him. He said that he wants to get a job, earn some money 
and have a place, before he will come to see them. Kay 
concludes that all this may take two years and they may 
even "get back together again". Kay no longer considers her 
husband to be part of the family. 
Kay has now started work, and is very excited that after 
all these years she finally earns "a wage" and does not 
need the social security anymore. She feels very pleased 
"how things have turned out". As the two eldest daughter 
have left home, she finds it easier to cope with the work 
and the three children. She now earns, with overtime, £100 
"every single week", whilst before she never knew when or 
where she was getting money for the next meal. If her 
husband was at home she probably would not have got the job 
and he would still be "sitting on his back side doing 
nothing". 
Since last year, Kay has noticed that Louise has become 
more quiet and sensitive. She says that Louise always cries 
when she tells her off as she hates it when she shouts at 
her. Recently, Louise seems to "react stronger" (cry more 
then ever) to her mother's outbursts. She is also "a bit 
touchy", for whenever Kay tries to talk to her she "tries 
to bite your head off", particularly in the mornings when 
she is in a bad mood. Kay says that she was not like that 
before the separation. 
Explanation Qf_ tim event t child 
Kay did not say anything to Louise about her father's 
arrest, until she overheard her mother talking about the 
event with her eldest daughter. However, they never discuss 
the matter, they just exchange practical information such 
as the time of the visits. According to Kay, Louise has 
followed all the process of her father's trial, therefore 
she does not need an explanation. 
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Support System 
Kay only receives support from her mother. She gives her 
some money when she desperately needs it and listens to her 
when she needs emotional support. Kay does not interact 
with her husband's family or neighbours, neither has she 
any friends. Lack of money and the demands of the family, 
make it difficult for Kay to develop friendships outside 
the home. 
Kay was not offered or sought any help from the social 
services. She says she does not want any because: "once you 
get them on your back you can never get them off of you". 
Kay thinks that social workers are "bloody nosy buggers", 
who visit people just to find out what they do. However, 
based on her previous experience with social workers, Kay 
acknowledges that some have "nice ways" and some "are nosy 
and stupid", depends on what kind of person they are. 
Child's perception j parents 
Louise says that she gets on "fine" with her mother, 
particularly when she helps her with the house work, when 
they go out together shopping, or when her mother answers 
all her questions about her life. The only time she does 
not get on well with her mother is when she shouts at her. 
This happens when Louise annoys her mother by slamming the 
door, or "just lay about doing nothing", or by refusing to 
go to bed. She also does not like it when her mother 
deducts the money she borrows from her pocket money. Louise 
says that she would like her mother to listen to her 
explanations before shouting, as sometimes she shouts at 
her unreasonably. 
In general, Louise believes that her mother understands the 
way she feels, although many times she is not prepared to 
listen as she is more interested talking to someone else 
and sends Louise away. On these occasions Louise goes to 
her father, who listens to her and understands the way she 
feels. - As an example she mentions an occasion when her 
father left a telephone conversation in the middle and 
passed it to her mother, so that he could give her the 
attention she required. She also chooses her father to talk 
to when she has arguments and fights with her younger 
brother, which is quite frequent, as he takes action to 
stop him tormenting her. However, if Louise were in 
trouble, she would go to her best friend as she can trust 
her not to tell her secrets to anyone. If her best friend 
could not help her, she would go to her grandmother. When 
Louise has problems at school, she talks to her French 
teacher as she is "nice". For example, when a girl bullied 
Louise on the first day of school by demanding money from 
her otherwise she would be beaten up, the French teacher 
took action immediately. 
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Louise's criteria of getting on well or not with her father 
are limited to such factors as receiving money from him, 
which makes her happy, and being made to go to bed early during school time by him, which she most dislikes. For 
Louise, her father's best aspects are that he does not 
shout at her "too much", and he is always prepared to 
defend her from her brother's bullying. She also liked it 
very much when her father took her to the pub and they used to talk about different things. On these occasions Louise 
felt very happy. The worst aspect about her father is when he awakes her in the morning when she is half-asleep to 
make him a cup of tea. This is apparently because he has a "bad back" and finds it difficult to get out of bed himself. She also "hates" the length of her father's hair, 
as he does not look like her father, but a girl. 
Generally, Louise says that her father keeps his promises 
as does her mother, although they may forget sometimes. For 
example, last year her father forgot her birthday and she "got the hump". 
When her father returns home, Louise will still accept his 
advice and regulations. In fact, she thinks that he, rather 
than her mother, should tell her what to do as she knows 
that her mother insists less on being obeyed, therefore 
Louise tends to "forget" her orders. 
At the time of the second interview, Louise feels that her 
mother does not understand her as she is too busy "going 
about and doing things", such as watching television, 
washing up, cooking the dinner or going to the shops. She 
also says that her mother does not listen to her in the 
first plbce, let alone keep a promise. Louise also says 
that she would not confide in her mother as she does not 
trust her to keep a secret. She believes that her mother 
would tell her grandmother, who in turn would tell someone 
else and then the secret would be "spread around". Louise 
emphasises that the only person who really understands her, 
and who she can trust to keep a secret, is her best friend. 
When her father was at home, Louise used to talk to him as 
she trusted him to keep a secret. However, now she cannot 
remember any specific examples, either in relation to good 
or bad aspects of their relationship, as she has forgotten 
"that time". Louise only remembers that she did not like it 
when her father "told her off", and that on one particular 
occasion he did not keep the promise of not telling anybody 
about a private conversation they had, because he was drunk 
and told her mother. However, she recalls how happy she 
felt to go to the pub with him, even though now she would 
not like to go to the pub or anywhere with him anymore. She 
prefers to go out with her friends as she has "grown up". 
She concludes that if her father returned home she would 
accept his advice if she were in trouble; it makes no 
difference that he went to prison. 
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Child's attribution gf responsibility 
According to Louise, her mother told her about her father's 
arrest, although initially she told her that he went on 
holiday. It was only after few days that Louise heard a 
conversation between her mother and her older sister about 
her father, and later that day her mother told her that he 
"was nicked again" and had to go to prison. She felt very 
sad and angry and could not believe he had offended again. 
Her mother did not give her any explanation and her father 
just said to her that he was in prison "because I've been a 
naughty boy" (laughs). 
Louise blames the police for her father's imprisonment. She 
says it is the "police's fault" as she does not believe 
that her father's offence was as serious as the police said 
it was. She insists that he did not do anything "that 
wrong", but even if he did, he should not be punished as it 
was not as "bad as the police is making it". 
At the time of the second interview, Louise says that her 
father was arrested for "stealing something". She thinks 
that he should not have broken the law because "he would be 
here with me, wouldn't he? ". She says that he should have 
been sentenced as "he did something wrong, but not that 
much, only a month". 
However, she goes on to say that she tries hard not to 
think about this matter anymore and she has become used to 
it now. As she says: "I just wiped out from my head", and 
adds "it's just one of those things, it can't be helped". 
Child's perception af- chars es after the. father's 
imprisonment 
Louise feels that her flat is quiet and empty since her 
father has been away. Before his arrest, the house was full 
of his friends who would be "having a laugh". She usually 
"joined in" and enjoyed to play and "muck around" with 
them. Now they have all disappeared and she misses their 
joyfulness and playing "fights" with them. Louise adds: 
"it's not a family anymore". 
Louise complains bitterly that she does not go out anymore 
and feels very annoyed with the reduction in her pocket 
money, and not receiving the extra money her father used to 
give her. She also complains that her mother makes her 
clean the flat "all the time", and go to the shops, which 
she thinks is unfair. She also misses her father's 
presence, as he is not there to stop her younger brother 
bullying her. Louise emphasises that she still loves her 
father "the same" and looks foreward to his return. 
At the time of the second interview, Louise says that 
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although she tries not to think about her father, 
sometimes she feels very sad and depressed. If she had a 
"private thing" to tell her father, he would listen to her. 
Since the last interview her brother has stopped bullying 
her, so now she does not need her father to support her: "I 
just kick him back". 
In regard to her mother's divorce Louise says: "That's life 
it's her life", therefore she has to decide what is best 
for her. 
Interaction between father child during imprisonment 
Louise could not be precise about how often she visits her 
father. She feels happy to see him, but does not like to go 
to the prison as the journey and the time she has to wait 
before she can see him makes it boring. Louise also 
complains that her mother talks with her father all the 
time and does not give her a chance to talk. Louise wants 
to know about the condition of her father's cell and if he 
has sufficient blankets on his bed, as she is very 
concerned about him being cold in the prison. 
At the time of the second interview, Louise has not seen 
her father for about six months. As her mother has divorced 
him and stopped visiting him in prison, she could not see 
him. She goes on to say that since her fasther's release, 
she does not even know where he lives as he wants to 
reorganise his life before contacting her again. Louise 
adds that her mother does not tell her much about this 
matter, and if she told her mother what she felt about it, 
she "probably would get a slap round the head", therefore 
she keeps quiet. 
Interaction with friends 
Louise has a best friend who is kind and takes her 
seriously. They trust each other and talk about their 
problems when they are unhappy or in trouble. Louise has 
only told this friend about her father's imprisonment. 
However, another friend at school has been bullying her 
about her father's imprisonment, but Louise does not know 
how this girl discovered where her father was. She did not 
tell anyone for fear that the matter would "spread around 
the school", and what she would feel or do if any of the 
children said to her: "your dad's in jail and all that". 
At the time of the second interview, Louise still has the 
same best friend she had last year. She can talk to her 
about "many things", but mainly she can tell her "things" 
about her father, such as "he's naive and kind". Her friend 
does not say anything, she just listens and would not 
"laugh or spread the secret". 
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01, 
Moral , judgement Interview 
Time 1: Louise thinks that, in general, people should obey 
the law as it is "naughty not obey the law", and they 
should be punished because it is wrong to break the law. 
Moral stage: 1(2) 
Time 2: Louise thinks that, in general, people should obey 
the law because otherwise "you go to court". She does not 
know why they should be punished. The only thing she knows 
is that if they break the law, the police "catch them and 
put them in jail". 
Moral stage: 1 
Coppersmith Self-Esteem Inventory 
The score attained by Louise in the four subscales of the 
above test are as follow: 
scales scores 
Time 1 Time 2 
General self 15 15 
Social self-peer 66 
Home-parents 33 
School-academic 43 
General self score 56 54 
Child's impression of Ilip, interview 
Louise felt "happy" to talk about her father, as nobody 
talks to her about this subject. She also says that she 
wants to help the researcher. She finds the questions too 




Mother: Annabel, 34 years old 
Father: Clive, 28 years old 
Children: Lauren, Linda and Jim, 10,6 and 5 years old. 
Demoor_avhic Data 
Family R live in a two-bedroom council flat on an estate in 
East London. The estate is deteriorating and has no green 
area or facilities for children to play. The stairs and 
balconies are dirty and smell of urine. The interior of the 
flat is also very dirty and the furniture old and worn. 
Annabel attended a secondary modern school until the age 
of 15, after which she worked as machinist (making 
clothes). She met her first husband when she was 19 years 
old and lived with him for five years before getting 
married. They had been married for only two months when he 
was arrested for burglary. Lauren, her daughter, was born 
while he was in prison. Annabel's first husband was a 
violent man and he used to beat her frequently. He is 
currently serving a ten-year prison sentence for rape and 
burglary. It was after this offence (raping a 65-year-old 
woman) that Annabel decided to separate from him. 
Seven years ago, Annabel met her present common-law husband 
and they decided to leave Scotland and live in London. 
Initially they squatted in their present flat until the 
council eventually allocated it to them. Before his 
imprisonment, Clive worked sporadically in the building 
trade, and received social benefits. 
At the time of the second interview, Family R had moved to 
a new flat which is better situated then the previous one. 
The blocks are smaller and are surrounded by a green area. 
The flat is kept fairly clean and tidy, although it is 
sparsely fournished with no carpets on the floor. 
Husband's criminal data 
Clive was arrested for theft, which is his first 
conviction. At the time of the second interview, he had 
been sentenced to 18 months imprisonment, of which he only 
served 12 months and is now released. 
Mother's perception af- th event 
Annabel felt "terrible" when Clive was arrested, as she 
believed she had "left all this trouble" behind her and 
would never have to live through this situation again. She 
finds the legal system confusing and feels frustrated with 
the visiting procedures of the prison; she does not like 
taking the children to the prison as "you have to wait for 
a long time and they get tired and drive you mad". 
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At the time of the second interview, Annabel complains that 
the sentence of 18 months Clive received for stealing £300 
is extremely unjust, considering that this is his first 
offence. She emphasises that no one was interested in his 
life, his family, or the reasons why he stole the money. 
She compares the sentence Clive received with a two-year 
suspended sentence given to a man who recently assaulted 
her when she was returning from the local shops, and who 
had already spent five years in prison for rape and 
physically abusing his children. 
Feelings towards tjm husband 
Annabel blames Clive for the event. However, she adds that 
he had lost his job and they did not have any money; 
therefore, he stole the £ 300 to provide clothes for the 
children to go to school. She still considers Clive to be 
part of the family and emphasises that he cares for her and 
the children, is "harmless" and has a very "good nature". 
Unlike her first husband, who would beat her almost every 
day, even in front of the children, Clive never beats her 
or the children. Annabel thinks he has the "right ideas" on 
how to bring up children. For example, if Lauren does not 
want to do something he will explain to her why she should 
do it. He also tells her what time she has to go to bed and 
what time she should be in. Annabel is happy to have 
someone to control the children as she is "sort of soft"; 
she only shouts and does not insist on being obeyed. 
At the time of the second interview Clive had been 
released, but their relationship is not as good as before 
his imprisonment. When she moved to the new flat she hoped 
that this would be a new start in their lives; instead, 
Clive seems to want to go out with his friends when he 
pleases, leaving Annabel at home. The main problem between 
her and Clive is that he wants the domestic life and the 
social life at the same time, and the two "clash" as she 
cannot accompany him because of the children. She is 
adamant that when he earns money he has to give a part of 
it to her and not spend it all with his friends. However, 
she is prepared to give him another chance to "sort things 
out". According to Annabel, Lauren does not realise what 
is going on. 
Despite her problems with Clive, Annabel is happier in her 
new flat as the children have more space to play, the 
school is nearer and she does not feel frightened that 
someone is going to attack her. 
Annabel says that she is having great difficulties coping 
with the financial changes. Before his imprisonment, Clive 
worked, even though sporadically, as a painter and 
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decorater and used to earn an average of £200 a week. Now 
Annabel receives £38 a week from social security and finds 
it practically impossible to manage the family budget on 
this money. She has accumulated many debts and finds it 
difficult to buy even essential things like food. When she 
was living in Scotland she had many friends and at times of 
economic difficulty she would borrow "potatoes from one 
person, sugar from another and make a meal". Here in London 
it is completely different: if she has sufficient to eat 
"okay", if not "too bad". 
Annabel feels very frightened and insecure at being alone 
with three children in London, particularly in the 
environment in which she is now living. She recalls the 
experience she had since Clive has been in prison, when a 
neighbour attacked her and her sister when returning from 
shopping. The man assaulted her with a knife and tried to 
rape them. They ran away but he pursued them and smashed 
the windows of Annabel's flat. As a result of this event, 
Annabel lost the baby she was expecting. However, she is 
resigned to the fact that she has to be alone for the 
period Clive is in prison and is attempting to cope with 
her loneliness and fear by visiting her sister frequently. 
Since Clive's imprisonment, Annabel has noticed many 
changes in Lauren's behaviour. She has become very "cheeky" 
and "hard to please". She does not help with the house work 
anymore and has become very argumentative. Annabel believes 
that Lauren is retaliating for not going out as she did 
when Clive was at home. She also thinks that Lauren has 
matured too quickly and has become too self-confident and 
does not see danger in anything. For example, Lauren often 
does not return home from school until seven or eight 
o'clock in the evening, as she visits her friend and does 
not recognise that the estate where this friend lives is 
very dangerous and that she is at risk of being attacked. 
Annabel blames herself for Lauren's attitude, as she has 
allowed her to stay up late to keep her company and she is 
not able to enforce the punishment she gives; therefore, 
Lauren-takes advantages of her. Annabel also complains that 
Lauren helps everybody (her mother's friends and 
neighbours) with cleaning and babysitting, but she does not 
want to do the same for her. 
At the time of the second interview, Annabel says that 
after the initial difficulties managing the financial 
budget, she can now cope with the lack of money as is was 
used to it. If she really needed money desperately, her 
sister would help her. Her sister has also helped Annabel 
cope with her loneliness by going out with her and 
listening to her worries. 
Soon after his release from prison, Clive began work as a 
decorator with his brother. Currently however, he is 
unemployed. 
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Explanation of- t event ta J child 
Annabel told Lauren about Clive's offence and arrest, but 
asked her not to tell her siblings as they are too young to 
understand. When Lauren learned of Clive's imprisonment, 
she was very upset and "cried and cried", but as "she keeps 
things to herself", it is difficult for Annabel to know 
just how upset Lauren really is. 
Annabel does not interact with neigbours, and her immediate 
family consists only of her sister, who is very close to 
her and helps her with money and emotional support. Clive's 
mother also helps her by cooking the Sunday lunch for her 
and the children. Annabel did not ask for and was not 
offered any help from the social services. She does not 
want any "nosy" person telling her what to do. 
Child's perception aL parents 
Lauren says that she does not get on very well with her 
mother, as she does not listen to her and is very upset and 
"takes it out on me". They have many arguments as her 
mother asks her to do things which she cannot be "bothered 
to do". Lauren feels that her mother is making a habit of 
sending her to the shops everyday, or making her clean the 
room. She also dislikes her mother's temper and "moaning" 
when she eats a sandwich or a biscuit without asking first. 
Currently, Lauren feels particularly upset towards her as 
she refused to buy a pair of jeans because of lack of 
money. She explains that all her friends have jeans. Lauren 
goes on to say that, even though she understands her 
mother's explanations (that the other children have fathers 
who give their wives money) she still feels that the 
situation is unfair. However, she loves her mother and says 
that her best aspects are that she is loving and caring. 
Lauren thinks that her mother understands her sometimes, as 
when she lets her stay up until 10 p. m. Lauren also 
believes she looks like her mother as she is intelligent, 
nice and "half good looking". She also loses her temper 
like her mother, as when she shouts and hits her brother 
and sister when they do not obey her, particularly when 
she is baby sitting and they insist on not going to bed or 
"muck around". 
Lauren chooses her aunt as her favourite adult in whom to 
confide as she knows how to talk and not upset her. 
According to Lauren, she is very understanding, listens to 
her, can be trusted and does not "get into a temper" like 
her mother. Lauren adds that when she is sad, her aunt says 
"the right thing". Lauren also goes to her aunt if she is 
in trouble, unless it is just a "silly thing" and not a 
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"deep thing", like the day she came home late after school 
and was frightened of being punished. For serious problems 
she would not know where to go for advice. She thinks that 
"probably" she would keep it to herself. 
Lauren would talk to Clive as he is kind, but not about her 
problems as he would not understand women's problems. She 
only talks to him when he is in a good mood; she knows when 
he is in a good mood because he begins to talk about her 
education and looks at her "happily" and gives everybody 
money and tells them to go out and spend it. She loves it 
when he plays games with her or takes her out, but does not 
like it when he comes home in a bad mood and shouts or 
makes "stupid jokes, taking the rise of me". Lauren takes 
these jokes seriously; she loses her patience and "smash 
cups and things". On these occasions his face becomes red 
and he slams the doors and moves the armchair in front of 
the television so noone can see the programme. Lauren 
feels particularly angry and frustrated when Clive 
promises to take her out just to keep her quiet, only to 
deny the promise he made in the first place. She "begs him 
and begs him" until he says that he is not taking her out 
again. Lauren understands that it is against her interests 
to insist in this way, but she feels so annoyed that she 
cannot control herself. For Lauren, it is "just horrible" 
when people promise something to her and then do not keep 
it: "I just go mad". 
Lauren feels very upset when her mother and Clive have 
arguments which, in general, are Clive's fault. He does not 
want her mother to go out but it is all right for him to do 
so. She adds angrily: "They (men) say: cook the dinner and 
then they go out". She adds that if she were a father, she 
would help the family more by giving more care and money 
and certainly would not "go to prison all the time". 
At the time of the second interview, Lauren says that she 
obeys Clive if he tells her to be good at school or help 
her mother, but she does not like it when he tells her not 
to stay out too late at night because something may happen 
to her. She explains that she understand that he is worried 
about her, but she tells herself that nothing will happen 
so she stays out anyway. 
Child's attribution of responsibility 
Lauren says that her mother told her about her father's 
imprisonment. Initially, she could not believe it and felt 
very sad. Lauren does not blame anyone for her father's 
offence, she explains that Clive stole the money to buy 
clothes and food for her, her brother and sister. 
Lauren thinks that her father should have stolen the money 
"because he did it for us" and he should not be punished 
because "it was stupid, because it was only little amount 
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of money and like other people get let free and he never 
did anything before" 
At the time of the second interview, Lauren thinks that 
Clive should not have committed the offence because "I know 
we needed clothes but he could've waited and like don't 
steal, but she still thinks he should not be punished 
"because he's never been in prison before and it was only a 
little money, only £300. Like T. he did it to my mum 
(assaulted her with a knife and tried to rape her mother) 
and he never got nothing but my dad only got the money and 
T. did more then what my dad did and got nothing". 
Child's perception if changes after th father's 
imprisonment 
Lauren says that when her father went to prison "everything 
went quiet". Lauren was allowed to stay up until late and 
go out with her friends. Even though she likes to keep her 
mother company and go to bed or come home later, she misses 
"a man in the house" to protect them and would rather have 
her father at home than be alone with her mother. She felt 
very scared when her mother was attacked by a neighbour. 
Clive used to take her to his family or to the park, fun 
fair and bus rides. Since his imprisonment, her mother 
does not go out with her anymore. But for Lauren, the 
change she finds most difficult to cope with is her 
mother's mood. She is very upset, therefore she cannot be 
"bothered with us". Lauren feels that her mother does not 
know what to do and "just can't handle it". She tries to 
help her mother by avoiding arguments and doing "normal 
things" such as returning home early from school and not 
shouting at her sister or brother. 
At the time of the second interview, Clive has been 
released from prison and Lauren has had to adapt to a new 
routine of going to bed earlier and coming home directly 
from school, which makes her feel very annoyed. When she 
learned that Clive was going to be released she felt happy, 
excited and counted the days until he returned home. 
Initially he was really nice to everyone, but soon after he 
"got used to it and got back to it all, going out with his 
friends and spending all his money with them". 
Interaction between father and child during imprisonment 
Lauren visits her father fortnightly. She likes to visit 
him but feels disappointed because he does not listen to 
her. He asks her: "How are you? " and she answers: "fine" 
and then he turns to her mother and only talks to her. 
Lauren believes that he may have too many things on his 
mind; therefore, she just sits down and "play about with 
the chair" feeling very bored. However, she looks foreward 
to the visits mainly because it is a day out, and after 
seeing Clive, her mother used to go to the market. Lauren 
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enjoys walking through the metal detector in the prison. 
She keeps her keys, bottons and silver in her pockets just 
to make the detector ring. 
Interaction with friends 
None of Lauren's friends knows that her father is in 
prison, apart from her best friend and the teacher. Lauren 
believes that her friend would never hurt her and she 
trusts her to keep the secret. They exchange information 
about their fathers, as her best friend's father is also 
separated from her mother. When her mother and Clive have 
arguments she feels "ill" and has to talk to her best 
friend, which makes Lauren feel better. However, Lauren is 
"terrified" that one day other friends may find out. 
Time 1: Lauren thinks that, in general, people should try 
to obey the law "as best as you can, because otherwise 
everybody would steal". People who break the law should be 
punished if "they've done something bad. Some people will 
just do it again but most people think: "Oh, I've got 
caught one time so I'm not going to do it again". 
Moral stage: 2 
Time 2: Lauren thinks that people 
in some sircumstances "if you are 
money for a good reason and your 
it, you don't care about the law. 
depending on "what they've done, 
like stealing a£ 100 no, but 
probably. 
Moral stage: 3 
should not obey the law 
desperate and you need 
wife need it then you do 
People should be punished 
if it was a silly thing 
breaking into a shop 
Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory 
The scores attained by Lauren in the four subscales of the 
above test are as follow: 
Sub-scales Scores 
Time 1 Time 2 
General self 20 23 
Social self-peer 8 8 
Home-parents 6 8 
School-academic 6 8 
Total self score 80 94 
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Child's impression q interview 
Lauren feels very plesed to be interviewed as nobody talks 
to her or is interested in what she feels about anything. 
She likes to talk about her father and found the questions 
interesting and easy to answer. 
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Mother: Cristina, 32 years 
Father: Glen, 33 years 
Children: Sally and Edgar, 9 and 11 years old. 
Demographic data 
Family S live in a two-bedroom council house in west London. The interior of the house is clean and tidy. 
Cristina was looked after by her grandmother when she was a 
child, and as her grandmother was not keen on her going to 
school, she received little education after she was 13 
years old. She worked as a cashier in a shop before 
marrying her first husband when she was 19 years old, but has not worked since. She lived with her husband for five 
years, and soon after separating from him she met Glen, her 
current common-law husband. Sally was one year old at the time. Cristina's son now lives with his grandmother. Before 
his imprisonment, Glen was working in a warehouse and 
receiving social benefits at the same time. 
Currently, Cristina is not working and receives social 
security benefits, complemented by financial support she 
receives from her brother. Cristina is gentle and kind- 
hearted. She seems very insecure and dreamy. 
Husband's criminal data 
Glen was arrested and remanded in custody for dealing in 
drugs. He has no previous convictions. At the time of the 
second interview, Glen had been sentenced to 15 years 
imprisonment. 
Mother's perception at the. event 
Although Cristina was "suspicious" that her husband was doing "something bad", as someone told her about his 
involvement with "friends" who were dealing with drugs, she 
"really didn't believe it" and thought it was a mistake. 
She never immagined that he could ever be arrested. 
When Cristina learned by a friend that her husband had been 
arrested, she felt shocked and angry with him because she 
was not given the opportunity to help him. As she says: "I 
may have talked some sense in him", if he had told her. 
Cristina feels very distressed that her husband never 
confided in her about what he was doing, but justifies his 
silence by saying that he never told her about his drug 
dealings as he wanted to protect her from the consequences 
of being involved in such "work". 
Cristina did not attend the trial as her husband did not 
want her to be exposed to the suffering it could bring her. 
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His brother told her the result of the trial, and when she 
learned that he had been sentenced to 15 years 
imprisonment, she felt like "smashing everything in the 
house" and immediately thought: "fifteen years on my own". 
It seemed impossible that this was really happening and she 
felt like they were talking about another person, not her 
husband. Fortunately, her mother was in London on holiday 
at the time and she comforted her, otherwise she could have 
"committed suicide". Cristina does not understand why he 
was sentenced to 15 years as he was dealing in drugs "in a 
very small way". She believes that the barrister and the 
solicitor "muddled everything". Glen was very confused; 
first he pleaded not guilty and then he changed his mind 
and pleaded guilty. However, she still feels hopeful that 
"something will happen" and he might "get out in three or 
four years". He is going to appeal, therefore, he might 
have his sentence reduced, and he could also receive 
parole; but at the same time, Cristina says that the 
barrister told her that drug offenders are not granted 
parole. 
Feelings towards #ihm husband 
Cristina believes that Glen's friends are to blame for her 
husband's imprisonment, as they convinced him to 
participate in their criminal activities by "false 
pretense". They only showed him the advantages and not the 
dangers he could face. She says her husband was too weak to 
resist his friends pressure. "Anyway", she concludes, "he 
didn't do anything bad, he was just involved with these 
people". 
Cristina's feelings toward her husband have not changed. 
She still thinks he is "a very nice person", different from 
other men as he is "kind, understanding and loving". She 
believes he cares about her and Sally. Initially, she was 
so angry and frightened that she did not go to see him, but 
then he wrote a letter from the prison to her saying he 
was wrong and "against everything he had done"; he even 
started crying when he saw her on the first visit. It has 
been very difficult for Cristina to see her husband 
"breaking down", as before his imprisonment he was proud of 
himself and would never show his emotions. Cristina says 
that she forgives her husband for what he has done, and is 
adamant that she is going to wait for him. 
At the time of the second interview, Cristina says that she 
is more worried for Glen than she is for herself as he 
never imagined he would receive such a long sentence. She 
felt "sick" with the thought of what he was going through 
and not being able to do anything to help him. 
Cristina now, first blames the police who told the judge 
that he was guilty; second she blames his friends, 
particularly the one who had just been released from 
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prison and should have known that the police were watching 
him; and third, she blames her husband as he knew what he 
was doing, but wanted to make a lot of money in an easy 
way. She goes on to say that, despite what he did she loves 
him more than before his imprisonment, as now he shows his 
affection to her and writes long letters saying how much he 
loves her, whereas before, he took her for granted. 
However, Cristina is aware that his change of attitude may 
be due to his fear of losing her, but she is certain that 
she could not be happy with anyone else and finds some 
consolation in the fact that she still can see him 
regularly. 
Cristina says that "everything changed" after her 
husband's imprisonment. She says that the future is 
. unbearable without 
Glen and has nothing to look foreward 
to. He was the only man who really was interested in her as 
a person and made her feel like a real woman. Now she does 
not look after herself or go out anywhere. At night she 
misses him and has terrible nightmares. Two days before 
his arrest she learned that she was pregnant and felt 
really thrilled, but after Glen's arrest, she felt so 
confused and insecure that she followed the advice of some 
friends and had an abortion, which she deeply regrets. She 
now thinks that she may not have another chance to have a 
baby as she is already 32 years old, and Glen will probably 
receive a sentence of more than five years. 
Financially, Cristina says she is "all right" as her 
brother "helps her a lot". He pays for holidays, clothes, 
telephone, gas and electric bills and "a little shopping". 
The major dificulties for Cristina have been coping with 
her lack of knowledge where her husband was being held, 
what was happening to him, and with the attitude of the 
police in general. She thought that the police were 
beating him to extract the names of the people involved, 
and that she might never see him again. She was "very, very 
frightened". The police told her not to get in touch with 
her husband and that he would receive more than 10 years, 
therefore it was better not to wait for him. She was also 
scared that the police would arrest her and she would lose 
her rights over her daughter, even though she did not know 
anything about her husband's activities. According to 
Cristina, the police behaved "a bit mad and aggressive" 
towards her. When they came to search the house for drugs 
and she opened the door "a bit", they pushed her away from 
the door and would not give her a chance to say anything. 
She felt that they treated her as a "prostitute", as they 
were asking why she did not work and how she was feeding 
her daughter. They also asked Sally many questions, such as 
what kind of presents her father gave her, where she went 
on holiday with him, and even what was her uncle's name. 
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Cristina has not noticed any major changes in Sally. She 
asks about her father frequently and is worried about what 
can happen to him, and sometimes she "panics". That is, 
suddenly she says with a sad voice that she might not see 
Glen anymore, or that when he returns home she will be 
"grown up". Cristina adds that Sally can cope better than 
her with the situation, as she is "much more clever and 
outspoken" than she is, or even her husband. Acording to 
Cristina, Sally seems to "know everything about life", 
while she is ignorant and naive. 
At the time of the second interview, Cristina is thinking 
of getting a job. Although her brother provides everything 
she needs financially, she thinks it's not fair to depend 
on him and feels very distressed to be a burden on him. She 
also thinks that having a job may help her to take her 
"mind off" her husband's imprisonment. 
Cristina recalls how content she felt with her life before 
her husband's imprisonment. She used to go out with him 
quite often to restaurants and parties. Now she does not 
want to go anywhere, talk to anyone or do anything. She 
feels sorry for herself and is "obsessed with the thought" 
that they are spending the best part of their lives apart. 
She has also become more insecure than ever. When her 
husband does not write to her, she immediately thinks that 
he has forgotten her. Every afternoon her "eyes are always 
on the door", waiting for a letter from him. 
Now her husband's has been convicted, Cristina is only 
allowed to visit him once a month. She felt happier when he 
was on remand as she could visit him every day. Although it 
was very tiring to take him food and clothes every day, she 
thought it was worth the trouble as after she had seen him 
she felt much better and believed she had done something to 
help him. 
As in the last interview, Cristina emphasises that Sally 
misses her father as he used to give her "a lot of 
attention", but she is coping very well with his absence. 
She says that Sally even consoles her when she feels very 
upset, particularly when Glen does not write "at least one 
letter a week". On these occasions, when Cristina "worries 
sick" that he may have forgotten her, Sally tells her that 
she "is very silly and shouldn't worry". 
Explanation p the. event J, Q #'ha child 
Cristina did not have to explain anythng to Sally. She 
heard Cristina talking on the telephone with Glen's 
friends about his arrest, and she followed the process of 
the trial closely. According to Cristina, Sally was very 
worried about her own reaction to the event. She tried to 
comfort her mother by saying to her that nothing would 
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happen to her father, but at the same time Sally was asking 
her mother, while also crying, if they (police) would beat 
up her father. 
Support system 
Cristina's mother supports her by listening to her and 
giving her advice. However, her mother thinks that what 
Glen did was "horrible", that Cristina is doing too much 
for him, and wonders whether it is all worthwhile. Some of 
Cristina's friends have also been very supportive by 
offering her advice and giving her emotional support. 
Cristina has no contact with Glen's family; they do not 
live in London, apart from a sister, who no longer wants to 
speak with him. 
Cristina has not received help from the social services; 
they never offered and she never asked for any. Cristina 
believes that the social services can do nothing for her, 
for when the children were younger she asked them for 
assistance when she was ill and they said that they could 
not help. Cristina says that she would have appreciated 
someone with whom to discuss her problems, particularly 
someone who could explain the "court system". 
Generally, Cristina does not interact with her neighbours 
and she believes that they do not know about Glen's 
imprisonment. 
Child's perception j parents 
Sally believes that she gets on "all right" with her 
mother. She loves when they both "sit down" to watch a 
funny programme and laugh together. Her mother also tells 
her stories which she says are true, but Sally thinks they 
are made up to make her laugh. However, now her mother is 
very angry; she hits her and pulls her hair and does not 
want to listen to her anymore. She "hates" when her mother 
behaves in this way and feels scared at her mother's "very 
loud shouts". Sally also says that her mother "forgets to 
keep her promises all the time". She even tried to remind 
her, unsuccessfully, by writing down what she had promised. 
Sally chooses her mother as her favourite adult with whom 
to confide. She feels that her mother "always keeps the 
secret" and that she can tell her anything and she will 
not entice her or tell her what she should or should not 
do. Sally goes on to say that she would like to be like her 
grandmother as she is a "really nice person". She is kind 
to everyone, gives presents to all the family and would 
never say "you owe me this or that". She would "just forget 
about it". 
If in trouble, Sally would go to her mother. Although her 
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mother says that she will not help her as she should have 
thought about the consequences of her action before, in the 
end she tries to do everything she can to "sort out" the 
problem. However, if her grandmother lived near her, Sally 
would prefer to go to her because she is very "sensible" 
and would never say "I'll do in a minute or half an hour, 
she would just do it. Her grandmother also tells her how 
to behave, how to sit or eat, and if she did something 
"naughty" her grandmother would pull her ears, as she does 
with her brother, who "is gone nice" since he went to live 
with her, and has stopped to scream and shout when he 
cannot have his own way. 
Sally will tell her father any of her problems when he 
returns home, as he is not a woman, although she would like 
him to give her some advice as he is "quite clever". When 
her father was at home she used to get on "all right" with 
him. She recalls how happy she felt when he used to buy 
her presents or give her money to stop crying and go to 
bed. Sally would like her father to talk with her "a bit 
more" and not to be "so shy". She feels that he does not 
understand her when she tries to talk to him and he does 
not say anything. If she could change anything about him 
she would make him "talk a lot". She says that she is 
waiting for him to leave the prison to have the birthday 
party he promised her. 
At the time of the second interview, Sally complains that 
her' mother "day dreams" and does not listen to her. She 
also swears at her just because she becomes "confused". On 
these occasions, Sally feels very "uncomfortable" and does 
not understand why her mother becomes so upset for the 
least little reason. For example, Sally demanded that her 
mother write a letter to the school apologising for Sally's 
behaviour, but instead of doing what Sally asked, her 
mother complained and swore at her. Sally says that her 
mother does not understand the way she feels because she 
does not take any interest in her school work anymore. On 
the few occasions Sally has asked her for help, she simply 
answers: "I can't do anything about it". If Sally insists 
her mother becomes angry with her and begins to swear. 
However, Sally still chooses her mother as her favourite 
adult with whom to confide. Being a woman she can 
understand better what she has to say. If in trouble she 
would go to different people depending on the nature of the 
trouble. If she is in trouble for answering back to her 
teacher, she would tell her mother as she knows what to say 
to the teacher and so take "the pressure" from her. If she 
had a fight and damaged something, she would go to her 
uncle as he would "certainly" apologise for her bahaviour, 
and pay for any damage she may have caused, whereas her 
mother would just leave it up to her to resolve the 
situation. Sally goes on to say that she would not tell her 
father her problems for, although she feels she could 
trust him, she does not believe he would do anything about 
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them. He would just listen and tell her to ask her mother. 
However, he says that she would still take his advice, and 
insists that imprisonment has not changed him as a person. 
Child's attribution at responsibility 
Sally was near her mother when she telephoned a friend and 
heard that her father had been arrested, but she did not 
tell her why. Sally remembers very clearly the shock she 
and her mother felt when they learned about his arrest. She 
also remembers her mother's "mumbling", and her efforts to 
talk to her mother in an attempt to understand what was 
going on. She felt really worried about her mother's 
reaction on the telephone, and at the "horrible" face she 
pulled. She discovered all about drugs when she overheard 
her mother talking to "people". Now she knows that her 
father is in prison for dealing with drugs but her mother 
never explained the situation. However, she thinks that he 
was "forced to do it", as he "surely" did not want to get 
involved. 
In Sally's account of the event, she says that police cars 
were following her father and mother; they would stay 
outside her house to know who was coming in and out, or 
they would "run through streets corners to keep an eye on 
them". Sally did not like the policeman who was asking her 
"all kind of stupid questions" such as with whom she went 
on holiday, and her uncle's and grandfather's names. She 
adds that they found "the proof against my dad" because he 
was driving when they found the drugs in the boot of the 
car. She explains that he was "just driving their car 
because his friends gave the keys to him". Sally goes on to 
say that, initially she thought that the police were 
"telling lies" about her father, or that they had mistaken 
him for someone else. Sally was also very worried that they 
were "hitting him" to make him tell who was involved in the 
drug dealing. 
According to Sally, if her father did such thing, he 
shouldn't have done it; "but he didn't want to do it, I 
think he was forced to do it because his friends pushed him 
to do it. But if he tells the law, you know the judge, they 
won't dare to believe him. They'll say it's all nonsense". 
According to Sally, her father "shouldn't get a sentence, 
not because he's my dad, but because he's not guilty, he 
was sort of pushed into it". 
At the time of the second interview, Sally believes that 
her father's friends put the blame on him to get away from 
the police themselves. She adds that he is not this " kind 
of person" and she feels very confus ed about the w hole 
situ ation: "because if my dad didn't do it, like if he 
neve r had an ything to do with this and he was put into it, 
then why is he getting punished for no reason? " 
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However, Sally still thinks that he should be free, or be 
sentenced to a month or two: "because he was guilty, but 
not really guilty, his friends put him into it and he never 
done anything like that before. My dad is kind and cares 
about us". 
Child's perception Qf_ changes after father's imprisonment 
Sally says that she misses her father taking her to school, 
and going out with him to places such as fun fairs and 
parks. She also misses playing games with him and the 
attention he used to give her. Since her father's 
imprisonment, she has not been anywhere as her mother does 
not have the time; she has to cook and go to the prison 
every day to see her father. She really "hates it" when her 
mother is late and she has to stay at a friend's house. She 
also dislikes having to do the shopping and cleaning her 
room. 
According to Sally, her father is "quite clever", therefore 
she could trust him to "sort out things", but now she has 
to "get on" on her own. However, the most difficult change 
for Sally to cope with is her mother's distress. She 
believes that her mother is "taking on" her by beating her 
up or "stepping my head on the television". She really 
wishes that her mother could "calm down". 
At the time of the second interview, Sally complains that 
she no longer receives pocket money; she now has to plead 
with her uncle to have "some money". When her father was at 
home, he would buy many clothes for Sally and her mother, 
and take them out to many places such as restaurants, parks 
and fun fairs. However, Sally continues to think that the 
most difficult thing with which to cope is her mother's 
unhappiness. She feels very sad and helpless as she cannot 
do anything about it. She adds that her mother "forgets to 
sort out my P. E. stuff", therefore she is often prevented 
from participating in games at school. 
Interaction between father an-d child during imprisonment 
Sally does not know how many times she visits her father, 
but says that it is not very often. She does not really like 
going to the prison as the journey is very long, and when 
she is with her father, she cannot talk. Her father only 
says: "hello", asks a few questions about her school work 
and then starts talking to her mother about "courts, 
solicitors and barristers". To pass the time, Sally looks 
around to other people talking, or just "muck around" until 
the officer comes and "hurry them to stop". She also does 
not like the electric doors, the policeman with the "blue 
bowl" (for metal objects) and the metal detector. Sally 
does not understand why she has to pass under this 
detector; she "hates it", thinks it is stupid and suspects 
it is just for spying on her. 
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At the time of the second interview, Sally still does not 
visit her father very frequently. The last time she felt 
sick. The coach takes too long and Sally feels very bored. 
She only likes the sea crossing. She also feels very bored 
in the visiting room; just sitting down listening to her 
mother and father talking for two hours, while she has 
nothing to do. 
Interaction with friends 
At the beginning of the interview, Sally said that neither 
her friends or her teacher knew about her father's 
imprisonment: she never talks about her father, and her 
friends do not ask about him. However, she later mentions 
that she can tell all her secrets to her best friend and 
that she told her about her father. This friend only 
listens to her and does not say anything. Sally says that 
her best friend is so kind that even if she hits her, she 
would not tell the secret to anyone. Sally told her friend 
about her father on an occasion when there was "white 
stuff" (chalk) in the playground and Sally said: "drugs, 
drugs" just as a joke. 
Moral develor)ment interview 
Time 1: Sally thinks that, in general, people should obey 
the law "because if the law was made, it was made to be 
obeyed otherwise it's not worth having a law". People 
shouldn't be punished "if it's to do with your relations, I 
don't think so, but if they're doing it for fun, then yes, 
but if they care about the person, no". 
Moral stage: 3 
Time 2: Sally thinks that, in general, people should obey 
the law, but if they care about the person, and if it's 
only once, they can break the law. She thinks that people 
should be punished "if they want to do it, but some persons 
should be let free if they have a reason to do it". 
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Coppersmith Self-Esteem Inventory 
The scores attained by Sally in the four subscales for the 
above test are as follow: 
Sub-scales Scores 
Time 1 Time 2 
General self 22 21 
Social self-peer 56 
Home-parents 64 
School-academic 68 
General self score 76 78 
Child's impression g-f .e 
interview 
Sally said that she was excited at the prospect of being 
interviewed. Initially, she thought that the researcher 
would not go to her house therefore, she tried not to 
expect the visit, but when the appointment was kept she 
felt good as she "likes to talk to people, but not 
everyone". She finds the questions interesting. 
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